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The traditional narrative of the Forest Service places the mythic “two-fisted” male ranger 
as the focus of its history. The reality is that without women he would not have gotten the job 
done. Women’s work as advocates, foresters, rangers’ wives, clerks, information and education 
specialists, scientific researchers, and lookouts reveals that although women were excluded from 
the male domain of forestry, they created a distinct female tradition within the Forest Service—
what one called a “feminine forestry” that proved without women, the Forest Service would not 
have achieved its accomplishments or growth throughout the twentieth century. Throughout their 
work, women spread their version of the “greatest good” by promoting the conservation cause, a 
civic and moral responsibility to conserve nature and people’s relationship with the land for the 
future benefit of American life and values. From the beginning, they played a critical role in 
pioneering, building, maintaining, and supporting the agency’s forest management infrastructure, 
information base, conservation education, scientific research, and fixed-point fire detection 
system, helping to shape the Forest Service’s mission and management of caring for the land and 






It was still dark when she awoke. She slid quietly out of bed so as not to wake Nina, a 
family friend who had come to stay with her. She pulled on her artist’s smock and johdpurs, 
quickly wrapping her hair up in a pinned bun. A quick lace of her knee-high boots and she set off 
from the cabin, her gear and binoculars in a knapsack. She would have breakfast when she 
returned from her morning check look. The year was 1921, and she was immensely proud to be a 
U.S. Forest Service lookout. The newspapers could say what they wanted about fragile women 
alone on a mountain top—even that journalist Mr. Patton who claimed she did not have to climb 
a tower to her post. She smirked, if only he knew.  
As she started to ascend the mountain, she remembered how she had been passed over for 
two years to become a lookout. But men gone off to war had left vacancies across the national 
forests, and she finally got her chance. She was no longer confined to the dull work of the 
indoors. When she reached the edge of the mountain, several hundred feet up from the cabin, she 
shifted her pack on her back to start the ascent up the ladder. Thinking of Mr. Patton, she 
grabbed hold of the ladder and started the one-hundred-fifty-foot climb over the rocks to the 
lookout cab. The excitement of being a Denver celebrity was nothing to the thrill of looking over 
the Front Range with Mt. Evans to the north, Pikes Peak to the south, and Denver just beyond to 
the east.  
When she reached the Devil’s Head Lookout cab she stepped around the catwalk and 
stood up straight, placed her hands on the railing, and took in a deep breath. The strong pine air 
of the July dawn was fragrant, crisp, and thin. The last of the glittering night lights of the Denver 
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city scape were fading, about to succumb to the light of morning. The emerging sun cast 
shadows on the nearby hills, pouring light on the eastern ridges while the western ones remained 
in darkness. The day should bring with it good weather and clear sight. From her perch on top of 
the world, she could see for miles.  
As dawn broke around her she started her check look for any smoke trails that may have 
started over night. She had spotted sixteen fires during the 1919 season and seven in 1920. If she 
sighted a smoke trail, she would go inside the cab and turn the fire finder to pinpoint its direction 
then call down to the station on the cab telephone to report the smoke to the ranger station. 
Seeing no smoke trails after her thirty-minute check look that morning, she walked inside the 
glass enclosed cab. The cab was a sturdy friend, her home she had kept in good repair over the 
last three seasons. Last year, she had given the exterior a fresh coat of green and white paint. 
What an adventure that had been. Looking around her summer home she welled up with 
satisfaction. She was one of the few female forest guards in the country. She was well-suited for 
the steadfast work, never feeling restless. The birds, animals, occasional visitors, wide-open 
vistas, and great Colorado sky kept her plenty of company. The isolation and loneliness that 
forest officials warned her about rarely surmounted her feeling of duty to protect her forests and 
zeal for the mountains surrounding her. The freedom of her lookout home kept her perfectly 
content.1     
Helen Dowe was one of several female U.S. Forest Service fire lookouts of the 1920s to 
breach the male sphere of forestry and patrol the tree line for smoke trails. While Dowe’s story 
captures the daily routine and occasional trials she faced in her job, her experiences more broadly 
                                                             
1 “Summer in Colorado,” Ottawa (KS) Herald, May 12, 1919; Eyra Powell, “At the Top of the World with a Girl 
Forest Guard” Washington (D.C.) Herald, May 1, 1921; “Girl Keeps Lonely Vigil on top of Mountain Watching for 
Forest fires,” Miami Herald, October 24, 1920; Harvey W. Patton, “When Fire Comes to a Forest” Dearborn (MI) 
Independent, July 9, 1921. 
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highlight the challenges women faced in working for the Forest Service and the inherent tensions 
of women entering the male domain of the forest, as well as how women sought to overcome 
such opposition. Throughout the early twentieth century, women found it difficult to infiltrate 
professional forestry and field-going labor as they were excluded from forestry schools and told 
not to apply for professional forester jobs, thereby excluding them from the traditional path into 
the Forest Service.  
In response, women forged their own path within the Forest Service and engaged their 
own conservation cause from the agency’s inception through the 1960s. They worked in 
conventional gender appropriate positions such as rangers’ wives, clerks, and information 
specialists, spreading their version of conservation—one based on culture and citizenship. They 
entered the forests as professional research scientists using their microscopic research to mitigate 
the tensions of women doing professional labor in the great outdoors. And as fire lookouts, 
women found reassurance within the male domain of the forests, enlarging their meaning of 
home to include their lookout cabs and forests that they protected. In the process, women 
demonstrated their capabilities as competent field employees. Reframing Forest Service history 
with women at its center reveals how women forged their own tradition of service—a feminine 
forestry—and proved that the accomplishments and growth of the Forest Service throughout the 
twentieth century would not have been achievable without women.2  
In this dissertation, I examine and highlight the significant developments, influences, and 
contributions of women who carried out conservation work in many different ways and roles: as 
forest “builders,” protectors, guards, and educators. To do so, they established their own tradition 
                                                             
2 “We Feminine Foresters” is a phrase attributed to Margaret March-Mount, Director of Women’s Forestry, in 
“Forest Fire Prevention—A Personal Responsibility,” interview by Margaret Lee, Milwaukee Journal Station, n.d., 
ca. 1938, “Biographical Files: Margaret March-Mount” folder, U.S. Forest Service Headquarters Collection, Forest 
History Society, Durham, NC. 
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of conservation work outside the realm of the male-dominated forestry culture and profession of 
forestry. After exploring the work and writings of women in the decades before the 
establishment of the U.S. Forest Service in 1905, this study focuses on women who worked in 
the Forest Service to emphasize their persistence in and impact on the agency despite it being a 
man’s world. I conclude the study in the 1970s, when the Forest Service started hiring women 
into professional and technical positions in increasingly larger numbers. It is this time period, 
from the 1850s to the 1970s, that women have not been fully recognized or discussed, 
specifically within the literature of the history of conservation work and the Forest Service. It 
should be noted that the study primarily focuses on white women, as women of color were not 
hired in any appreciable numbers until well after the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and did not start 
attaining technical positions until the next decade and leadership positions for another thirty 
years.3 
The dissertation begins in 1850 with Susan Fenimore Cooper, the first woman to publish 
a nature-text. She encouraged her readers to take a more mindful, factual, and sustainable 
approach to nature, ideas we see become practice as women's conservation cause in the 
twentieth-century. The study moves through the latter nineteenth and early twentieth-centuries, 
examining women’s work and advocacy that built on Cooper’s intellectual foundation during the 
Forest Reserve Period, a precursor to the National Forests, and into the Progressive Era when 
women’s involvement supported the establishment of environmental policies and the Forest 
Service. The remainder of the dissertation examines women’s work and impact on the agency 
and forestry through to the 1970s.  
                                                             
3 Donna Lynn Sinclair, “Caring for the Land, Serving People: Creating a Multicultural Forest Service in the Civil 
Rights Era” (PhD diss., Portland State University, 2015); James G. Lewis, The Forest Service and the Greatest 
Good: A Centennial History (Durham, North Carolina: Forest History Society, 2005), 175-185. 
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The 1970s are a turning point in women's involvement in the Forest Service. It was then 
that the agency was compelled by a class-action lawsuit for sex discrimination and the force of 
legislation and executive orders to change its hiring practices. New opportunities for 
professional, field, and leadership positions opened up. Women's conservation cause or human-
interest concern within forestry, however, did not end with these opportunities. Recent studies 
about women during and after this period, which focus heavily on sexual integration and relating 
the stories of women in line officer positions and management, clearly indicate that directly 
managing national forests and grasslands did not diminish the historic reasons women engage in 
conservation work.4  
It is the early history of women’s conservation work in the Forest Service that is 
relatively unknown. The exclusion of women from professional forestry in the early twentieth 
century effectively removed women from the history of conservation management in the process. 
Instead, the history of American conservation work has predominately belonged to white men. 
While there are many studies of women as naturalists, nature-writers, collectors, and advocates, 
the management of the environment (that is, the doing, the decisions, the administration) has 
been recounted as an almost entirely male enterprise.5 This is strikingly true of the Forest 
                                                             
4 Sinclair, “Caring for the Land, Serving People”; Carla R. Fisher, “You're Not Getting Rid of Me: Cultivating 
Space for Women in the U.S. Forest Service, 1950-1990,” (PhD diss., Purdue University, 2010); Elaine Pitt 
Enarson, Woods-Working Women: Sexual Integration in the U.S. Forest Service (Tuscaloosa: University of 
Alabama Press, 1984). 
 
5 See for example Lorraine Anderson and Thomas S. Edwards, eds. At Home on This Earth: Two Centuries of U.S. 
Women’s Nature Writing (Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 2002); Marcia Myers Bonta, American 
Women Afield: Writings by Pioneering Women Naturalists (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1995); 
Michael A. Bryson, Visions of the Land: Science, Literature, and the American Environment from the Era of 
Exploration to the Age of Ecology (Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia Press, 2002); Rochelle Johnson and 
Daniel Patterson, eds., Susan Fenimore Cooper: New Essays on “Rural Hours” and Other Works (Athens, GA: 
University of Georgia Press, 2001); Grace Kehler, "Gertrude Jekyll and the Late-Victorian Garden Book: 
Representing Nature-Culture Relations," Victorian Literature and Culture 35, no. 2 (2007): 617-33; Annette 
Kolodny, The Land Before Her: Fantasy and Experience of the American Frontiers, 1630-1860 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1984); Vera Norwood, Made from This Earth: American Women and Nature 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1993); Daniel J. Philippon, Conversing Words: How American 
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Service, a federal agency whose mission is to conserve public lands through sustainable 
multiple-use management.  
The traditional historical narrative of the Forest Service encompasses the triumphant tales 
of the solitary ranger mounted on his horse patrolling the wilderness and the Civilian 
Conservation Corps boys reshaping the landscape through federal works projects. The long list 
of male chiefs and the brave young men who fought fires figure largely in the telling. The ranger, 
however, remains at the center of the Forest Service story. As early as the 1910s, idealized and 
romanticized imagery of the Forest Service ranger was widespread in novels, newspapers, and 
stoic photographs reproduced throughout the country. To carry out the mission of the Forest 
Service, the agency required that the ranger be physically and mentally rugged, able to perform 
tough work in remote backcountry forests. He had to know the science of forestry in addition to 
having the brawn to tackle the physical challenges. He was the face of government or law 
enforcement, often the only official for miles, responsible for keeping the peace and establishing 
government regulation throughout the forests. Over time, this mythic “two-fisted” ranger as the 
hardy, judicious, and brave individual evolved into an archetype of the Forest Service and 
became the focus of its history. In 1960, Herbert Kaufman solidified the ranger’s standing in his 
study The Forest Ranger, arguing that the ranger was the tie that held the decentralized agency 
together, and was, in essence, the most important employee in the agency.6 This idealization of 
the Forest Service ranger has persisted into the twenty-first century that this dissertation strives 
to challenge. 
                                                             
Nature Writers Shaped the Environmental Movement (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 2004); Margaret 
Welch, The Book of Nature: Natural History in the United States 1825-1875 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 
1998). 
 
6 Herbert Kaufman, The Forest Ranger: A Study in Administrative Behavior (Washington, D.C.: Resources for the 
Future, 1960). 
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The stories of Forest Service men and their development of the agency and contributions 
to science and research, timber and fire, range and grazing, wilderness management, and outdoor 
recreation are well documented within agency, environmental, and public lands histories.7 The 
broader national narrative of conservation follows this pattern, relegating women to the sidelines 
(or the home) of work as “nature’s housekeepers.” 8 Women have been acknowledged for their 
efforts in campaigning for pure food, clean spaces, and the protection of other mothers (humans 
and animals) within conservation discussions. They have not been, however, recognized as 
active managers, decision makers, pathbreakers, or contributors to the conservation of the 
American environment.  
The dismissal of women from the agency’s history accompanied by a fervent regard for 
the masculine field of forestry and the mythic “two-fisted” ranger led to (as well as grew from) 
an exclusive, homogenized culture and history within the Forest Service. Looking to diversify 
the predominately white male agency workforce and culture, the United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) and Forest Service under Secretary Tom Vilsack (2009-2016) sought to 
bolster a more inclusive workplace through its “Cultural Transformation” initiative, releasing in 
                                                             
7 See for example Michael Frome, The Forest Service (Boulder: Westview Press, 1984); Michael Frome, Whose 
Woods These Are: The Story of the National Forests (Boulder: Westview Press, 1984); Harold K. Steen, The 
Beginning of the National Forest System (USDA, Forest Service, 1991); Harold K. Steen, The USDA Forest 
Service: A History (Durham, N.C.: Forest History Society in association with University of Washington Press, 
2004); Gerald W. Williams, The Forest Service: Fighting for Public Lands (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood 
Press, 2007); Gerald W. Williams, The USDA Forest Service: The First Century (Washington, D.C.: USDA Forest 
Service, 2000); Alfred A. Wiener, The Forest Service Timber Appraisal System: A Historical Perspective, 1891-
1981 (Washington, D.C.: USDA Forest Service, 1982); Norman Maclean, Young Men and Fire (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1992); David A. Clary, Timber and the Forest Service (Lawrence, KS: University 
Press of Kansas, 1986); William D. Rowley, U.S. Forest Service Grazing and Rangelands: A History (College 
Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1985); Ben W. Twight, Organizational Values and Political Power: The 
Forest Service Versus the Olympic National Park (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1983); 
Hal K. Rothman, ed., “I’ll Never Fight Fire With My Bare Hands Again”: Recollections of the First Forest Rangers 
of the Inland Northwest (Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 1994). 
 
8 Journalist Wendy Kaminer coined the term “nature’s housekeepers” in Wendy Kaminer, “Crashing the Locker 
Room,” Atlantic, July, 1992, http://www.theatlantic.com/issues/92jul/kaminer.htm. 
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2011 its Department-Wide Diversity and Inclusion Plan. The USDA plan endeavored to address 
the disparity of employment in every minority group and teach the entire workforce about the 
benefits of multi-culturalism and diversity, in order “to become the model employer [within the 
government] in developing a dynamic workforce that well represents the diversity of the people 
for whom we work: the American people.”9 The plan discussed trainings that would raise 
awareness about diversity and “incorporate it into the culture of the organization.” The USDA 
feared that failure to create a diverse workplace would cause the organization to “struggle” as it 
entered the twenty-first century.10  
Prior efforts dating to the 1960s that sought to help diversify the Forest Service 
workplace were minor and targeted towards specific minority groups. They included the Federal 
Women’s Program (FWP) created in 1967, which brought women together, and the Pacific 
Northwest Region (Region 6) Women in Forestry Network started in 1979, which provided 
women with professional opportunities through conferences, workshops, and trainings, as well as 
offered support and advice.11 In her book Woods-Working Women, Elaine Enarson wrote that the 
FWP became a space for women’s solidarity, “defining and communicating problems” that 
women faced, rather than educating the rest of the workforce on the inclusion of women’s 
work.12  
Cultural Transformation within the twenty-first century Forest Service addressed the 
inward focus of previous minority group programming by redirecting education about inclusion 
                                                             
9 United States Department of Agriculture, FY 2012- 2015 Department-wide Diversity and Inclusion Plan, accessed 
February 12, 2021, http://www.dm.usda.gov/employ/diversity/docs/DiversityandInclusionPlanFY11-15.pdf. 
 
10 Ibid., 10.  
 
11 Sinclair, “Caring for the Land, Serving People,” 42. 
 
12 Enarson, Woods-Working Women, 130. 
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to the entire workforce. The initiative sought to broaden the agency’s understanding of diversity 
through an attention to ethnicity. Many of the shared stories within Cultural Transformation 
featured women working in the agency at the time. A couple of stories featured women of color. 
For example, during women’s history months over the years, the FWP has held lunch webinars 
discussing women’s “double burden” of working a full-time job while maintaining a household 
and family. The main topic emphasized during the decade, however, was safety, empowering all 
Forest Service employees to say no to unsafe work and leave dangerous work situations if 
needed. The Cultural Transformation initiative was phased out in 2017 as a new administration 
took the helm of USDA.  
While the Forest Service desired to use the Cultural Transformation initiative to 
transform the agency’s culture, it never looked at addressing its past as part of its culture. History 
of women or minorities tended to the “first to” narrative, extolling the first women or people of 
color to occupy a position.13 Rather, the agency that sought to create a more inclusive present did 
not consider extending the mission to create an inclusive past, leaving women’s early history 
within the agency unknown. The result has been to create a narrative that women were not 
involved in the agency in any substantive way until the 1970s, when they gained more forestry, 
field, and leadership positions.  
One of the few articles about women in the Forest Service, hosted on the agency’s 
website, claims “Basically, there were no women hired by the Forest Service to do field work for 
many decades.” It goes on to state that “The struggle for women to get full recognition for their 
                                                             
13 For example, see Tom Tidwell, “Blacks in Government, National Training Conference,” USDA Forest Service, 
August 23, 2011, https://www.fs.usda.gov/speeches/transforming-forest-service-culture-commitment-inclusiveness; 
USDA Forest Service Enterprise Program, Enterprising People Newsletter, 50, June, 2012, 
https://www.fs.fed.us/enterprise/newsletter/documents/Enterprising-People-50.pdf; Vanessa R. Lane, Ken Cordell, 
Stanley J. Zarnoch, Gary T. Green, Neelam Poudyal, Susan Fox, “The Forest Service Safety Survey: results from an 
employee-wide safety attitude survey,” e-Gen. Tech. Rep. SRS-GTR-191 (Asheville, NC: USDA-Forest Service, 
Southern Research Station, 2014), https://www.fs.usda.gov/treesearch/pubs/45832. 
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abilities has taken almost a hundred years to come to fruition,” meaning women’s abilities to 
undertake forestry work have been dismissed until only recently.14 While former agency 
historian Gerald Williams made the first gallant effort within the Forest Service to address 
women’s stories in the early years, his research was admittedly limited and maintained the 
argument that women were not actively involved within the agency until the 1970s. Forest 
Service newsletter articles continue to adhere to this claim, stating “it wasn’t until the late 1970s 
and into the 1980s that women were admitted into the ranks” of the agency. Celebrating 
women’s history month in 2020, the article went on to state that “As we celebrate what women 
have contributed to this agency, we must recognize that many of their achievements didn’t come 
until relatively recently.”15 The general storyline of women’s history in the Forest Service has 
been drilled down to a simple narrative that “even though” women held a few positions, mainly 
clerical, within the agency, it was not until the 1970s when women started entering the 
professional and field series or positions of leadership—like ranger—that their contributions 
began to accumulate and were taken seriously.     
Even then, as more women entered the agency in non-forestry, professional, or field 
positions during the 1970s and 1980s, propelled by environmental and workforce legislative 
changes, participants of the entrenched agency culture dug in their heels as they were forced to 
hire and work with more women. During the era of affirmative action and the 1981 Consent 
Decree, which forced the agency in California (Region 5) to guarantee forty-three percent of jobs 
were held by women, many male agency employees pronounced the efforts to hire women “a 
                                                             
14 Gerald W. Williams, “Women in the Forest Service,” USDA Forest Service, accessed January 24, 2019, 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/r2/learning/history-culture/?cid=stelprdb5360500. 
 
15 USDA Forest Service, “Valiant women of the vote: Celebrating women's past, present and future,” Inside the 
Forest Service, March 6, 2020, https://www.fs.usda.gov/inside-fs/delivering-mission/excel/valiant-women-vote-
celebrating-womens-past-present-and-future. 
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joke—good on paper,” and criticized women for wanting “nontraditional jobs,” stating “You 
won’t fit in well with the Forest Service.”16 While the Consent Decree only mandated Region 5 
to diversify its workforce, its effects reverberated throughout the agency as managers in other 
regions feared the same legislation in their own spheres, meanwhile women sought to move 
around the country to climb the career ladder. As more women worked alongside men in the 
forests, women faced immense angst, discrimination, and sexual harassment.17   
The forty-year old story of discrimination and harassment towards field-going women 
within the Forest Service burst onto the national scene in 2018 when the PBS NewsHour 
reported “a widespread culture of sexual harassment and assault within the agency, and 
retaliation against those who reported it.” Thirty-four women across thirteen states complained 
of a “pattern of gender discrimination, bullying, sexual harassment and assault by crew members 
and supervisors” and when they reported it, they were met with resistance. In response, instead 
of seeing results like reprimands and terminations of male perpetrators, the women claimed they 
were further harassed, lost duties once assigned to them, or were transferred to a different duty 
location.18 A few days after the news story broke, Forest Service Chief Tony Tooke resigned 
amidst sexual misconduct allegations including relationships with his subordinates before he 
became chief. The agency’s second female chief, Vicki Christiansen, was instated shortly 
thereafter and immediately sought to address issues of discrimination and harassment with a 
                                                             
16 James G. Lewis, “‘New Faces, Same Old Values’: Revisiting a History of Attitudes Towards Women in the Forest 
Service” (Durham, NC: Forest History Society), March 9, 2018, https://foresthistory.org/new-faces-same-old-
values/; Enarson, Woods-Working Women, 17. 
 
17 Enarson, Woods-Working Women, 87-147. 
 
18 Elizabeth Flock and Joshua Barajas, “They reported sexual harassment. Then the retaliation began,” PBS 
NewsHour, March 1, 2018, https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/they-reported-sexual-harassment-then-the-
retaliation-began. 
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thirty-day plan, called “Stand Up For Each Other,” which included “employee listening sessions” 
and the beginning of harassment and bystander trainings.19                  
In November of 2018, Chief Christiansen testified before the House Oversight 
Committee in response to the claims regarding sexual misconduct and retaliation within the 
“‘hostile,’ male-dominated workplace [of the Forest Service], where harassment, bullying and 
assault is a deep-rooted and persistent part of the culture.” She described efforts that the agency 
was taking to address issues like the “Stand Up For Each Other” initiative. Other women who 
testified believed the agency was not doing enough to transform agency culture. Chief 
Christiansen acknowledged the greatly-needed cultural change but stated that while she would 
like to remake the agency culture in six-months, she did not believe it possible to change “a 
culture of an organization that’s existed for 113 years, that has 40,000 people, that has a mission 
of getting a critical job done in remote locations, overnight.”20 Since, the agency has hosted 
additional trainings on harassment and turned the emphasis of transforming agency culture to an 
initiative called “This is Who We Are,” a “values based, purpose driven, and relationship 
focused” approach to advancing the Forest Service mission.21  
To continue the mission of creating an inclusive workplace and redressing the male-
dominated Forest Service culture, it is necessary to create a more genuine and inclusive past by 
                                                             
19 Elizabeth Flock and Erica Hendry, “Tony Tooke, head of U.S. Forest Service, stepping down amid sexual 
misconduct allegations,” PBS NewsHour, March 7, 2018, https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/tony-tooke-head-of-
u-s-forest-service-stepping-down-amid-sexual-misconduct-allegations; Elizabeth Flock, “New female Forest Service 
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21 USDA Forest Service, “This is Who We Are,” March, 2019, https://www.fs.usda.gov/sites/default/files/This-is-
Who-We-Are.pdf. 
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reexamining Forest Service history with women at its center. The ranger position is certainly a 
vital function within the agency, but it is not the only one. Shifting the agency historical focus 
away from its emphasis on the ranger demonstrates the importance of numerous positions within 
the agency. This shift in perspective makes room for others, especially women and people of 
color, and reveals how the Forest Service was formed by a variety of different forces and people 
(men and women), not just rangers and foresters. The rugged ranger would have failed at his 
tasks without the legion of people, many of them women, who also worked to shape the Forest 
Service’s mission. By focusing less on leadership positions, such as the ranger or forest 
supervisor, the story of women in the Forest Service becomes less about women’s slow march 
towards leadership and more about women forging their own path in conservation work. 
Reframing Forest Service history by focusing on women is a critical component in fashioning a 
renewed culture and demonstrates that the agency, and conservation in general, would not be 
what it is today without the participation of women from its inception.   
From rangers’ wives and clerical staff to research scientists and fire lookouts, women 
have long been active in conservation management work within public lands agencies like the 
Forest Service. During the early twentieth-century, women managed the ranger station and 
dispatched for fires while their ranger husbands were away, clerks provided stability and 
cohesion amongst a decentralized agency, information specialists developed intellectual 
foundations for foresters, education specialists taught thousands of children and women about 
conservation and encouraged the planting of millions of trees, research scientists made valuable 
findings that bolstered wood-products industries and agency knowledge, while lookouts saved 
millions of forest acreage from burning.                                          
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Yet the agency ideal of “Men Wanted!” ensured that women’s entry into the Forest 
Service was not simple.22 The newly professionalized field of forestry in 1900 was at once 
considered a man’s domain. Even some women of the Progressive Era who participated in 
professional forestry’s formulation believed that the work of forestry was too masculine and 
rugged for women to handle. Mixing men and women in logging camps, they thought, could 
cause angst and unease between the sexes. By 1960, ninety percent of Forest Service 
professional employees (those in management and higher pay grades) were foresters. The 
remaining ten percent included engineers and social scientists.23 Complicating matters for 
women was their exclusion from forestry schools, a prerequisite for professional or field forestry 
work. The few women who were able to earn degrees in forestry were not able to secure work as 
foresters until the 1970s, with a few exceptions. Unable to infiltrate professional forestry and 
field-going labor due to the anxieties and tensions of women entering the male domain of the 
forest, women found meaningful work in the Forest Service and the forests outside of the 
traditional male path, but within a female one, what many of them called “feminine” forests and 
forestry.  
Historian Vera Norwood provides a model for understanding women’s nature work 
within the male-dominated nature study tradition that is applicable to examining women’s work 
in the Forest Service. By highlighting the niches that women created for themselves, Norwood 
shifted her analysis of “singular women away from their subordination within the male-
dominated stream of environmental history” to an exploration of “women’s group achievements 
                                                             
22 Agency recruitment posters claimed, “Men Wanted!” See Chuck James, “Women in the Forest Service: The Early 
Years,” Journal of Forestry 89, no. 3 (March 1991): 14-17. 
 
23 Kaufman, The Forest Ranger, x. 
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within female culture.”24 In her 1993 book Made From This Earth, Norwood explored the 
gendered relationship of women and nature in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries by 
dividing her analysis into two parts, examining how women integrated their interests in nature 
with gender appropriate activities or departed from “proper” female behavior. She wrote that 
while men “defined the subjects and methods of [nature and scientific] study,” women created a 
“distinctly female tradition in American nature study.”25 
In this dissertation, I examine how women in the Forest Service collectively worked in 
various niches within the agency and using Norwood’s dichotomy of appropriate and improper 
pursuits, created a distinct female tradition within the Forest Service—a feminine forestry and 
forests. As Norwood stated, American women obviously “recognized that they entered terrain” 
and forests “controlled by men.”26 Historian Jan Dawson elaborated on this domain, stating 
women “knew the forest was a man’s world in the sense that managing the forest, a public 
reserve, was men’s work but also in the sense that men knew the forest in ways that women did 
not.”27 In response, women discovered ways to know the forests on their own terms, turning 
them into feminine forests. They found meaningful paid and unpaid work by operating under 
conventional gender-appropriate positions such as clerks and rangers’ wives, as well as 
information and education specialists. Wielding their influence and power over the “conservation 
of the child,” women created the conservation education program in the agency, which 
eventually led to a Director of Women’s Forestry position. Through their steadfast and reliable 
                                                             
24 Vera Norwood, Made from This Earth: American Women and Nature (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
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25 Ibid., xiv-xvii. 
 
26 Ibid., xiv-xv. 
 
27 Jan C. Dawson, “‘Lady Lookouts’ in a ‘Man’s World’ During World War II: A Reconsideration of American 
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work as rangers’ wives and clerks, women held a decentralized agency together and fostered a 
Forest Service family.  
Women also departed from “proper” female positions within the agency and worked as 
professional research scientists and fire-tower lookouts in the field. By stepping out of the 
bounds of appropriate gender positions and breaching the male sphere of professional and field 
labor, women found ways to legitimize their work and temper the male anxiety of women in the 
forests. Female research scientists used the microenvironment to mitigate the tensions of women 
doing professional work, effectively reducing the massive forests to a microscopic slide. While 
women occasionally found ways outside of the laboratory and into the field, their research 
remained confined to specimens and gave them freedom from total male subordination, enabling 
them to make significant and lasting contributions to forestry research.  
The greatest test of male anxiety came in the form of female lookouts who clambered to 
the tops of mountains to serve as forest guards, like Helen Dowe. The physically demanding and 
isolating work of the lookout worried many male foresters that women were not capable of the 
work or solitude. Public opinion also expressed bewilderment at these women doing men’s work 
on the forests. While these women worked separately in their solitary lookouts, they collectively 
found a way to stay busy and overcome the isolation, as well as enlarge their sense of home to 
include their lookout cabin and the forests around them. Using the female tradition of home, 
female lookouts demonstrated their capabilities as “housekeepers” and protectors, maintaining 
the lookout cabs, equipment, and telephone lines, as well as saving thousands of acres of forests 
from fire.  
Through their various positions, women realized ways to know the forests more 
intimately as men did, overcoming the strangeness of the forest and their lack of experience 
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among the trees, and in doing so, fostered feminine forests as an extension of their homes. 
Speaking of Forest Service wives, an uncredited 1938 agency Service Bulletin stated that women 
“have their own tradition of service” parallel to the foresters: “they love the forests.” The author 
went on to say, “They want to see the forests conserved, used by commercial interest for sustain-
yield operations but more especially utilized by the public in finding health-giving recreation in 
the midst of scenic, tranquil beauty. [emphasis added]”28 Forest Service women crafted a 
feminine forestry—a tradition of service in gender appropriate or tempered positions rooted in 
cultivating relationships with nature and building up forests, as opposed to merely harvesting 
them, in order to sustain and enhance American nature and life. Using feminine pursuits to gain 
access to the Forest Service, women carved out interesting and worthwhile work for themselves 
and spread the cause of conservation as forest builders and forest guards.        
This study specifically explores “conservation” work. Based on Forest Service founder 
Gifford Pinchot’s utilitarian maxim “the greatest good for the greatest number in the long run” 
and its influence on the Forest Service mission, I define conservation in this study as the 
administration, regulation, and management of the natural environment in order to yield 
sustainable resource use so that the environment may yield the greatest benefit to current 
generations while maintaining its potential to meet the needs and aspirations of future 
generations. This definition is an integral part of the dissertation and sets it apart from other 
works on women and nature by discussing the work that women did beyond observation, 
drawings, gardening, or other gentle endeavors.29 This dissertation reveals another type of work 
rendered by women within nature: the intellectual and physical labor of management, typically 
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29 See footnote 5. 
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performed by men within the profession of forestry through both gender appropriate and non-
conforming work. In short, this is a new story about women and nature, a story that emphasizes 
how women as actors and agents actively worked in conservation, and through their intellectual 
and physical labor, helped manage and shape the American forests and their uses. 
While women engaged in conservation work in various ways over time, a constant thread 
found throughout their records is their shared motivation of a conservation cause based on the 
“greatest good.” Gifford Pinchot captured his philosophy of conservation in his use of the 
utilitarian maxim the "greatest good for the greatest number," derived from English writer 
Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832), to which he added "in the long run." This political philosophy and 
mission statement for the new agency emphasized that forest management should consider the 
many needs and interests of forest users and implement long-term decisions that best served the 
most people as well as the environment over time. The question of who was best fit to determine 
and fulfill “the greatest good” was answered with efficient government regulation based on 
scientific management, what historian Samuel Hays termed “the gospel of efficiency.” The men 
of the Forest Service espoused the utilitarian conservation ethic and implemented the gospel of 
efficiency through professional forestry and scientific administration, in their minds guaranteeing 
fair and wise use of natural resources.30  
Women’s conservation cause took this notion and, like Pinchot, made it their own. While 
women heartily subscribed to the ideal of efficient scientific management, they added to it a 
deeper environmental concern and tied it to American morality, culture, and citizenship. In their 
minds, the practice of forestry was not only for the benefit of the lumberman or the carpenter, but 
also for the cultivation of relationships between tree life and human life. During a time of 
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industrialization and rural flight around turn of the century, forestry was a means for fostering 
recognition and appreciation of nature, country life, rural problems, and welfare of the nation. 
During the second world war and mid-century, it was a means of preserving American ethics, 
resources, and national pride. For women, the conservation cause was a civic and moral 
responsibility to conserve nature and people’s relationship with the land for the future benefit of 
American life and values.  
In 1850, Susan Fenimore Cooper worried for the loss of the American landscape, 
crediting its demise to a lack of environmental concern and a misappropriation of European 
environmental understanding imposed upon American nature. The first woman to publish a 
nature-writing text in the United States, Cooper called upon readers in her Rural Hours to 
recognize an ecological awareness and accuracy of American nature imbued with a cultural and 
national appreciation, what she called “something higher.” Widely read amongst nineteenth 
century women, Cooper sparked a national conversation and encouraged women to take up the 
mantle of environmental concern. Outspoken on the loss of bird species, she was a critical voice 
in the early women’s conservation movement that eventually resulted in legislation protecting 
birds after her death. 
Progressive Era women answered Cooper’s call to “something higher” and began their 
conservation crusade to save birds, watersheds, and forests using what historian Carolyn 
Merchant called the “conservation trilogy.” This trilogy included “the conservation of true 
womanhood,” in which women were conservers of life and powerful enough to generate an 
atmosphere of ideals that took “deeper root in the sub-soil of the masculine mind;”  “the 
conservation of the home,” in which women were protectors of their domain—expanding the 
home to include nature; and “conservation of the child,” in which women’s “supreme function” 
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as a mother gave her special claim to protect unborn generations.31 By employing their 
traditionally assigned roles by society as “caretakers of the nation’s homes, husbands, and 
offspring,” Merchant argued, women successfully cultivated and developed conservation ideals, 
defended resources for the preservation of the home, and preserved resources for children and 
future generations. 
As women began working for the Forest Service as rangers’ wives, clerks, information 
and education specialists, scientists, and lookouts, they took hold of Cooper’s “something 
higher” and vigilantly worked to spread the conservation cause. They utilized pieces of 
Merchant’s trilogy, employing the rhetoric of womanhood, home, and children in their various 
positions as it suited to tie the work of forestry into a cultural and civic duty to conserve 
American life. Rangers’ wives championed the ideals of womanhood and compared spreading 
the conservation cause to that of spreading the gospel as a preacher’s wife, working alongside 
her husband to do the daily work of managing the ranger station and putting out fires. Clerks and 
lookouts used much of the same language in working for the cause, being eager to “do their bit” 
as a civic responsibility to bring conservation to the American people, especially for lookouts 
during the two world wars. Information and education specialists spread the cause of 
conservation to school children and women’s clubs to promote the great need for forests and the 
benefits of trees to sustain American nature and life.  
Forest Service female research scientists’ records speak of “women’s intuition” as well as 
working for the purposes of patriotism, efficiency, and service. Women in research also made a 
point to educate the public and children about their work and the implications forestry research 
had for them. They were, however, more tempered in their use of language regarding the 
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conservation cause unlike other Forest Service women, mainly sticking to the business of 
research for the sake of scientific advancement. While female research scientists framed the 
cause differently, they nevertheless saw their work as service to the country and part of the 
greater effort to sustain forestry for the benefit of American life.        
While women created their own tradition of work in the Forest Service, their story is 
situated within the larger context and arc of the agency, impacted and shaped by the changes 
over time that the entire agency experienced and reacted to. The earliest years of the Forest 
Service (1905-1933) were marked by custodial management, when foresters and staff concerned 
themselves with pioneering practical field forestry on the newly created national forests in the 
West, and after the 1911 Weeks Act, in the East.32 This included crafting a forest management 
infrastructure by mapping and marking forest boundaries, building ranger stations and lookout 
towers connected by miles of telephone lines, constructing roads and bridges, administering 
grazing permits for sheep and cattle, as well as “protecting the forests from wildfire, game 
poachers, timber and grazing trespass, and other exploiters.” It was also during this “Stetson hat 
era” that the agency established regional offices and developed the research branch, experimental 
forests, and Forest Products Laboratory.33 
Women in this era who worked as clerks set up district, forest, and regional offices and 
established procedures for daily work, while rangers’ wives lived in remote cabins and operated 
the ranger station, helped with field duties, and dispatched for fires. Women in information 
specialist positions expanded the agency’s knowledge base by developing the library and 
bibliographic information for the field, while others founded agency conservation education and 
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spread the conservation cause to children. The women who entered the research division 
innovated the work in wood products as well as forest and range research alongside their male 
colleagues. Women as fire lookouts climbed menacing mountains and towers to help establish 
the agency’s fixed-point fire detection system. With their male coworkers, women pioneered and 
built the forest management infrastructure that the fledgling agency needed to prosper. 
The Forest Service experienced an abrupt shift away from custodial management in 1933 
when President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s “New Deal” program response to the Great Depression 
put millions of young male laborers from the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) on the national 
forests to improve landscapes as well as agency infrastructure. The 1933, two-volume, 1677-
page National Plan for American Forestry (also known as the Copeland Report) outlined a 
comprehensive plan for more intensive forest management that called for hundreds of projects 
across the national forest system lands requiring funding and labor. Over nine years, more than 
three million CCC men fulfilled the needs of the report and planted trees, built trails and roads, 
constructed reservoirs, and developed recreation sites and facilities. While the economic 
downturn of the Depression had initially diminished timber sales and government paychecks, the 
CCC response invigorated the national forests and increased the Forest Service’s reach and 
mission.34  
Many women’s roles dramatically changed during this period as women’s labor was 
replaced with that of the CCC men. Rapidly constructed ranger station compounds built by the 
CCC also changed women’s labor, as rangers moved their wives and families into new ranger 
stations with separate office and residence buildings—physically removing women from the 
daily work of the ranger’s office. Their work transformed from operating the station to working 
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as dispatchers, cooks, and community builders—cultivating a Forest Service family. Women 
ceased to be lookouts as they were replaced with men. Female clerical staff and research 
scientists remained in their positions, however, as clerks oversaw the growing daily 
administration of the offices and researchers contributed to national issues like range 
management in response to the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934, which established regulated grazing 
districts under inter-agency management.  
   The United States’ entrance into the second World War in late 1941 brought about 
another sea change within the agency. The CCC disbanded in early 1942 as men and money 
were diverted to the war effort. While male labor diminished on the forests, the need to protect 
one of the country’s greatest natural resources—timber—immensely escalated. National defense 
required increased national forest wood outputs and products as part of the Timber Production 
War Project that necessitated timber for shipping crates for military supplies as well as wood for 
constructing bridges, railroad ties, gunstocks, ships, docks, facilities, barracks, and aircraft.35 As 
timber was a precious commodity, the Forest Service ramped up its fire prevention message 
during this period to save timber from fires, introducing the Smokey Bear campaign in 1944, 
which became the official national fire prevention symbol instructing Americans that “Only You 
Can Prevent Forest Fires.” The agency also experimented with having firefighters parachute 
from airplanes to fires before they burned out of control, a technique called smoke-jumping, 
which became a model for military paratroopers of the 101st Airborne. The all black 555th 
(“Triple Nickel”) Paratroops, jumped onto remote forest fires, establishing the agency smoke-
jumping program.36  
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With the loss of the CCC and agency male employees to the war, women entered the 
agency in increasing numbers to protect natural resources and uphold the conservation cause by 
“doing their bit.” Female clerks maintained the smooth operation of the offices and provided 
cohesion as male employees came and went. Rangers’ wives operated agency phones and 
worked as clerks, scalers, and fire dispatchers. Female research scientists spent much of their 
efforts on testing wood products to be effectively used as shipping crates or for other war uses, 
like wood alloy used for airplane production. Hundreds of women signed up as fire lookouts to 
protect the nation’s national treasure of timber, as well as served in the Aircraft Warning Service, 
which used established lookout stations to identify potential enemy aircraft. Women’s 
conservation education efforts reached their pinnacle as a Director of Women’s Forestry position 
was established and numerous female information/education specialists throughout the country 
taught school children and women’s clubs about fire prevention and planting trees. They ardently 
spread the conservation cause to teach Americans the importance of conserving forests for the 
war effort, the nation’s resource supply, as well as the preservation of American life in a time it 
felt threatened.  
After the war’s end, timber remained a highly sought-after commodity throughout the 
nation as the post-war economy demanded new construction for single family homes, 
commercial buildings, and burgeoning industry. The prosperous era enabled families once 
burdened by the depressed economy and war to recreate and enjoy the great outdoors by visiting 
the national forests in staggering numbers. With timber still as king, the Forest Service looked at 
improved ways to “get out the cut” with more efficient and intensive methods of timber 
management. New and more-accessible technology changed the agency’s management 
infrastructure as efficient chainsaws supplanted axe and crosscut saws, while new systems of 
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roads and trucks replaced horses, oxen, and railroads in the hauling of lumber. Advances in 
aviation replaced lookout towers. The research stations sought better ways of harvesting trees as 
well as to understand the effects of logging on watersheds. A new building program 
implemented in 1957 enabled the agency to update its ranger station compounds and add 
hundreds of residences as more employees were hired. Meanwhile, Operation Outdoors, a five-
year program provided funding to revitalize existing recreational sites and adequately provide 
facilities for the 66 million annual recreational visits expected by 1962.37  
The agency’s expanding mission was bolstered with the passage of the 1960 Multiple-
Use Sustained-Yield Act, which required that the Forest Service manage all forest resources 
equally, including timber, water, wildlife, range, and recreation. As more forest users developed 
a greater interest in the national forests, growing public concern over environmental issues led to 
questions about agency timber management methods like clearcutting. By the 1970s, a slew of 
environmental legislative acts, including the 1969 National Environmental Policy Act and 1976 
National Forest Management Act, required the Forest Service to consider multiple uses and 
resources when planning projects. This new forest planning approach required a host of new 
professional and field positions to weigh in on various resources—positions like biologist, 
hydrologist, and sociologists, known in the agency as the “ologists.”  The effect of such 
legislation and a diversified workforce shifted the Forest Service’s emphasis from single 
resource management (timber) to a broader ecosystem-focused management.   
As the Forest Service was required to manage multiple resources and uses across the 
national forests during the mid-century, women’s positions started to change dramatically along 
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with the agency. Women’s work as lookouts eventually diminished in the late 1960s, giving way 
to female pilots as aviation took over fire detection. Women gradually worked their way into 
positions as firefighters and smokejumpers. Rather than working as unpaid rangers’ wives, 
women were slowly hired into professional positions as “ologists” and even foresters, resulting 
in the first female district ranger in 1979 (the same year the first black male ranger was hired). 
Women continued in clerical, information specialist, and research scientist positions, though 
their access to higher-graded positions increased and more women of color found opportunities 
to apply. More opportunities for women opened with the 1981 Consent Decree, affirmative 
action hiring, and other legislative changes. Women’s conservation cause took on a modern 
appearance as “environmental concern,” merging contemporary ecosystem management and 
newfound professional and field positions with women’s historic approach to conservation—
focusing less on timber harvests (as men’s forestry did) and more on multiple uses, increased 
diversity in forest planning, wilderness designations, and community-based environmental 
problems. Women’s emphasis on a culturally-minded conservation philosophy to preserve 
American life was instrumental in helping to redirect the Forest Service’s management focus to 
one more closely aligned with the general public’s environmental ethos.38                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Women’s interest in nature and environmental issues has been captured in a growing 
historiography of women and nature, exploring the different ways in which women have felt 
concern for nature as well as influenced the environment and the American environmental 
movement. In 1984, Carolyn Merchant called for historians to include women in conservation 
history and expand the premise that gender played a key role in conservation initiatives, a charge 
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that drives the basis of this dissertation.39 In her own contribution, she asserted that the 
Progressive Conservation Movement would not have been as widely supported or influential if it 
had not been for the extensive efforts of women and their “self-conscious role as protectors of 
the environment” to induce change and promote legislation to preserve nature. Merchant 
concluded that while feminist and progressive in their role as environmental activists, women 
maintained traditional middle-class values, revealing the “mixture of progressive and 
conservative tendencies that characterized the Progressive Era itself.”40   
In response to Merchant’s call, Vera Norwood’s Made from this Earth (1993) and Nancy 
Unger’s Beyond Nature’s Housekeepers (2012) revealed many facets of women’s endeavors in 
environmental use and observation through their nature writing, scientific illustrating, and garden 
designing, as well as their advocacy for wildlife, opposition to harmful pesticides and nuclear 
technology, and creation of alternative communities to reduce environmental impacts.41 
Norwood situates this tradition of women’s nature study in the sphere of the home, as men 
dominated the subjects and methods of nature study, what would become the natural sciences, 
and assertively placed them within the public, male domain. While men like Henry David 
Thoreau found nature outside of and away from the home, women observed plants, birds, and 
animals outside their front door and found nature within the parameters of the home. Norwood 
writes that this home-centered tradition of nature study provided women with a platform on 
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which to safely develop interests in nature work.42 This dissertation draws from and expands on 
Norwood’s premise of women’s home-centered approach to nature. 
Like Merchant and Norwood, Nancy Unger explored how women used their gender as a 
credential rather than a handicap in their quest of environmental activism.43 However, Unger 
contended that perceptions of gender that had empowered so many women in Progressive 
conservation turned against them as preservation was seen as effeminate and weak.44 Along with 
Merchant, Unger suggested that by the 1910s women were no longer as visible on the national 
stage of the conservation crusade, as professional fields like forestry excluded women.45 That 
was certainly a sentiment expressed by the Forest Service in the hiring of rugged, young men and 
the rejection of women as forestry of field employees. These perceptions of gender that both 
empowered women and led to their exclusion is a premise that this dissertation examines, 
revealing that women’s conservation work nonetheless persisted within one of the very agencies 
women’s organizations had helped to shape though men had sought to exclude.  
In addition to Merchant, Norwood, and Unger, this study draws on scholarship that has 
detailed female nature writers, naturalists, mountaineers, and scientists, like those of Rochelle 
Johnson, Sara Gronim, Susan Griffin, Susan Schrepfer, Linda Lear, Robert Musil, and Mark 
Lytle.46 These historians and scholars have explored concepts like women’s work in nature, 
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women’s gendered view of nature, women’s exploration of nature, women’s roles and limitations 
(like amateur) within the male discourse of professional sciences they were forced to occupy, as 
well as women’s contributions to environmental work and concern. Susan Schrepfer’s Nature’s 
Altars (2005) offers a model for this dissertation as her work explores male and female 
mountaineering narratives, revealing how women's influence and activism helped shape 
American environmental clubs, legislation like the 1964 Wilderness Act, as well as how women 
found a sense of home atop high mountain peaks.  
Polly Welts Kaufman’s 1996 National Parks and the Woman’s Voice: A History provides 
another example for this dissertation as it examines women’s previously overlooked 
contributions within the National Park Service.47 As found within the Forest Service, the Park 
Service’s militarized and masculine structure, Kaufman argues, did not allow women to work in 
most positions, especially as rangers. Kaufman uncovers, however, how women who worked in 
positions viewed as intrinsically feminine, like interpreters, naturalists, and as ranger’s wives, 
were tremendously valuable in contributing to the early twentieth century Park Service’s mission 
of preservation.    
Women’s and labor historians, such as Joan Scott, Alice Kessler-Harris, Jeanne 
Boydston, Kathy Peiss, Vicki Ruiz, Susan Eisenberg, Nancy MacLean, and Lizabeth Cohen have 
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created a wealth of information related to women’s labor in the wage workforce, non-traditional 
jobs, as well as women’s consumerism in the twentieth century. They have provided a 
foundational understanding of women’s employment in industry, agriculture, service industries, 
and construction, as well as presumed female professions like teaching and nursing. 48 
Collectively they reveal that white and minority women were often forced to create spaces and 
cultivate community for themselves within the male dominated workplace where men were 
viewed as the ideal workers. This dissertation applies this scholarly groundwork to situate 
women in the workplace (the forest) conventionally held by men and explore how women 
created their own tradition of work that eventually brought about change.  
This study also takes a cue from Bonnie Smith’s 1998 The Gender of History, which 
explores how male historians of the nineteenth-century archive and seminar professionalized the 
field of history as a male, “scientific” subject that sought a “genderless universal truth.” In 
reality, Smith argues, male historians prioritized “men's history over women's, white history over 
nonwhite, and the political history of Western governments over any other.” Meanwhile, Smith 
demonstrates that women amateur historians wrote women’s and social history before it was a 
trend in the late twentieth-century.49 
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While this study revolves around women’s work, it is not confined to labor history just as 
men’s environmental work is not; men’s work within nature is often viewed as environmental 
history as it is directly tied to the management of the physical environment and its resources. 
Environmental history provides the backdrop for this dissertation as women’s work and 
contributions intersect with the decisions and management of government regulation of natural 
resources and the environment’s impact on government and individuals. Works by Samuel Hays, 
Karl Jacoby, Donald Worster, Kurk Dorsey, William Cronon, Jennifer Price, Nancy Langston, 
Char Miller, and Stephen Pyne reveal the rise of agencies and policies, resource users, 
environmental conditions (such as fire) that shaped management decisions, and natural resources 
as multiple use commodities.50  
In this vein, the study draws heavily on Forest Service historiography. There are several 
works on the Forest Service by James G. Lewis, Harold K. Steen, Samuel Hays, and Char Miller, 
all of which provide this study with a primary framework of Forest Service history, 
administration, and productivity as well as a start to women’s contributions to the agency.51 
Herbert Kaufman’s The Forest Ranger: A Study in Administrative Behavior is a key work that 
this study analyzes and uses to challenge preconceptions of women in the agency and role of 
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forestry. Kaufman’s study examined the primary role of the district ranger within the Forest 
Service organization and considered how the ranger’s administrative and field responsibilities 
were the link that held many facets together in a decentralized agency. Since 1960, Kaufman’s 
Forest Ranger has been considered a classic study of the Forest Service that scholars and 
surveyors continually return to.52 This dissertation not only adds to this history, it challenges 
Kaufman’s study and reframes the traditional Forest Service narrative by placing women at its 
center to reveal how the agency could not have functioned without women’s involvement.  
In regard to women in the Forest Service, there have been short articles written about 
women in general and brief biographies on specific women.53 The Forest Service History Unit in 
the Washington Office made several attempts to write a women’s history during the 1970s 
through the early 1990s that never came to fruition. In June of 1974, the Washington Office 
assigned Stanley Jepsen of the Information and Education office to begin collecting materials on 
women’s activities in the agency for the purposes of writing a book-length narrative entitled, 
“Women in the Forest Service.” In a letter to the regional foresters asking for information Jepsen 
wrote, “It is time the Forest Service recognized some of the outstanding women who have served 
in its ranks.”54 By 1976, however, it appeared that the project had fallen through and Jepsen was 
no longer working on the women’s history as a memo stated that the project had “no one… 
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assigned to it.”55 While the project did not see completion in the 1970s, correspondence to the 
History Unit revealed many employees were interested in the topic and continued to request or 
send in materials related to women in the agency.56 In 1991, Harold Steen of the Forest History 
Society wrote Associate Deputy Chief Fay Landers expressing interest in undertaking a women’s 
history of the Forest Service noting, “For several years, different people have proposed a study 
of women’s contribution to forestry, conservation, and perhaps to the Forest Service. We applaud 
that notion and would like to pursue it.”57 The project, however, was never pursued by the Forest 
Service.  
The effort to write a book-length narrative on women ended in 1992 when the History 
Unit and the Washington Office decided to instead compile materials for various short articles, 
brochures, and a “loose-leaf binder” on women and minorities. In a letter describing his concerns 
about the project, History Unit Director Terry West expressed hesitancy in writing a women’s or 
minorities’ history of the agency by questioning its purpose. He wrote,  
Is the purpose of the project to pacify internal advocates seeking a document that 
extolls these groups? Or is it designed to shame the agency with accounts of the 
paucity of such groups in our past workforce? Or some blend of both of these 
political agendas? If so, the WO History Unit has reservations about giving the 
resulting ‘history’ an official imprimatur by sponsoring it in any way.58     
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Rather than write a book, Public Affairs Officer James Caplan in the Washington Office decided 
that a “loose-leaf binder” that covered the “larger context of federal policy and civil rights trends 
since 1905…changing gender and racial makeup of the agency…and a final chapter providing 
recent history and trends” be compiled in order to provide background for managers confronting 
multi-cultural challenges as well as new employees like women and minorities.59 The result 
included a few brochures, mini-histories, and short articles about women undertaken by various 
offices in subsequent years.   
The Washington Office Civil Rights Staff published a pamphlet “Women in the Forest 
Service Who Have Made a Notable Contribution” describing several different women’s 
biographies as part of a “Women in the Forest Service” exhibit in 2001. Other small pamphlets 
provide a cursory glimpse at women’s contributions or struggles for inclusion within the agency 
in various Regions or Forests.60 Most of these histories span one paragraph to a page in length. 
Short articles have appeared in various forestry or regional journals about women’s contributions 
and start to analyze gender divisions.61 When Forest Service historian Gerald Williams took over 
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the History Unit after West, he completed the most substantive history on the first women to 
attain certain positions in the Forest Service. Again, this piece is short, spanning eight pages, and 
portrays mostly “the first woman to” narrative. A recent privately published book, Gifford 
Pinchot and the First Foresters, by Bibi Gaston, examines letters written to Gifford Pinchot from 
various employees, including women.62 The book includes many of these letters from men and 
women and provides analysis of the work and life of the authors.  
Outside of the scope of the project are a number of works that explore the integration of 
women into Forest Service professional positions beginning in the 1970s as well as the 1973 
Bernardi-Butz class action lawsuit and resulting 1981 Consent Decree, which required the 
agency to diversify its employees over the subsequent five years and make women forty-three 
percent of the Forest Service Region 5 workforce. Elaine Pitt Enarson wrote the first study to 
explore these issues.63 Two recent doctoral dissertations by Donna Sinclair and Carla Fisher 
discuss the constraints, advancement, and historical agency of women and minorities in the 
Forest Service of the late-twentieth century, focusing on shifting hiring policies and the impacts 
of legislation and court decisions on the agency and its employees.64 Carla Fisher particularly 
argued that when women finally began to make headway into attaining professional positions 
within the male dominated agency, it was more to do with capitalizing on legislative changes to 
fully enter the work force “whether or not men were ready for them,” than it was the slow 
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acclimatization of men to women’s presence or an emphasis on women’s natural inclination 
toward nature. An inflammatory view of women in the agency, The Tinder Box: How Politically 
Correct Ideology Destroyed the U.S. Forest Service by Chris Burchfield, went as far to argue 
that the hiring of women and equal hiring practices are in fact the cause of recent forest disasters 
and the agency’s rising ineptitude.65 The most recent work on the topic is Outdoor Women Inside 
the Forest Service by Lauren Turner, which surveyed women’s experiences within the agency 
from 1971 to 2018. It is a collection of short biographies that highlighted women’s experiences 
as resource professionals, management specialists, engineers, and line officers within the latter 
twentieth century.66  
The works of Elaine Pitt Enarson, Carla Fisher, Donna Sinclair, Lauren Turner, and a few 
articles summarizing women’s contributions to the agency have certainly expanded the 
historiography of the Forest Service to include women and gender, yet to date there has been no 
broad study of women’s experiences within the Forest Service from 1905 to 1970, the years 
before women were gradually considered legitimate field and operational employees in the 
agency. Fisher noted that early “histories of the Forest Service offer only passing mentions of 
women, generally in their role as wives of rangers.”67 But a look through the records and stories 
of Forest Service employees reveals that women are a larger part of the agency’s earlier story 
than the current writing represents.  
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This study is divided into six thematic chapters of women’s conservation work that each 
maintain a chronological flow. Chapter 1 begins with a discussion of the first woman to publish a 
nature-text, Susan Fenimore Cooper, and how she created a female nature-writing tradition in the 
mid-nineteenth century. Through her observations and entreaties, she called for Americans to 
gain an ecological awareness and appreciation of American nature, casting off European models 
for the American landscape. She observed climate change and the loss of species and forests and 
warned of the overexploitation of natural resources. Her various works throughout the late-
nineteenth century laid the foundation for a place for women in the emerging conservation 
movement and created a model for women to engage with natural subjects as advocates for their 
preservation as a critical part of American life and the home. The chapter moves on to discuss 
how women of the Progressive Era conservation movement used and expanded on Cooper’s 
premise of nature appreciation and awareness, turning her clarion call into a conservation cause. 
Women used the Progressive platform to advocate for birds, forests, and watersheds to preserve 
nature’s beauty and resources for the home, children, and future generations. Women’s clubs 
were a powerful force that successfully supported and lobbied for laws, forest reserves, and 
regulations.    
While women were integral participants of Progressive Era conservation movement, their 
maternalistic and sentimental language on the preservation of resources was seen as a detriment 
to their inclusion in professionalizing conservation fields like forestry. Chapter 2 considers how 
men came to dominate professional and field positions, like the ranger, within forestry and the 
Forest Service and how women were excluded from the forests. Women were not permitted in 
forestry schools nor hired as professional or field employees in forestry. While a few women 
were able to earn forestry degrees and found employment from 1915 through the 1960s, the 
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majority of women who pursued the traditional (male) path into the Forest Service found 
numerous challenges, roadblocks, and discrimination. Women’s opportunities gradually 
expanded in the 1970s and 1980s as legislative changes—both environmental and labor related—
enabled women to enter the Forest Service in professional and field positions through different 
scientific positions, not solely forestry.     
While women were excluded from paid professional and field positions, such as a ranger, 
it did not mean that women were not acting or working as rangers. From the beginning of the 
agency, rangers’ wives worked as unpaid “deputy” rangers, not officially hired by the Forest 
Service but critical to the success of the ranger district. Chapter 3 examines how women 
combined gender appropriate activities, like homemaking, boarding lodgers, and cultivating 
community, with work that departed from “proper” female behavior, such as running the ranger 
station or dispatching for fires. Women were allowed to work in such a capacity, and often 
encouraged, because they did so under the coverture of their ranger husband. The chapter 
discusses how the ranger’s wife work and role changed throughout the twentieth century as male 
labor expanded and agency architecture evolved. Without the support of the rangers’ wives to 
help spread the conservation cause, the early agency and its ranger districts would not have been 
able to operate.  
Women found gender appropriate work in the Forest Service in clerical and 
administrative positions and helped pioneer the forest management infrastructure needed to carry 
out the Forest Service mission. Chapter 4 explores how women worked in clerical positions as 
secretaries, stenographers, mappers, illustrators, writers, editors, and librarians, and provided 
stability and continuity within the decentralized Forest Service throughout the twentieth century. 
The power behind the ranger or forest supervisor’s throne, women ensured cohesion among the 
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forests and provided the intellectual foundation for forest management that male forest staff used 
in their daily operations. The chapter also studies how women who worked in information and 
education specialist positions spread the conservation cause to children and the public, teaching 
them about forestry, fire prevention, and tree-planting, as well as the importance of forests to 
American culture and life. By integrating poetry and literature with scientific data and 
descriptions, women taught their audiences about the cultural value of trees and their personal 
responsibility in being part of the conservation of forests. Women founded and oversaw the 
agency conservation education program from the early 1910s through the 1950s, when the 
program started to take on a new form. 
  The final two chapters examine women’s work that departed from gender appropriate 
positions within the Forest Service, work typically reserved for men. As scientific researchers 
and fire lookouts women shaped their own tradition of Forest Service work and found ways to 
navigate the male dominated forests. Chapter 5 discusses how women’s scientific research and 
findings from 1910 through the mid-century bolstered struggling timber industries, improved 
wartime wood products, contributed to range management, and advanced agency knowledge. By 
focusing their attention on the microenvironment through microscopic slides and individual 
specimens, female researchers were able to mitigate male anxiety about women’s professional 
work in forests.  
Chapter 6 considers how women as fire lookouts overcame male anxiety about women in 
the field and climbed to the tops of mountains to fulfill the conservation cause and protect the 
nation’s forests. Viewing the forests as part of their homes, female lookouts believed that it was 
their civic responsibility to defend the national forests against fire as forest guards. Women 
worked as female lookouts beginning in 1913 and reached numbers in the dozens during the 
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1920s and in the hundreds during World War II as male labor was scarce. Despite male forest 
officials’ apprehension and concern about embarrassment, women proved themselves as sturdy 
and dependable lookouts, overcoming the isolation, loneliness, and risk of being a lone woman 
on top of a mountain.  
Together, these women’s stories as advocates, foresters, rangers’ wives, clerks, education 
specialists, scientific researchers, and lookouts reveal that although women were excluded from 
the male domain of forestry, they created a distinct female tradition within the Forest Service—a 
feminine forestry that proved without women, the Forest Service would not have achieved its 















Figure 1: Helen Dowe climbs to the top. Dowe climbs the 150’ ladder up to the cab of the Devil’s Head 
Lookout on the Pike National Forest, 1919. USDA Forest Service photo courtesy of the Forest History 
Society, Durham, N.C. 
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Figure 2: Helen Dowe looks out at the forest. Dowe stands on the bridge to the Devil’s Head Lookout. 
Telephone wire (far left) connected the cab to the ranger station, 1919. USDA Forest Service photo 
courtesy of the Forest History Society, Durham, N.C. 
 
Figure 3: Helen Dowe inside her lookout cab. Dowe uses her binoculars to complete a “check look” for 
fires on the Pike National Forest, the Osborne Fire Finder is situated next to her, 1919. USDA Forest 
Service photo courtesy of the Forest History Society, Durham, N.C. 
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Something Higher: Creating a Conservation Cause 
 
We are none of us very knowing about the birds in this country, unless it be those scientific    
gentlemen who have devoted their attention especially to such subjects. The same remark applies 
in some measure to our native trees and plants; to our butterflies and insects. But little attention 
has yet been given by our people generally, to these subjects…Had works of this kind been as 
common in American as they are in England, the volume now in the reader’s hands would not 
have been printed, and many observations found in its pages would have been unnecessary. But 
such as it is, written by a learner only, the book is offered to those whose interest in rural 
subjects has been awakened, a sort of rustic primer, which may lead them, if they choose, to 
something higher. 
    Susan Fenimore Cooper 
 
“Autumn is the season of day dreams” remarked Susan Fenimore Cooper, writing of a 
soft, hazy October morning in her 1852 essay “A Dissolving View.” Admiring the glories of the 
American autumnal landscape, Cooper and a group of friends sat on a felled tree trunk situated 
on a hill overlooking Cooperstown, New York with its lake, rural village, and farms in the valley 
beyond when “strange work began.” After waving a sprig of “wych-hazel” to and fro in the air, 
Cooper was caught up in a daydream in which she described how the view of Cooperstown 
dissolved: “the wooden bridge at the entrance of the village fell into the stream and disappeared; 
the court-house vanished; the seven taverns were gone; the dozen stores had felt the spell; the 
churches were not spared; the hundred dwelling-houses shared the same fate, and vanished like 
the smoke from their chimneys.” Indulging Cooper and her company in their wish to view the 
valley as if it “had it lain in the track of European civilization,” the magic of the wych-hazel 
recast the very same landscape with a new view.68  
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Stretched out before them were nine hamlets grouped about the remains of feudal castles 
and church spires rose above the ancient communities. The village at the foot of the hill featured 
an old hewn-stone church, hierarchies of housing ranging from a manor to thatched-roof 
cottages, a small inn with a tavern, “two or three small, quiet looking shops,” and a bridge of 
“massive stone.” Around the imagined European hamlet, the hills sat depleted of trees while 
whispers of a Roman road, “half-ruined convent,” and “ruins of an ancient watchtower” filled 
out the valley.69 Suddenly, however, the spell was broken and the daydream dissolved as a 
roving bee, attracted by the yellow flowers of the wych-hazel, stung Cooper’s hand and bought 
her wandering attention back to the country, which “had resumed its every-day aspect.”70  
This curious vision at the conclusion of Cooper’s essay left readers of the 1850s to 
ponder her abruptly dissolved view and the consequences of Americans employing old world 
models of environmental use within the new one. Prior to the daydream, Cooper described how 
Europeans’ long-standing relationship with the landscape, speckled with its feudal remains and 
vestiges of centuries of use, left the environment depleted and exhausted—many of its forests 
gone. Americans, on the other hand, had an opportunity to envision and implement a new 
relationship with nature and its boundless forests and resources—one based on an appreciation, 
ecological awareness, and sustainable use of American nature. Between 1850 and 1893, Cooper 
emerged as one of the first and integral writers of the growing conversation on American 
environmental thought in the mid-nineteenth century, warning readers of the overexploitation of 
natural resources as Europe had experienced. Together her various works “A Dissolving View,” 
nature text Rural Hours, editorial from Country Rambles, and essays on birds “Otsego Leaves” 
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emphasized the need for Americans to learn about and appreciate their own environment as part 
of their American life and home. Such an approach, she hoped, would lessen the loss of species 
and forests, and foster an environmental ethos to thoughtfully develop the American landscape 
and, in turn, cultivate a national identity based in nature. 
Following Ralph Waldo Emerson and William Bartram whose works considered the 
relationship of humans and nature, while preceding those of Henry David Thoreau and George 
Perkins Marsh, who are often credited with founding the American environmental 
consciousness, Cooper’s was an integral voice within these early conversations that laid the 
foundation for a place for women in the late nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries 
conservation movement. Women’s interest in nature “appreciation” or study grew immensely 
during the late nineteenth century as they traveled, hiked, observed, and birded, turning daily 
sights into journals, diaries, children’s stories, published articles, and illustrations. Women 
gardened, sketched wildflowers, and taught children about birds and butterflies. They dabbled in 
science like botany and ornithology. As the frontier eventually filled in from the encroachment 
of industry and urban life, women lamented the loss of species and organized to advocate for the 
preservation and protection of wildlife and wilderness. Cooper’s observations of nature as part of 
the home and community were pivotal in the formation of women’s nature appreciation. She 
provided a model for women to engage with natural subjects and advocate for their preservation 
as a moral obligation, calling on them to awaken their interest in nature, “which may lead 
them… to something higher.”  
Cooper’s “something higher” manifested itself in the early-twentieth century as what 
would be called the “conservation cause.” Thousands of women during the Progressive Era 
(1890-1920) took up Cooper’s mantle of nature appreciation and preservation and advocated for 
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the protection of birds, forests, and watersheds. Like Cooper, they claimed that preserving 
American nature preserved American life. Women such as Lydia Adams-Williams, Marion 
Crocker, and Mira Lloyd Dock worked with women’s clubs, conservation boards, naturalist 
societies, and commissions, as well as lobbied Congress, to spread the word and stop the gross 
waste of America’s natural resources and create laws, institutions, natural reserves and forests, as 
well as government agencies to conserve and regulate the environment and its resources. Some 
women used maternalistic language to convince other women to care about nature (“how could 
you kill a mother?”), while others employed the rhetoric of the emerging professional field of 
forestry, leaning on science to spread the necessity of conservation. Though women found 
challenges working within the professional spaces of conservation and forestry by the 1900s, 
their interest in nature and its conservation was cemented by the early-twentieth century and 
drove them to fulfill Cooper’s hope of “something higher,” spreading the conservation cause.         
 
Discovering an American Nature 
A thorough disciple of natural history and its observers like John Audubon, James De 
Kay, Alexander von Humboldt, and Charles Lyell, Cooper was familiar with scientific 
observation and language and integrated such knowledge into her nature writing. Cooper 
understood seasonal changes and the rhythm of flora and fauna as a general testament to the 
providence of God, employing a “natural theology” of nature animated by God’s breath of life.71 
Cooper’s representations of nature were founded within her use of a picturesque aesthetic and the 
imagination. Together they show how Cooper’s nature writings created a holistic picture of the 
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American landscape by employing the observations of science with the panoramic vistas of a 
nineteenth-century painterly aesthetic and national imagination as a way to apprehend the vast 
and uncharted environment.72 Her thoughtful study of natural history and precise use of scientific 
knowledge in her writings were critical to her advocacy of preserving and managing the 
American environment. Cooper encouraged her readers to view nature rationally, accurately, and 
in its appropriate context—an ecological awareness of the world around them.  
Central to Cooper’s argument was her comparison and contrast of European and 
American environments as well as the social understandings of such landscapes. In “A 
Dissolving View,” the imaginary European scene revealed the predetermined relationship of 
Europeans with their environment—their social roles were fixed and situated within the 
aristocratic coverture of the medieval demesne. The ruins of “feudal castles,” the vestiges of 
“ancient coins,” and the range of housing surrounding the spired church with exhausted fields 
beyond physically displayed the social structure of the European village that shared a fated 
economic, political, and religious system bound to the land. Cooper’s daydream exposed how 
European culture had transfigured the landscape and shaped the inhabitants relationship with 
nature.73  
“How different from all this is the aspect of our own country” Cooper exclaimed in “A 
Dissolving View.” She marveled that America was a “fresh civilization…wholly different in 
aspect from that of the old world…too unformed, too undecided to claim a character of its 
own.”74 But to Cooper’s great irritation, Americans frequently employed European models on 
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the American landscape by imitating place names and mistaking American flora and fauna with 
European versions. Her chief lament was that Americans acted as strangers within their 
environment, subscribing to European traditional associations of nature, inculcated by European 
writing, nursey rhymes, lore, and even species recognition, thereby disregarding the reality of 
American nature.75  
Because Americans were not bound to the land by fixed European cultural models, but in 
her view enjoyed a self-determined landscape, Cooper implored her readers to pursue an 
intentional use of the American landscape grounded in American nature. Based on an ecological 
awareness, Cooper advocated for a moral and prudent use of natural resources, a cognizant 
development of architecture in harmony with nature, and an adoption of realistic natural 
understandings in lieu of idealistic forms, a stance many women would later take in the 
twentieth-century. During the Jacksonian period of national anxiety from western expansion, 
burgeoning industrialization, and expanding infrastructure, Cooper believed such an approach to 
the land would provide Americans with a keen awareness of themselves and their responsibility 
in developing the American environment.  
Susan Cooper’s interest in nature derived from her ancestral lineage of settling 
Cooperstown in the Otsego Lake region of upstate New York and familial passion for the 
landscape. The daughter of famous American novelist James Fenimore Cooper (JFC), Susan 
Cooper grew up exposed to his novels and poems based on the American landscape. The favorite 
of JFC and his wife Susan Augusta De Lancey, their eldest child Susan remained unmarried to 
stay in the family home and assist her father’s writing as his amanuensis before taking up writing 
herself. Her family instilled within her a love for her native New York and its numerous plants 
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and animals, though it was her maternal grandfather who introduced her to the recognition of 
nature. In an autobiographical essay, “Small Family Memories,” she lovingly recounted the 
charming companionship of her Grandfather De Lancey who drove her in his gig about the farm 
and woods to commence her “botanical education.” Cooper learned from her grandfather to 
“distinguish the different trees by their growth, and bark, and foliage – this was a beech, that an 
oak, here was an ash, yonder a tulip-tree.” She fondly recalled these pleasant lessons and his 
asking of her to identify the tree species as the “beginning of my Rural Hours ideas.”76  
Her Grandmother Cooper’s flower garden and drives with her father about the Otsego 
countryside deepened this love of nature. A student of Andrew Jackson Downing, JFC embraced 
Downing’s American landscape aesthetic, an emerging gardening and design ethic among 
America’s growing middle and upper classes that linked landscape with social refinement to 
express national character and the healthful benefits of interacting with the natural world. JFC 
employed Downing’s direction in his own gardening, an aesthetic shared by Susan that she later 
included in her views of American cultural development. Avid readers of natural history, the 
Coopers studied the United States, Europe, and the world, reading works by John James 
Audubon, James Ellsworth De Kay, Alexander von Humboldt, Charles Lyell, Thomas Nuttall, 
John Torrey, and Alexander Wilson, among numerous others. Beyond reading natural histories, 
JFC was a personal friend of naturalist James Ellsworth De Kay and landscape artist Thomas 
Cole, both of whom, as well as Andrew Jackson Downing, visited JFC at his home. The ideas 
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and studies of these many naturalists greatly influenced Cooper’s writings and philosophies 
about the environment.77 
Cooper spent the first part of her life in her ancestral hometown of Cooperstown and the 
family’s Manhattan home. When Cooper was thirteen, her parents relocated the family to Europe 
to further advance JFC’s writing and his network as well as educate their children. The Coopers 
lived in and visited England, France, Italy, Germany, and Switzerland, exposing their children to 
languages, fine arts, and culture, studying the marvels, history, and natural scenery of Europe. 
Among them were the thatched houses and Carisbrooke Castle on the Isle of Wright, St. Denis, 
Senlis, Compiẻgne, Montmorency, and the Louvre in France, the Aar Gorge, Rhine Falls, and 
Lake Geneva in Switzerland, the paintings, churches, and galleries of Florence, and the Castel 
Sant’ Angelo and Basilica of St. Peter in Rome.78  
It 1831, JFC’s nephew, who had been his secretary and copyist, died of tuberculosis. 
Requiring a loyal confidant, JFC employed Susan as his new secretary, a position she held until 
his death in 1851. Gaining close proximity to her father and his social and political friends, 
Susan received a marriage proposal from a wealthy European but her father rejected him, citing 
in a letter to a nephew, “we mean to continue as Americans,” a foretelling remark as Cooper 
would spend her career advocating for the recognition of American nature and life, dismissing 
European views of nature within the American landscape. After spending their final summer in 
England, the Coopers returned to New York in the autumn of 1833.79 
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  Embracing life and work back in America, the Cooper family reclaimed their 
Cooperstown home of Otsego Hall on the east side of Otsego Lake in 1834 and began 
renovations to make the property their family home. Cooper reacquainted herself with the rural 
landscape, joining her father on drives and walks through their second property, a two hundred 
acre farm called the “Châlet,” which Cooper referred to as a “poet’s farm, more romantic than 
profitable.”80 Cooper and her father further traversed the woods and fields of the Otsego Lake 
region, being in “constant communion with nature.”81   
 In 1850, Cooper turned her daily explorations of nature from the previous two years into 
America’s first published book of nature-writing to be written by a woman. Contemplations of 
woods, fields, and gardens mixed with recitations of natural history became the popular Rural 
Hours, Cooper’s year-long nature journal. Beginning with spring, Cooper described the flora and 
fauna throughout the four seasons of the Otsego Lake region. She enumerated the bucolic rural 
country of her family’s settlement through her daily entries, describing the local bird and animal 
life, scenic viewsheds, waterways, weather patterns, flowers and native plants, and rural uses of 
the land like the area’s maple-sugar production. Editors of the 1998 edition of Rural Hours, 
Rochelle Johnson and Daniel Patterson, note that the larger purpose of Cooper’s work emerges 
page by page: Cooper wished to “educate Americans about their natural world, to instill in them 
a pride of place based on this deeper knowledge, and finally to convince them of a moral 
obligation to preserve their environment.”82   
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To deepen her readers’ knowledge of the land, Cooper introduced them to the numerous 
species of plants and animals that she encountered on her walks; the identification of nature’s 
objects was essential to this education. She intertwined this species identification with an 
immense pleasure in the landscape, hoping to impart a pride in nature. In excited anticipation of 
spring, she wrote “One hears a great deal about the sudden outburst of spring in America… when 
the buds are all full and the flowers ready to open…we see the sudden gush of life and 
joyousness which is indeed at that moment almost magical in its beautiful effects.” She noted the 
arrival of specific flowers and birds of the season and the beauty they bring, “The song-sparrows 
and bluebirds are here, and have been with us several days. The robins are getting quite 
numerous…their note is every pleasant, and after the silent winter, falls with double sweetness 
on the ear…The garden hyacinths, and daffodils, and common lilies are beginning to show their 
leaves in the flower borders, and the periwinkle is almost in blossom: this is one of the very 
earliest flowers to open with us.”83 To highlight their relevance, Cooper connected the birds, 
flowers, and forests to American’s homes. Writing “the earth is the common home of all,” she 
saw nature as an extension of her home, speaking of making her way home through nature’s 
beauties and enjoying the home-made goods made from nature’s materials. She observed that as 
nature surrounded the home and life, like the “wild dignity of form like those old pines now 
looking down upon our homes,” Americans had a moral obligation to know and recognize that 
nature around them.84 
While Cooper wrote of the local scene with a poetic style and flourish, she was also 
careful to describe the “natural order” of the season and the arrival of each species in its natural 
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procession. She related which species is a product of the end of winter and the beginning of 
spring, when specific birds and caterpillars appear, and importantly, how these species and their 
spring arrival differ from “other lands.” While the “delicate snow-drop, or the fragrant violet” 
first appear in other countries, she noted that the skunk-cabbage is the earliest plant to debut in 
the New York landscape.85 Adding to this naturalist assessment of recognizing the flora or fauna, 
Cooper addressed their seasonal patterns, their response to climate change, and even notes the 
displacement of species after European settlement. She described that there is a tradition within 
Cooperstown that the climate had changed to a degree since the first colonists arrived in the area, 
noting “the springs are said to have become more uncertain, and the summers less warm…there 
seems some positive foundation for the assertion, since it is a fact well known, that fruits which 
succeeded here formerly, are now seldom ripened.”86 Of species lost, Cooper indicated that 
quails were quite populous in the region when Europeans first colonized but the birds abandoned 
the area once the country had been cleared for settlement.87 These methodical surveys continued 
throughout each season as Cooper depicts the birds, trees, plants, and animals of summer, 
autumn, and winter, revealing her own immense knowledge of natural history gleaned from 
Audubon, Torrey, and De Kay and her own careful observations, as well as her concern for 
environmental changes and loss.   
In another of her nature writing pieces, and perhaps her most scientific, is a supplement 
to an English nature writing text, Country Rambles in England; or, Journal of a Naturalist with 
Notes and Additions, by the Author of “Rural Hours.” A piece principally written by John 
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Knapp, it is a discussion of England’s nature and environment for an American audience. Cooper 
contributed to the book in an introduction and appendix for American readers by providing lists 
of numerous differences between species, often citing the English/European species and then the 
difference in the American species or if it is unknown in America. Calling upon Charles Darwin, 
Humboldt, the Acheta Domestica, and other naturalist sources, she explained how species differ 
by coloration, behaviors, and patterns. Some of these species, she wrote, are not suited to one 
another’s climate like that of the Ivy (Hedera Helix), which “was unknown” in the western 
hemisphere “until introduced by the colonists from Europe; nor does it seem likely ever to 
become...naturalized here; our dryer summers or colder winters do not apparently agree with 
it.”88 Offering comparisons of species, Cooper provided her readers with a touchstone that they 
may potentially relate to or understand, then described the difference like the English snow-drop 
and the American pansy or violet. She explained that “in England the Snow-drop will linger 
longer than any other plant on the site of a deserted garden…with us the pansy, heart’s-ease, or 
garden violet appears to have something of the same character.”89 Through these short 
descriptions in response to Knapp’s observations, Cooper continued her Rural Hours readers’ 
education in Country Rambles to introduce them to the identification of American nature and 
teach them the differences found in European nature, the first stride in gaining a more solid 
awareness of the American environment.      
Cooper believed the ideas from her nature writings should be dispersed across the nation, 
as she knew it was not common knowledge amongst American households. She lamented in 
Rural Hours that consciousness of nature was not a shared trait among Americans, specifically 
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bemoaning the absence of name recognition of common plants. Coming across a party of 
children pleased with their array of wildflowers, Cooper was surprised that the children do not 
know any of the flower’s names. She was further saddened to learn that the grandparents of the 
children, who have lived amongst those plants all their lives were not able to identify the flowers 
either. She continued that it is truly “surprising how little country people know on such 
subjects.” She decried that even the farmers, who have worked the land a life-time are not 
familiar with the trees or native plants of their country. Their wives, she stated, are no better by 
making strange mistakes with their “herbs and simples” or picking wildflowers for which they 
have no knowledge of their name.90 
If Americans did not know names of species, she was even more so grieved that they 
employed inappropriate and ill-suited European language for American flora, fauna, and place-
names. After the correct identification of nature, Cooper advocated for naming America’s places, 
animals, and plants after the nation’s republican ethos and its natural environment. She 
particularly mentioned the robin several times throughout her works. Cooper described how the 
large red-breasted thrush, possibly one of the most recognizable birds in nature and literature, 
was misnamed the American Robin by early colonists who “gave to the gaudy oriole the name of 
‘English robin,’ showing how fondly memory colored all they had left behind, since one bird is 
very plain in his plumage, and the other remarkably brilliant.”91  
She further critiqued the practice of naming American settlements and landmarks after 
European place names writing, “Was there ever a region more deplorably afflicted with ill-
judged names, than these United States? From the title of the Continent to that of the merest 
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hamlet, we are unfortunate in this respect; our mistakes began with Americo Vespucci, and have 
continued to increase ever since. The Republic itself is the Great Unnamed; the States of which it 
is composed, counties, cities, boroughs, rivers, lakes, mountains, all partake in some degree of 
this novel form of evil.”92 She scoffed that her state of New York itself is unfortunately named 
after “feeble James” while other places received repetitious names of European capitals. She 
continued that after the Revolution, Americans had the opportunity to provide new towns 
sensible names as they sprung up throughout the newly established country while the “old 
colonial feeling” died away. But instead “the direful invasion of the ghosts of old Greeks and 
Romans” enabled absurd names like Nebuchadnezzarville, South-West-Cato, or Hottentopolis.93  
Fortunately, she stated, Native Americans left Euro-American settlers a model for 
naming locations by using natural objects as inspiration: “the larger rivers, for instance, and the 
lakes, are known by fine Indian words, uniting both sound and meaning, for the Indian, the very 
opposite of the Yankee in this respect, never gives an unfitting name to any object whatever.”94 
More than simply critique the practice of place-names and, rather significantly, extol Indian 
names as beautiful or a “monument to their memory,” Cooper offered a localized approach to 
naming towns and landmarks grounded in nature. By using the original Indian word or a 
combination of old Saxon words that bear in mind the natural or artificial features of the spot—
such as bury meaning town or hamlet; rise as rising ground; worth meaning a street, road, or 
farm; or hurst as a thicket of young trees—Cooper argued that nature was the most pleasing and 
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inexhaustible source for decent place-names and was a more sincere reflection of the American 
character and identity.95   
The thoughtful use of language for local places and natural things by implementing 
home-grown and organic names is an argument heavily dependent on Cooper’s adamant 
rejection of European cultural models. She adapted this philosophy from Andrew Jackson 
Downing, who called “for a rural architecture that is situated to the American place and 
appropriate to republican American values.”96 Downing believed that American rural 
architecture should not imitate high-styled European houses, but like the plain American 
farmhouse, “should rely on its own honest, straightforward simplicity, and should rather aim to 
be frank, and genuine, and open-hearted, like its owner, than to wear the borrowed ornaments of 
any class of different habits and tastes.”97 He criticized those Americans who violated the 
“beauty and simplicity” of the country landscape and advocated for a conscious effort to create 
an architectural aesthetic that blended in harmony with the environment.98 Cooper adapted this 
idea, suggesting Americans cast off European models and blend American life and nature to 
create the ideal environment and national identity.    
Rejecting the European cultural model in favor of American nature is the main theme of 
Cooper’s “A Dissolving View.” Published in a collection of essays called The Home-Book of the 
Picturesque; or American Scenery, Art, and Literature, the text was marketed as an American 
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alternative to European gift-books to humbly present the “picturesque beauties of the American 
landscape.” Before the daydream of her essay, Cooper spent a great deal of time discussing and 
to a point, critiquing the European landscape and its entrenched social and cultural structures. 
She stated, 
Indeed it would seem as if man had no sooner mastered the art of architecture, 
than he aimed at rivaling the dignity and durability of the works of nature which 
served as his models; he resolved that his walls of vast stones should stand in 
place as long as the rocks from which they were hewn; that his columns and his 
arches should live with the trees and branches from which they were copied; he 
determined to scale the heavens with his proud towers of Babel.99  
 
She warned her readers that when man assumes the character of creator and reorganizes nature, 
he is apt to fail and deny future generations the benefit of the land, a sentiment twentieth-century 
conservationists would later share. She wrote that when there is something amiss in the 
landscape, “it is when there is some evident want of judgment, or good sense, or perhaps some 
proof of selfish avarice, or wastefulness, as when a country is stripped of its wood to fill the 
pockets or feed the fires of one generation.”100 Having lived in Europe for seven years, Cooper 
was intimately familiar with European architecture and its cultural model for nature. In her view, 
this model was out of sync with nature, competing for primacy with the environment and 
exhausting its resources.101   
When employed correctly, however, Cooper contended that man generally improved the 
landscape, giving life and spirit to the garden as a laborer or husbandman. She observed that the 
“social spirit” of the American landscape of the autumn harvest, “broken woods, scattered 
groves…quiet fields of man, and his cheerful dwellings” produced a better scenic view than 
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untamed wilderness. But more so, the Downingesque cheerfulness, comfort, and thrift of 
American architecture built in harmony with its surroundings, Cooper claimed, was more 
satisfying than the monuments and architecture of the old world that rivaled and expended the 
environment. Here she encouraged her readers to preserve American nature and continue to 
develop a Downing-styled landscape and social structure based on nature, not the predetermined 
cultural conditions of Europe that directs hierarchies, industry, and religion like the “Dissolving 
View” daydream remapped on the New York landscape.     
Besides an apathy and unawareness of nature, what concerned Cooper the most was the 
European mindset that many Americans held as their own views of nature. Her purpose in 
contributing to Country Rambles was to call Americans to reject preconceived notions of nature 
based on European understandings and consciously recognize American nature as a distinct 
entity. She noted in the introduction that Americans were still alien to the American landscape, 
stating “there is much ignorance among us regarding the creatures which held the land as their 
own long before our forefathers trod the soil…” Yet, Cooper pointed out that Americans were 
very familiar with nature and its species, just on the wrong continent. She blamed an 
indoctrination of English writing for these misconceptions:  
English reading has made us very familiar with the names, at least, of those races which 
people the old world. From the nursery epic, relating the melancholy fate of “Cock 
Robin,” and the numerous feathered dramatis personæ figuring in its verses; from the 
tragical histories of “Little Red Riding Hood,” and the “Babes in the Woods” … we all, 
as we move from the nursey to the library, gather notions more or less definite. We fancy 
that we know all these creatures by sight; and yet neither ‘Cock Robin’ nor his murderer 
the Sparrow, nor his parson the Rock, is to be found this side the salt sea; the cunning 
Wolf whose hypocritical personation of the old grandame, so wrung our little hearts once 
upon a time, is not the wolf which howled only a few years since in the forests our fathers 
felled…Thus it is that knowing so little of the creatures in whose midst we live, and 
mentally familiar by our daily reading with the tribes of another hemisphere, the forms of 
one continent and the names and characters of another, are strangely blended in most 
American minds. And in this dream-like phantasmagoria, where fancy and reality are 
often so widely at variance, in which the objects we see, and those we read of are wholly 
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different, and where bird and beast undergo metamorphoses so strange, most of us are 
content to pass through life.102  
 
 Yet, this did not have to be the end, Cooper rejoiced. After expressing her concern over 
the infiltrated European mindset, Cooper rejoined “but there is a pleasant task awaiting us. We 
may all, if we choose, open our eyes to the beautiful and wonderful realities of the world we live 
in.” She stated that Americans can learn from the “charm of traditional association” of the old 
world, but “their native soil” is “endued with the still deeper interest” and that by educating 
themselves in the nature around them, they could gain an exact reality of their world, anchoring 
Americans to their true identity.103  
In a footnote found in Rural Hours, Cooper stated “Had works of this kind been as 
common in America as they are in England, the volume now in the reader's hands would not 
have been printed, and many observations found in its pages would have been unnecessary.” 
Here, Cooper was again commenting on the unfamiliarity of the general American reader with 
nature writing and knowledge of American nature. If they were familiar with such a subject as 
Europeans were, Cooper suspected her book would probably have been useless to her audience 
and maybe not even printed. In fact, her father JFC was apprehensive about Rural Hours’ 
success, writing in a letter, “at first the world will not know what to make of it.” But the reason 
for her undertaking appeared in the same footnote when she wrote, “the book is offered to those 
whose interest in rural subjects has been awakened, a sort of rustic primer, which may lead them, 
if they choose, to something higher.”  
This “higher” purpose further took shape in the introduction of Country Rambles where 
she elaborated on the reason for underscoring the differences between the European and 
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American environments: “The very comparison between the two is a subject full of the highest 
interest, a subject more than sufficing in itself to provide instruction and entertainment for a 
lifetime.”104 The instruction Cooper hoped to impart to her readers was that of a growing 
recognition of American nature as Europeans had recognized their own long before. The critical 
difference she continually pointed out was that Europeans had greatly depleted their landscape 
with over-extraction of resources, overwhelming the landscape with massive architecture, and 
had confined themselves to a predetermined relationship with the land. Americans on the other 
hand, had a “fresh civilization” and opportunity to shape the landscape responsibly. In espousing 
the landscape aesthetic of Andrew Jackson Downing, Cooper advocated that Americans 
approach the landscape “more humbly and gratefully and with less greed,” by creating a 
sustainable balance between humans and nature.105 While she praised the “social spirit” of the 
land modestly shaped by the laborer and husbandman, she criticized the unsustainable practices 
of Americans depleting forests and species for the use of one generation. Throughout Rural 
Hours, Country Rambles, and “Otsego Leaves,” Cooper repeatedly reported the loss of American 
wildflower species, the diminishing numbers of migrating birds, the decrease of fish, and the 
reduction of wildlife like moose, stags, deer, wolves, and martens killed for their fur or displaced 
by wood-cutters.106  
In her “Summer” section, Cooper devoted several pages to a July afternoon passed in the 
woods. Speaking of their grandeur and longevity, she exclaimed “What a noble gift to man are 
the forests!” connected “in many ways with the civilization of a country.” Yet, she worried that 
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such a gift was being exploited as the gross consumption of timber was denuding the once 
forested landscapes. According to Cooper, Americans, particularly farmers, had little knowledge 
of the value and importance of wood. Cooper credited the waning forests to the greed of men in 
their pursuit of resources and their lack of concern for sustainable harvesting or leaving timber 
stands for future generations:  
It is not surprising, perhaps, that a man whose chief object in life is to make 
money should turn his timber into bank-notes with all possible speed; but it is 
remarkable that any one at all aware of the value of wood, should act so 
wastefully as most men do in this part of the world. Mature trees, young saplings, 
and last year's seedlings, are all destroyed at one blow by the axe or by fire; the 
spot where they have stood is left, perhaps, for a lifetime without any attempt at 
cultivation, or any endeavor to foster new wood.  
 
She went on to appeal to her readers in hopes that they would grasp a sustainable management 
ethos of forest use stating, “One would think that by this time, when the forest has fallen in all 
the valleys…some forethought and care in this respect would be natural in people laying claim to 
common sense. The rapid consumption of the large pine timber among us should be enough to 
teach a lesson of prudence and economy on this subject.”107  
She again connected nature and forests to the home as a way for Americans to understand 
the value of trees and why they should care, stating “In very truth, a fine tree near a house is a 
much greater embellishment than the thickest coat of paint that could be put on its walls, or a 
whole row of wooden columns to adorn its front; nay, a large shady tree in a door-yard is much 
more desirable than the most expensive mahogany and velvet sofa in the parlor.”108 In Country 
Rambles, Cooper vehemently attacked the American practice of pollarding or lopping the heads 
off of trees. A “custom so much condemned by the author,” Cooper contended such a mutilation 
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of trees was unethical and a deplorable practice that wasted whole trees for fleeting desires of 
nuts, fruit, or a beehive.109 By suggesting to her readers that they have a moral obligation to 
deepen their knowledge of nature and learn how to maintain it, Cooper implored Americans to 
reject greedy consumption and develop a sustainable relationship with the forests. 
Together, Cooper’s nature writing works called her readers to not just understand the 
differences of flowers or birds and preserve those species, as some of her contemporary 
naturalists or later female nature writers advocated, but to actively manage the American 
landscape for the benefit of Americans’ character and their future generations: a bold claim for a 
woman of the nineteenth century who saw herself “as a learner only” writing a “rustic primer” 
for her audience. While her thoughts on management of natural resources would eventually come 
to bear in the twentieth century, she did not view herself as a scientist and rejected any claim to 
scientific authority. In the preface of her Rural Hours she made “no claim whatever to scientific 
knowledge,” though she did hope the text would be “found free from great inaccuracies.”110 
Cooper’s anxiety about being perceived as a literary scientific writer, when she clearly was, 
would also play out for other women entering the conservation movement and growing 
professional forestry scene into the twentieth-century. But it was her call to a cause that women 
seized and made their own that would continually rival women’s anxiety about their place within 
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Cooper’s Legacy: Women’s Conservation in the Progressive Era 
Susan Fenimore Cooper laid the foundation of women’s environmental thought and 
concern for the next century, calling those to follow her to “something higher.” Though her 
father was concerned the country would not know what to think of her work, Cooper’s Rural 
Hours sold so well that it went through nine editions, including an abridged version published in 
1887.111 The frontispiece of Country Rambles advertised the book as having “notes by the author 
of Rural Hours,” grabbing attention based on Cooper’s fame and solidly placing her as a 
scientific naturalist of the time despite her misgivings. Her call to “something higher” planted a 
seed in the minds of nineteenth century women; Cooper was quickly followed in print and the 
conservation cause among women was begun.  
Numerous women including Elizabeth Wright, Olive Throne Miller, Celia Thaxter, Sarah 
Orne Jewett, Edith Thomas, Anna Botsford Comstock, Gene Stratton Porter, and Mary Hunter 
Austin wrote on natural history, the importance of nature, the progressive depletion of the natural 
world, the need for thoughtful preservation, and the assertion of nature as home.112 About half of 
the nature essays in the Atlantic Monthly during the late nineteenth-century were contributed by 
female authors, including Cooper.113 As more women were exposed to environmental concerns 
through nature writings in essays, books, and magazines beginning with Cooper, amid the 
growing literary, garden, and botanical clubs, their ideas germinated to become a huge grassroots 
movement and inspire scores of women to organize and take up the cause of conservation to 
protect the nation’s natural resources for future generations.114   
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Between 1890 and 1920, middle-class, well-educated citizens sought government reforms 
as a response to the problems of political corruption, harsh labor practices, urban over-crowding 
and rural flight, as well as waste of natural resources, caused by industrialization and 
urbanization, known as the Progressive Era. Reformers believed that scientific, efficient, and 
regulated management would fix and enhance corporate and industrial regulations, labor issues, 
court systems, urban planning, prohibition, as well as political processes, among a myriad of 
other things. The Progressive Era conservation movement embodied these ideals and its 
participants looked to efficient resource management to preserve the nation’s forests, watersheds, 
and wildlife. While the movement’s participants were primarily white, men and women of color 
sought to improve living conditions and access to nature, sharing many of the same goals and 
approaches to change as white Progressives.  
Saving birds from the milliner’s hand and hat drew thousands of women together to end 
the late-nineteenth century fashion of hats lavishly adorned with feathers. The millinery practice 
served as one of the first and largest rallying points of environmental concern for women in the 
Progressive Era and transformed their writing into action, advocacy, and political lobbying.   
Exotic bird feathers and even whole birds mounted atop the heads of middle and upper-class 
white women became the height of fashion in the post-Civil War country, resulting in the loss of 
roughly five million song birds, swallows, orioles, egrets, and terns a year.115 While men’s 
publications and societies spoke out against the millinery practice and women’s vanity, women 
surged onto the scene to educate the public about the cruelty and environmental effects of the 
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practice, convince women to dispense with wearing plumage in their hats, and support legislation 
to end the import of bird feathers.116  
Women joined Audubon societies, first organized in 1886, to protest the wearing of 
feathers and educate those who wore them, offering lectures, birding trips, and articles in the 
Audubon Magazine. Mabel Osgood Wright, one of the most influential women in the movement 
and author of The Friendship of Nature (1894), Birdcraft (1895), and Birds of Village and Field 
(1898), took on editing a section of the Audubon Societies’ new journal Bird Lore. She collected 
news and stories from the initial nineteen state societies and reported on the political and 
grassroots efforts to preserve birds, helping women collectively understand and be part of the 
movement.117  
Women’s organization in the Progressive Era found a stronghold in clubs—local, state, 
garden, literary, church, and civic clubs to name a few. Many turned their focus to conservation, 
amongst issues such as suffrage, public health, justice, and housing.118 Progressive activist Lydia 
Adams-Williams claimed that by 1908 women’s national membership among conservation clubs 
totaled one million. Many of the clubs were aligned through the General Federation of Women’s 
Clubs (GFWC), founded in 1890 to bring together various women’s groups to promote civic 
improvements through volunteer service. Numerous women’s clubs of the GFWC joined with 
the Audubon Society to advocate for bird preservation. They spoke out at club meetings as well 
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as local, state, and national events to bring attention to the tragedy of the loss of birds at the 
hands of male hunters for women’s fashions. Women throughout the movement exclaimed, “how 
could you kill a mother!” and leave the fledglings to die, appealing to women as mothers and 
entreating them to recognize their role as guardians and nurturers of nature.119  
Susan Fenimore Cooper spent numerous years studying birds and writing on their 
declining populations throughout her life. She began in her 1850 Rural Hours observing 
numerous birds around her throughout the seasons, viewing them as part of her home in nature, 
stating “Wanderers though they be, yet the birds of one's native ground are a part of home to 
us.”120 Later in her life, she authored a three-part essay series on birds called “Otsego Leaves” 
and concluding essay “A Lament for the Birds.” Written between 1878 and 1893, she described 
her work as an amateur ornithologist monitoring the number of bird nests over a period of forty-
five years. Considered her most mature and fully realized environmental pieces, the essays 
remarked on the loss of birds as not only a source of grief, but also as the cause of increased 
insects and loss of crops.121 The works fit into her earlier, Again, Cooper merged a sentimental 
home-based love of nature with an ecological awareness for readers. Mabel Osgood Wright’s 
The Friendship of Nature, published in 1894, the year Cooper died, took up where Cooper left 
off. Wright advocated for the amateur study of ornithology as a window to understanding and 
appreciating nature, challenging the ruinous effects of an industrializing nation.122  
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Women of the bird preservation movement not only sought to convince other women to 
stop purchasing millinery styles featuring bird plumage, women of the Audubon Societies, 
GFWC, Daughters of the American Revolution, and numerous other women’s institutions, spoke 
passionately at male-directed Conservation Congresses, wrote letters to Congress, and supported 
legislation to end the import of bird feathers. Knowing sentimental arguments about motherhood 
would not win all doubters over, clubwoman Marion Crocker warned of the dangers of an 
unchecked insect population that could threaten crops, similar to Cooper years before. Rather 
than speak to the conservation of motherhood, Crocker claimed bird preservation was “pure 
economics,” reminding her audiences of the interdependencies of plants and animals and that 
birds played an immense role in agricultural pest control.123 Women’s call to action radically 
reduced the number of feathered hats purchased and worn, and led to the passage of various 
legislation, including a 1913 tariff that outlawed the import of wild bird feathers to the United 
States and the 1918 Migratory Bird Treaty Act that established protections for migratory birds 
between Canada and the United States.124  
Women applied themselves to forestry efforts as vigorously as they did to the 
preservation of birds. Grown out of garden clubs and the nineteenth century nature writing 
tradition, women organized to ensure the country conserved its forests, watershed, soils, and 
wilderness from deforestation, industrial enterprise, and the wanton waste of men. Like the 
campaign to save the birds, women employed a variety of arguments to preserve the nations 
forests—from an appreciation and love of nature to scientific and economic advantages of saving 
forests—all for the benefit of future generations. As many women still operated under Victorian 
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conventions of the public and private spheres, where women were to remain in the home, women 
expanded their definition of home to include the natural world around them, enlarging the home 
and its dooryard to include all of nature as Cooper had done.125 Self-styled as the first woman 
lecturer and conservation writer, Lydia Adams-Williams declared that it was within women’s 
“power to educate public sentiment to save from rapacious waste and complete exhaustion the 
resources upon which depend the welfare of the home, the children, and the children's 
children.”126 As forestry chairman of the GFWC, she derided men for what she saw as their 
commercial enterprises and greed over environmental concern, wasting resources for profit to 
line their pockets. Black women of the National Association of Colored Women (NACW) 
pressed local governments for more parks and trees within an urban setting and fought for access 
to nonhuman nature as African Americans were banned from parks, lakefront areas, and outdoor 
recreation sites. They too recognized the relationship between nature and healthy homes, 
advocating for “homes, more homes, better homes, purer homes” for African Americans.127 
Historian Nancy Unger points out that women like Williams believed that nature required the 
nurture of women that it had been denied.128 As qualified homemakers, women were more than 
suited to act as nature’s housekeepers and advocate for a conservation of the home.129  
While Susan Fenimore Cooper had commented on forestry practices as early as 1850, it 
was during the 1880s that women organized around forestry matters. In 1886, the Pennsylvania 
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Forestry Association was organized by Philadelphia women who called for the establishment of 
State Forest Reserves, finally created in 1897. Their efforts eventually led to the creation of the 
Pennsylvania Department of Forestry, actions one male admirer claimed the state "never would 
have had…had [it] not been for the organized efforts of the women of Pennsylvania."130 Women 
around the country championed the creation of forest reserves, established in 1891 under the 
Forest Reserve Act. The Act allowed the president from “time to time” the ability to set aside 
forest reserves from the public domain in the interest of protecting watersheds from flooding and 
erosion and preventing over-exploitation of the nation’s timber.  
After the forest reserves were transferred from the Division of Forestry of the Interior 
Department to the newly created Forest Service in the Department of Agriculture on February 1, 
1905, known as the Transfer Act, women’s organizations continued to support the management 
of forests and enjoyed the support of the new agency. The Forest Service sent literature and 
lecturers to clubs; meanwhile, women spread their emerging conservation cause to their clubs, 
communities, children, and Congress, speaking out to save the trees and planting hundreds to 
show their commitment. Gifford Pinchot, founder and first chief forester of the Forest Service, 
claimed that the success of the conservation movement depended on women. In his 1910 book 
The Fight for Conservation, Pinchot praised women’s efforts noting, “No forward step in this 
whole campaign has been more deeply appreciated or more welcomed that that which the 
National Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution and other organizations of women 
have taken in appointing conservation committees.” Reckoning conservation to be a part of 
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patriotism, he went onto say, “…almost without exception it is the mother who plants patriotism 
in the mind of the child…it is the mothers of a nation who direct the nation’s destiny.”131    
  Pinchot further commended the work of the Pennsylvania women in creating a 
department of forestry, the women of Minnesota for their efforts to preserve the state’s forests, 
and the California clubwomen who fought to preserve the Calaveras Big Trees, finally set aside 
as a state park.132 The Daughters of the American Revolution received special attention from 
Pinchot as his mother, Mary Pinchot, served as their chair of the conservation committee.133 
Additionally, the GFWC played an influential role in the passage of legislation to protect forests, 
waters, and birdlife. Women lobbied and wrote tirelessly to states and the federal government, 
successfully advocating to preserve the White Mountains and Franconia Notch of New 
Hampshire, safeguard forest reserves in the Southern Appalachians, protect the everglades of 
Florida, save the redwoods of California, and see through the passage of the 1911 Weeks Bill for 
protection of watershed and navigable streams in eastern forests.134 In Louisiana, Caroline 
Dormon advocated for the creation of a national forest to save the virgin longleaf pine forests of 
the state. Her persistence in attending Forestry Congresses and speaking with representatives, 
foresters, and the Forest Service for over a decade resulted in the establishment of the Kisatchie 
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National Forest, which the Forest Service gave her the honor to name.135  In 1910, the GFWC 
reported that 283 clubs had sent letters and petitions to state and federal legislators to take up 
“forest fire laws, tax remission for reforestation, and the appropriation of demonstration 
forests.”136 So powerful were women in their quest for conservation legislation that one Colorado 
legislator wrote to the President of the GFWC and pleaded to "call off your women. I'll vote for 
your bill."137 
While conservation of child and the home formed the basis of many women’s arguments, 
others harkened back to Susan Fenimore Cooper’s view of an ecological awareness of American 
nature and employed science-based arguments to push forward the conservation agenda. At the 
National Conservation Congress in 1912, Marion Crocker spoke emphatically on the necessity of 
a scientific foundation when approaching the conservation of natural resources,  
if we do not follow the most scientific approved methods, the most modern 
discoveries of how to conserve and propagate and renew wherever possible those 
resources which Nature in her providence had given to man for his use but not 
abuse, the time will come when the world will not be able to support life and then 
we shall have no need of conservation of health, strength, or vital force, because 
we must have the things to support life or else everything else is useless.138 
 
She observed that all natural resources—water, air, soils, trees, wildlife—were interrelated to the 
existence of life and that ending water pollution, wind and soil erosion, deforestation, and loss of 
animal life were not merely sentimental whims but a requirement to sustain human life.139  
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The most prominent spokeswoman for scientific forestry at the turn of the century was 
Mira Lloyd Dock. A wealthy Pennsylvanian, Dock was a lecturer, clubwoman, and public 
official, being the first woman to serve on an official conservation board. Her scientific know-
how and passion for forestry enabled her to educate women about conservation, but also gave her 
the ear of professional men. Friends of Gifford Pinchot and Germany’s premier forester, Sir 
Dietrich Brandis, she gained favor within the professional forestry circuit that enabled her to 
expand her own education—not available to most women—as well as assert her influence into 
the pressing forestry issues of the day.140  
 Dock had originally gone to the University of Michigan in 1895 at the age of forty-two to 
study laboratory science and botany, that she may examine specimens with her microscope and 
do field work from morning to night, her “dream of joy.” The prejudice against women in 
professional scientific fields or as Dock put it, men “afraid of learned women,” however, caused 
Dock to leave the program in 1896. Still, equipped as a university educated botanist with a host 
of lantern slides, she set out to be a public lecturer. She soon became a prolific and sought-after 
speaker, giving talks to male-run institutes, public officials, and women’s clubs throughout 
Pennsylvania and the northeast. Her talks combined conservation, botany, horticulture, and 
forestry, with special emphasis on scientific nomenclature. Similar to Cooper, Dock wanted her 
audience to fully understand scientific concepts and have knowledgeable solutions to 
conservation’s toughest issues.141  
 After speaking a few years, Dock yearned for more and set off to Europe in 1899 to take 
up where her college education had fallen short. At the time, Germany boasted the best forestry 
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program in world, led by Brandis. She had the privilege to meet Brandis in London and proposed 
to pay him for private forestry lessons. He offered instead to arrange for her to apprentice under 
an executive forest officer for "the longer the better." Unable to pay for a long-term 
apprenticeship, she opted for a one-month tour of German forests and villages, for which Brandis 
wrote her letters of introduction throughout the Black Forest region. After her Black Forest tour, 
Brandis sent her to Ühlingen to study natural forest regeneration and state forest administration. 
Dock left Germany with life-long friendships and a fervency to expand her work. Upon returning 
state-side, Dock published A Summer's Work Abroad, detailing her European adventures and 
forestry education. Invitations to speak poured in from all across the northeast. Between 1900 
and 1901, she gave lectures on "Improvement Societies at Home and Abroad," "Forestry at 
Home and Abroad," "Farm and Garden Work for Women," as well as her popular “The 
Procession of Flowers.”142   
Persuaded by the German philosophy on forestry, Dock became invested in the idea of 
state forest reserves under government regulation. By 1900, clear-cutting had wiped out old-
growth forests on the High Allegheny Plateau. Clear-cutting along with other non-sustainable 
forestry practices led to some of the worst fires in Pennsylvania history. Numerous species, like 
the passenger pigeon, had also diminished as industrialization and deforestation increased. In 
1901, Dock was appointed to the Pennsylvania State Forestry Commission where she sought to 
carry out state regulation. During her tenure until she retired in 1913, she wrote papers on forest 
fire prevention, encouraged healthful recreation on state forests, and created exhibits to showcase 
forest commission work to the public. She spent a considerable amount of her time inspecting 
nurseries and reserves for which she provided recommendations to foresters. Dock not only 
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championed the notion of more forestry schools in America, she helped established the 
Pennsylvania State Forest Academy and was heavily involved in the creation of its curriculum 
(see Chapter 2). She gave lectures on botany, provided copious amounts of tea and cookies to 
students, and even purchased a nearby property to be used as an experimental forest and 
nursery.143  
Unlike Lydia Adams Williams and others who championed a conservation of 
motherhood and the home, Dock did not approach forestry from a sentimental or aesthetics 
mentality. When writing or lecturing, Dock purposefully stayed away from employing gendered, 
maternalistic, emotional, or sentimental language. Rather, Dock wrote and spoke about forestry 
as a scientific endeavor left to the trusted aptitude of government management, much like her 
male colleagues. As her biographer Susan Rimby put it, “Dock was no more sentimental about 
trees than was Pinchot.”144 To this end, Dock gained limited admittance into the male sphere of 
forestry and was able to exert influence within Pennsylvania forestry. Yet, in an interesting twist 
to Dock’s feelings about maternalistic language, she took on a role of mother to her “boys” at the 
Pennsylvania State Forest Academy, looking after their welfare and raising the program through 
its adolescence.145  
Despite her being valued as a qualified colleague by her male peers, Dock’s sex was 
always a consideration to her and others within the growing forestry occupation. While Dock had 
earned as many professional credentials as some of her male colleagues—studying with world-
famous foresters—she was keenly aware of her sex within a male-dominated profession and 
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worried that she may be perceived as the weak link on the commission. In fact, Dock insisted 
throughout her career that she was not a forester but that the “profession of forestry was a man’s 
work.”146 Dock asserted from 1902 and on that women who wished to study nature and science 
should take up botany, entomology, dendrology, mycology, or horticulture. Certainly not alone 
in her opinions, Dock claimed that the physical strength, use of heavy equipment, life on the 
logging camps, and “manly courage” required in forestry precluded women with their small 
statures. A mixed logging camp, she considered, might cause men to resent women, while 
women might feel uncomfortable. In her 1934 essay, “The Profession of Forestry,” she wrote, 
“In its full practice it has always been, probably will remain a man’s occupation.”’147  
Despite women’s different motivations, there were two aspects of conservation that many 
women shared: first, they were deeply troubled by the irresponsible waste of natural resources 
and the degradation of the American environment. Beginning with Susan Fenimore Cooper and 
into the Progressive Era, they believed such loss negatively impacted humans and future 
generations. Preservation and wise resource use, they observed, would save trees, water, soil, 
wildlife, and hence the nation as a whole. Second, women were generally excluded from the 
growing professional and technical field of forestry. No matter their stance on conservation or 
arguments they employed, women were not allowed into the inner circle of professional forestry 
dominated by men. Once forestry had come of age as a legitimate American profession, women 
needed not apply. Resolved to work in forestry, however, women had to find a way into 
professional positions outside of the normal channels reserved for men, as we will see in the next 
chapter.  
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Foresters Fair: Women and Professional Forestry 
 
The level-headed girl, willing to work behind polished mahogany on charts and 
figures and willing to accept the limitations that lack of field experience imposes, 
may carve an interesting and worthwhile career for herself. 
       Dorothy Martin 
 
On November 9, 2010, actress Betty White stood next to Forest Service Chief Tom 
Tidwell and with great enthusiasm, was recognized as an honorary forest ranger. As a little girl, 
riding in her father’s saddle through California’s High Sierra, White developed a deep 
appreciation and love for nature and wilderness. She dreamt of one day becoming a Forest 
Service ranger. She dreamed in vain, however, as women were not allowed in most forestry 
schools across the country in the 1930s. Unable to obtain a forestry degree, a requirement of the 
position, White instead pursued a career in comedy and acting. Even though she lit up the stage 
and television screen, she maintained her devotion to conservation and spent much of her off-
screen life devoted to wilderness preservation and animal welfare. On receiving the honor, White 
mused, "In my heart I've been a forest ranger all my life, but now I'm official."148 Many women in 
the early twentieth century never saw such recognition for their dreams of being a forester. Those 
who did fought a tireless, up-hill battle through the 1990s.  
As forestry grew into a legitimate and distinct field at the turn of the twentieth century, 
women looked to join the ranks. Many did so through their advocacy, lobbying, and political 
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leverage on forestry issues, passionately speaking and writing about ecological degradation, fire-
prevention, reforestation, and state regulation of forests. Women of the movement championed 
conservation education, a pillar of feminine engagement throughout the twentieth century, and 
even advocated for forestry schools to train professional foresters. Yet, women with what could 
be considered a mastery of forestry, like Mira Lloyd Dock, did not assume the title of forester 
and remained on the periphery of the male dominated forestry profession. 
As the Progressive Era conservation movement grew in size and scope, gendered 
language emerged to define a masculine utilitarian conservation ethic that sought to use natural 
resources based on scientific regulation, versus a feminine preservation ethic that intended to 
preserve resources based on sentimental, moral, aesthetic, and religious reasons. Conservationists 
claimed scientific forestry as one of their principal vehicles to carry out their ideals of 
government regulated use of forests. As the professional field of forestry emerged in the early 
1900s and forester became the prime position within the Forest Service, its practitioners believed 
that the job required a person with a rugged and strong stature, complemented by a technically 
trained mind. He should be able to wield an axe, ride a horse for days, survey forest boundaries, 
and administer timber sale contracts. Male foresters believed that women’s slight frames and 
traditional roles within the home disqualified women from being the rugged individuals with 
enough experience to be able to carry out the mission of the Forest Service. Moreover, women 
were not permitted in forestry schools. A requirement of the degree was completing a summer 
field session and universities did not permit women to attend, believing it inappropriate to mix 
men and women in a forest setting.  
A handful of women were able to earn degrees from 1915 to 1930 but were never hired 
as foresters within the Forest Service. During the 1930s, women’s involvement in forestry saw 
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its first tiny gains, as ten women earned forestry degrees and the Forest Service hired its first 
female professional forester, Margaret Stoughton Abell. Abell only worked in the position for six 
years before becoming a forester’s wife. Fourteen more women earned degrees in forestry by the 
1950s, some of whom found professional positions as librarians, researchers, and junior 
foresters. Women’s expansion into professional forester and field positions remained low 
through the 1960s, as the stigma remained that forestry was a man’s domain and the ranger its 
prize position, typified by Herbert Kaufman’s 1960 book The Forest Ranger.     
The 1960s and 1970s brought about a paradigm shift within the Forest Service, however, 
as new environmental legislation, like the 1960 Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act and the 1969 
National Environmental Protection Act, changed forest management from a single resource focus 
(timber) to a multiple use, ecosystem focus requiring the knowledge of a variety of specialists in 
planning, not just foresters. As women had been pursuing other specialties and sciences, being 
limited in forestry, they were well poised to enter the new positions and began making their way 
to leadership positions. The first female district ranger was selected in 1979, followed by the first 
female forest supervisor in 1985. The first black female forest supervisor was selected in 1999. 
Despite finding more work in professional and field positions, women endured discrimination 
and harassment, requiring the use of legislation and affirmative action policies to further push 
women’s advancement in professional and field positions. By the 1990s, women could say they 
were finally taken seriously in such positions because of their skills, not their sex.         
 
Conservation as Masculine 
While gendered arguments of the conservation of motherhood and the home had 
empowered so many women during the Progressive conservation movement, such as Lydia 
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Adams-Williams, who called on women to educate the public to end resource waste for the 
welfare of “the home, the children,” and future generations, the development of the forestry 
profession turned those feminine claims into a double-edged sword.149 Ideals of motherhood and 
the home propelled women’s successful activism, yet feminine conservation assertions 
containing any sentimental reference eventually diminished women’s credibility in professional 
forestry, aligning women with the weaker effeminate preservation argument. On the whole, 
women’s work became criticized as unsound science, a critique of preservationists as well.150   
Preservationists like wilderness champion John Muir of the Sierra Club wanted to 
preserve the environment from too much material use and maintain nature for its own benefit, 
beauty, and human’s spiritual life.151 While everyone agreed on limiting resource use, framers of 
the “utilitarian conservation” ethic and the newly formed Forest Service, like Gifford Pinchot 
and Theodore Roosevelt, sought to separate the environmental argument from an aesthetic and 
spiritual view to one solely based on sustainable use of resources regulated by the government 
for the benefit of humans.152 They advocated that conservation be driven and implemented, not by 
politicians or the public, but by experts using technical and scientific methods to decide matters 
of development, utilization of resources, and allocation of funds. As Progressives sought to 
transform a dispersed and non-technical society “where waste and inefficiency ran rampant” into 
an organized, centralized, and modern organization, 153 conservationists strove to apply the manly 
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ethos of scientific efficiency to the environment, leaving little room for the feminine 
conservation of the womanhood, the home, and the child.  
The gendered divide grew further apart with the construction of the O’Shaughnessy Dam 
in the Hetch Hetchy Valley within Yosemite National Park.154 Between 1908 and 1913, 
environmental conservation groups hotly debated whether a reservoir and dam should be 
constructed within the Hetch Hetchy Valley in order to provide water to San Francisco. While 
preservationists championed keeping the cherished area free of construction, conservationists 
wary of “nature lovers” efforts, advocated for the scientific use and equal dispersion of 
resources, in this case, the dire need for water. In his testimony to Congress, Gifford Pinchot 
argued that “use should take precedence over beauty.”155 John Muir led the charge against the 
project and was supported by 150 women’s clubs nationwide. The backlash against Muir for 
denying water to the 800,000 people of San Francisco led many to paint Muir as a sentimental, 
ridiculous woman with his effeminate preservation position. In a 1909 political cartoon, an artist 
depicted Muir as a woman wearing a dress, apron, and flowered bonnet busy sweeping back the 
waters flooding the Hetch Hetchy Valley.156  
It was the masculine approach that won the debate over the Hetch Hetchy dam and 
reservoir and the conservation ideal in general; conservation became defined as the rational, 
technical, and scientific approach to multiple uses of resources, seen as more effective in 
bringing about environmental change and developing a modern state to regulate the environment. 
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The sentimental, moral, or religious arguments for preservation were not sustainable in a 
conservation debate on resource use and were easily defeated by the “gospel of efficiency.”157 The 
Forest Service aggressively maintained this vantage that the agency, and conservation in general, 
focus management on the use of public lands, a sentiment embodied within Pinchot’s maxim 
describing the utilitarian use of nature: “the greatest good for the greatest number in the long 
run.” 
The preservation ideal did not go away, however, but materialized in the National Park 
Service, established in 1916. Distinctly placed within the Department of Interior (away from the 
Forest Service in the Department of Agriculture), the Park Service was created to preserve public 
lands. The idea behind parks was opposite of the Pinchot conservation ethic that advocated 
human benefit over nature. Rather, parks were set aside to preserve nature over human resource 
needs and provide enjoyment, recreation, and nurture found within nature’s beauty. Just as 
language surrounding the Forest Service was rooted in masculinity, both conservationists and 
preservationists described parks in feminine terms, drawing on sentimental, religious, and 
aesthetic arguments for a restrained approach to resource use. Women supporters of the Park 
Service saw the forests as “a place where beauty must be sacrificed” where in contrast, the parks 
supplied “the better, the greater things of life.”158 Women’s support of parks continued their 
affiliation with the effeminate, sentimental argument in the eyes of the conservationists. These 
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gendered notions of preservation and conservation, preserve and use, with emphasis on the latter 
as the preferred environmental ethic, remained in the fabric of the Forest Service.    
While in practice, sentimental, aesthetic, and ethical arguments contributed to successful 
conservation policies and treaties when combined with the right amount of scientific and 
economic justifications,159 the fixed mentality that conservation and the growing field of forestry 
depended on scientific and technical professionals ultimately excluded women from professional 
work.160 Although women’s activism and environmental concern had bolstered the enactment of 
policies and treaties like the 1918 Migratory Bird Treaty Act, and even the creation of the Forest 
Service, male conservationists rejected women as professionals or authorities within their newly 
created technical space. Even anomaly in forestry, Mira Lloyd Dock, who rejected sentimental 
arguments and earned recognition from male colleagues as an authority, never took the title of 
forester. Dock’s strategy for employing scientific over materialistic claims revealed her 
understanding that women’s sentimental rhetoric would marginalize their conservation efforts as 
amateur as men gravitated towards the scientific and rational.161 Women’s emphasis, in general, 
on environmental justice, public health, and the conservation of the home fell flat when it came 
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Creating a Forestry Profession  
Prior to 1890, American forestry was more of a concept than a profession.163 While Europe 
had practiced forest management for more than a century, forest preservation was the initial goal 
of American conservationists. As the idea of scientific management of forests grew in the late 
nineteenth century, the American scientific community considered the study of trees and forests 
to belong to botanists and their management to belong to forest biologists or plant ecologists.164  
The first four-year degree program in forestry was offered by Cornell University, taught by the 
former chief of the Division of Forestry, Bernhard Fernow. In 1889, Fernow and Charles 
Sprague Sargent of the National Forest Commission encouraged their budding assistant, Gifford 
Pinchot, to study forestry in Europe, but only as a secondary degree to landscape gardening or a 
similar science, as they thought a career in forestry may be tenuous.165 Heavily influenced by his 
family to pursue forestry,166 Pinchot mused, when asked by his father if he should like to be a 
forester, that he “had no more conception of what it meant to be a forester than the man in the 
moon."167 But when Pinchot journeyed to Europe to study, he eschewed Fernow’s pessimism and 
whole-heartedly embraced forestry.168  
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Studying in Germany, France, and Switzerland, with German forester Sir Dietrich 
Brandis as his mentor, Pinchot learned about silviculture, a variety of forest management 
techniques, and the state regulation of resources, all concepts he sought to (and would later) 
adapt to an American model of forest management. Recognizing that the European models had 
much to offer American forestry, Pinchot also realized that he could not import these methods 
wholesale (a theme that Susan Fenimore Cooper had advocated for in the 1850s), but would need 
to tailor European forestry efforts to meet American needs required by the public and the land 
itself. He understood the fine line of American sensibilities that sought to use forests for 
resources but also maintain their picturesque qualities. Leaving the program half-way through, 
Pinchot returned stateside in 1890 as the first American-born forester determined to incorporate 
the profession of forestry into the American sphere and move the nation’s public forest reserves 
under active management.169  
After his years as a private forester for the Vanderbilt Biltmore Estate outside Asheville, 
North Carolina, serving on the National Forest Commission, and becoming Chief of the Division 
of Forestry in 1898, Pinchot recognized the need for more education of the American public and 
timber industry about scientific forestry. Moreover, he needed help. Just after taking his post in 
the Division of Forestry, he issued Circular 21, a public-private cooperative effort to educate 
industry men on timber selection methods, conservative lumbering, and sustained yield.170 Pinchot 
further recruited former classmates and friends from his alma mater Yale and his time at the 
Biltmore, including Henry S. Graves who joined Pinchot as the chief assistant. Both Pinchot and 
Graves were wary of Fernow’s forestry program at Cornell, thinking it taught the wrong 
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philosophy, which shut down after just five years of operation.171 Understanding he needed a 
cadre of trained men in American forestry, in 1900 Pinchot and his family fronted the money to 
begin and endow a forestry school at Yale to be headed up by Graves. Grey Towers, the Pinchot 
estate in Milford, Pennsylvania, became the site for field camps, which ran for twenty-six years 
and saw more than five hundred foresters before it was no longer had sufficient camp space for 
the camp.172  
Like a factory, the two-year program and seven-week summer course in forestry at Yale 
and Grey Towers produced the first two generations of American foresters. As historian James 
Lewis noted, “If the Biltmore Estate and Pisgah Forest in North Carolina are the cradle of 
forestry, then Grey Towers in Pennsylvania must be considered its nursery.”173 The young men 
not only learned surveying and forest mensuration during the field school, but they sang, played 
sports, listened to stories around bonfires, and even skinny dipped to the amusement of the 
locals, forging a close-knit group of foresters. The Yale Forest School produced the first five 
chiefs of the Forest Service and sent so many of its graduates to the newly formed Forest Service 
headquarters in Washington D.C. that it resembled a Yale reunion.174  
To further entrench their claim to the profession, Pinchot and several associates 
organized the Society of American Foresters (SAF) and published the profession’s leading 
journal, known today as the Journal of Forestry.175  Pinchot not only established the profession of 
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forestry in the United States and created the means to produce a steady supply of trained 
foresters,176 he and his cadre developed a fortified community that championed the scientific 
management ideals of the Progressive conservation movement and solidified the elite grouping 
of who was best fit to make management decisions—who was best fit to determine the greatest 
good.     
Women as students and eventually graduates did not largely figure in this model. In 
addition to the Grey Towers field camp, the summer program offered a separate, introductory 
forestry course for woodland owners, forest rangers, and schoolteachers, including women. 
While they were not allowed to stay on the grounds like the men but boarded in town, women 
were offered a brief entry into the field of forestry. After the third year, however, women stopped 
attending for unknown reasons. With a low number of applications, Yale dropped the short 
course after 1908.177 No other courses or programs in forestry at Yale or any other schools were 
offered to women at the time.178 A critical component of forestry schools was summer camp as 
seen in the Grey Towers model. By the 1930s, there were twenty-seven forestry schools, all of 
which required the summer camp instruction. This summer field school was not only a requisite 
for graduation with a forestry degree, it was required for work with organizations like the Forest 
Service. Because women were not allowed at these summer camps by the universities, they were 
unable to fully participate in the profession.     
Remarkably, however, women were heavily involved in the establishment of forestry 
schools. Women recognized the need for trained men to manage and protect the growing number 
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of state and federal forests. In 1903, women of the California Club sought to establish a School 
of Forestry at the University of California, Berkeley as there were no West Coast schools to 
address western problems. President of the California Federation forestry section, Mrs. George 
Law Smith, wrote to club women to support their proposed bill creating a school, stating, “The 
need of guarding against forest fires and of lumbering tracts, so that the industry may be 
permanent, necessitates the establishment of a School of Forestry where a sufficient corps of 
trained men may be graduated to take charge of the forests and administer them 
scientifically…”179 A program at Berkeley was established in 1914.  
Having been under the tutelage of Brandis, Mira Lloyd Dock felt concern over the lack of 
competent, trained foresters to carry out forestry work. Along with allied clubwomen, she 
advocated for university forestry schools and lobbied the Pennsylvania state legislature to 
appropriate funds for forestry education. Two years after Dock joined the forest commission in 
1901, the state appropriated sixteen thousand dollars for a forestry school at the Mont Alto Forest 
Reservation. The Pennsylvania State Forest Academy sought to combine education with hands-
on instruction, training up male Pennsylvanians between the ages of nineteen and twenty-five 
years old. Dock oversaw portions of the curriculum, requiring that students learn German as 
most forestry textbooks and articles came from Germany, and even insisted on details of the 
student’s uniforms. She presented frequent lectures on botany at the school and scheduled guest 
lecturers from other universities. One of her greater contributions to the school was the use of her 
own property in Mont Alto as an experimental tree plantation. So pivotal to the school, Dock 
received several honors including induction into the alumni association of the Pennsylvania State 
Forest Academy in 1912, the only female to do so. Dock’s goal had come to fruition—to create a 
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trained corps of professional foresters to accomplish the aims of the Pennsylvania Forest 
Commission.180 Dock’s career highlights the immense work that she and clubwomen 
accomplished around the country to help establish the profession of forestry through university 
education. Yet, many women, like Dock, excluded themselves from attending and graduating 
from forestry schools, conforming to societal expectations of women’s proper place of the home.    
 
Men Wanted! 
Before the passage of the Organic Act and the transfer of the forest reserves to the Forest 
Service, the U.S. Cavalry was commissioned to patrol the forest reserves as they did the national 
parks.181 While Pinchot opposed the use of the army as forest officers and called for a civilian 
forest service, the imprint left by the army fashioned a paramilitary style organization steeped in 
the early organization of the Forest Service.182 To implement the greatest good and emerging 
scientific forestry management across a diverse set of ecosystems throughout the U.S., Pinchot 
and his staff organized the early Forest Service in a similar fashion as the paramilitary Prussian 
forestry service, a hierarchical and decentralized structure. The Washington Office (WO) acted 
as the headquarters for the National Forest System (NFS), setting general policy and directing 
the Regions. The Regional Foresters oversaw the forests and their supervisors, adjusting WO 
policies to suit regional needs. By 1930, the NFS was divided into ten Regions which provided 
coordination and consistency for its Forests. The individual Forest Supervisors Offices (SO) 
provided the same oversight for its districts, supervised at the local level by the Ranger, who 
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again adjusted policies to meet the needs of local conditions. Forest officers at the district or 
local level made the majority of daily management decisions about resources and engaged with 
the public.  
Initial recruitment for field employment in the Forest Service sought a certain type of 
employee: masculine and rugged. Ranger recruitment posters from 1905 declared:  
Men Wanted! A Ranger must be able to take care of himself and his horses under 
very trying conditions; build trails and cabins; ride all day and night; pack, shoot, 
and fight fire without losing his head…All this requires a very vigorous 
constitution. It means the hardest kind of physical work from beginning to end. It 
is not a job for those seeking health or light outdoor work…Invalids Need Not 
Apply!183 
 
The jab at “invalids” was directed towards Pinchot’s political adversaries and those advocating 
preservation or passive policies regarding management of the forests, seen as weak and 
effeminate. “Invalids” could not endure the masculine physical and rigorous work required by 
the emerging forest management.184 The Forest Service recruited white middle-class men directly 
out of local populations, typically from rural, conservative areas for leadership positions; Black 
men in the rural south were recruited into lower level field positions.185 Women did not even 
figure in this description as Victorian values of white, middle- and upper-class womanhood and 
standards of behavior still applied in 1900s America. Passive and “gentle tamers,” women were 
confined to the home as mothers, homemakers, and “helpmates.”186 They did not belong outdoors, 
especially not in the unknown wilds of the new national forests.  
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 While Pinchot sought trained foresters for his headquarters, field positions—or  those 
working on the forests—required training on the spot.187 To be hired as a ranger, men had to be 
physically able and mentally tough, able to work as a jack-of-all-trades. Being familiar with the 
local area immensely helped, but the introduction of the forest officer manual called the Use 
Book set a standard for rules, expectations, and the basics of being a ranger. The initial 142-page 
Use Book fit into a ranger’s shirt pocket and clearly outlined the Forest Service policy and how 
to fulfil the position duties. As the agency grew in scope and responsibilities, the Use Book grew 
alongside it, surpassing 240 pages by 1907.188  
 Soon known as the “two-fisted” ranger or forest officer, these men were proficient in 
using an axe, shooting, and horse-back riding, packing freight on a mule, preparing a meal in the 
field and actually eating it, keeping a clean and welcoming ranger station, and working from 
dawn to dusk seven days a week, often alone.189 The Use Book noted that a ranger was a man who 
was “thoroughly sound and able-bodied, capable of enduring hardships and of performing severe 
labor under trying conditions.”190 In addition to brawn, he needed brains enough to pass a written 
exam and to know “something of land surveying, estimating and scaling timber, logging, land 
laws, mining and the live-stock business.”191 As the only government official within the area, he 
also served as the “only policeman, fish and game warden, coroner, disaster rescuer, and doctor. 
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He settled disputes between cattle and sheepmen, organized and led firefighting crews, built 
roads and trails, negotiated grazing and timber sale contracts, carried out reforestation and 
disease control projects, and ran surveys.”192 His uniform mimicked that of the U.S. Army, 
lending more to his appearance of authority. This two-fisted job was no place for a “tenderfoot” 
or “schoolmarm,” terms reserved at the time for those persons marked as effeminate.  
 Elers Koch exemplified the kind of two-fisted ranger that Pinchot had in mind. Montana-
raised and Yale-educated, he bridged the gap between hands-on Western men and university-
trained professionals. Poised in his upright posture, carrying his gun, and wearing his Forest 
Service uniform astride his horse, Koch’s photograph reproduced throughout the country’s 
newspapers imbibed the rough and masculine ranger as he patrolled the Lolo National Forest in 
Montana. After earning his master’s degree in forestry in 1903, he joined the Forest Service and 
worked as a ranger during the formative years of the agency as a trained silviculturist, pioneering 
forest manager, and impressive firefighter. His physical treks as told in his Forty Years a 
Forester are rife with a “muscular masculinity” that surmount life-threatening challenges and 
hardships as “harrowing as the landscape itself.”193 Yet, Koch was a thinking man who helped 
establish forest boundaries throughout the West, designed firefighting strategies and equipment, 
challenged fire policies he thought unsatisfactory, and advocated for wilderness.194 Koch helped 
solidify the growing “mythical ranger” archetype, glamorized in novels like Hamlin Garland’s 
1910 Cavanagh, Forest Ranger: A Romance of the Mountain West. Garland’s ranger is a heroic 
vision of civilization, moving law and order of the Forest Service across the West. The imagery 
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of Koch served as a frontispiece for Garland’s literary icon as well as the American public’s 
impression of the ranger.195       
By the 1920s and 30s, Forest Service professional field positions required these tough 
guys to possess technical training with degrees in forestry for District Rangers, District staff, 
Forest Supervisors, Regional Foresters, and Regional staff. Sub-professional and seasonal 
employment positions under District Rangers did not demand college training but did require 
applicants to have skilled experience in the field in which they sought employment. All 
permanent positions within the agency required applicants to pass Competitive Civil Service 
examinations.196  
A Forest Service bulletin from c. 1950 describing hiring practices detailed the District 
Ranger position as the “key-man in the Forest Service.” In charge of managing an area varying 
from 50,000 to 350,000 acres, he held the responsibility of planning and directing the work of his 
district for all resources-- timber, forage, wildlife, water, and recreation. In 1960, Herbert 
Kaufman released The Forest Ranger: A Study in Administrative Behavior, in which he 
described the agency’s organizational culture and highlighted the administrative and field 
responsibilities of the ranger as the fulcrum of the agency’s work. His portrayal explained a 
“conservative, hierarchical, and bureaucratic organization, richly colored by military ethos and 
imbued with certain masculine culture.”197 Throughout the decentralized agency with its many 
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branches and forests, it was the ranger, Kaufman determined, that tied the many objectives of 
national forest administration together.198  
Because the location of forestry schools and the rural areas from which employees were 
recruited were mostly white, and women were not eligible for forestry degrees or professional or 
field positions, the Forest Service developed a homogenized workforce based on race and 
gender. In his chapter “Developing the Will and Capacity to Conform,” Kaufman detailed how 
shared education, values, and practices among Forest Service employees developed habitual 
obedience or a willingness to conform. This “voluntary agreement to accept the doctrine and 
expectations of the Forest Service in return for security, prestige, and other benefits” led to a 
cohesive organizational culture in the Forest Service and kept the decentralized agency working 
together. This conformity not only enabled staff to move from forest to forest and manage 
resources with the same result, but also revealed the agency’s implied model for promotion of 
hiring from within. To achieve promotion to a “line” or leadership position like ranger or forest 
supervisor, Kaufman observed an employee had to be willing to move, have technical 
competency (a degree), and conform to agency values—obeying and learning from senior staff—
in order to be promoted. In Kaufman’s assessment, “one had to be Forest Service to lead Forest 
Service.”199  
Kaufman’s analysis, together with the idealized accounts of the early rugged rangers 
riding sentry throughout the wilds of public lands, cemented the mystique of the ranger in the 
Forest Service and public mind. These were the men who made decisions on forest management 
and determined “the greatest good.” The growing technical field of forestry and the concentrated 
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emphasis on the rugged ranger within a homogenized workforce left little room within the 
agency’s professional position series for women.    
 
Women Applied Anyway 
In 1931, Region Five (Pacific Southwest) circulated the “Forest Rangers’ Catechism” as 
an updated employment recruitment pamphlet, calling again for “young (21-35), mentally alert, 
and physically rugged” applicants as well as male.200 The Catechism pointedly rejected women as 
potential employees, stating that because of the extreme nature and conditions of field work on 
the forests and stations, “women are not employed for such positions.” A 1950 bulletin stated 
that even women who had attended college and received a degree in forestry were “not 
encouraged to apply for Junior Forester positions.”201 
In contrast, the hiring bulletin described positions for women within the agency as strictly 
clerical. These positions entailed typists, auditors, stenographers, accountants, mail and file 
clerks, and property clerks. The bulletin further stated that, “The opportunities for women to 
advance beyond the position of secretary are very limited. A few professionally trained women 
are employed as botanists, statisticians, etc. However, the opportunities for assignment to such 
specialized positions are negligible.”202 The paragraph on women’s employment in the Forest 
Service concluded by making it very clear that field work and professional positions were 
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“strictly a man’s job because of the physical requirements, the arduous nature of the work, and 
the work environment.”203  Even if women had the skills and know-how, they were not welcome.  
 Complicating women’s entry into professional field jobs with the Forest Service or other 
forestry organization was the lack of forestry degree programs available to them. By 1960, the 
country boasted thirty-eight colleges and universities that offered forestry degrees, twenty-seven 
of which were accredited by the Society of American Foresters. From the 1900s to the 1960s, 
these schools made it nearly impossible for women to obtain a degree in forestry. Specifically, 
forestry schools barred women from their programs because of summer camp requirements for 
the degree. College deans believed that mixing young men and women in the woods would 
distract men from serious study. Colleges made no efforts to create separate field camps for 
women. The field experience gained in summer camp was required for acquisition of the degree, 
and subsequently, vital for a professional forestry position with the Forest Service.204   
By 1950, schools no longer outright banned women from forestry courses. Some 
programs saw great benefits to women attaining forestry degrees, as it made women better 
secretaries, statisticians, librarians, general forestry assistants, and even foresters' wives. Despite 
such optimism, other college advisors detailed the many complications a woman would face if 
she were to seek the degree. Colleges pointed out that the record proved “forestry was a man’s 
world” and deterred women from enrolling because they would not find employment after 
graduation. The director of the Division of Conservation at Michigan State College explained to 
inquiring females that while they were within their legal right to sit for the classes, he described 
the “handicaps” a woman encountered in the program, such as limited access, inability to 
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participate in field experience, and few employment opportunities in field positions. No women 
applied.205  
Meanwhile, a Minnesota university encouraged women to enter the university college 
“designed for special students,” in which they could take all the forestry courses without having 
to fulfill the summer camp requisite, and still receive a degree. Utah State Agricultural College 
finally relaxed its summer camp requisite but stated it would only admit a woman who showed 
serious interest, which was not described. Through 1950, no woman was able to prove it.206  
In a 1950 article for the American Forests magazine, Dorothy Martin surmised that what 
schools and the foresters were suspicious of was the “starry-eyed romanticist who visualizes 
herself riding the range by day and sleeping beneath the stars by night.”207 They had no time for 
women’s fancies of the woods, similar to how female fire lookouts were treated. Future 
employers were also concerned with the prospect of losing a female forester to marriage, 
pregnancy, or her husband’s job.208 Martin spoke of the slow progress that women had made in 
the first half-century in the professional field of forestry, identifying only twenty-eight women 
who had earned forestry degrees since 1915. She was proud to note that out of 6800 total 
members of the Society of American Foresters, sixteen of them were women. Six women served 
as "pistillate” or voting members of the organization, qualified by professional training and 
experience. The other ten women were associate members. She remarked, “these rouge-and-
lipstick foresters are no mere spectators in a masculine organization; they have won the 
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approbation of the men” and functioned as full members. Martin noted that while the “record is 
not exactly imposing,” there had been some feminine foray by 1950 into the masculine world of 
forestry.209      
Although schools made it nearly impossible for women to attain a forestry degree and 
organizations like the Forest Service claimed they would not hire women, numerous women 
somehow found a way through. The first woman to obtain a forestry degree came in 1915, a 
decade after the establishment of the Forest Service. Mabel Beckley earned her degree in forestry 
from Cornell University in New York, although she never obtained a professional job in 
forestry.210 Rather, she took a position as a forester’s wife when she married a classmate who 
became a forester in Texas.211 The second known woman to attain a forestry degree was Grace 
Estella Dodge, who graduated in 1922 from the University of Washington’s forestry school. She 
followed her schooling up with a master’s degree in 1924. But like Beckley, she immediately 
married a classmate, J. Russell Mills, an instructor of logging engineering at the University. 
Speaking of Dodge and the irritation on the lack of women’s progress in the field, Dorothy 
Martin quipped, “In the language of the forester, they have produced excellent second growth 
timber—a son, Robert, who received his forestry degree from Washington just this year.”212 
Alice Craig became the third woman with a forestry degree, graduating from the 
University of California in 1928. She worked as a part-time assistant in the school of forestry 
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during her studies for her master’s degree. Feeling great resistance to her “invasion” of a man’s 
world, she, too, removed herself from professional forestry by marrying a rancher in Jackson, 
Wyoming. Craig eventually found acceptance as a secretary of the Forestry Club and a teaching 
fellow in 1929.213 Another woman of the 1920s to graduate with a forestry degree was Jo 
Darlington from the University of Montana in 1929.214  
While it is unknown if she received a degree in forestry, Anita Kellogg, a clerk on the 
Lincoln National Forest in New Mexico, was likely the first woman to pass the Forest Service 
Forest Ranger Examination in October 1920. She was offered a Ranger Job on the Santa Fe 
National Forest in 1921, however, the Regional Office overturned the hire because of her sex. 
She was reduced to being satisfied as chief clerk on the Coronado National Forest in Arizona. 
She was promoted to a temporary special deputy fiscal agent in 1922 and received a 
commendation for her work from the Regional Foresters. Like Beckley, Dodge, and Craig, 
marriage in 1924 ended Kellogg’s short career.215    
 The 1930s produced ten women foresters as well as the first female professional forester, 
Margaret Stoughton Abell. Described as quiet, reserved, and “distinctly feminine,” but a woman 
of fixed purpose, power, and determination, Stoughton Abell earned her forestry degree from 
Iowa State College in 1930. She had been allowed to work with field crews at the Nicholas 
Planning Mill and the Iowa State College Forestry Experiment Station, taking measurements on 
plantations. Knowing she would encounter problems with being hired, her advisor counseled her 
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to take classes in statistical analysis. He had recognized that computing was becoming an 
important subject in research at experiment stations and knowledge of the work might improve 
her chances of employment.  Her degree, field experience, classes in computing, and persistence, 
earned her an appointment as the first female Junior Forester for the Forest Service. For a salary 
of $2,000 a year, she was offered “work which will be practically confined to the office and will 
consist of computation of data obtained from field studies by other members of the staff and 
perhaps…in laboratory work.”216 So enthused that she was even offered the position, her advisor 
told her to waste no time and wire her acceptance immediately.  She took her post on the 
Appalachian Forest Experiment Station in July, 1930.217  
Her work in silviculture and forest damage became less and less confined to the office as 
she gained the trust of her employer and her assignments required more outdoor fieldwork.218 She 
published numerous articles such as “A Method for Estimating Future Volumes of Partially Cut 
Stands in the Southern Appalachians,” “Much Heartrot Enters White Oaks Through Fire 
Wounds,” and “A Glimpse of the Appalachian Forest Experiment Station.” She was granted 
junior membership to the Society of American Foresters in March 1931, a rarity for the 
association at the time.219  
A few years into her career, Margaret met a young male forester named Charles Abell, 
whom she married and worked alongside for several years. It is unknown how the couple were 
able to stay employed considering the agency’s policy on nepotism. Stoughton Abell’s 
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professional career came to a close in 1936, when she resigned prior to the birth of her first child. 
Yet, her interest in forestry never wavered and she received an award for fifty years of 
membership from the Society of American Foresters in 1981.220      
 Of the ten women to earn degrees in forestry during the 1930s, eight of them worked in 
forestry. In addition to Stoughton Abell, Julia Lee McDill graduated from Yale School of 
Forestry in 1931 and managed a large land tract for game prevention and forest production. Alice 
Stuart graduated in 1933 from the University of Minnesota Forestry School and found work with 
the Forest Service compiling statistics, assisting in studies at experiment stations, and conducting 
a feasibility survey of Forest Service recreational facilities. Sick of the desk job, she left the 
agency for Alaska, where she collected plant specimens from the tundra and sent them to various 
laboratories. She never gave up asking about a field job with the Forest Service. Always the 
answer was no. Francis Flick found meaningful work as a Forest Service librarian, using her 
degree in forestry to compile bibliographies (see Chapter 4).221  
The University of California graduated another woman forester, Dorothy Watson 
Anderson in 1933. She worked at the Forest Service Pacific Southwest Experiment Station in fire 
studies, road surveys, statistics, and meteorology. A member of the SAF, Watson was also 
married to a forester, with whom she raised three children. Despite having a family, Watson 
Anderson continued to work as a professional forester at the experiment station and later, the 
Regional Office.222  
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With a degree in botany and master’s degree in forestry, Alice Goen Jones joined the 
small group of female professional foresters in the Forest Service in 1934. She had previously 
worked for the California Forest and Range Experiment Station and leapt at the chance to work 
in the Forest Service Washington Office in the Division of Silviculture, Branch of Research. 
Goen Jones remained as a professional Junior Forester for three years before she gave it up to be 
a forester’s wife.223 
The onset of World War II allowed more women to work in nonprofessional field 
positions as men went off to war. They watched for fires from hundreds of lookouts, planted 
thousands of trees throughout the country, as well as operated sawmills and chopped trees to be 
sold. In 1942, a group of New Hampshire women operated a sawmill on the shores of Turkey 
Pond near Concord after a 1938 hurricane had devastated the forests.224 Edna McCann worked as 
a horse and mule packer in 1943 on the Trout Creek Ranger District of the Kaniksu National 
Forest, now part of the Idaho Panhandle National Forests.225  
Yet, however much women contributed to forestry, their numbers in degree programs and 
professional positions remained low. Between 1940 and 1950, fourteen women graduated with 
forestry degrees, three of whom worked in professional positions in the late 1940s: Mildred 
Kocic, a research chemist with the Hollingsworth and Whitney Company in Waterville, Maine, 
Joye Smith, an assistant in range experiments at the Forest Service Rocky Mountain Forest and 
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Range Experiment Station in Fort Collins, Colorado, and Colleen McCarthy, a Forest Service 
Washington Office specialist in foreign forestry studies and military requirements in timber. 226  
 Besides the hardships women endured to enroll in forestry programs and attain 
professional or field positions, women faced perpetual scrutiny on the job. Although Margaret 
Stoughton Abell’s application to the Society of American Foresters for membership received 
eight yes remarks from the membership committee for her sterling work, one member wrote that 
he approved her membership “under protest.” He wrote, “I am against election of women 
members to SAF.”227 In a 1977 letter to her alma mater, Stoughton Abell encouraged women 
going into forestry to be dependable and ensure they completed their share of the work. She 
cautioned women to expect no favors of special treatment in the professional field of forestry. 228  
Alice Goen Jones faced similar criticism. Despite her excellent academics and promise as 
a forester, she was denied field work on the basis of being a woman. Goen Jones kept files on the 
difficulties she faced as a woman forester and later shared them with others. She was told: 
‘Personally I’d be glad to have you work for me, but I doubt if there is much 
chance, as our work will be largely in the field for some time. I know you can do 
field work, but you know how it is!’ 
 
'By no means abandon the hope for something in the professional forestry line; 
although there is nothing to be gained in shutting your eyes to the really 
considerable difficulties in that field on the score of sex. It is regrettable, and in 
many ways unjust, but, in the words of Grover Cleveland, ‘It is a condition and 
not a theory that confronts us.’ 
 
‘To a girl who has the bent to prepare as you are doing I can easily see how unfair 
it must seem that the physiological constitution of nature gives immunity to men 
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as far as their professional ambitions are concerned but does otherwise for 
women.’229 
 
The discouragement she received led her to give up on her career and “work” as a forester’s 
wife. She continued her interest in forestry and hoped that her education and background had 
been a benefit to her spouse. In the 1960s and 1970s, she involved herself with preservation 
efforts of the Trinity Alps in California as wilderness and gave several talks to the effect. She 
produced slides for her presentations that were also used by the Forest Service in a wilderness 
presentation called “This Waiting Land.”230 Goen Jones believed that her background as a 
professional forester lent credibility to the presentation. She was annoyed when a news reporter 
covering the 1972 hearings for the Trinity Alps Primitive Area wrote that she had “termed 
herself a forester in presenting her credentials.” The pain of being criticized and rejected again 
some forty years later stung. Goen Jones wrote that still in the 1970s, it was difficult for others to 
recognize that women “do indeed have a legitimate place in the world of the professional 
forester.”231 
  In addition to scrutiny, most female field employees were forced out of jobs after World 
War II when men returned looking for work. Others like Edna McCann, who led a pack string, 
quit for unfair labor practices. When she found out women were not allowed to make as much as 
male packers, McCann left and worked as a packer for herself, raising five children along the 
way.232  
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 Harassment went hand-in-hand with scrutiny and gender discrimination. One of the first 
forestry techs (name unknown) in the Pacific Northwest Region in the 1960s, she had been 
previously passed over numerous times because of her sex. Forced to wear a skirt to the office as 
a timber employee, she could not crawl up into a truck to measure timber and so had to write 
down what the truck driver called down to her. She was made the note-taker on several occasions 
because of her fine handwriting, instead of going into the field to do timber cruising although she 
was certified. She was laughed at when she stated she wanted to work in fire management. When 
she was finally allowed to attend Fire School, it was as a cook’s helper and not as a timber 
specialist. When classes were held in the dining hall, she hung in the back of the room to absorb 
as much as she could of the lesson. She had to wait thirteen years to go to Fire School as an 
actual participant.233  
Once on the job, loggers and truck drivers stared at her along roadsides as she completed 
her work and even stopped traffic. Whenever promotions became available, she knew she would 
not receive one as “men did not work for women.” Finding boots that fit her was exasperating, as 
Forest Service uniforms and boots were made for male bodies. During timber related trainings, 
she sat through slide presentations with the traditional “cheesecake” slides accompanied by 
sexist remarks and jokes. As the only woman in the room, she was told by her instructors that if 
she couldn’t “take the heat” then she did not belong there. The remarks and slides stopped only 
when more women began showing up to meetings and men were too embarrassed to laugh.234  
Sexual harassment came in the form of a Christmas kiss when a male staff officer from 
the Supervisor’s Office visited the district office during the holiday season. The staff officer 
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planted “sloppy mouth kisses” on all of the female staff, and the female timber technician was 
forced to put up with it. The next year this happened, she turned to escape the kiss but he 
grabbed her face and turned it back to kiss her, leaving bruises on her cheeks. After the incident, 
a male co-worker told her that she “didn't have to take that kind of treatment, that the Staff 
Officer couldn't have [the forestry tech] fired for not cooperating.” When Christmas time came 
around and the man moved in for the kiss, she shoved him away loudly yelling, "NO!" Everyone 
in the room laughed at the Staff Officer, including the Forest Supervisor. While she was never 
subjected to Christmas kisses or other behavior again, she lamented that to her “knowledge, he 
was never chastised in the least.”235 
Professional and field-going women also faced isolation in the work place. Feelings of 
isolation and discomfort were acutely experienced at meetings and conferences where women 
felt unwelcome. Even comments considered complimentary by male co-workers like “only pretty 
face at this table,” compounded the sexual difference of professional or field positions, adding to 
the isolation.236 Female field employees also felt isolated from other women in the office. At 
office parties, one field woman in Oregon recalled that she never knew where to stand, not 
feeling accepted by her male co-workers or the female clerical staff and staff wives.237  
The 1950s saw much of the same pattern as previous decades with a few women trickling 
into forestry programs and jobs. Women like Mary Sizemore and Elizabeth McGeorge carved 
out careers in forestry as a technical expert and a tree farmer, respectively.238 Emily Shideler was 
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the first woman allowed to attend the forbidden forestry summer camp at the University of 
California. She graduated in 1954 and worked as a part-time research assistant while working on 
her doctorate in Agriculture Economics.239 Joanne McElfresh graduated from the University of 
Montana School of Forestry in 1956 after working summers on forests in Idaho and Montana. 
She joined the Forest Service in 1957 as a professional forester and worked as a timber 
management coordinator in the 1970s.240  
In his 1960 The Forest Ranger, Kaufman observed that the homogenous and conforming 
organizational structure of the Forest Service would be difficult to change in culture and in 
workforce. Yet it was that very year with the passage of the 1960 Multiple-Use Sustained Yield 
Act by Congress that the Forest Service dramatically changed the way it approached land 
management. The Act declared that the Forest Service manage all forest resources equally, 
including timber, water, wildlife, range, and recreation. Modeled after Gifford Pinchot’s original 
goal of “the greatest good, for the greatest number, in the long run,” the Act considerably 
expanded the scope of sustainable long-term management to all of the national forests’ resources 
beyond timber, giving less weight to foresters.241  It was this nascent sea-change of policy during 
the 1960s and new opportunities for equal employment by the 1964 Civil Rights Act that women 
started gaining more footing in professional positions than previously, and not until the 1970s 
and 1980s—with a lawsuit against the Forest Service and sweeping legislative changes—that 
their footing took hold. By 1969, 250 women enrolled in forestry schools across the nation 
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according to the Society for American Foresters.242 Doors to employment opportunities for 
women in professional or field positions started to open as forced changes to Forest Service land 
administration broke up the agency’s homogenous workforce and management practices.  
The following cascade of environmental and resource-focused legislation dramatically 
impacted the Forest Service’s mission and approach to land management. These included the 
Clean Air Act of 1963, Wilderness Act of 1964, the Clean Water Act of 1966, the Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966, the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968, and the National Trails 
System Act of 1968. The 1969 National Environmental Policy Act created additional 
bureaucratic regulation for all proposed federal projects, requiring agencies to identify any 
possible environmental impacts to lands or resources. The Act also allowed the public to 
comment and participate in the process. More legislation continued into the 1970s, including the 
Surface and Mining Minerals Act of 1971, the Endangered Species Act of 1973, the Forest and 
Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974, and the National Forest Management 
Act of 1976. This new era of Multiple-Use and forest planning brought about the need for non-
forestry disciplines and novel specialist positions into land management decisions, such as soil 
scientists, wildlife biologists, landscape architects, hydrologists, archaeologists, and sociologists. 
The rise of the “ologists,” as Forest Service employees collectively called them, diversified the 
Forest Service workforce, toppling the firmly held agency belief that only foresters could do the 
work. Women found numerous opportunities in the agency as “ologists,” making their way to 
leadership positions outside of the traditional male path.  
The early 1970s maintained the same patterns of scrutiny, isolation, and harassment as 
before, though more women entered the agency in paid field positions than ever before in the 
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history of the Forest Service. The national agency newsletter described several of the women 
filling these positions in 1971 and 1972: the Superior National Forest hired two women for 
wilderness patrol, the Mt. Hood National Forest hired an all-female engineering surveying crew, 
the Siuslaw National Forest hired a forestry graduate to complete regular field chores like 
thinning with the chain saw, slash burning, and stream surveys, Barbara Fennessy completed 
similar field work on the Wallowa-Whitman National Forest. Meanwhile, the Sawtooth National 
Forest hired professional land appraiser Dee Strickling, the National Forests in North Carolina 
hired landscape architect Melinda Williams, and the National Forests in Florida hired civil 
engineer Barbara Partridge.243  Through 1973, the Forest Service hired several more women for 
timber crews, as landscape architects, and log-scalers.244 Still, progress was counted in ones and 
twos.  
It was not until the Forest Service was sued in 1973 that the agency formally addressed 
the issue of discrimination against women and minorities. When female sociologist at the Forest 
Service experiment station in Berkeley, Gene Bernardi, applied for a promotional position, the 
hiring supervisor waited instead for a male applicant. Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, as amended by the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, Bernardi sued the Forest 
Service on the basis of sexual discrimination. While she won compensation, she did not get the 
job. Protesting similar hiring and promotion practices regarding women and minorities, Bernardi 
and several other women filed a class-action lawsuit in California (Region Five of the Forest 
Service). The case resulted in a consent decree in 1979, which the district court approved in 
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1981, requiring the region to raise the proportion of women in each job series and grade to more 
than forty-three percent. Although the Forest Service agreed to enforce the rulings and monitor 
such progress, the Reagan administration argued that the Bernardi decree was merely a hiring 
quota system, delaying the Forest Service’s efforts to comply. U.S. District Court Judge Samuel 
Conti extended the decree’s terms to 1991. All parties agreed to a new settlement in 1992 that 
expired in 1994.245 
With so many “ologist” positions to fill required by new environmental legislation, the 
Forest Service worked to increase the number of women at the GS-11 through GS-13 levels 
(journey-level to leadership positions) in such positions as women had previously found more 
opportunity in them than forestry disciplines. Higher grade levels would provide women with the 
experience and exposure to qualify them for supervisory and higher graded professional 
positions, a far cry from Kaufman’s Forest Ranger. While a great number of males were 
enthused to see their female colleagues finally get ahead, others found that the rapid promotions 
of women were unfair. On one hand, accelerated hiring practices could quickly set women up to 
succeed or worse, fail. On the other hand, the blurring of meritocracy caused resentment towards 
women employees throughout the rest of the twentieth-century and into the twenty-first century. 
Some went as far as to argue that the hiring of women and equal hiring practices were the cause 
of forest disasters and the agency’s risen ineptitude.246 
   Despite the scrutiny, harassment, or resentment, women kept applying as they wanted 
more work on the forests and they finally started to move up. By 1979, the Forest Service saw its 
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first female District Ranger, Wendy Herrett Milner, on the Blanco District of the White River 
National Forest in Colorado. She was shortly followed by Susan O’Dell and Laura Ferguson as 
district rangers, both in California. Of the 658 district ranger positions in 1981, women held three 
of them.247   
Four years later, Geraldine Bergen Larson became the first female forest supervisor in the 
agency, overseeing the Tahoe National Forest in California. She earned her degree in forestry in 
1962, ranking top of her class at Berkeley, and later earned a master’s degree in botany. 
Although fully qualified and capable, Larson worked in research and public information between 
1967 and 1972, as she was not allowed in the field. Due to her extensive work on environmental 
issues and her background, she became the regional environmental coordinator for Region Five 
in 1972 and developed regional policies for work involving the National Environmental Policy 
Act. Knowing her forest management aspirations, Tahoe National Forest Supervisor Bob 
Lancaster spoke with Regional Forester Doug Leisz about Larson’s potential to move upward. 
Their concern was that Larson’s career move might interfere with her husband’s business in San 
Francisco and so they sought his permission. Larson and her husband reached an agreeable 
compromise, enabling her to take the deputy forest supervisor position on the Tahoe National 
Forest in 1978, becoming the first female line officer. When she took over as Forest Supervisor 
in 1985, she became the first woman to hold the position in the agency’s history.248 Likewise, 
Gloria Brown became the first black female forest supervisor, rising within the ranks as a 
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Washington Office transcriptionist to work on forest planning out West.249  Their diverse 
educational background and focus on environmental planning demonstrate how women rose 
through the ranks of the Forest Service outside of the traditional male forester role that Pinchot 
and others had forged since 1900.  
Women comprised twenty-five percent of the total full-time positions in the agency in 
1976. Between the nation’s bicentennial and 1983, the percentage of women in professional 
forester positions rose from 0.3 to eleven percent.250 With more women in the field and 
professional positions during the 1970s and particularly after the consent decree, women looked 
to tear down the isolation they had felt in previous years. In 1973, women in the Forest Service 
sought to improve women’s employment opportunities through the Upward Mobility Program, 
which helped women think about career ladders and bridge the gaps between clerical, technician, 
and para-professional positions. The program goal sought to make better use of the abilities of 
the agency’s personnel for the benefit of all.251 Women found role models and mentors through 
new avenues like the journal Women in Forestry, later Women in Natural Resources. Started in 
1983, the journal provided “ideas and information for, from, and about women in the forestry 
profession.” A place to connect and give voice to professional women, the journal helped 
moderate their feminine experience in the masculine world of forestry and natural resources.252  
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Looking back on her career, the female timber technician who had endured teasing, 
education from the kitchen, stares, and sloppy kisses recognized that women’s lot in the Forest 
Service had certainly improved from her humble beginnings as a GS-2 temporary clerk in 1961. 
She recalled,  
I hear these days from younger women that we are not moving as fast as we 
should, that no changes are happening that we can see. Maybe so, but because a 
lot of women made it happen, I am free from "friendly kisses" at Christmas time. 
I am free to be whatever I want to be in the Forest Service. I can supervise men or 
women without it being thought of as "unnatural." I can be promoted above a GS-
5, no matter what my education. I don't have to put my typing speed on my SF-
171. These are just a tiny few of the changes that I've seen in the past 31 years.253 
 
Women who sought to enter professional and field positions like this female timber technician 
faced a long and arduous journey, traversing the traditional (male) path through the Forest 
Service. Women eventually found a way through by a forging a path outside the conventional 
one as various specialists, capitalizing on a changing agency mission thanks to environmental 
legislation of the latter twentieth century. They also made the most of legislation to find equity in 
hiring and promotions. Although women were barred from working as rangers or field staff in 
any official capacity into the mid-twentieth century, that did not mean that women were not 
acting or working as rangers. From the beginning of the agency, rangers’ wives worked as 
unpaid quasi-rangers, not officially hired by the Forest Service. As the next chapter will 
demonstrate, by forging their own work and tradition within the Forest Service under the guise of 
wife, women proved critical to the success of the ranger district and the agency as a whole. 
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Figure 7: Margaret Stoughton Abell. Abell sits on a log during her fieldwork at the Appalachian Forest 
















Rangers’ Wives: Spreading the Cause as a Forest Spouse 
 
Remember, the ranger was not an uneducated laborer, and his wife was not an illiterate frontier 
woman, accustomed to nothing better; usually she was an educated woman with refined tastes. 
Yet she lived in these crude cabins, even carrying her water from a spring or a stream. During 
the fire season, when her husband was out battling forest fires, in addition to her regular duties 
she took on many of the ranger’s responsibilities, spending hours a day on the telephone 
handling forest business.  
John B. Taylor 
 
In the Oregon autumn of 1926, Dorothea Jane Clarke gave up her teaching position to 
marry Roland Clark (Bud) Burgess, a Forest Service ranger stationed at LaPine on the Deschutes 
National Forest. Dorothea had moved to Bend from Minnesota the year before, having come into 
an early inheritance from the death of her parents. After she fell in love with Bud, he promised 
her a completely furnished house supplied by the U.S. Forest Service—all she had to do was 
pack her clothes and move in. She was excited to live on a ranger station but had no idea what to 
expect. After a weekend honeymoon at the modest Ochoco Inn in Prineville, the Burgesses 
arrived at the Rosland Ranger Station to take up their new life together. But when she first 
stepped inside the small log cabin, sitting miles away from any town, she found two-rooms, one 
room being an office and the other a combined kitchen, living-room, and bedroom. Surrounding 
her was a stove, cupboard, drop-leaf table, four chairs, and an army cot. Coyote hides hung on 
the wall. The only convenience to be found was a water pump in the breezeway between the two 
rooms. She held back stinging tears as she unpacked her clothes, purchased from some of St. 
Paul’s nicer stores, and hung them in the corner of the kitchen while Bud prepared a dinner of 
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tomato soup, complete with floating hunks of tomato, and cocoa to drink. After Bud suggested 
the same menu for breakfast the next morning, Dorothea decided that she would take over.254  
Dorothea not only took over the household duties of cooking and cleaning, more 
significantly, she took on a de facto role as Assistant Ranger. In her new occupation as a Forest 
Service wife, an unpaid position, Dorothea’s responsibilities at the Rosland Ranger Station 
included operating the switchboard, driving errands for official business, and accommodating 
boarders at the station. Admitting at first to being afraid of everything, Dorothea quickly learned 
on the job her unspoken duties and grew to enjoy her work.  
The first source of intimidation proved to be the station switchboard. Alone at the station 
one day, Dorothea thought she merely had to answer “Hello” when the phone rang. After pulling 
plug upon plug, she finally heard a Mr. Keefer on the other end, who gave her an impromptu 
lesson on how to operate a switchboard. From that point on, Dorothea served as the station 
operator, particularly during fire season when she “manned” the station by herself. Dorothea 
tackled more fears with on the job instruction when she was forced to drive for the first time. 
Bud was to collect a horse 20 miles away in Crescent and asked Dorothea to drive him out. She 
recalled while driving on a highway of glare ice that she looked over at Bud who sat with his hat 
pulled down over his eyes. He remarked that if he were going to die, he would prefer not to see it 
and to take her foot off of the accelerator while going downhill. Dorothea had replied, “what’s 
that?” And with that lesson, Dorothea learned another of her duties while Bud rode the horse 
back home.255  
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The general exclusion of women in professional forestry positions convinced many to 
find work in clerical jobs, conservation education, research, or lookout towers, creating a robust 
female presence within the Forest Service. Yet the most occupied position by women in the 
agency during the first half of the twentieth century was in fact not a paid position or even on the 
rolls as a legitimate job, although their work was critical to the young agency—it was the role of 
“ranger’s wife” undertaken by wives of male Forest Service employees. Whether stationed in 
isolated cabins of the backwoods in the early years or large administrative compounds by the 
mid-century, Forest Service wives like Dorothea Burgess daily worked to support their husbands 
“serve the cause of resource conservation” in numerous capacities as dedicated workers, wives, 
and mothers of the agency.256 Dorothea’s was a common story of women moving out west, 
marrying their ranger beaus, and hence unknowingly (or sometimes knowingly) signing up for 
the Forest Service as unpaid deputy rangers. But once there, most decided to just take on the 
work or “take over” as Dorothea did and many grew to love their work. 
Early ranger stations during the Forest Service custodial period (1905-1933) were 
primarily one or two room cabins where living and working spaces were combined. Being so 
physically close to the daily operations of the office, women were naturally drawn into the hustle 
and bustle of the work. And when their husbands left to patrol the forest, survey boundaries, or 
attend an errand, wives took on double duty and were left to run the station. They worked as 
traditional homemakers, extending that homemaking to the agency by entertaining crews and 
employees, cooking for their families and any Forest Service staff, boarding lodgers, and as a 
result, building communities. But being right there in the station, she also took on the work and 
politics of her husband’s position like clearing trails, sawing timber, tending stock, reading snow 
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scales, and especially taking responsibility for the ranger station by operating switchboards, 
maintaining ledgers and correspondence, and carrying out forest operations. Many of these tasks 
were ascribed as field work within the Use Book, a handbook of forest management, and 
considered men’s work, which precluded women from applying for foresters’ jobs.  
Work for rangers’ wives drastically changed during the 1930s when the Civilian 
Conservation Corps boys, known as the CCC, showed up and implemented thousands of projects 
on the national forests. Newly constructed ranger station compounds built by the CCC were one 
of the key contributors to altering women’s labor, as rangers moved their wives and families into 
new ranger stations with separate office and residence buildings—physically removing women 
from the daily work of the ranger’s office. Their work transformed from operating the station to 
working as dispatchers, cooks, and community builders, cultivating a Forest Service family. 
Wives’ work eventually dissipated in the 1960s with the cultural revolution, as more women 
entered the workforce, and even the Forest Service as paid employees, moving beyond their roles 
as homemakers. While the work of rangers’ wives changed over the years, their contributions to 
the agency, both in starting it up in the early days and ushering it through the mid-twentieth 
century, ensured the successful operation of the ranger districts. Whether women came to the 
ranger’s wife position on purpose or fell into it simply by happenstance of marriage, these 
women did much of the work that the title of professional forester sought to exclude them from, 
all under the guise of wife.  
 
The Wifely Role 
From the Forest Reserve years (1891 to 1905) to 1933, wives’ work included 
responsibility for the ranger station and physical labor on the forests. A ranger’s wife functioned 
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as a “deputy husband,” similar to a seventeenth-century woman who acted as a competent proxy 
for her husband on business or economic affairs in his name.257 She took over the station as 
needed and often carried out much of his work while he was away patrolling boundaries, looking 
for poachers, or settling grazing disputes. She was tactful in her speech and actions, being 
deferential to her husband’s authority. When she spoke to male crews or forest officials, she was 
sure to convey that she spoke on behalf of her husband. She did this while raising her family in 
remote agency housing, often moving from forest to forest, and dispensing her duties as a de 
facto “deputy ranger.” As Forest Service policies shifted and the ranger station grew from a one-
room cabin to a multiple building compound by the mid-1930s, separating women from the daily 
work, women were not found as frequently in the field as their earlier sisters. Rather, these 
rangers’ wives became less like deputy rangers and more like a “good wife,” representing the 
typical expectations of being a respectable wife, spending more time as dispatchers for fires, 
cooks, boarders, and entertainers for crews and staff, and most significantly, working to build 
communities and a hearty Forest Service “family.” 
Women’s fulfillment of these roles was never overtly described by the agency as a 
requirement for their husband’s position and, of course, not recognized as legitimate, paid 
positions for women. Rather, women’s participation in the field and ranger station as deputy 
rangers was implicit, as tight budgets for the budding agency meant limited personnel and 
equipment forced ranger positions to become a family affair from the onset of the agency. In 
fact, women who declined to participate in these roles as active helpmates were often viewed as 
hindrances to their spouse’s careers and a reason for the spouse’s termination.258 Forest officer 
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positions were not denied to single men, although having a wife demonstrated stability and 
commitment, and was a tremendous advantage for the agency to benefit from extra unpaid labor. 
While women came from varying backgrounds, married foresters intentionally or by 
happenstance, and contributed to agency work through various means, the rangers’ wives who 
stuck with it shared a common sense of loyalty and pride. They took their “job” seriously and 
served the agency as resourceful workers, wives, and mothers. Forest Service employees and 
families felt that rangers’ wives created “their own tradition of service. They don’t get paid for 
their work, but that does not matter. They love the forests.”259 Believing their work meaningful 
and beyond monetary value, wives found themselves as integral parts of the agency with a shared 
mission and purpose, serving as extensions of their husband’s service to the nation and the 
conversation cause to preserve the forests for their children and future generations. Chief 
Forester Richard E. McArdle’s wife, Dorothy, reminisced that “…whether stationed in the 
backwoods or in towns and cities, all of us were alike in wanting to help our husbands serve the 
cause of resource conservation. And alike in believing that a life in the Forest Service is 
worthwhile.”260 Like women of the Progressive Era conservation movement, they championed 
similar sentiments of the cause, employing their roles as wives, mothers, and deputies within the 
physical forests to spread education, encourage scientific management, and perpetuate American 
pride in nature.  
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Rangers’ wives left behind hundreds of personal stories that recalled their life on the 
ranger station, including how they felt at times, how they worked through trials of weather, 
accidents, and sickness, and how they raised a family in the Forest Service. The stories notably 
describe the work they did. In 1978, women of the Forestry Wives Club, a D.C. based 
organization comprised of Forest Service wives, founded a history project at the suggestion of 
Dr. Robert K. Winters of the Forest History Society to research and compile stories and 
information on women in the early twentieth-century who supported their husbands in field work 
or “wifely roles.” Led by former Forest Service chiefs’ wives, the group of women contacted 
numerous wives’ clubs throughout the country for contributions of their memoirs and also 
acquired reprints of articles from newspapers or local publications. The culmination of the 
project resulted in a two-volume, privately financed publication called Sampler of the Early 
Years—Stories by Forest Service Wives, printed in 1980 and 1986. Edited by forester’s wife Rita 
Glazebrook and illustrated by Florence Peterson, the Sampler included hundreds of first-person 
accounts by women, as well as contributions from rangers who honored the work of their wives. 
The group printed one thousand copies of each volume and provided them to wives’ clubs, 
forestry schools, and other related organizations. While the stories worked to praise the efforts of 
these women, they also detailed the struggles women faced: their loneliness or fears, the trials 
they faced as mothers in remote locations with broken bones or pneumonia, accidents that 
occurred like amputated legs, or the trauma of transferring.261  
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Other collections of rangers’ wives’ experiences have been compiled and published by 
retiree associations that detail similar stories of triumph and trials.262 Some wives even published 
stories by themselves in journals or as books, like Roberta McConnell who wrote Never Marry A 
Ranger. Her 1950 book is an action-packed account of her summer in Utah as a ranger’s wife, 
making light of the crazy and calamity that befell her, her husband Mac, and their two children. 
Excited for fishing, swimming, hunting, barbeques, and parties, McConnel quickly learned that 
“the impromptu parties took place when cattle clomped into the picnic grounds, barbeques when 
the stove blew up, and the hunting was usually after dark, for a flashlight.”263 She humorously 
captured the tension of always being on duty, ready for anything the day brought, writing “Like 
any other ranger, Mac should never be awakened in the middle of the night, particularly during 
fire season, because he’s apt to grab a Pulaski instead of his pants, chop a hole in the tent and do 
six laps around the pasture looking for the blaze before he comes to.”264 She traverses the 
feelings of duty, pride, loneliness, irritation, cabin-fever, and exhaustion as she writes “job and 
trip plans,” builds fences, cares for and tags livestock, studies range books, tolerates storms, and 
cooks a lot. No matter the trial however, the underlying current throughout the Sampler of the 
Early Years, Never Marry a Ranger, and other wives’ stories is the shared love of the Forest 
Service and carrying out the conservation cause.    
The scene, however, was not always rosy for all rangers’ wives. Numerous women 
questioned their unpaid status or at least remarked on it. Not all wives accepted their role—some 
left the ranger station to live in town with their children or left altogether. These women did not 
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contribute to rangers’ wives’ collections, like the Sampler, so their specific reasons for leaving 
(they were not cut out for the work, were miserable in their situation, or became burned out) can 
only be assumed. A few accounts within the Sampler mention women who did not stay, but do 
not put them down for leaving, stating it was not for everyone and those who stayed made it 
work. Some women were excluded from the field as their husbands were sent on details, 
temporary positions on another forest. These “Forest Service widows” had coping strategies 
similar to military wives during their husbands’ deployments, dealing with loneliness and the 
stress of solely caring for children.265  
Other tensions arose as women who had earned forestry degrees like Mabel Beckley, 
Grace Estella Dodge, Alice Goen Jones, and first female professional forester, Margaret 
Stoughton Abell eventually gave up their careers to be the wives of foresters. Goen Jones’ 
continual rejection as a professional forester was a bruise she carried all her life. Mary Conrad 
Shirley earned her degree in botany in 1928 at the University of Chicago, but soon gave up her 
job as a microchemist at the Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research in Yonkers, New 
York to marry forester Harold Shirley. She initially helped Harold with his work, but soon 
“Harry’s advancement in the Service meant less and less chance for me to share his work,” as he 
became Director of the Northeastern Experiment Station while Mary was resigned to be a 
suburban housewife.266  
Yet, in the midst of this tension, the work accomplished by women who remained on the 
stations indelibly allowed the Forest Service to grow in its formative years and create a Forest 
Service “family” that, together, carried out its mission. It proved that in spite of the agency’s 
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professional forestry foundation that excluded women, in reality, the function of the Forest 
Service revealed its deeply-rooted need for women’s work, even as they often did tasks 
nominally reserved for men. 
 
Getting to Work in the Early Years 
Standing sentry in isolated forests far from settlements, the earliest living quarters for 
Forest Service staff combined work and living space within a one or two-room ranger station. 
The work space sat generally situated in the front room of the cabin with the living and bedroom 
space in the back or in a secondary room. As the infant agency did not have the budget or staff 
dedicated to constructing administrative structures throughout the forests beyond a simple cabin, 
rangers made do with these small spaces as the primary site of their work—operating 
switchboards, maintaining ledgers, tending stock, and carrying out forest operations—and 
general living. These living arrangements meant working as a ranger was often a family affair; 
wives and children who lived in Forest Service ranger stations daily witnessed and participated 
in the work of their spouse and father. Even as ranger stations and administrative facilities 
expanded into larger compounds into the 1930s with separate office buildings and residences, the 
work-life culture of the agency maintained a close proximity. Ruth Higgins, a ranger’s wife on 
the Nez Perce National Forest in Idaho, went as far to say that “forestry was not only an 
occupation, it was a way of life.”267   
This way of life typically began with marriage “B.F.S.” or “A.F.S.,” that is, “before fire 
season” or “after fire season,” resulting in few June brides. Rangers lived as bachelors until they 
could make it into towns with larger populations of unattached females. The women who became 
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Forest Service wives were often teachers, nurses, or had degrees in botany or forestry who had 
made their way out West, originating from middle- or upper-class backgrounds. Most of the 
records on rangers’ wives center on white women, though there were women of color who 
married forest rangers and worked just as tirelessly and passionately, including famous forester 
Aldo Leopold’s wife, Estella Bergere Leopold, who was a descendant of a Spanish land grant 
family in New Mexico.268 One young forestry student from the University of Maine asked 
whether or not he could take “the kind of a girl a man of my background would want to marry” 
out West to the conditions required of Forest Service work. Forester John Taylor replied that he 
thought it made no difference where a wife was from, what made the arrangement successful 
depended upon if she had courage, a sentiment shared throughout the agency among both men 
and women.269 When new brides like Dorothea Burgess and Alma Clouston first saw their new 
homes at the ranger stations, they both remarked how their “hearts sank,” though they did not 
lose heart.270 When Julia Shinn, wife of Sierra National Forest Supervisor Charles Shinn, first 
saw her new home, she described the station cabin as having “three rooms in all, but one had 
only boards for a roof, and rain came in through streams” with “a pig on the back porch, a calf at 
the front door.” But undeterred by the work, Shinn accepted the challenge of fixing up the cabin 
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and proudly called herself a mountain woman.271 As Rita Jane Glazebrook noted, if a Forest 
Service wife “did not have [the] pioneer know-how, she quickly learned…and coped.”272  
If they did not know what they signed up for upon marrying their forest rangers, these 
women swiftly learned their new roles as Forest Service wives. While they certainly expected to 
cook as part of their wifely responsibility according to contemporary gender roles, many were 
astounded by the amount they had to cook and the implements which they had available to cook. 
Nearly every memoir from 1905 to 1950 related within the Sampler of the Early Years recounts 
cooking for multiple people as a daily task. Though not necessarily a technical agency duty, it 
was expected that wives cooked for and entertained a host of forest employees, from their own 
ranger to a rotating flow of forest staff, community members, Forest Supervisors, and even the 
Secretary of Agriculture. As Olive Bentley quipped, “serving meals to all comers was just part of 
life!”273   
Throughout the ranger stations, a Forest Service wife was responsible for grocery 
shopping, tending gardens and stock, preserving food, (sometimes) hunting, and preparing meals 
for her family and the station employees. Living on the Echo Lake Ranger Station in Montana, 
Mary Thompson purchased flour, sugar, and chicken feed in one-hundred pound bags at the 
Kalispell grocer, twenty-six miles from the station. Being in such an isolated spot, Thompson 
provided all the meals for work crews and those who came to visit.274 Lillian Bruce on the 
Caribou National Forest in Wyoming “cheerfully cooked three meals a day” for work crews on 
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what she and others considered “contributed time,” noting that the “groceries came out of the 
same fund as the cook’s wages,”275 implying her husband’s earnings.  
While some lucky women had stoves inside their cabins, others learned to cook on a 
campfire. Etta Estes Groom had no prior knowledge or skill in camp cooking before moving to 
Dale, Oregon but soon learned how to cook and make camp, often shooting their supper along 
the trail on their way to the next camp she was responsible for setting up.276 Likewise, Eunice 
Higby in Wyoming mastered the art of making biscuits in a Dutch oven over a coal campfire.277 
Being inventive with food was also a must, especially in its preservation with no refrigeration out 
on a trail or in a primitive cabin. Not having any canning materials to store several gifts of lamb 
legs from local sheepherders, Higby sought out an abandoned logging commissary she knew of 
to see if there were any old pickle jars but only found jars of snuff. After cleaning the jars, she 
canned the meat with a couple inches of mutton tallow on the top and was proud to not “lose one 
jar of meat” that season.278  
Many Forest Service wives recount the staggering number of rotating visitors they 
constantly had to feed. Ola J. Smith was responsible for feeding the six permanent men at the 
ranger station in Cloudcroft, New Mexico, visiting staff from Alamogordo, and large fire crews, 
as well as ranchers dropping by on business. Smith noted that while she generally did not receive 
pay for her efforts, the Alamogordo staff paid her 50 cents a day or night for meals. During fire 
season, Smith always kept a big pot of beans cooked for emergency meals and continually baked 
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bread and biscuits for the crews.279 Though most women did not receive pay for their cooking 
efforts, Gertrude Beeson on the Lassen National Forest in California was hired as the camp cook 
for $60 a month, $15 less than the previous male cook. She lamented that the small, wood stove 
in her cook tent produced rather flat cakes, but at least she had the ingredients for a thick layer of 
fudge frosting, which cheered all the crew members up, including the visiting Forest 
Supervisor.280  
Beyond cooking for a constant rotation of visitors and their own families, Forest Service 
wives also cared on a semi-permanent basis for forest personnel who lived off and on at the 
station into the 1930s. Because there were no hotels or lodging for forest staff or contractors 
from the regional or supervisors’ offices when traveling to isolated ranger stations, these 
personnel expected to have meals and a place to stay at the ranger’s home. In the small cabins, 
visitors slept on extra cots or the floor. As ranger stations expanded in the 1930s with the 
separation of the office and residence into distinct buildings, visitors found more comfortable 
lodgings in a guest room or on a pull-out sofa. Forester John Taylor wrote, “At times, the 
ranger’s wife found herself running a boarding and lodging house,” providing room, meals, and 
laundry services for boarders above her regular responsibilities.281  
Out of meeting employees’ needs with cooking and boarding grew also the responsibility 
for Forest Service wives to provide a civic role within the community of forestry and its 
neighbors by entertaining on a regular basis, a role that lasted well into the mid-century. The 
standard of entertaining and traditional hospitality perhaps grew from the “first” Forest Service 
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wife, Cornelia B. Pinchot, wife of founding Chief Gifford Pinchot. The Pinchots regularly 
entertained employees at their home for dinners and, even after his retirement, annually 
entertained the Washington Section of the Society of American Foresters with refreshments of 
baked apples, gingerbread, milk, and ice cream.282 To combat the loneliness of the isolated 
forests or research stations, wives like Grace Wieslander in California organized fellow agency 
wives together with activities and food for various events or hosting visitors. Her husband 
Everett and his associates felt that her hospitality greatly contributed to the mental health and 
well-being of family-life for the entire community. One of the foresters, George F. Burks, 
extended his thanks in a letter to the Wieslanders:  
Your influence did not stop with the fellows, but our families were also included, 
for which we are grateful to both you and Grace, who took us in and made us feel 
a part of the team, when such consideration meant so much to us. I can still recall 
the feeling we had when Grace invited us out when we first started with the 
station—a feeling of warm personal friendship that will stay with us always. And 
this was followed by many such fine times under your roof and within the family 
circle.283   
 
Because wives were left alone for days or weeks at a time during field or fire season, many 
Forest wives often took care of one another to ensure no wife was left alone too long and to 
“assuage her fears.” Antoinette Edmonds recalled that while moving from one forest to another 
throughout California, the “Forest Service ‘family’ prevailed,” a community certainly fostered 
by the network of Forest Service wives.284  
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Another common role for Forest Service wives that lasted into the mid-century was that 
of station dispatcher. With her husband out in the field on daily tasks or for long periods of time 
during fires or substantial trips, a Forest Service wife often found herself answering the phone 
and learning how to operate a switchboard to transmit messages between lookout towers, 
stations, and headquarters and most importantly, relay critical information during fire season. 
Both Florence Stock in Idaho and Catherine Taylor in Montana took on the ranger’s 
responsibility of taking calls, dispatching messages, or calling in crews to fires. They often spent 
hours a day on the telephone handling forest business.285 Maude Port on the Applegate District of 
Rogue River National Forest in Oregon was lauded in the Mail Tribune when she sprang to 
action as the station dispatcher, alerting the Medford headquarters and calling in fire crews when 
several lightning strikes set numerous fires on the forest. She sent her daughter and a fireman’s 
wife to spot the fire lines, meanwhile operating the switchboard until all the fires were 
resolved.286 In addition to just doing the work of the ranger, wives often found themselves 
adapting to the equipment available to them. When Eva Poole in Steamboat, Oregon served as 
the telephone operator, her first switchboard was on a tree. She was delighted when her husband 
finished their new one room cabin so she could operate the switchboard from inside.287  
In New Mexico and Arizona, Ola Smith tended the telephone during fire season, 
requiring her to be within earshot of the phone at all times, day and night. In her memoir she 
wrote, “This was a free service on my part until the last year we were there, when they paid me 
$10 a month for three months.” Smith even delivered messages herself when the intended 
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recipients did not have a phone line, after, of course, securing someone to watch the phone while 
she was gone. Her nearest neighbors were five miles away.288 Dorothy Gray Guck also recalled 
being glued to the phone, so much so, she quipped, “There was one part about this fire business 
that always irked me. I never saw a fire or a fire camp because the phone rang incessantly at 
home.”289 On one particular occasion in 1950, Guck sat up all night in the Ruidoso Ranger 
Station on the Lincoln National Forest in New Mexico helping to arrange the entire fire-fighting 
operation: 
The season started on Sunday about six weeks before the regular fire crew usually 
goes to work. My husband, Ed, who is ranger on the Ruidoso District…had been 
riding in his high country the previous week noticing the lack of moisture, and 
sitting with his back to a high wind all day. A typical fire season expression 
seemed to gloom-up his countenance and throw his head from side to side in a 
violent "No" gesture. All he needed was a telephone call to verify his 
premonition. It came at 3 p.m.  
"You sure it isn't dust that you see?" he bellowed, not very skeptically, 
into the mouthpiece.  
Five minutes later, smoke was billowing over the hill into the station 
pasture. My husband sank his teeth into a juicy bit of action by phoning sheriffs of 
two nearby towns for all available men. Then he shoved a list into my hand and 
said, “Here, you call the rest. I'm going." 
A lookout tower had to be manned. A couple more towns might have men, 
grocery stores had to be opened and supplies ordered for 200 men, the 
supervisor's office called and portable camp ordered. By 7 p.m., this rough 
mountainous country had been emptied into a hard-fighting, organized line, and 
fed a hot meal by a hastily set-up kitchen.  
This ranger's wife mumbled into the phone at 1 a.m. "The soldiers will be 
at the cross-roads at 5 a.m. Now Charlie, you give Ed that message. I'm going to 
bed." 
At 2 a.m. I resigned myself to the all-night phone vigil when Ed called to 
ask, "What was the message I was supposed to get?"290 
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Although Guck relates the story with a bit of humor in her tone, the gravity of her work should 
not go unrecognized. By operating as the station dispatcher, she put together the complete effort 
to fight the fire by arranging crews, supplies, provisions and its organization.      
In between cooking, washing, and heedfully “manning” the switchboard, rangers’ wives 
also undertook official business in the form of clerical work by writing correspondence, typing 
reports, and responding to the public. Helen Nelson is noted as providing all the secretarial work 
for her husband on the San Joaquin Experimental Range in California, being far-removed from 
any Forest Service office.291 Emma McCloud handled most of her husband’s correspondence for 
30 years, working to keep him employed despite his “weakness for liquor.”292 Julia Shinn, wife 
of Forest Supervisor Charles Shinn, was well known in the Pacific Southwest Region as a clerk 
on the Sierra National Forest. She prepared letters and reports, collected payments from 
permittees, as well as estimated fire damage and grazing costs. Because her administrative skills 
complemented her husband’s leadership and work in the field, she saved her husband’s job that 
had been in jeopardy due to his poor managerial abilities. Charles was allowed to remain in his 
position as long as his wife worked for him. Yet, Shinn always deferred to her husband’s 
authority and judgement as the supervisor, never taking issue with his forest policy. Paid for her 
work, Shinn continued as a clerk on the Sierra after Charles’ retirement in 1911 until 1923 (see 
Chapter 4). Known for her apt management and good advice, rangers depended on her for 
direction, to the new Forest Supervisor’s chagrin.293 Other wives used their talents to help 
distribute forest policy like artist Elizabeth (Bessie) Agness Jones on the Whitman National 
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Forest in Oregon, who made posters for the public depicting good and bad forest practices, “of 
course without expecting or receiving remuneration.”294  
Taking on so much of the day-to-day clerical work, women found it helpful to read the 
Use Book, study forestry exams given to male staff, and learn as much as they could from 
handbooks. Roberta McConnell studied alongside her husband Mac in the Range-Plant 
Handbook, learning about the different grazing habits of cattle, sheep, and wild game, the Latin 
names of flora, and the grazing capacity of various range lands. She cracked, “I did pick up a 
working knowledge of the technical terms, so that when inspection time came along and ‘the 
boys’ sat talking things over, I knew they were discussing range flora and not some cute blonde 
down at the drugstore.”295  
While recruiting pamphlets and hiring practices for the Forest Service rejected women as 
employees based on the arduous and rugged nature of the work required in the field, numerous 
ranger’s wives fulfilled this work anyway into the 1930s and sometimes into the mid-century. 
Various facilities’ records indicate that wives assisted their husbands in constructing ranger 
stations. Mrs. Walter F. Wright is credited with assisting her husband in constructing the Clover 
Creek Ranger Station and associated barn and fencing for 76 acres on the Rogue River National 
Forest in Oregon in 1910.296 Women also undertook hard labor during World War I when 
employees were scarce, like Eunice Higby in Wyoming who cleared timber trails, watched over 
200,000 sheep in the summer high country, set up camp daily, rode 20 miles from the station to 
transport mail and supplies alone with a pack horse, sawed logs for firewood with one end of a 
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two-man saw, and snowshoed 11 miles to read snow scales each month in winter. A nature 
guide, Higby also recorded every specimen of flower found in the ranger district, a practice of 
observation that women had pursued since the nineteenth century like Susan Fenimore 
Cooper.297 In Buena Vista and Fairplay, Colorado, Mary Louise Hooper Clay ran surveying lines 
with her husband, carrying the chain and staking the line, a task she had learned as a child 
helping her father, who was also in the Forest Service.298 Roberta McConnell recounted in her 
Never Marry a Ranger the long hours she spent helping to mend fences, though she related she 
“was hopeless on the wire stretcher.”299 Women often camped with their husbands and 
frequently were responsible for setting up the camp. Etta Estes Groom in Oregon daily cleared 
the camp, saddled and packed the horse, then followed to where her husband was working to 
make camp for the night.300 Some women even fought on the fire lines, like Mrs. Jack McDowell 
and her daughter in 1927 on the W.B. Bankhead National Forest in Alabama.301 
Besides working to the point of exhaustion, rangers’ wives and their families dealt with 
sickness, isolation, accidents, tragedies, and sometimes strange events. As rangers were the only 
government official for several miles in remote parts of the country, they were often tasked to 
settle disputes, carry out law and justice, or even officiate funerals. Merlin Stock, a second-
generation Forest Service officer grew up on ranger stations and often helped his mother, 
Florence Bee Stock, with chores. He recalled as a little boy in 1912 having to ride in a pack bag 
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with his sibling on the side of a horse as it crossed the South Fork of the Payette River to their 
new home at the Long Gulch Ranger Station in Idaho. The ride made the whole family anxious. 
More anxiety followed when their little dog went missing. A few days later they found it in a 
river with its head split open. A neighboring rancher had been angry with the ranger for 
requesting they remove their pigs from illegal grazing on the forest. Out of retribution, the 
rancher’s wife had killed the little dog with an axe.302          
In addition to neighbors, rangers’ wives sometimes struggled with employees. A young 
ranger’s wife in Montana, Hulda Fields was a sorority girl who, after earning her degree in 
journalism from the University of Montana, settled down with a Forest Service man. Expecting 
her first child, Hulda lived at the ranger station several miles from anyone. While she was there 
without her husband Ralph, a seasonal employee housed in the toolshed behind the ranger cabin 
went mad, having sustained brain damage from playing football. The employee tried to create an 
explosive device out of dynamite to blow up the station, but then turned his attention to himself, 
bludgeoning himself on the head, stabbing his stomach, and drinking Lysol. Hulda watched the 
entire event unfold in front of her and immediately telephoned her husband and the sheriff. 
Though she tried to make a concoction out of eggs to counteract the poison, there was nothing 
she could do, and the young man died later at the hospital.303    
Wild animals, storms, and fires posed more potential threats to rangers’ families. Many 
stories in the Sampler of the Early Years share stories about snakes, coyotes, bears, and mountain 
lions. Etta Estes Groom quickly learned how to dispatch rattlesnakes with a rifle, resulting in 
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many rattlers who “lost their heads around the station.”304 Women coped with small children 
inside their cabins in sub-zero temperatures with three of four feet of snow. Summer storms 
destroyed cabin roofs and damaged fences and gates around the station. During an intense storm 
that threatened the pack horses’ barn, Roberta McConnell recalled, “I was scared and mad and I 
shook my fist at the sky and told it to go blow in somebody else’s barnyard, but its answer was 
another big whoosh and more dirt in my eyes.”305 Any extra work for the ranger like mending 
fences and barn doors meant more of his regular job went to his wife.  
Isolation frequently visited rangers’ wives living in remote areas, far from towns or 
neighbors. Work kept them busy and a rotating crew of boarders ensured the ranger stations were 
generally full of people. But the work and people did not always satisfy the needs of these 
educated women who had come from prosperous backgrounds. After Dorothea Burgess’ sons 
started school, she began to have bad headaches, which she attributed to “complete boredom.” 
She had no female friends to talk to near the ranger station, except a simple-minded woman, 
Bertha, who ran the local restaurant. Having been a teacher in Minnesota, she missed intelligent 
conversations with her colleagues and friends. She also worried about the quality of education 
for her young boys in Crescent, Oregon. Considering how small the class size was of four to six 
students, she thought the children should have “excellent individual training.” But because good 
teachers “did not want to come to these isolated areas,” Dorothea lamented that they always got 
the “dregs.”306 On the flip side, women like Roberta McConnell had been bored with no one to 
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talk to during the early part of the season, wishing someone would stop by to talk to her. By the 
middle of the season, she hoped all the visitors and staff would go away so she could sleep.307    
While rangers’ wives leapt into action as dispatchers during fires, some women just had 
to sit and wait, not knowing if their husband would return or if they would make it themselves. 
One summer when Ranger John Taylor was in charge of a crew fighting a fire on the North Fork 
of the Flathead River in Montana, close to Glacier National Park, he picked up the telephone to 
call his supervisor and heard a woman’s voice on the party line. She was the park ranger’s wife 
and was stuck behind the fire line in her cabin with her baby. After she described the fire to the 
park supervisor, Jimmy Ryan, he asked her how she was going to evacuate. She answered, “Well 
Mr. Ryan, it doesn’t look like we’re going to get out.” Hearing this, Taylor spoke up and said he 
was in a position that he could possibly get to her. He drove up to the area with another Park 
Service man, who walked the rest of the way and successfully got her and the baby out. Taylor 
commented, “Park rangers had brave wives too.”308       
During the “big blow up” of 1910, a conflagration in the Northern Rockies of Idaho and 
Montana that consumed over two and a half million acres and 86 lives, Emma Pulaski said 
goodbye to her ranger husband Edward, not sure if she would ever see him again as he set out 
with his crew to face the fire. She recalled,  
The fire was burning all around us and I was greatly worried about Mr. Pulaski 
going where he did…My greatest fears materialized Saturday, August 20. The 
wind blew a hurricane. Our house shook and the windows seemed to be going to 
pieces. I expected any minute our house would be blown away; the air was filled 
with debris of all kinds. Our neighbors were panic-stricken and we could do 
nothing but watch the smoke rolling in dense clouds towards us…The flames 
leaped all through the mountains until it seemed as though hell had opened up 
with all its horrors. Mr. Pulaski was somewhere in those burning mountains and 
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although he knew every foot of the ground and could have saved himself, I knew 
he would not desert his men and would save them or die with them.309  
 
Edward Pulaksi had done just that. Considered a hero of the fire, he had gathered 44 of 
his men into a mining tunnel as the fire roared past. Badly burned himself, especially his eyes, 
Emma nursed him at the hospital for two months and then at home once he was allowed. He 
gradually regained his eyesight, though suffered pneumonia from the gas of the fire. Emma 
spoke of her time as a ranger’s wife as “thrilling but dangerous,” never forgetting nearly losing 
her house and her husband.310     
Accidents and sickness were also par for the course on the ranger stations. In 1950, 
Florence Peterson received a call from Assistant Ranger Bruce Drynan telling her “there’s been 
an accident in the woods,” when she heard the ambulance sirens blaring down the highway. Her 
husband Chuck suffered an injury while working and had to have his leg amputated.311 Sickness 
was another hardship to endure—pneumonia, malaria, scarlet fever. Wives not only cared for 
sick children, husbands, staff, and neighbors, but were subject to it as well.  
After working as a logger in southern Oregon for a time, Harold Smith joined the Forest 
Service in 1911 and took his wife Angie to live and work with him at the remote Pine Mountain 
Ranger Station on the Deschutes National Forest. In the shadow of Pine Mountain, they lived in 
a tent house until Harold and another ranger built a small-framed house for the station in 1914. It 
was in that tiny station that their daughter Sandy, whose given name was Lorene, was born in 
October 1916. The Christmas of 1917 was unlike any other for the Smiths. As the country was 
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immersed in the middle of World War I, pay was low and scarcity was the norm. The station was 
36 miles southeast of the mill town of Bend, at an elevation 4,800 feet. Average temperature in 
winter was -25°. With the nearest trading center fifteen miles away and sixteen to eighteen 
inches of snow on the ground, Christmas presents and treats would be hard to come by. With 
such facts at hand, the Smiths opted to stay at the ranger station that Christmas. So, with that 
decision made, Angie asked Harold to get a tree for little Sandy. Harold recalled, 
I concurred in her decision and started out in quest of an evergreen. I was 
rewarded by finding a perfect specimen of a lodgepole pine. It had grown in an 
open space, where it had access to sunlight from all sides, resulting in a perfectly 
formed crown. 
When I brought in the tree and mounted it atop the filing cabinet, Angie 
took over. With a pair of scissors, some tin foil and an assortment of highly 
colored postal cards, she transformed the little evergreen into a sparkling mass of 
multicolored beauty. Sandy was too young to long-remember the tree, but the 
momentary effect was gratifying to behold. Her eyes danced with wonderment as 
she gazed at the tree glittering in the light of the wood fire, burning behind the 
isinglass door of the Coleman heater. 
 
That Christmas would be their last together; tragically, Angie died the next year during 
the 1918 influenza pandemic. Harold stayed with the Forest Service. He later took an assignment 
in Alaska, often bringing Sandy with him on his ranger boat while she did her schoolwork. But 
that cherished Christmas in 1917 was to be held in Harold’s heart forever. 
As we turned out the kerosene lamp that night, our happiness was complete. 
Furthermore, I believe we had learned something from that experience, a lesson 
that others might find useful and rewarding: that mere wealth is not necessarily a 
prerequisite to happiness. Happiness, on the other hand, can spring from mutual 
love, companionship and understanding.312  
                                                                              
To be a ranger’s wife in the early years took courage. Women required grit and the 
tenacity to live and work in such remote areas. Giving birth to children at guard stations, dealing 
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with angry neighbors, suffering sickness, or sheltering during a wild storm was part of daily life 
on the forest, in addition to manning the station, dispatching fires, cooking, boarding, and all 
manner of field work. The women who lived at the stations and heartily took up their posts as 
rangers’ wives, through good days and bad, worked tirelessly to support their husbands and carry 
out the work of conservation, labor the early Forest Service considerably needed.         
 
Mid-Century Changes and Building a Forest Service Family 
Work in general on the national forests changed drastically during the 1930s when the 
Forest Service received a large amount of funding and labor for timber protection, watershed 
restoration, and the development of administrative infrastructure made available by Franklin D. 
Roosevelt’s “New Deal” program to offset the nation’s economic, social, and ecological 
devastation of the Great Depression and Dust Bowl. Of note, Roosevelt’s “New Deal” created 
and funded federal public-works programs to provide natural-resource conservation-related work 
to deteriorated private lands and land management agencies. One such program, the 1933 
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), employed more than three million young men over the 
course of its nine-year existence. Throughout the country, CCC crews planted 2.3 billion trees, 
built tens of thousands of miles of road and trail, thousands of road bridges, 10,000 reservoirs, 
and worked to prevent soil erosion on private and public lands.313 The Forest Service greatly 
benefited from the CCC crews assigned to the National Forests who implemented many of its 
much-needed projects outlined in the 1933 National Plan for American Forestry (also known as 
the Copeland Report). Crews constructed administrative facilities, roads, and recreation sites as 
well as fought fire and replanted trees. With so much labor available to the agency, the need for 
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ranger’s wives work lessened as many of those jobs were fulfilled with CCC labor throughout 
the forests. Rangers’ wives, however, continued working in vital roles as dispatchers, cooks, and 
community builders, tasks that they would sustain through the mid-century.   
Another striking development of the 1930s was the division of work seen physically 
within the built environment of the National Forests. The abundant labor of the 1930s from the 
CCC enabled the Forest Service to build up its architecture from which it conducted its business. 
New funding sources for buildings and CCC labor combined to make over the administrative 
facilities of the agency, expanding ranger stations from a single cabin to large complexes of 
multiple buildings with an office, single-family residence(s), and ancillary garages and 
warehouses. The days of isolation of the ranger station and demands of the ranger and his wife to 
fulfill nearly every task were no longer a way of life or work for Forest Service employees. By 
1942, the small ranger station that initially housed all work and living arrangements, the 
numerous buildings and emerging technology found at new compounds divided work and living 
space into separate, specialized areas. Because the living space was removed from the daily 
operations of the station, women became further removed from those regular tasks they had 
previously been expected to accomplish. The work of ranger’s wives thus centered on building 
communities of agency staff, wives, and families as Cornelia Pinchot and Grace Wieslander had 
established. When called on, women continued to maintain switchboards and serve as 
dispatchers while the majority of district staff were called to fight a fire, as they had done since 
the 1900s.  
The need for women’s help shortly returned in the 1940s during World War II as the 
CCC was disbanded and many male Forest Service employees left the agency to fight in the war. 
With limited staff and funding, the Forest Service made use of volunteers from outdoor 
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recreation clubs, conscientious objectors sent to work camps, and the women of remaining or 
deployed staff. 314 Women climbed atop fire lookouts and worked as enemy-airplane spotters or 
patrolled the forests on horseback. In some cases, women took over the duties of the rangers and 
supervisors who had enlisted.315  
After the war, men returning to the agency sought to meet the insatiable post-war market 
and economy for timber invigorated by the Sustained-Yield Forest Management Act of 1944, 
which encouraged partnerships between public and private forests to maintain a constant flow of 
timber for timber-dependent communities. By the mid-century, field work on the forests had 
become more specialized, well-funded, and adequately staffed to carry out the new management 
policies of sustained-yield management. As such, the Forest Service looked like an entirely 
different agency than that of the lone ranger station of the early twentieth-century. What did 
remain, however, was the emphasis on hiring rugged yet educated young males. With more 
available positions on the forests to be filled with male labor, the work of rangers’ wives by the 
1950s had been reduced to dispatching and, more commonly, community building through social 
events by forming wives’ clubs, cooking for crews and supervising officials, and maintaining the 
“family” atmosphere of the agency.  
Community building continued to be a vital part of Forest Service life and work into the 
mid-century. While not as many women had to build connections within the isolated and remote 
back-country, women in the 1940s to 1950s fostered friendship and agency-family ties in new 
locales every few years as employees were expected to move across districts, forests, and even 
the country to continue their career. Laurene and George Engler moved 19 times between 1947 
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and 1967 around the Northern Rocky Mountain Region, Betty and Bob Cron moved eight times 
in the 1950s around California and Montana, Kay and Keith Thompson moved 23 times from 
1949 to 1989 around Colorado, Idaho, and Indiana, while Sue and Tom Blunn moved twice a 
year from 1959-1964 around Montana and Idaho.316  
What kept these women and their families grounded was the network of community and a 
Forest Service family that wives built through wives clubs. The Pine Tree Club of the 
Intermountain Region (Region 4) was one of numerous clubs founded throughout the country in 
the 1930s. Throughout the decades, the Pine Tree Club was considered an “outstretched hand of 
welcome to Forest Service newcomers for over 45 years.”317 The club sponsored afternoons of 
bridge, sewing, visiting, as well as programs with speakers and music. In 1966, women of the 
Pine Tree Club collaborated to create a “Pine Tree Cookbook,” a “prized possession among 
Forest Service women.” The cookbook was so popular, the Society of American Foresters 
reprinted the book for sale at their national meeting. The club used proceeds of the cookbook’s 
sales to establish a forestry scholarship for students at the University of Idaho and Utah State 
University. By 1975, the club boasted over 100 members and was thanked by the Regional 
Forester for the personal sacrifices they had made as wives and “for their many contributions to 
the Forest Service.”318    
The sense of “family” in the Forest Service vernacular was perpetuated by employee 
meetings labeled as “family meetings.” The efforts of wives to help one another’s families with 
the adjustments of perpetual moving provided friendship, social engagement, and help with daily 
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life and child rearing, very similar to military life. Marian Leisz, wife of Forester Doug Leisz, 
recalled how wives acted as hostesses on the ranger stations, providing monthly potluck picnics 
in the summer and dinners to travelling officials. She stated, “it was just expected.” Leisz fondly 
remembered the “wonderful advantages” of living on the ranger stations with three or so families 
and numerous children that fostered meaningful relationships. On the Lincoln National Forest, 
Patricia White served up fish fries on Friday nights for the fire crew that her husband Wayne 
oversaw. In addition to the work that she did dispatching for fires on the forest, White and her 
four children joined Wayne, dressed up as Smokey Bear, on parade floats within the local 
community.319 Despite the stresses of moving, this sense of family sustained many Forest 
Service wives as Leisz recollected “every time we moved there was someone there we had 
known earlier. And, so we did have an extended Forest Service family all through our career.”320 
Betty Filius echoed these sentiments: “The many moves gave us a long list of family-like friends 
to keep in touch with. This made each new move a little easier to take in stride. Our neighbors on 
the compounds became more than mere acquaintances, they were almost like brothers and 
sisters, aunts and uncles, in short—family, Forest Service family.”321 
 
Conservation of the Wife 
Recalling her “career” in the agency, Dorothy Guck captured the copious types and 
amount of work Forest Service wives undertook throughout their tenure on the forests in the 
early-twentieth century: 
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Years of fire seasons I have rounded-up horses afoot in boulder strewn pastures, 
filled canteens by dozens, cooked beans and biscuits for weary fire fighters, 
bicycled over the country during war years in search of crews, held the phone 
until the night wore thin, and even manned the lookout tower while the regular 
man took off to see his new-born son.322 
 
While not all ranger’s wives shared the same experiences or participated within agency work to 
the same degree, depending upon the personality and motivation of the individual, Forest Service 
wives provided their husbands and the agency with invaluable support and work, and typically 
with no compensation. In 1920, John D. Guthrie wrote “I have known of several ranger’s wives 
who were the equals of their ranger husbands in knowledge of forest business and forest 
regulations and might have proven themselves far more efficient as forest officers than their 
spouses, had they worn the badge.”323 From daily clerical duties to serving as de facto deputy 
rangers when husbands were gone, Forest Service wives made enduring contributions to the 
daily operations and substantial growth of the agency in the early twentieth century.324  
Various women recount similar feelings as Guthrie. Hazel De Jarnette fondly recalled her 
time on the forest, noting “We wives felt that we had a definite part in the official work of our 
husbands.”325 Julia Shinn believed Forest Service women shared similar “interest and 
enthusiasm” in the work as their husbands, who they “stood shoulder to shoulder” with as 
invested workers for the agency, doing “their share to start the system that has developed into the 
great Forest Service of today.”326 For all this work, however, the records of Forest Service wives 
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do not indicate that these women considered themselves as exploited for their work with no 
compensation. Many women certainly made note of their non-pay status when describing the 
work they provided, though none of them seemed to harbor any resentment or anger in their 
memoirs.327 Resentment came from those who were excluded from professional forestry like 
Alice Goen Jones; she likely would have worked for free in exchange for being considered a 
professional forester.  
Rather than dwell on their unpaid labor, rangers’ wives focused on the intrinsic value of 
their work as “worthwhile” in serving “the cause of resource conservation.”328  Dorothy Guck 
elaborated on this cause of conservation as a religious obligation: 
…all women must work for a Cause. Rangers' wives are handed a well-planned 
crusade as they enter the first ranger station. The ultimate joy of devoting long 
payless hours to the Cause of forest fire prevention far surpasses the slight 
inconvenience of life with sad irons, washboards, butter churns, teakettle baths, 
woodstoves, lack of neighbors, and kerosene lamps. Or does it? 
Rangers, those conservation preachers, are as devoted to their life's work 
as any religious minister is to teaching the gospel. Preaching conservation is more 
than a job for pay. Heavens knows higher wages can be obtained in most any 
other profession! But for the same reasons a preacher spends his life in the spired 
chapel, a ranger lives and works with the forest. The wife of a minister must be as 
concerned with the work of the chapel as her husband. A ranger's wife believes 
and spreads the conservation gospel of her husband.329 
 
Reckoning their work to that of a minister’s wife, Guck addressed the tension inherent in unpaid, 
back-breaking labor by promoting the ends as justifying the means. The messaging of the early 
conservationists to conserve the nation’s timber, water, and wildlife for future generations took 
firmly hold within the minds of rangers’ wives. They saw themselves in a similar vein as 
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Progressive Era women saving birds, using maternalistic and educated rhetoric as wives and 
mothers to support the efforts of fire prevention, sustainable timber harvests, and scientifically 
managed forests. Guck and her associates spread the message of conservation through their 
actions on the land, taking an active role in dispatching fires, holding a survey chain, counting 
snow scales, tending stock, constructing fences and buildings, assisting in office duties, and 
building a cohesive family community. Despite many of the challenges and heartaches women 
faced, many wives looked upon their lives as an adventure, willing to spread their conservation 
gospel.        
While Guck, Shinn, Jarnette, and numerous other wives expressed their belief that they 
contributed great value to the agency as a cause or way of life, they did not claim ownership of 
their labor as official positions. Kathryn Cliff revealed this ambiguity of women’s work in the 
agency, stating, “these years gave me an insight and a knowledge, and almost the sense of 
dedication, felt by most forest officers for their jobs and their agency” (emphasis in original).330 
In fact, the purpose of Sampler of the Early Years was to recognize the many ways in which 
women “have helped their husbands, in a supportive wifely role or in the field work of the 
Service.”331 Like Susan Fenimore Cooper who denied being a scientific naturalist despite her 
work or Mira Lloyd Dock who insisted she was not a forester regardless of her education and 
career, rangers’ wives felt the anxiety of traditional female bounds and the reality of their work. 
They straddled the lines of societal expectations of women’s role in the home as a helpmate to 
her husband while pushing past the boundaries of “proper” female relationships with nature and 
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undertaking work that was formally reserved for men. They pushed further past the walls of 
professional forestry and proved their work ethic and technical ability in the growing field. 
However, it was the coverture of “wife” that created a safe space for men and women, which 
relieved the anxiety of having women in a field or logging camp. While wives were doing the 
work of conservation, they did not take the title or pay to go along with it. Rather, they wore the 
badge of ranger’s wife, disguising their courageous, technical, and field-centered conservation 
work within appropriate gender constraints—a model other women followed to find paid work 


















Figure 8: Lucy Parkinson on her horse. Parkinson (far left), wife of forester Dana Parkinson, rides her 
horse Booker during a land classification party, Warm Springs Creek Ranger Station in Idaho, circa 1910. 




Figure 9: Dispatching for fires. Esther Intermill, wife of a Forest Service Ranger, gets instructions in 
dispatching fire crews from dispatcher David Kee, Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest, 1942. USDA 




Figure 10: Wives of Forest Service employees. Wives of rangers form the National Forest Service 
Auxiliary at Cut Foot Sioux Ranger Station, Chippewa National Forest, 1940. USDA Forest Service, 
Eastern Region photograph courtesy of the Forest History Society, Durham, N.C. 
 
 
Figure 11: Ranger’s wife in her new kitchen. Wives cooked an astonishing amount of meals for 
employees and guests. Mrs. Rodney Young, wife of an assistant ranger, in the kitchen of her "prefab" 
home, Ottawa National Forest, 1957. USDA Forest Service, Eastern Region photograph courtesy of the 




Figure 12: Forest Ranger and his family. The family poses for a photograph in front of the expanded 
Tombighee Ranger Station in Mississippi, which separated the office from the family living space 1961. 
















“Forest Builders”: Women in Clerical Work and Conservation Education 
 
Strictly speaking, forestry is to women not a profession but a cause. 
Daisy Pricilla Edgerton 
 
After working as an elementary school teacher in Grand Rapids, Michigan for eight years 
since 1892, Edith Mosher stood at the blackboard preparing a lesson inspired by a small peach 
branch she held in her hand and it dawned on her. There were no decent instructional books on 
nature and science in 1900 with which to teach her students. To be sure, there were books with 
scientifically accurate outlines and lessons. She had a botany book and some pictured cards from 
the school library, though admittedly, in her mind the drawings were quite unattractive. She 
complained that there was “nothing … available to satisfy the curiosity of children bringing in 
pretty leaves or seed pods—nothing!" Mosher was frequently asked to illustrate science lessons 
and decorate the classroom blackboards throughout the school. Her considerable instruction in 
drawing from the Ypsilanti State Normal School had allowed her to develop her own natural 
talent for scientific illustrations. Recognizing the dearth of accessible and useful nature and 
science texts, she vowed to illustrate her own set of nature books for school children. She 
believed that bringing nature into the classroom would enable her students not only to learn 
about the scientific world, but also to develop an appreciation of American nature.332  
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In 1900, Mosher bought a round-trip ticket to Washington D.C. to attend the National 
Teachers’ Association meeting. After arriving at the Capital, she sold her return ticket and rather 
than participate in the meeting, she took a Civil Service examination and was soon employed by 
the Bureau of the Census at the age of 26. After working there two years and the General Land 
Office for three years, she excitedly transferred to the newly established Forest Service on March 
1, 1905, where she was assigned to perform miscellaneous clerical duties under Gifford Pinchot. 
Never forgetting why she went to Washington D.C., she turned to nature illustrations for 
children, taking advantage of the tremendous facilities offered in the Capitol, such as the Library 
of Congress. At the same time, Mosher sought to expand her knowledge of forestry. She attended 
George Washington University where she studied literature and then enrolled in the public short 
course in forestry at Yale University before it was closed to women.333  
In 1907, Mosher published her first booklet Fruit and Nut-Bearing Trees, using only her 
initials E.R. Replete with realistic and attractive full-page illustrations of leaves, buds, blossoms, 
fruit, and branches, the volume included botanical descriptions and photographs. In addition to 
the scientific text she wrote, the booklet featured prose and verse from various authors that 
celebrated her illustrated subjects. In 1909, she published two more booklets, Our Oaks and 
Maples and Our Cone-Bearing Trees using the same format, adding sketches of seeds, nuts, and 
cones.  
What started out as an aspiration to provide school children with more detailed textbooks, 
for Mosher turned into a larger initiative of sharing conservation as a cultural obligation and an 
entreaty to protect the forests. Between 1910 and 1917, she authored numerous lesson plans and 
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texts for teachers, creating the first teaching aids distributed by the Forest Service, which were 
also some of the first in the country. Caught up in the Progressive Era conservation movement, 
she echoed many of the sentiments made by Progressive clubwomen, championing the role of 
women as educators of conservation issues. She wrote, “What we need is education. We should 
educate by the millions--reach the entire community through the children--and only the teacher 
has this privilege." From her clerical position in the Forest Service, Mosher’s clarion call for 
more accessible nature studies enabled her to establish the agency’s conservation education 
program, a vital mouthpiece of the conservation cause and the Forest Service.  
Women like Mosher from all over the agency—working as secretaries, stenographers, 
editors, librarians, statisticians, law clerks, draftsmen, and information specialists—used their 
positions to propagate the management of the nation’s forests and spread the conservation cause. 
Women like Edna Crocker, Julia Shinn, and Janie Smith supported the agency’s decentralized 
frame by providing continuity across the regions, training the rotating male staff on the ins-and-
outs of the forest. They developed informational foundations for rangers, supervisors, and 
scientists from their daily typing to research and bibliographies. Women have remained in these 
positions into the twenty-first century.  
Edith Mosher, Priscilla Edgerton, Margaret March-Mount, and other women 
disseminated conservation education across the agency to staff and the public, creating a unified 
message of fire prevention, tree-planting, and the importance of forests as a national, treasured 
resource. They spread their message through classrooms, club meetings, books and textbooks, 
and radio. The heyday of women’s conservation education lasted from 1907 through the 1950s, 
culminating with a Director of Women’s Forestry position supported by regional office staff. 
Women’s conservation education dwindled by the 1960s and 1970s as the Forest Service shifted 
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its public relations attention to symbols like Smokey Bear and Woodsy Owl, as well as investing 
in forest and grasslands visitor centers, though women have remained part of the program into 
the twenty-first century. Though women were primarily barred from the field and professional 
forestry positions through the mid-twentieth century, their gender-appropriate office work as 
clerks and information/education specialists served as the underpinning of the agency, enabling 
the rugged, masculine organization to carry out its daily operations and planning for resource 
management as well as spreading its message of the “greatest good.” Simply put, the two-fisted 
ranger would have lost every fight without the work of the women in the Forest Service.     
 
The Tie—or Typing—that Binds 
From 1905 to 1910, women’s clerical positions in the Forest Service started out in the 
Washington Office, as remote ranger stations scattered throughout the forests were staffed by 
men (and their unpaid wives). Forest offices of the time characteristically hosted fewer than five 
employees, including the forest supervisor, deputy supervisor, and a clerk. When the agency 
established the regional offices of Missoula, Denver, Albuquerque, Ogden, San Francisco, and 
Portland in 1908, they sent a group of 377 men and women to staff the offices in a similar 
fashion to the organization of the Washington Office. Women like Katherine Reed and Nina 
Conlee were among “the girls” to head West as the first paid female staff to occupy the forest 
offices. 334 Women’s service increased during the 1920s, as the forests needed more clerical 
positions filled. Specialized knowledge of forestry data, known as computing, was key to many 
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of these jobs and seen as a woman’s skillset.335 By 1931, there were 560 permanent female 
employees within the agency, including 109 in Washington D.C. and 451 across the regional and 
forest offices.336 The U.S. entrance into World War II allowed for even more women to file into 
the ranks of the agency as many men went to war, leaving lower and mid-level office positions 
open across supervisors’ offices and ranger districts.337 The number of women found in the 
directories and alumni notes only continued to increase during this period and into the mid-
century.  
Initially, men occupied clerical positions on the forests, as the Forest Service leaders 
believed that the rugged nature of forest work—"assembl[ing] and ship[ing] fire tools, 
round[ing] up volunteer fire fighters from bars and saloons, and other ‘manly’ tasks”—required a 
two-fisted man.338 Realizing that many had no desire for all the paperwork involved in 
government administration as staffing and forest offices grew in size and scope, male forest 
officers turned over the desk work to women, work that soon became a “pink collar job,” viewed 
as suitable for women’s abilities.339 While male forest officers initially hesitated to allow women 
to fulfill the work, they soon found desk work as outside the parameters of professional forestry 
and relaxed their anxiety about women’s involvement.  
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Many women working in office positions were college educated with degrees in 
education, scientific fields, and even forestry; forestry schools that occasionally allowed in 
women believed such a degree would help them in their clerical positions.340 Women used their 
skillsets and degrees not to merely type letters on carbon copy paper, but put their efforts into 
drawing maps, identifying legal boundaries, and even counting wildlife and tree rings. A district 
female employee issued permits to the public, took care of payroll, functioned as the sole human 
resources staff, answered the telephone and directed needs or gave out information, managed 
correspondence, assisted in coordinating fire crews and supplies, distributed assignments and 
kept track of employees’ whereabouts, and even oversaw seasonal hiring.341  
Like the early ranger’s wife who took over the station when her husband left, the female 
district clerk became the public face of the ranger station, “schooled in what the agency was all 
about.” She had to “be able to talk to users of the national forest— ranchers, miners, loggers, or 
vacationers— about the Forest Service’s regulations” and explain the many allowable uses on 
the national forests. Knowing the day-to day grind, the forest clerk became so immersed in the 
daily operations of the district that she was often, as historian James Lewis put it, “the power 
behind the district ranger’s throne.”342 Even at the Washington Office and regional offices, 
women clerks provided the needed continuity and stability among staff and between supervisors, 
district rangers, and even chiefs as they frequently rotated through the office. She briefed her 
new boss on office and local issues, agency procedures and paperwork, as well as the staff and 
their personalities.343 She also functioned as a liaison between the supervisor or ranger and the 
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rest of the permanent and seasonal staff, allowing people in to see him, sharing memos and 
correspondence, and reporting on daily work.  In many ways, she was the source of all 
knowledge in the office or station.  
And the ultimate source of all knowledge was in Washington, D.C. While Chiefs came 
and went, Edna Crocker remained. A fixture within the Chief’s Office for forty-six years, 
Crocker served as secretary to seven Chiefs of the Forest Service and saw the history of forestry 
and the agency unfold. Hired as the second stenographer for the Division of Forestry in 1898, 
Crocker sat in the old red brick building that housed the Department of Agriculture and typed for 
Gifford Pinchot and his assistants Henry S. Graves, Ed Griffith, and George B. Sudworth. When 
staff received the cryptic notice “See GP,” it was Crocker who admitted them. From 1899 to 
January 1910, she served as the personal secretary to Associate Forester Overton W. Price, until 
he and Gifford Pinchot were removed from office. When Henry Graves took the position as 
second Chief of the Forest Service, Crocker became the undisputed secretary to the Chief, 
working in that capacity until her retirement in 1944. She served under Chiefs William B. 
Greeley, Robert Y. Stuart, Ferdinand A. Silcox, Earle H. Clapp, and Lyle F. Watts.344  
Considered a “charter member of the Forest Service,” Crocker provided constancy in the 
Chief’s office. Privy to the agency’s most intimate dealings, she knew how directives and polices 
had been devised and delivered, as well as oversaw the network of staff in the Washington 
Office (WO), knowing who to talk to about specific issues. She had been part of the transfer of 
the forest reserves and the establishment of the Forest Service, the creation of regional offices, 
the development of the research branch, “the early battles to establish range management on the 
national forests, the combination of circumstances which culminated in the Forest Homestead 
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Act, the details of the Ballinger-Pinchot controversy, [and] the development of the Weeks Law 
program…”345 Knowing the details of not only the daily operations of the WO but also the arc of 
management that she had witnessed and put to paper, she passed on wisdom and advice to 
successive chiefs.   
When she retired in December 1944, all of the Forest Service considered what Crocker 
had been a part of, from a fledgling bureau turned into a juggernaut of conservation. Recognition 
of her work was articulated throughout the agency from the Washington Office newsletter: “The 
history of the forestry in the United States, as an organized movement, has passed over Mrs. 
Crocker’s desk…Probably nobody knows better than she the … long series of epochal events 
down to the present...”346 Her knowledge and stability in the position provided the continuity the 
decentralized agency needed to maintain order from chief to chief.  
Order was maintained on the forest by female clerks, like Crocker, who kept the ranger 
districts organized and interconnected. While her husband served as the Sierra National Forest 
Supervisor, Julia Shinn moved her ranger’s wife position onto the Forest Service payroll and 
worked as a paid clerk from 1907 to 1923. During her tenure, she was promoted to chief clerk 
and set the example of how a clerk should function on a forest. Shinn kept an extensive written 
record of her time as a ranger’s wife and clerk in her own right, which provides a tremendous 
view into her daily work. She devised routine office work that others emulated throughout the 
California forests. She compiled daily weather data, sorted the mail, filed correspondence and 
memos, typed replies for the ranger’s or supervisor’s signature, and managed the daily accounts. 
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She oversaw and recorded permits and applications in the office, including homestead 
applications, special-use applications, grazing applications, and rangers’ requisition for supplies. 
Shinn developed an organized filing system for records and accounts to easily identify what 
could have been incredibly time-consuming answers to administrative questions and issues. 
Rangers consulted her for information, such as “Can you tell me what was paid per foot last 
spring for those eaves troughs put up in the office?” Her organization enabled the rangers’ and 
supervisor’s office to effectively prepare fire, grazing, and timber reports, estimate losses in 
damage, analyze issues and causes of fire or other problems, as well as plan for better responses 
to fire and other forest issues.347      
With her helpful and cheery disposition, and penchant for organization, Shinn was well-
known and beloved throughout the California forests, always available to lend a “sympathetic 
ear” and offer her “keen insight.” She provided many a ranger with advice on how to deal with 
field problems and taught him how to administratively operate his district. She was even credited 
with providing vital training to significant forest supervisors of the era. Forest supervisor for the 
Tahoe National Forest, Richard L. P. Bigelow, recognized Shinn as one of his mentors, teaching 
him everything about operating a district office. He claimed that apart from what he had 
absorbed from Shinn, everything else he learned on the Sierra had been useless. So reliant on 
her, he continued to have Shinn manage his correspondence with the Washington Office.348 
Other rangers credited Shinn as the mother of the Sierra forest, stating that “All who worked on 
the Sierra…experience[d] the influence of Mrs. Shinn and were the better for it.”349 When the 
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new forest supervisor, Paul G. Redington, took over the Sierra in 1911 after Charles retired, he 
was so irritated with Shinn’s influence on the forest that he directed all forest personnel to 
discuss their business with him instead of Shinn. As the new supervisor, he did not want to share 
the forest with Shinn as a de facto supervisor.350 Nevertheless, she continued to be a strong 
personality and influence on the forest until she retired in 1923, recalling her position within the 
Forest Service as not “just cog in a machine” but a “vital part” of the agency.351               
Records about Forest Service women in clerical positions are essentially non-existent in 
agency records collections as they did not keep accounts of their work, like Shinn had; their 
work was rather the mass of notes, correspondence, memos, and reports that make up the Forest 
Service. There are hundreds of female names in Forest Service directories with their associated 
titles, like Alice Meynes, a statistical clerk who compiled the Forest Atlas, and Mary Meyer, who 
worked in computing and tabulating for the Plant Management and Operation Division of the 
Forest Products Laboratory. 352 Helen Dowe, a Forest Service lookout during the summers, spent 
winters painting maps and illustrating texts. Finding records or work attributed to them is nearly 
impossible as they did not sign their names on documents. A quick flip through the agency 
directories, however, is a powerful reminder that they were there.   
Accounts of female clerks are typically found in retirement announcements that extolled 
their dedication and commitment to the conservation cause. When Bertha Adams retired in 1929 
after 39 years of service, she was described as unfailingly kind with a high standard for life and 
work, who inspired employees with her “wise counsel and lofty ideals of service.”353 She first 
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worked for the Department of Interior, starting in 1890. When Congress passed the Forest 
Reserve Act on March 3, 1891, it was Adams who typed the proclamation creating the forest 
reserves for the signature of President Benjamin Harris, a tremendous moment on the typewriter. 
She followed that up by typing more proclamations creating forest reserves for signatures from 
Presidents Grover Cleveland, William McKinley, and Theodore Roosevelt.  Adams went with 
the forest reserves when they were transferred to the newly created Forest Service. On the 
morning of February 1, 1905, the new Forest Service staff assembled in the Washington Office 
and listened to a speech about the high standards of the new agency. While Adams wondered if 
she would be able to “fill the bill,” she wrote in her retirement letter that she rose to the challenge 
to do her best work as a clerk and supervisor of stenography and typing.354 
Janie Smith was an essential and valuable employee on the Crater (Rogue-River) 
National Forest for thirty-nine years. With a degree from Oregon Agricultural College (now 
Oregon State), she began work as a stenographer in 1920. She quickly rose through the ranks as 
a result of her work ethic and was appointed Chief Clerk in 1930. She received another 
promotion to Administrative Assistant in 1939 and in 1957, became the only woman in the 
agency at the time to hold the title of Administrative Officer, overseeing business management 
of the forest. When she retired, colleagues remarked that the Rogue-River National Forest was 
synonymous with Janie. She was recognized as the heart of the forest and, like Edna Crocker and 
Julia Shinn, helped five successive Forest Supervisors orient themselves to the job and the 
intricacies of managing the forest.355  
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Recognizing the necessity of secretarial work to the Forest Service, the Washington 
Office clerical staff was reorganized in 1942 to include an office management team. Comprised 
of seven appointed members on two-year terms, the aim of the “Clerical Staff” was to promote 
clerical efficiency as well as to advise the Chief and his staff regarding administrative matters. 
Members of the Clerical Staff were selected from a roster of GS-9 and below administrative staff 
spread across the various divisions who had been employed with the agency for at least three 
years. Under the direction of the Clerical Staff Plan, meetings and activities of the membership 
were to ensure that the agency was making “full use of the interest, knowledge, and experience 
of clerical employees” and to provide “a medium through which the Chief and his Staff derive 
the benefit of group judgment in matters.” Some of their tasks were to promote employee 
participation, improve working conditions, implement efficient office practices and equipment, 
and foster high morale. The group was also responsible for planning “family” meetings for all 
Washington Office employees, “Show-me” trips for employees who traveled to forests to gain 
better insight into the field activities of the agency, guidance for safety, training, and employee 
morale training, and annual selection of the “Forest Service Rangerette” award, “a distinctly 
distaff honor.”356 The Clerical Staff Plan reasserted the importance of women in the office as 
providing the stability of work and culture the agency had come to expect into the mid-century. 
By then, the office began to look more diverse as women of color were hired as clerks and took 
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Creating a Forest Service Library 
While most clerical or administrative positions for women included stenography, typing, 
accounting, organization, scheduling, communications, and according to many male colleagues, 
enhancing the office culture, other positions generally approved for women within the Forest 
Service included those in libraries. Under the meticulous direction of Helen E. Stockbridge, the 
Forest Service Library dramatically grew from a small donation to a huge circulation of books, 
pamphlets, and periodicals. From 1904 to 1933, Stockbridge worked as the Forest Service 
Librarian, providing reliable and thorough assistance to the agency. No book request was ever 
too vague or insignificant for her to track down. She often helped staff find more than what they 
were looking for, offering patrons a number of carefully and thoughtfully chosen publications. 
Her eagerness to help and run down every clue made her a highly-valued colleague, on whom 
everyone depended. Even if staff did not know her personally, they knew of her and her 
library.357      
Shortly after Stockbridge began as library assistant in 1901, she helped oversee the 
transfer of approximately 3,000 books to the Division of Forestry from the Department of 
Agriculture in 1902. The small library contained a nearly complete set of USDA publications, a 
few works on general and forest botany, and books from the library of the late professor of 
forestry F.A.G. von Baur from the University of Munich. The latter collection of 1,700 books in 
German had been purchased by the Department at the behest of B. E. Fernow, then Chief of the 
Division of Forestry for $400. At the time, Germany led the world in forestry literature and 
management. When Stockbridge became the librarian in 1904, she methodically worked to 
increase the library collection. By 1910, she had increased the library’s holding four and one-half 
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times to include on its shelves 13,000 books and pamphlets. Over thirty-one years, Stockbridge 
accessioned transfers, purchased new books at the request of staff or because of its forestry-
related content, and subscribed to thirty forestry journals in seven different languages. 
Stockbridge cataloged and indexed every book, periodical, and pamphlet. Her fully detailed card 
indexes guided visitors in the library to their paper quarry.358  
Books and periodicals on forestry formed the bulk of the library and were principally 
used by the Branch of Silviculture, in which the library was originally housed and where most of 
the forestry work of the Forest Service was carried out. However, Stockbridge realized early on 
that the library needed a well-rounded approach to acquisition. She sought to obtain not only 
technical works, which made up approximately half of the library’s holdings, but also material 
on a variety of subjects to meet the demands of the numerous offices and users. To accommodate 
the Office of Dendrology for instance, Stockbridge acquired over 600 books on botany and 
dendrology for the library.359 This approach to diverse acquisition revealed the female lens that 
Stockbridge sought to bring to the library within the male-dominated culture of forestry. Books 
on botany or dendrology, fields women had dabbled in and pursued as degrees since the 
nineteenth century, enabled the library to cater to more than just the foresters.    
In January 1906, Stockbridge opened branch libraries within Forest Supervisors’ offices 
on their national forests. By 1910, 137 branch libraries circulated an average of sixty-five books 
each per year, duplicates of those that were in the Washington library. When the six Regional 
Offices were established in 1908, branch libraries of approximately 450 books each were formed 
to suit the needs of the staff and their work.360 
                                                             





Beyond her administration of the Forest Service Library, Stockbridge was a key figure in 
the development of forestry knowledge and its application in field practice as a result of her 
immense familiarity with forestry and scientific literature. She produced numerous 
bibliographies, known as the “Current List of Literature Indexed,” not only for her library but 
also for national publications. One of the first forestry bibliographers in America, Stockbridge 
was the main contributor and largely responsible for Library Bulletin 76 of the Department of 
Agriculture, “Catalogue of Publications” relating to forestry in the library of the United States 
Department of Agriculture issued in 1912. She also had a leading role in the development of the 
“Bibliography of North American Forestry.” She produced dozens of bibliographies on selected 
subjects and wrote numerous papers on forestry literature. Stockbridge expanded her scope of 
literature by serving as the secretary and treasurer for the Society of American Foresters for 
many years. She helped edit, publish, and distribute the society’s publications: “The 
Proceedings,” the Forestry Quarterly, and the Journal of Forestry. She contributed a list of new 
publications to the Journal of Forestry for many years, continually expanding on her 
bibliographic knowledge.361 
Known as a loyal, earnest, and hardworking employee, the agency “Service Bulletin” 
noted of her that “many an author, research worker, and forest school student…received advice 
and assistance from her in the selection of material or in preparing or checking a bibliography or 
list of references.” Helen Stockbridge died suddenly in 1933, leaving a large gap in the 
institutional knowledge of the Forest Service and in “her library.” In remembrance of her, the  
“Service Bulletin” stated, “The completeness, size, and worth of the collection attest to her desire 
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and zeal to make the library of the Forest Service one of the outstanding forestry libraries of the 
country.” Like any good librarian, Stockbridge always helped people find what they needed, 
especially when they did not know what it was they wanted.362  
Other women to follow Stockbridge as librarians for the Forest Service Library included 
Helen Moore, who provided a checklist of forestry serials in 1936, and Mildred Williams, who 
was listed as the Librarian in 1937. Francis Flick prepared numerous forestry bibliographies for 
the agency including the economics of forestry, the forests of Latin America, and the grading of 
logs and trees. Flick had earned a degree in forestry from Iowa State College and a library 
science degree from Syracuse University. Her unique training combined to bring much needed 
assistance to forestry bibliography within the agency after Stockbridge died. She edited the 
forestry references in the “Bibliography of Agriculture” and compiled the range management 
section of the current literature list in the Journal of Forestry. She left the Forest Service in the 
1950s to pursue a career at the University of Iowa.363   
In 1931, education specialist Priscilla Edgerton claimed, “There is perhaps no set of 
women workers in Uncle Sam’s army of federal employees more loyal and enthusiastic for the 
cause and the job,” than those in the Forest Service. Edgerton went on to say that if women were 
removed from the agency, “the powers that be” would immediately bring them back to make 
things normal again.364 The careers of Edna Crocker, Julia Shinn, Janie Smith, and Helen 
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Stockbridge reveal that women in clerical and administrative positions did not passively type up 
memos—they were key players in the daily operations and cohesion of the Forest Service.  
The longevity and expertise of female clerical staff provided stability and continuity 
within the decentralized organization where men frequently moved around. While Herbert 
Kaufman claimed in his 1960 The Forest Ranger that it was the willingness to conform based 
upon a shared education, values, and practices of male staff that secured a cohesive organization, 
women shared an essential role in maintaining the unity, regularity, and constancy of the agency. 
Overseeing the succession of chiefs, supervisors, and rangers by female clerks ensured steady 
transitions and a cohesion among the forests. Over her forty-six-year career, Gertrude Becker 
worked for ten district rangers. She cracked that the final ranger took her “twelve years to get 
him squared away. He’ll tell you that. But we made it.”365 Meanwhile, women like Helen 
Stockbridge created and recommended an intellectual foundation on which male forest staff 
depended to inform their decisions and management direction. The maps, tabulations, statistics, 
reports, and bibliographies produced by women in administrative positions formed a basis for 
management. While there were women who longed to be in the field during the early half of the 
twentieth century, numerous women made use of their gender-appropriate positions and 
performed meaningful conservation work, carrying out the cause in the office.                          
 
Spreading Conservation to the Classroom 
A subset of clerical positions for women was information or educational specialist, 
considered gender-approved work that took the conservation cause out of the office and into the 
classroom or club meeting. In the midst of typing up reports, women in Forest Service offices 
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found ways to contribute to spreading the agency’s mission and forestry cause to the general 
public by writing educational material, first as a private enterprise outside of their official job, 
and later as legitimate work for the agency. When Mosher began her quest to illustrate her own 
set of nature books for school children, she did so on her own time. She published Fruit and Nut-
Bearing Trees, Constructive Tree-Study Lessons, and other works through a private printer while 
employed with the Forest Service. Newly appointed Chief Forester, Henry S. Graves, 
commended Mosher for her efforts in taking forestry to the classroom and remarked that her 
private work, particularly her illustrations, were “splendid.” He added that forestry should be 
taken into the schools so that the next generation may develop a deeper appreciation of the 
forests. He noted that the only way to accomplish such a feat was to educate children about the 
forests, their uses, and value. He soon made good on his own appeal and commissioned Mosher 
to produce a conservation education text to be published by the Forest Service. Her 1917 Forest 
Study in the Primary Grades is one of the earliest teaching aids in forest conservation and earned 
Mosher the title “founder of environmental education” in the Forest Service.366 Charged with 
educating the public, women took the helm and developed conservation education into an agency 
program that would eventually require a Director of Women’s Forestry inside the Division of 
Information and Education.   
Women had long been seen as natural educators for children. By the late nineteenth-
century, women dominated the elementary teaching profession, and with help from the 
Progressive Era conservation movement, brought nature study into the classroom. Numerous 
leaders of the movement like Mira Lloyd Dock, Mabel Osgood Wright, and prominent 
clubwomen lamented the lack of appreciation or understanding of nature that children exhibited. 
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One New York City teacher asked her pupils “to name a sign of spring, [to which] one child 
replied, ‘Yes ma’am, I know when spring is here because the saloons put on their swinging 
doors.’”367 Women believed that children’s alienation from nature made them “hard and 
unfeeling,” with little concern for conservation issues of the future. Incorporating nature study 
into their daily school routine or through activities like Boy or Girl Scouts, they thought would 
teach children to care about the natural world around them, making them “responsible and active 
citizens,” a significant aspect of the conservation cause.368 
The General Federation of Women’s Clubs (GFWC) and the Daughters of the American 
Revolution (DAR) induced state governors and the federal Bureau of Education to incorporate 
nature study into school curriculums. By 1925, the subject had firmly found a place within nearly 
every school district across the United States.369 Many schools used Anna Botsford Comstock’s 
massive 938-page Handbook of Nature Study published in 1911, which included 232 lessons and 
suggestions for field trips, experiments, and questions to ask students.370 Female teachers 
implemented nature study in their classrooms to varying degrees and, like Edith Mosher, 
modified the available curriculum to fit their students’ needs.371  
Although women’s exclusion from professional forestry had reduced most paid female 
labor in the Forest Service to desk jobs, their feminine and maternalistic rhetoric developed since 
the days of Susan Fenimore Cooper and the Progressive Era (that most men viewed as 
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unscientific), enabled women to assume leadership over primary education and conservation 
curriculum.372 In their minds, who better than a mother to nurture within a child an appreciation 
for nature. Gifford Pinchot even called upon women to use their platform to spread conservation 
and instill the idea of resources for future generations within children stating, “Women alone can 
bring to the school children the idea of the wickedness of national waste and the value of public 
saving. The issue is a moral one; and women are the first teachers of right and wrong… inspiring 
our future citizens while they are boys and girls with the spirit of true patriotism…”373 From their 
clubs, gardens, and schools, as well as their desks and clerical jobs, women saw themselves as 
powerful promoters of conservation education and used their approved gender positions to 
spread the cause to children and adults.374 Both Edith Mosher and Priscilla Edgerton left their 
teaching jobs to work for public lands agencies and eventually the Forest Service where they 
sought to create and influence educational material that would instill within children a love and 
appreciation of nature, as well as a recognition of wise use of resources, all grounded in science. 
The Forest Service program Mosher and Edgerton developed eventually led to educating 
thousands of children, men, and women about conservation issues and the Forest Service 
mission, as well as inspiring the public to plant millions of trees.     
Initially conceived as “publicity,” what became the Forest Service conservation education 
program began within the Section on Publication and Education, later Public Relations, and 
eventually the Division of Information and Education. Public awareness of and interest in 
conservation were primary concerns of Pinchot’s with the transfer of the Forest Reserves. With 
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the support and ear of President Theodore Roosevelt, Pinchot had executive access to spread his 
message of the greatest good. He wrote and distributed numerous publications and speeches 
about conservation, forestry, and the Forest Service. To Pinchot, information and education were 
synonymous; to present scientific forestry information was to educate the public on conservation 
of the forests for the future. Leading editor Herbert Smith executed Pinchot’s information and 
educational efforts with the distribution of more scientific and technical information.375       
It was the efforts of women, however, that took Pinchot’s and Smith’s scientific 
information for the public and turned it into meaningful education. Mosher began with her 
privately published booklets: Fruit and Nut-Bearing Trees (1907), Our Oaks and Maples (1909) 
and Our Cone-Bearing Trees (1909). The hallmark of her work was her full-page illustrations. In 
each booklet she drew roughly thirty close-up scientific illustrations of the various leaves, 
flowers, seeds, cones, fruit, and branches for each tree. Echoing Susan Fenimore Cooper’s 
approach to scientific truthfulness in Rural Hours, Mosher noted in her introduction that her 
drawings had been made from a “careful study of the specimens and from the most authentic 
illustrations available and are believed to be accurate.” She further informed readers that her 
drawings were “sketchy,” “artistic,” and “without the excessive detail which would lead only to 
confusion in an introductory study.” She sought to bring beauty to the scientific study of the trees 
through her drawings, focusing on the humble pleasures of a leaf or acorn without succumbing to 
overly complicated scientific figures. She hoped that her simple, yet accurate depictions of tree 
specimens could be easily copied for the schoolroom blackboard.376 
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Despite simplifying her drawings, she did take pains to ensure the nomenclature and 
habitat of species were accurate by comparing her notations with the “Check List of Forest Trees 
of the United States” U.S. Forestry Bulletin 17. She added short statements about the scientific 
aspects of the trees including color; size; fruit type; seed variation; trunk, crown, and leaf shape; 
seasonal display; and the characteristic arrangement of leaves. She drew heavily from newly 
published works like The Tree Book by Julia Rogers (1905), Our Native Trees by Harriet Keeler 
(1900), Familiar Trees by Ferdinand Schuyler Mathews (1898), Our Trees-How to Know Them 
by Clarence M. Weed (1908), and Studies of Trees in Winter by Annie Oakes Huntington (1905). 
The booklets were finished with numerous photographs of entire trees and landscapes, either 
taken especially for the books or provided by the U.S. Geological Survey, Forest Service, or 
Department of Agriculture.377     
She ended each of her three booklets with a section of lessons for teachers. In her Our 
Oaks and Maples, she summoned teachers to open up the schoolroom to the great out-of-doors 
and bring inside the “natural attractiveness of the beautiful colored leaves of the Oaks and 
Maples” to guide scientific lessons. She suggested that teachers begin their lessons on the 
assortment of leaf colors, discussing their different shades and hues during each season and 
compare the leaf to different varieties. She provided numerous questions for teachers to use and 
recommended how to adjust them for younger and older children.378  
The New England Journal of Education wrote that no one had given children such 
delightful studies of trees as Mosher had and lauded her ability as a teacher and writer to 
understand the needs of schoolchildren and pedagogical implementation in the elementary 





classroom. With additional praise from Chief Graves, libraries from New England to Texas 
snapped up Mosher’s booklets for their circulation.379 Based on such glowing feedback, 
Mosher’s private publisher urgently requested more from her. Between 1910 and 1913, she 
redeveloped her books into a five-part series for elementary instruction entitled Constructive 
Tree-Study Lessons for Supplementary Use, which included "Fruit Studies," "Our Queenly 
Maples," "Our Kingly Oaks," “Studies of Nut- Bearing Trees," and "Studies of Evergreens." 
Constructive Tree-Study Lessons took a more technical tone than her previous booklets, featuring 
her full-page illustrations with more scientifically detailed descriptions, such as Latin names, 
size, climate, distribution, and maturation, as well as a description of leaves, flowers, fruit, seeds, 
and cones. She ended each section with a glossary of botanical terms and a brief passage about 
the respective specimens.380  
 Seeing the benefits of taking conservation into the classroom to instill within children the 
ideals of sustainable environmental practices for future generations, the Forest Service asked 
Mosher to author a conservation text for teachers. Mosher had been working on boundary 
records in her clerical position and was delighted to receive a promotion and the opportunity to 
write educational materials for the agency in addition to her other clerical duties. In 1915, the 
Forest Service paid her a salary of $1200 per year, doubling her earnings from when she first 
began federal service in 1900.381  
Published jointly by the Forest Service and the Michigan Public Domain Commission, 
Mosher’s Forest Study in the Primary Grades established the agency conservation education 
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program, providing teachers with specific lessons and directions on how to teach them. In her 
introduction, Mosher described the purpose of the book as two-fold: that forest study should 
begin in the primary grades, when young minds were pliable and willing to absorb material, 
citing the adage “As the twig is bent, the tree’s inclined.”382 The second purpose was to convey 
the importance of forestry in American life and enable teachers to impart to children reasons for 
being concerned about forests. The content of Forest Study moved beyond simple specimen 
identification and observation of characteristics as seen in her booklets, to a higher level of 
contextualizing forest conservation issues, such as influences on humanity, the economy of 
nature, sustainable use, and fire prevention.  
She asserted that the preservation of forests was critical for many facets of life, among 
them sustaining industry, protecting soil and stream flows, and enjoying the beauty of nature. 
The numerous pieces of national and state legislation on forest conservation annually enacted, 
she claimed, attested to the importance of the issue and demonstrated that the growing 
recognition of forest studies in school curriculums in turn reinforced public support. Because 
children’s interest in nature peaked by the age of ten, she argued, teachers should take advantage 
of such interest and solidify children’s appreciation and value of nature. She wrote, “Since 
childhood is the time for the cultivation of taste, nature subjects should be taught, to the end that 
children may acquire a healthy attitude toward life in the country, a love for nature in its many 
varying phases, a sympathy concerning rural problems, and an interest in questions affecting the 
welfare of our nation.”383 Learning forest conservation issues as a young student made them 
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better citizens, she emphasized. By understanding the interconnectedness of forests and people, 
children would be informed about the state of the country and take an interest in national 
problems like conservation. And as better citizens with a love for nature, Mosher claimed, as did 
Susan Fenimore Cooper, that children would be better individuals, as forest study dramatically 
satisfied an innate curiosity, while it instilled morality and built character.384  
Recognizing the importance of conservation education, the Forest Service gradually 
developed a program by bringing in specialists and clerical staff from various divisions to form 
the beginnings of the Division of Information and Education and a conservation program.385 In 
1928, the program was institutionalized through the Forest Service Manual, which promoted 
cooperation with schools, encouraged publications for children, and noted the importance of 
education in “promoting the best use of all forest resources in the country, public and private.”386  
During this 1920s buildup of the conservation education program that Mosher had 
founded, the Forest Service hired Daisy Priscilla Edgerton within the Division of Information 
and Publications at the Washington Office in 1923. There she undertook research on forestry 
education, examining how to best communicate conservation issues and forestry techniques to 
school children. She had worked as a teacher before coming to the Forest Service in 1908 as a 
writer and editor. Described as soft-spoken and scholarly in manner, Edgerton was foundational 
in bringing forest conservation teaching into southern schools. Her prior work as a school teacher 
drove not only her approach to the topic but also her passion for conservation education. Her 
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work culminated in the 1927 USDA Circular Number 98, The Forest: A Handbook for Teachers 
and the 1930 textbook Southern Forests: First Steps in Forest Study. Edgerton’s assemblage of 
research over a thirty-year period made her a leading education authority within the Forest 
Service, while her writing greatly influenced public popularity of forestry as a subject.387 
While Mosher’s Forest Study was geared toward the primary grades, Edgerton’s 1927 
The Forest: A Handbook for Teachers was written for the intermediate grades, focusing on 
grades five through nine. The nature study handbook was to be taught as a supplement to general 
subjects. The first section of The Forest provided outlines for each grade divided out by seasonal 
instruction with associated topics. In each section, she guided the teacher through the lesson by 
listing ideas for illustrative materials used to demonstrate the topic, discussing the topic in a brief 
paragraph to convey the main ideas to students, and providing a number of study questions. The 
lessons each featured numerous photographs and provided assignments for students to complete 
as well as a “correlations” section, which gave teachers ideas for tying forestry lessons into 
everyday subjects like science, geography, civics, history, and literature.388  
The second section of The Forest offered teachers supplementary exercises for the 
classroom in the form of crafts, experiments, and literature. To illustrate the value of forests to 
watersheds and soils, she devised a kinesthetic experiment for students to not only get their 
hands dirty but see forests in action. “To Show that Forests Prevent Erosion of the Soil” she 
directed teachers and students on how to complete the experiment, followed by questions for 
students to answer about the lesson: 
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Prepare a mound of loose, fresh earth about 2 feet in diameter at the base and 
from 12 to 14 inches high. Pack the mound so as to approximate the natural 
condition of the earth's surface. Cover one side of this mound with moss, being 
careful to leave none of the surface exposed, and thrust small twigs of evergreen 
into the moss so as to make a miniature forest. Leave the other side bare. Now, 
with a common garden watering pot sprinkle water upon the mound, first on the 
“forested” side, then on the barren side, from a height of 3 feet or more. Note how 
the water gullies the bare slope and runs off in muddy streams at its base, while 
the “forest-covered” slope is protected from erosion and the water running off it 
remains clear. Note also that when the sprinkling is begun the run-off is more 
rapid from the barren slope than from the moss-covered side. What does this 
suggest as to the effect of the removal of forests from mountain sides?389 
 
This hands-on lesson provided students, even in city centers, the ability to understand the 
mechanics of how forests, soils, and water were all interconnected. Seen as a timeless and 
valuable illustration, this lesson is still used in 2021 by the Forest Service conservation education 
program.  
 In addition to experiments, Edgerton provided supplementary lessons for creating a forest 
calendar that captured students’ thoughts about trees throughout the seasons and ideas for field 
trips to woods and parks to collect forest specimens for the classroom. Edgerton closed out The 
Forest with a supplementary reading list, which listed numerous scientific studies, poetry, and 
classic literature references arranged by grade and then season or term. She cited several of the 
same works that Mosher used in her work, as well as Mosher’s booklets Fruit and Nut Trees, 
Oaks and Maples and Our Cone Bearing Trees.390  
Seeing the value of her work with the Forest Service, the State of Mississippi offered 
Edgerton a position as the State Supervisor of Forestry Education in 1926. Wanting to expand 
her work on forestry education, Edgerton left the Forest Service for the position. Her main work 
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included research and writing for a textbook for school children on forest study to fulfill the 
requirements of the newly enacted Mississippi state law that required the subject of forestry to be 
taught in its public schools. Published in 1930, her book Southern Forests: First Steps in Forest 
Study was adopted by the State Textbook Commission and readopted in 1934.391  
By far one of the longest works on forestry education by 1930, Edgerton’s 300-plus page 
Southern Forests took several of the concepts and lessons from her Circular The Forest and 
significantly expanded upon them. Rather than a lesson book for teachers like The Forest or 
Mosher’s Forest Study, Edgerton’s Southern Forests was written for students. She introduced the 
study of forestry by reminding students that trees were their faithful friends and always had been, 
since they first clutched the bars of their wooden crib or learned to walk across the wooden floor. 
In comparison to the personal benefits and comforts of trees afforded to students, Edgerton 
described the forest’s contribution to the economic and social progress of the United States and 
the importance of sustainable forests to the country’s continued success, quoting Charles Lathrop 
Pack, “American civilization has been built upon a foundation of wood.”392  
After emotionally connecting students to the subject, she gave them their charge: to 
understand the importance of the reforestation of the South after centuries of farming to restore 
the environment, as well as to ensure the South’s ability to continue to produce lumber as one of 
the nation’s highest suppliers. Over the space of four lesson chapters, Edgerton discussed the 
basic study of trees; the broader forests; forest products, industries, and influences; and trees and 
forests from the backyard to around the world. She began each chapter with an overview of the 
lesson, then moved into basic discussions of each topic with definitions of key words. 
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Supplemented with charts, graphs, and photographs, each topic within the chapters included a 
section on classroom and field study, encouraging the students to conduct experiments and 
physically compare specimens. She followed up each section with associated questions and tasks 
to reinforce the lesson and check for understanding.393   
Edgerton’s textbook was well-received and widely-distributed throughout the South. A 
review of Southern Forests in the journal The Forest Worker described the book as surpassing its 
title of First Steps, because it went a long way to make the subject interesting and relevant to 
students.394 As the State Supervisor of Forestry Education, she gave several talks around 
Mississippi and participated in tree plantings hosted by forestry clubs.395 After the completion of 
the textbook, Edgerton returned to the Forest Service Division of Information and Education in 
1930, working in the Public School Work and Education sections of the Division as Assistant 
Editor.396 She continued her work as an author and education specialist, publishing another 
circular with co-author Charles E. Randall. The 1938 Misc. Publication No 295 Famous Trees 
reportedly sold 20,000 copies in one summer. Famous Trees described hundreds of trees 
throughout the country associated with notable persons, events, or places, trees notable for the 
unusual size or age, and “freak” trees. Celebrated trees included the pecan trees at George 
Washington’s Mt. Vernon, the Washington Elm on the Capitol Grounds of Washington D.C., the 
De Soto Oak in Florida under which a treaty was made with Native Americans in 1539, an 
upside-down growing tree in Oregon, and two giant hollies in New Jersey that grew into one 
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another and shared trunks.397 In 1938, she contributed to a four-part instructional unit for Junior 
High School students entitled the “Forest Conservation Handbook.” Assisted by education 
specialist W.P. Beard, the sections included forestry for social studies, science, civics, and 
history. In the history section, Edgerton wrote about the part forests have played in the history of 
mankind, echoing Mosher’s earlier argument that the forests and humans are intertwined.398 
While all of Edgerton’s and Mosher’s works were scientifically based, their emphasis on 
culture within the texts set them apart from other scientific works of the time, especially those 
created by their male Forest Service colleagues. Men’s informational material coming out of the 
Division of Information was largely technical. Mosher’s, Edgerton’s, and other Forest Service 
women’s work included numerous poems, prose, songs, and literature references, a method 
introduced by Susan Fenimore Cooper and employed by many women of the Progressive Era. 
Mosher and others hoped that pairing inspirational poetry with scientific illustrations would 
awaken students’, and to a larger extent, the public’s attention to the beauty, individuality, and 
natural necessity and usefulness of trees. It was their belief that scientific observation and 
understanding should be understood within a cultural context and impress upon readers the close 
influence and interconnectedness between people and nature, as well as the tremendous impact 
nature has on revealing human insight.  
In her 1909 Our Oaks and Maples, Mosher opened the preface with a poem from William 
Wordsworth: 
One impulse from the vernal wood 
May teach you more of man 
Of moral evil, and of good,  
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Than all the sages can.399  
 
Her use of this poem reveals how many women of the Progressive Era movement felt about the 
conservation cause—that nature imparted to men, women, and children an intrinsic morality that 
no one person could convey, and that loss of the forests would mean devastation for humanity. 
Thereby, the importance of conserving the nation’s natural resources was paramount for not only 
the survival of trees, birds, industry, and the economy for the benefit of future generations, but 
the moral fiber of the country itself, an idea Susan Fenimore Cooper had pursued in the 1850s.      
Mosher went onto explain in Our Oaks and Maples that her association with the Forest 
Service since 1905 had deeply impressed upon her the need to protect the forests from “the greed 
of commerce” and sacrifice “upon the altar of selfish gain.” She was grateful for “each new book 
that is published on the subject” believing that it would “bring about a more intelligent 
appreciation of this great national heritage of ours.” Quoting a professor from Michigan State 
University, Mosher entreated that “‘We cannot teach people to love a saw-log.’ But the living, 
growing trees—it is easy to love them…”400 By infusing their scientific texts with literature and 
cultural references, these women demonstrated how the conservation cause for them was not 
only the scientific management of natural resources that male utilitarian conservationists (and 
even some women) advocated—the cause was also saving forests because American’s character 
and morality depended upon them, harkening back to Susan Fenimore Cooper’s “something 
higher.” While this narrative had been dismissed by the male forestry profession, denying 
women positions of authority, the “feminine” argument persisted and found a powerful platform 
within women’s conservation education efforts, all from the desk of some clerks. Interesting 
                                                             




enough, the Forest Service thought so too and continued to publish their work as the basis of the 
conservation education program.    
 Mosher and Edgerton used poems and prose from several well-known authors such as 
Virgil, Keats, Thoreau, and Longfellow. One of Mosher’s more poignant story-form lessons 
came from a poem she authored herself to demonstrate the dependence of all life on the forests, 
especially those of school children: 
 This is the school boy, sturdy and strong, 
 With a skip and a jump he hurries along 
 To his home, where mother protects  
from harm, 
Where father ploughs and sows the farm,  
And gathers the grain and the fruit that 
 grows, 
Because of the beautiful river that flows 
From hillsides green, and mountains cold, 
Covered by trees that are centuries old, 
That hold the snows, and the raindrops  
 small, 
As they come one by one from above in  
 their fall— 
 The plan of the bountiful Father of all.401  
 
Discussing poems and stories like Mosher’s in the classroom, conservation education specialists 
thought, provided students with the opportunity to connect practical notions of forestry with the 
greater cause. This would enable students to think about all of the products that came from 
forests that affected their daily lives, like their homes made of lumber and numerous items in 
their classrooms. Mosher’s poem also spoke about those resources affected by the forest, such as 
the rivers that water farmland. As forests improve water quality, they thereby enrich farmland 
soil with nutrients and reduce erosion. Mosher, Edgerton, and others reasoned that children 
should learn about the relationship between tree life and human life, how and why trees and 
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humans influenced one another, as well as the tremendous benefits that society gains through its 
association with trees.402   
 Mosher and others also used poetry to introduce to children the critical discussion of fire 
prevention, a message the Forest Service strongly promoted after 1910. Mosher again took to her 
own pen and composed a poem to impress upon children the personal loss that fires brought 
about: 
  
What do we burn when we burn our trees? 
We burn the home for you and me,  
We burn the carriage house, barn, and shed, 
The baby's cradle, the little boy's sled, 
The book case, the table, the rocker of ease--  
We burn all these when we burn our trees. 
 
What do we burn when we burn our trees? 
The daily comfort which everyone sees, 
The wages for man for years to come, 
In big factories where busy wheels hum - 
For industries many depend on trees - 
When our forests burn, we burn all these. 
 
What do we burn when we burn our trees? 
The homes of birds, the squirrels, and bees, 
The home of the brook, and the cooling spring 
Where violets blossom, and bluebirds sing, 
The beauties of nature, so fair to please - 
We burn all these when we burn our trees.403 
 
She described in the poem and associated lesson how everyone lost when “we burn our trees” 
and that it was the responsibility of every individual to participate in the prevention of forest 
fires, long before Smokey Bear made popular the message “Only You Can Prevent Forest 
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Fires.”  The poem was so well received that it was printed in subsequent Forest Service 
conservation education materials.  
Like Mosher, Edgerton mixed scientific data, cultural impacts, statistics, graphs, and 
photographs, with related poetry, stories, and even songs as a means of understanding and 
relating to forestry. Edgerton authored some of her own poetry in a similar fashion to Mosher, 
connecting personal responsibility and care for nature with scientific forestry. Others to follow 
this educational formula included Caroline Dormon and Rowena (Nina) Booth Owen. Dormon, 
who had campaigned for the creation of the Kisatchie National Forest, wrote numerous lessons 
and texts for public school children in Louisiana that considered both the scientific and cultural 
aspects of the longleaf pine forests. Similar to Edgerton, Dormon worked as an education 
specialist for the Louisiana Division of Forestry between 1921 and 1928 and was later offered 
positions with the State Forester of Mississippi’s office and as a dendrologist for the Forest 
Service. She declined both, however, desiring to stay in Louisiana and finish her textbook, 
Forest Trees of Louisiana, which was published in 1941.404   
Poems and stories were also a major component of the work completed by Nina Owen, a 
writer for the Eastern Region of Forest Service from 1906 to 1936. She authored several booklets 
on conservation and forestry for children, from technical briefs to original short stories. Her 1928 
“Forestry for Young Folks” introduced children to scientific forest information through an easy-
to-understand story format. Owen wrote about the life cycle of trees, tree flowers and seeds, and 
forest effects on soils, as well as the “enemies of trees” or forest fires. By following the Forest 
Service’s six simple rules—putting out matches; ensuring tobacco products are expended; 
making a safe camp fire; never breaking camp before the fire is extinguished; never burning 
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brush in windy weather; and correctly extinguishing fires—Owen claimed, forest fires could be 
prevented. She wrote “to control a fire of 1,000 acres is good; to put out a fire of ½ acre is better; 
but to prevent a fire because you have learned to value the trees and their countless gifts is best 
of all.” Before she ended her brief with Edith Mosher’s poem “What Do We Burn When We 
Burn Our Trees,” she wrote in all capitals, “WILLFUL WASTE MAKES WOEFUL WANT.”405 
Circulated by the Eastern Regional Office, Owen’s 1929 short brief “Forest Leaves: 
Helpful Suggestions to the Teacher” took segments of Edgerton’s Circular The Forest: A 
Handbook For Teachers and condensed the seasonal lesson outlines for primary and 
intermediate grades. “Forest Leaves” included some of Edgerton’s experiments and slightly 
tailored the lessons and photographs for the eastern forests. In his introductory letter to the brief, 
District Forester Evan W. Kelly appealed to teachers to do their part in inspiring within the youth 
“the feeling that tree planting, tree protection, and tree study are economically important and 
civically and spiritually uplifting” by employing Owen’s lesson in their classroom.406 
Beyond technical briefs, Owen’s greatest contribution to children’s conservation study 
were her fictional short stories: “The Raindrop Family,” “Pine Tree Treasures,” and “The 
Enchanted Study.” Based on factual forest science, she turned basic lessons into amusing stories. 
“The Raindrop Family” told the story of the raindrops, that when properly managed by their 
guardians, the forest, the family follows their orderly course to the sea. Along the way, the 
raindrops create the springs and waterfalls that feed the forest, keeping it healthy, vibrant, and 
green. But when men cut down the trees in the thousands, they left barren land and timber prone 
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to wildfires. With no guardian forests to watch over them, the naughty raindrops misbehaved, 
wearing grooves, gullies, and crevices in the barren land and pushing good soil out of the way. 
Eventually, the raindrops flooded the cities and destroyed everything in their path. Recognizing 
man’s mistake, a wise man understood that it was the forest that had made the raindrops obey 
and he set out to replant all the barren land. With the forest alive once again, the forest guardians 
wisely directed the raindrop family, which served to bring beauty and life back to the earth.407  
Owens’ story echoes the sentiments of Mosher and Edgerton—by using literature, poems, 
and short stories that spoke to a child’s imagination, they believed children would engage with 
the lessons on a deeper level and commit to memory, and to heart, the benefits, uses, and value 
of the forest as well as develop a more vital interest in their world. While some in the broader  
conservation education field cautioned “that an over reliance on nature stories in some 
classrooms [might] threaten to transform nature study into a literary pursuit,” female 
conservation education specialists in the Forest Service argued that a cultural context made 
nature more accessible and beautiful, but also solidified the lessons of preserving the nations.408  
As praise poured in for both Mosher and Edgerton, the Forest Service conservation 
education program formed a solid foundation. Michigan Governor Chase S. Osborn, who wrote 
the introduction to Mosher’s first edition of Forest Study lauded her work, calling it “the best 
thing of its kind for the purpose it seeks to accomplish in the world,” which reinforced the 
importance of trees upon humanity and in particular, the nation.409 When she retired from the 
Forest Service in 1938 after thirty years of service, Chief F.A. Silcox commended Edgerton for 
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her “pioneer work in forestry education” and “contribution to the education of countless boys 
and girls.” He went on to state that “The esteem with which school people regard the Forest 
Service has been greatly augmented by your influence on our publication and by your helpful 
suggestions to teachers. Your ability to do effective research, to develop new materials 
continuously, and to present new viewpoints has been outstanding.” Edgerton was the second 
woman honored with associate membership in the Society of American Foresters. 410 
Mosher’s career was unfortunately cut short. After publishing Forest Study and working 
on Industrial Investigations in her clerk position for the Forest Service, Mosher became ill with 
tuberculosis. She was forced to leave Washington D.C., her engine for creativity and educational 
research, to enter a sanitarium in Denver, Colorado. After a year, she tried to return to the Forest 
Service as a clerk but was still too ill. In a letter to Acting Forester A.F. Potter, she resigned 
effective May 3, 1918, lamenting her involuntary decision to leave a position she so deeply 
cherished. The thought of returning to her work and the “constant friendly attitude” of the agency 
during her year of treatment kept Mosher’s spirits up. She wrote “And believe me, to feel that I 
can be of use and am needed for some purpose by those with whom I have been so pleasantly 
associated will be the best possible mental tonic.” After attending a Forest Service luncheon, she 
felt alive again and laughed at herself quipping, “the life of a slacker is not enviable.”411  
Having partially recovered in 1919, she tried working as an hourly clerk on the approval 
of her physician, who recommended that interesting employment was essential to her complete 
restoration. Yet, it proved too much for her health and she was forced to retire on total disability 
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in 1920. She received a pension of $393.52 per year with her meritorious work of long service 
and devotion to duty commended.412    
While her federal career was over and her lungs still in bad shape, Mosher’s passion for 
nature and literature kept her going. She furthered her studies and earned a Bachelor of Arts from 
the University of New Mexico in 1922 and co-authored a book with Nella Dietrich Williams 
called From Indian Legends to the Modern Bookshelf: An Anthology of Prose and Verse by 
Michigan Authors in 1931. Although she had departed from conservation education, her 
influence on the subject continued to spread. In 1954, an anonymous donor provided the funding 
to publish the Chase S. Osborn Memorial Revision of Mosher’s Forest Study in the Primary 
Grades in recognition of her pioneering work on forest conservation education and in honor of 
former Michigan Governor Osborn who had supplied the original introduction. The reprint was 
distributed to the Michigan elementary schools by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, and 
to the 4-H Clubs interested in conservation, forestry, and nature study by the Extension Service 
of Michigan State College.413 Despite the abrupt end to her federal career, Mosher’s desire for 
educating children about nature launched a robust program. Together, she, Edgerton, and other 
women laid the basis for a conservation education program that other women would expand 
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Spreading Conservation to the Public 
Seeing the success of children’s conservation education created by a few female clerks, 
the Forest Service directed more funding and staff to develop a robust program that taught adults 
about the agency mission and importance of forestry in addition to children. Mosher and 
Edgerton had kept the general public in mind when writing—Mosher’s first illustrated booklets 
and Edgerton’s Famous Trees had appealed to both children and adults. But on the heels of the 
closing Progressive Era, which had been a vocal and boisterous period for conservation, the 
Forest Service of the 1920s and 1930s needed a new ambassador to spread the message of 
conservation more broadly, expand the profile of the agency as a friend of the public, and 
educate the public on fire prevention.414 Women’s clubs remained a powerful force, even with 
the end of the Progressive movement, and the Forest Service sought to tap into their network by 
creating a new program within the Division of Information and Education that would make use 
of women’s clubs: Women’s Forestry.  
Considering that professional forestry was a man’s domain, the new program recognized 
women’s effective participation in spreading forestry education and the conservation cause. 
Women in regional offices working within the Division of Information and Education supported 
the program by expanding the agency’s publicity messaging and assisting women’s 
organizations in planning forestry programs. The program was so successful in the Eastern 
Region (Region 9) that the region created a Director of Women’s Forestry position in 1928. The 
Washington Office appropriated the position in 1942, looking to expand the effective regional 
program on a national level. In a 1942 article in American Forests magazine, Director of 
Women’s Forestry in the WO, Margaret March-Mount, outlined the goal of the Women’s 
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Forestry program: to make women into “forest builders” who would protect the forests as their 
homes. She wrote, “No longer is forestry wholly ‘a man’s profession.’ The wonder-world of the 
forest is now a woman’s world also.” She claimed that women could build careers at home as 
foresters, working on the “human side of forestry,” a trend that Mosher and Edgerton had begun 
by combining science and literature to highlight the cultural aspect of forestry. The program 
directed by March-Mount revealed the contrast in men’s and women’s approach to forest 
conservation—while Forest Service men predominately viewed timber as a crop to be harvested, 
women desired to build up forests to enhance American life.415  
Before she became the first Director of Women’s Forestry, Margaret March-Mount 
worked for the Bighorn and Shoshone National Forests doing routine office work from 1913 to 
1928. She transferred to the Marquette (now Hiawatha) National Forest in Munising, Michigan 
in May of 1928 (then part of Region 2). There March-Mount worked as an administrative 
assistant under Forester Bill Barker, handling everything from fiscal reports to public relations. 
So successful was she in her publicity work that people believed the regional office was in 
Munising instead of Denver, Colorado (Region 9 not having been established at that time). While 
some tried to move the regional office to Munising, the agency instead moved March-Mount to 
Milwaukee to take up the regional post as Director of Women’s Forestry. 416   
A woman who loved trees and the wild things that grew among the roots and hollow 
trunks of the woods, March-Mount spent her life ensuring the preservation of woodland, its 
watersheds, and wildlife. Raised in Illinois and Kansas, March-Mount witnessed the bare gullied 
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hillsides and wind-swept prairies made void from the loss of soil protected by once lush 
woodlands and vegetative cover. Later, she watched the devastation of a forest fire atop an 
Oregon mountain and dreamed of how she might be able to prevent more of these ecological 
disasters. While her first clerical positions were not the forestry jobs she had envisioned, being 
excluded from the work as a woman, she used the time as an apprenticeship to learn what she 
could about forestry and how she might be able to bring people and forests together through 
education and prevent the needless waste of forests by planting trees.417  
As the Director of Women’s Forestry, March-Mount oversaw conservation education 
activities with women's clubs and school children, making her personal desire to spread the 
message of conservation of the forests finally a reality. Throughout the 1930s, she went on 
speaking tours before women’s groups and educational clubs about forestry programs, engaged 
with school children, hosted forest tours, gave interviews on radio programs, dispensed 
educational materials of her contemporaries like Edgerton and Owen, and spread her passion for 
reforestation. She wrote for the American Forests magazine; “Happy Days,” a national 
conservation camp newspaper; and “Parks and Recreation.” She convinced Americans 
throughout the region of the importance of healthy forests to watersheds and productive soil. She 
demonstrated the devastation of wildfire and taught adults and children alike how to prevent 
forest fires. Above all, she encouraged her audience to plant trees.418  
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 Soon known as the “Tree Lady,” March-Mount encouraged children to join her Squirrel 
Club, a club that originated in Minnesota devised to promote children’s interest in fire 
prevention. To gain membership in the Squirrel Club, prospective candidates had to climb to the 
cab of a fire lookout tower and sign a pledge to be part of the prevention of human-caused forest 
fires. Aided by schools and women’s clubs, the local club gained immense popularity and 
quickly achieved national attention with Squirrel Club members throughout the country.419 
 But the Tree Lady had more work to do—she needed to plant trees. To achieve that end, 
she popularized the “Penny Pines” campaign, a children’s conservation crusade to encourage 
students to donate pennies to fund the planting of pines on national forests. In exchange for every 
penny given, the Forest Service planted two or three pine trees. For every four dollars received, 
the Forest Service promised to plant 1,000 seedlings in states where conditions were favorable 
for growing pines. The campaign originated with Wilhelmine LaBudde of Milwaukee who came 
up with the idea in 1932. The first pines were planted on 640 acres of barren land on the Nicolet 
National Forest. But like the Squirrel Club, the Penny Pine campaign went quickly coast-to-coast 
with the help of March-Mount. As a direct result of her efforts, the popularity of the reforestation 
program resulted in the planting of thousands of acres on 80 new school forests.420 
 Not only did she engender enthusiasm in school children, she captivated women with her 
striking speeches and motivating magazine articles. March-Mount worked closely with many 
women’s organizations, such as the GFWC and the DAR, to spread the word of reforestation. 
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She kept an aggressive calendar. Her speaking engagements took her all over the region, 
lecturing up to twice a day at different women’s group meetings. She spoke primarily about 
conservation and implementing forestry in their clubs’ programming. She even squeezed in radio 
interviews between talks. She lectured authoritatively on the subject but added some whimsy 
with bits of poems, humorous anecdotes, and easy epigrams to remember, taking a page from 
Mosher and Edgerton. She delivered her talks with so much alacrity and delight that women 
found her message inspiring and conservation not a doleful duty but fun, necessary, and 
worthwhile. By the end of her lectures, women were asking “what can we do!” March-Mount 
suggested that there were immediate and practical conservation initiatives that women could 
undertake. She claimed, "Uncle Sam has been a bachelor far too long. Whether or not he takes 
unto himself a wife, he needs a nation of nieces, helpmates, and handmaids if he is to get back 
his forests.” Although women were excluded from the two-fisted work of forestry, March-Mount 
believed that women could still do valuable work by spreading the message of fire prevention 
and planting trees. She chimed “Everything starts in talk, and green trees and pink teas are 
society sisters.”421  
 Her appeal to women’s clubs was further solidified by her manner and appearance. With 
a witty sense of humor and twinkling blue eyes, the Tree Lady’s message was an easy one to 
accept. But it was also her presence that made women adopt the cause of conservation. Having 
no uniform to don, March-Mount made her own Forest Service uniform. She wanted to be seen 
as part of the agency, as a real and valuable contributor to forestry work. So, she thoughtfully 
devised an outfit—a feminized version of the suit rangers wore, with a heather-green tailored 
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jacket and skirt. Over a crisp white shirt, the jacket featured pockets “so huge that no pocketbook 
was needed,” wrote an admirer. While she wore a tie like her male colleagues, she completed her 
calculated look with “a saucy beret cocked upon her curls.” Her smart suit produced the desired 
effect everywhere she went. “When she comes in to the room” mused a journalist, “in her trim 
heather green uniform, you just naturally think of trees… her very presence makes you more 
mindful of the grandeur, beauty, and worth of trees.”422 
 While the “Ambassador of Trees” strongly advocated tree planting, March-Mount also 
spoke forcefully about fire prevention in her lectures. She acknowledged that in 1938 Wisconsin 
and Michigan had over 2000 fires, which burnt more than 52,000 acres. She shocked her 
audience when she stated about 90% of forest fires were human-caused and the United States led 
the world in forest fires. “PREVENTION,” she exclaimed, “is better than cure. We feminine 
foresters believe in STOPPING FIRES BEFORE THEY START.” Facing the 1939 summer, 
March-Mount spoke to women about concerning forest fire conditions due to drought and that 
the Forest Service was anticipating a very dangerous fire season. She noted that the Chief had 
sent out an SOS call—while on the seas it meant save our souls, on land, March-Mount warned it 
denotes “save our soils.”423 
 Her best tool for engaging women in the prevention of forest fires was “that human 
twist!” as she called it, connecting women to the cause with a personal responsibility to stop 
fires. March-Mount boasted that in 1939, there were 175 million acres of national forest land. 
That equaled about 1.3 acres per American. These forests, she cautioned, were home to 
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watersheds and wildlife, to recreation and jobs. Since many women still viewed men as wasteful 
users of the forests, she went on to challenge them: if women did not preserve the forests, who 
would? The Penny Pines campaign of spreading education through planting that she had 
popularized, provided a personal attachment to forests. March-Mount spoke of the personal 
connection women and children made with the trees they planted and the custodial sentiment 
they felt for protecting their forests. When smoke rose in the woods, it was of personal concern 
to them: “Oh, mama, do you think our forest is burning?”424 The sentiment echoed those made 
during the Progressive Era, which extended the home to include nature. Preventing forest fires, 
March-Mount likened, was protecting one’s home.   
 After touring European forests and studying forestry policies in England, Scotland, 
Belgium, Holland, Italy, and Germany, similar to Mira Lloyd Dock’s tour in 1900, March-Mount 
included information that she had learned abroad in her lectures. She explained that in Berne, 
Switzerland, prevention of forest fires started by planting the seeds of prevention into the minds 
of the youth, so that they would bring that mindset to the forefront of society when they were of 
age. She continued that the French believed the United States to be the world’s worst wasters by 
burning up its natural resources. March-Mount praised the Chief for affirming that the US will 
not have forest fires when Americans make up their minds not to have them. Inspiring her 
listeners, she challenged, “Perhaps that's the women's job - changing the minds of American 
forest users.”425 
 Her lectures often included a component of educational material. She described how 
“show me tours” in the North Woods allowed women to walk the forests and learn about nature 






from a forester. Additionally, summer school programs on the national forests taught teachers 
how to teach conservation and forestry in their schoolrooms. Using the forest as the classroom 
for instruction from a living textbook, school-teachers learned about botany and wildlife from 
foresters and forestry professors. March-Mount also insisted that education began at home.  
She discussed how increased use of motor vehicles within the national forests had played 
a part in more forest fires. One of the chief fire instigators associated with motor cars was 
cigarettes. While cigarettes on pavement did not make much of an impression, she chided, on a 
forest floor they were devastating. And she reminded the crowd that women’s cigarettes started 
fires just as hot fires as the men’s did. An epigram she passed on from a Wisconsin ranger 
cautioned, “Chaperone your cigarette. Don’t let it go out alone.” She implored forest visitors to 
use an ash tray in their car. Another contributor to forest fires that she lectured about was 
campfires improperly extinguished. She discussed how to create a safe campfire and provided a 
recipe for how to put it out, “soak in water and stir until cold.” Another catchy phrase she recited 
was “One tree can make a million matches—one match can destroy a million trees.”426   
 Her success moved her from the Regional Office to Washington D.C. in 1942, where she 
worked to expand the conservation education program. During World War II, she updated her 
message to support the war effort and rally women to the cause of conservation as a patriotic 
duty. She claimed that the country’s greatest defense was its trees, because wood was a potent 
arsenal in a time of war—as important as bread in sustaining life. The monetary value of timber 
lost to forest fires each year could build a fleet of battleships, she lamented. The need to conserve 
wood, she declared, was not only to build and sustain the implements of war, but also for 
reconstructing the country when peace finally came. She implored women to look ahead to the 




end of the war, as she forecast there would be a great demand for new homes, churches, schools, 
offices, ships, and factories. While the men were away, March-Mount laid the burden of 
protecting the nation’s forests on the shoulders of women. She poignantly entreated, “While we 
spend billions for bombs, let us encourage the children to invest pennies for pines. Bombs 
explode, pines grow.” She urged women to use their education to prevent forest fires and plant 
more trees to protect watersheds, soils, and habitats.427  
“Wherever she goes, young forests begin to grow,” a children’s newspaper wrote of 
Margaret March-Mount in 1940. With such a mounting passion for growing trees under the 
tutelage of March-Mount, school forests, penny pine forests, and memorial forests sprouted 
throughout the nation. The GFWC set as its goal forests in every state. Likewise, the American 
Legion Auxiliary inaugurated memorial forests throughout the nation. Women funded the forests 
by volunteering the money, sometimes from their own meager personal and club budgets, while 
the national forests provided the planting sites, seedlings, and supervision. The boys of the 
Civilian Conservation Corps or local young men planted the trees. Rustic signs dedicated the 
forest with phrases like “and the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the nations.”428 
 As with the GFWC and American Legion, March-Mount facilitated and popularized 
cooperative agreements between the DAR and the Forest Service. As human and natural 
conservation had long been part of their mission, the DAR set out to promote the planting of 
5,000,000 trees in 38 states and the District of Columbia. The Illinois chapters reforested 1,000 
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acres on Shawnee National Forest; women of the Ozark foothills raised $4,000 worth of trees 
and were given a bonus of 100,000 saplings; Pennsylvanian chapters planted 300 acres on the 
Allegheny National Forest; chapters in Michigan planted on 280 acres; Virginians planted 60 
acres on the George Washington National Forest; Ohio chapters dedicated 111,000 pines on the 
Wayne National Forest; and Missouri chapters established five cooperative forests funded by 
pennies from 10,000 school children. The Forest Service expressed gratitude for the efforts of 
women and children planting millions of trees; the agency continues the Penny Pines program 
today.429 
March-Mount reflected that these efforts were a far cry from the time of Hetch-Hetchy 
when women were criticized as nature-lovers who only cared about gardens, planting a few 
petunias around a mailbox. She lauded the fact that “selective logging” and “sustained yield” had 
become household terms used by women. This “green network” that women had created, wrote 
March-Mount,  
reaches from the ridges of New England into the Smokies and the deep South; 
through wretched lands along the Ohio River watershed; into the Ozarks of 
Arkansas, Missouri and Illinois; throughout the Midlands where shelterbelts are 
greening the nation's granary; over the Continental Divide in the tops of the 
Rockies; into the redwood region of California; and along the International 
Boundary line in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan.430  
 
She stated women had no desire to stop there but sought to also rescue millions of privately-
owned acres through reforestation. “There is no copyright on alliterative ‘penny pineries,’” she 
                                                             





wrote, “They have captured the imagination of tree lovers everywhere who wish to be more 
aggressive than sentimental—to do something tangible.”431 
March-Mount retired from the Forest Service in 1943 with more titles than a champion 
boxer. During her career she had been known as the Tree Lady, Feminine Champion of Trees, 
America’s Number 1 Woman Forester, Penny Pines Apostle, Crusader for Conservation, a Press 
Agent for Forests, a Champion of Tree Planting, and her favorite, Ambassador of Trees. In 1950, 
she was awarded an honorary degree from the Biltmore Forest School on the Vanderbilt Estate in 
North Carolina for her work in conservation.432   
While March-Mount made inroads to conservation education from her director’s position, 
other women continued to write and influence the program from their clerical positions. A 
colleague of Edgerton’s and March-Mount’s, Lydia Marie Heisley worked for the Forest Service 
from 1907 to 1949. She began her employment as a clerk distributing informational material on 
forestry. In 1911, she assumed charge of a collection of lantern slides that rotated on loan to 
schools and groups interested in conversation. With an avid interest in conservation education, 
she developed conservation exhibits for educational meetings and wrote numerous pamphlets 
and magazine articles including a “Tree Planting for Memorial Purposes-A Growing Custom” in 
the 1927 Department of Agriculture Yearbook and her most notable work, Our Forests: What 
They Are and What They Mean to Us, a USDA Publication first made available in July 1933.433  
Using some of the same visuals and topics as Mosher and Edgerton, Heisley wrote her 
own brief Our Forests for the general public. A narrative of technical information, Heisley 
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covered the basics of tree and forest development and described the various forest regions 
through the United States. Writing for her older audience, she revealed to readers the importance 
of forestry and how it affected everyday life, discussing how forests yielded numerous products 
and affected water supplies, as well as the dangers of fires, insects, and disease to trees. She also 
discussed what forestry looked like at the federal, state, and local levels. While Edgerton and 
Mosher had written to appeal to a younger audience and cultivate good citizens from childhood, 
Heisley spoke to adults about the potential, immediate national devastation that could affect their 
livelihoods. She warned Americans of the social and economic impacts the loss of forests could 
bring about if they did not value the practice of forestry and participate in its safeguarding, “If 
we were to be totally deprived of forests… it is doubtful if we could survive as a nation. It is 
therefore important that we know how to handle our forest wealth...” Echoing arguments like 
those of Susan Fenimore Cooper and Progressive clubwomen, she concluded her brief by 
lamenting how the improvident and unregulated exploitation of the forests had already severely 
affected national prosperity. If the annual drain on forests continued to exceed the annual growth 
of trees, she argued, there would be serious shortages of wood and other forest products. 
Sustainable forest practices were the key to maintaining sufficient growth and to meet the 
demands of forest use she wrote. She concluded that forests had had “a vital influence in shaping 
the destiny of the Nation.”434             
 After its first printing, Heisely’s Our Forests received wide distribution, averaging over 
25,000 copies a year through the 1950s. Revised in 1940 and 1944 with a new coauthor Charles 
E. Randall, the updated brief included a discussion on the effects of World War II on the forests 
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and timber industry. Another popular work from Heisley was her booklet Cooking Over the 
Campfire, with over 5,000 requests for it each year through the 1950s.435 
After March-Mount left her director’s position, Margate Kienast took the role in 1948 as 
the Director of Women’s Activities within the Division of Information and Education. Despite 
the change in title from women’s forestry to women’s activities, the change did not alter the 
position’s responsibilities. Kienast took up where March-Mount had left off, still advocating that 
women had a place in forestry.436 Kienast began her position with the Forest Service in 1946, 
after serving for twenty years on the editorial staff of the American Forests magazine produced 
by the American Forestry Association. During World War II, she worked as a magazine 
specialist in the Office of War Information. As the Director of Women’s Activities within the 
Forest Service, she was credited as the only women executive in the Washington Office at the 
time. Her position required her to work with the women’s organizations as an advisor and assist 
them in creating connections and relationships with local forestry officials for solutions to their 
issues. Likewise, she advised staff at each of the ten regional offices, like Helen Payne, who was 
in charge of women’s activities in the Intermountain Region (Region 4), on how to interact and 
work with women’s groups. 437 
Like March-Mount, Kienast crisscrossed the country visiting hundreds of women’s 
organizations, just as March-Mount had done. She traveled from Washington State to New 
Mexico to New York. In each locality she worked with various women and nearby Forest 
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Service staff to carry out her lectures. She visited chapters of the General Federation of Women’s 
Clubs, the DAR, the National Council of State Garden Clubs, as well as Business and 
Professional Women’s Clubs, emphasizing to them the importance of conservation education to 
ensure the wise use of national resources in all communities.438  
As women’s organizations had proven their tremendous power to effect change, Kienast 
believed these women could help solve the conservation problem. Kienast exclaimed, “Women 
should know that sufficient forest coverage means fewer floods. We want women to know their 
watersheds.” In each lecture she gave throughout the country, Kienast stressed that women 
needed to understand the conservation problems in their own communities, from those that effect 
the local economy to watersheds.439 She explained the relationship of forests and watersheds, 
teaching that healthy watersheds were made from forests with rich vegetation, which provided a 
sponge-like floor capable of absorbing precipitation that can stock a stream with clear water. As 
such, deforestation, she said, would result in muddy waters that could travel hundreds of miles to 
clog up a city reservoir and even the bathtub.440  
Her campaign was so successful that after her lectures, women were not only interested 
in conservation, they were ready to help the Forest Service carry out its mission. Many clubs 
created conservation programs of their own and even conservation positions within their 
organizations at the state and national levels. Kienast was pleased to report that she saw a 
wonderful response to her work and that many women’s clubs went beyond merely offering 
lectures, they joined in actual conservation work. Clubs sponsored planting programs, opposed 
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or supported conservation-related legislation, provided scholarships for teachers to attend 
summer conservation camps, promoted radio programs on local conservation problems, and 
sponsored camping activities for local children. Wives of farmers and ranchers urged their 
husbands to adopt sustainable forestry practices to preserve resources, on which their livelihoods 
depended. Kienast proudly described the “75 different things clubs are doing for conservation—
ranging from keeping an eye on a watershed to getting riled because somebody wants to cut a 
grove of trees to make whiskey barrels.” Just as her fellow conservation education specialists had 
done before, Kienast successfully used the idea of making forestry personal to women.441  
Kienast loved working for the Forest Service, claiming it was thrilling to work with 
colleagues throughout the nation who recognized the vital task they performed as the “guardians 
of the nation’s forests…imbued with a spirit which is rarely found in government organizations.” 
She quipped that her one complaint about her male co-workers was their excessive pipe smoking 
at staff meetings, saying “I expect to die of nicotine poisoning.” She retired from the agency in 
1956 as a well-respected authority on conservation education and highly-sought after speaker by 
women’s groups throughout the nation.442  
Other female educational or informational specialists as well as clerks worked to bring 
conservation to the public. Serving at the forest and regional level, Helen Payne worked as a 
clerk on various forests of the Intermountain Region from 1928 and eventually was promoted to 
information specialist at the regional headquarters in Ogden, Utah in 1946. Like March-Mount 
and Kienast, Payne was active in women’s club activities and conservation writing. She worked 
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with youth forest programs in Utah, Nevada, and Idaho, developed programming for the Girl 
Scouts and church groups, as well as assisted the State Supervisors of Education in the 
intermountain area to develop interest in conservation and teaching aid materials for schools. Of 
particular note, she created a filmstrip series called “Conservation for Beginners,” which was 
distributed nationwide. She authored a series of publication and newspaper articles on national 
forest resource management for local communities. In 1956 for her service and “meritorious 
leadership in the integration of conservation of natural resource activities through women’s 
organization and educational programs on local, state and national levels,” Payne received a 
USDA Superior Service Award, presented by Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson.443 
During the 1960s, Elizabeth Mason took charge of women’s activities within the Division 
of Information and Education, bringing women into a new age of conservation under the 1960 
Multiple Use Act. A former tree farmer from Georgia, Mason authored several conservation 
articles and pamphlets including “Your Club Can Open the Door to Conservation Education,” 
“How to Hold Your Conservation Meeting,” “Multiple Use-The National Forests and Your 
Family,” and “The Southern Women Looks at Conservation.” In 1964, she was presented with 
the first “Presidential Citation” from the National Council of State Garden Clubs for her 
distinguished service in forestry.444  
While women’s conservation education efforts had been wildly successful up to the mid-
century, the women’s program dissipated in Forest Service records after mention of Elizabeth 
Mason. In their stead was a new guy in town, or rather bear, that eventually replaced women’s 
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work. As March-Mount and others warned during wartime, an enemy attack or reckless domestic 
behavior could destroy American forest resources. As a response, the Forest Service organized 
the Cooperative Forest Fire Prevention Program encouraging citizens to make a personal effort 
to prevent forest fires, a hallmark of women’s lectures. Wanting something more tangible, the 
Forest Service and the War Advertising Council introduced Smokey Bear on August 9, 1944, as 
a new fire prevention campaign symbol. Artists Albert Staehle and Rudy Wendelin gave Smokey 
Bear his classic look, wearing jeans and a belt with his ranger’s hat atop his head. His slogan of 
“Only You Can Prevent Forest Fires” encapsulated women’s messaging of personal 
responsibility in fire prevention. A living symbol of Smokey Bear arrived in 1950, when a bear 
cub was found abandoned after a fire in the Capitan, New Mexico area. The story of Smokey 
Bear grew in popularity, and by the 1960s his was a household name, appealing to children as 
well as adults, and gradually overtook women’s fire prevention and education campaigns. In 
1953, the Junior Forest Ranger program was introduced to complement the Fire Prevention 
Classroom Program, both of which continue today.445 
Other contributors to the sea change of conservation education away from a woman’s 
domain included the launch of visitor centers throughout the 1950s. As American auto-tourism 
rose in the mid-century, visitation to the National Forests increased. Rather than Forest Service 
women going to club meetings, families stopped by one of twenty-five visitor centers to learn 
about the forests, operated by the Visitor Information Service Program, changed to Interpretive 
Services in 1980. The television show Lassie, which showcased the adventures of a Forest 
Service Ranger and his collie, also provided accessible information to Americans about natural 
resources and the agency’s mission. In 1968, Chief Edward F. Cliff officially established the 
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Forest Service environmental education program, which found congressional support in the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.446 Women were also finding entrance into 
professional, technical, and field positions by the late 1960s and early 1970s as the agency 
mission moved towards a multiple use policy, solidifying March-Mount’s declaration that 
forestry was no longer wholly a man’s profession.  
Women had proven their mastery of forestry as soon as the field had emerged but were 
hesitant to take on the title of forester—men were also not anxious to bestow it. Many onlookers 
noted how knowledgeable women of the conservation education program were, even stating they 
knew “almost as much about forestry as a forest ranger.” 447 The compliment echoed sentiments 
of rangers’ wives and how they “almost felt a sense of dedication, felt by most forest officers for 
their jobs and their agency.”448 Almost was the common modifier for women in forestry. While 
women clearly knew the ins-and-outs of forestry and could even perform the work in many 
cases, as rangers’ wives demonstrated or education specialists exhibited by planting trees in 
skirts, many women adhered to the gendered division of forestry and stayed on their side of the 
line.  
Yet, some of the women who were happy to remain in their sphere did so while bringing 
forestry over to their side, making forestry a woman’s cause. Mosher, Edgerton, March-Mount, 
and others convinced American women that forestry was a cultural pursuit as well as a technical 
one. Poems, prose, and verse featured in club talks to American Forests magazine reminded 
everyone that conserving the forests was not merely a scientific endeavor but a cause, saving 
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American’s national treasures as well as their character. Their conservation programs taught 
generations of children to be the next foresters as well as oversaw the planting of millions of 
trees by women’s groups throughout the country, improving watersheds, soils, and wildlife 
habitat. 
Women in other clerical positions such as secretaries, stenographers, mappers, 
illustrators, writers, editors, and librarians, like Edna Crocker, Julia Shinn, and Gertrude Becker, 
carried out the conservation cause by providing stability and continuity within the decentralized 
Forest Service, overseeing the succession of chiefs, supervisors, and rangers and ensuring 
cohesion among the forests. Helen Stockbridge and others created an intellectual foundation on 
which male forest staff depended to inform their management direction. Their bibliographies, 
writings, and editing emphatically influenced the distribution of information on forestry, which 
translated to affecting the approaches taken or decisions made by foresters in the field. Clerical 
and administrative staff proved their value in the office, classroom, and club meeting—and 











Figure 13: Edna Crocker with Forest Service Chief and Branch Chiefs. (Back Row) W.C. Barnes, T.W. 
Norcross, H.A. Smith, F.W.Reed, L.F. Kneipp, H.I. Loving, E. H. Clapp, (Front row) R. H. Headley Col. 
W.B. Greeley, Edna Crocker, E.A.Sherman, Miss Moore, E.E.Carter, 1924. USDA Forest Service 
 
Figure 14: Woman clerk on the Leadville National Forest, 1909. USDA Forest Service photo courtesy of 
the Forest History Society, Durham, N.C. 
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Figure 15: Anita MacFie takes notes. MacFie writes as Ranger Ted Seeley dictates a letter on the Pisgah 
National Forest, 1959. USDA Forest Service 
 
 
Figure 16: Dorothy Robbins works at her desk. A clerk-typist for the Saco Ranger District, Robbins 
prepares district reports in her office on the White Mountain National Forest, 1962. USDA Forest Service 
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Figure 17: Helen Dowe painting a map. During the winter months when she was not a fire lookout, Dowe 
worked for the Regional Office as an artist. Here she paints a map of the San Isabel National Forest, 1921. 
USDA Forest Service photo courtesy of the Forest History Society, Durham, N.C. 
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Figure 19: Apple blossoms by Edith R. Mosher. Mosher sketched numerous branches, flowers, fruits, and 
seeds in her Constructive Tree Study Lesson for Supplementary Use, 1913. Public Domain 
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Figure 20: Margaret March-Mount on her travels. March-Mount visited women’s clubs and children all 




Figure 21: Margaret March-Mount planting a tree while the class looks on, Cumberland School 
(Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin). The trees were obtained from the State Nursery at Madison by March-




The Microscopic Forest: Women in Research  
 
 The greatest contribution of Forest Research is the spirit it has brought 
into the handling of national resources. Under the pressure of executive work, the 
technical ideas of the forester at times grow dim. It is Forest Research which has 
kept the sacred flame burning and has helped raise Forestry to the level of the 
leading scientific professions.  
 The research man must anticipate coming needs. He must of necessity be 
ahead of his time. That means standing alone, exposed to the skepticism and 
ridicule of those who live only from day to day.    
Gifford Pinchot 
 
“I must admit the Forest Service did not want a woman,” she recalled, “but as it happened 
there wasn’t any man willing to come and do the work.”’ Dressed in her homemade Forest 
Service uniform and dark brown stockings with hi-laced shoes, Eloise Gerry set up her makeshift 
laboratory inside a tiny cottage in the “piney woods” of Mississippi. She unpacked her chest and 
placed on a pint table her microscope and microtome, an instrument for cutting extremely thin 
sections of wood for examination, then departed for the woods. After walking three miles into 
the timber, Gerry collected her samples and watched the drop by drop yield of oleoresin. She 
returned to her microscope each afternoon and found the evidence she had been looking for.449  
She had been trying for months to get out of her office at the Forest Products Laboratory 
and into the actual woods to study wood anatomy. Her supervisors had said “impossible,” the 
woods were “no place for a woman.” But an intractable woman once she had made her mind up, 
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Gerry revolted and felt that the questions coming across her desk could not be answered without 
direct knowledge of the living trees. Finally, she was allowed to conduct her field work in 1916, 
shadowing Robert Pettigrew, a timber mechanics engineer who had been sent south. She was 
there to study oleoresin samples of the various Southern pine forests to determine resin 
production, the role of resin ducts, and how chipping stimulated the production of resin. Her 
work was part of a larger project on naval stores, those products derived from pine resin or gum, 
like tar, pitch, turpentine, and rosin, which were originally used in the building and maintenance 
of wooden sailing ships. In the early twentieth-century, naval stores were used to manufacture 
paint, medicines, cleaners, paper, printing inks, and soaps. When she looked into her microscope 
the summer of 1916, she found the evidence needed to verify her hypothesis that less scarring in 
trees from cuts or chipping resulted in healthier trees and more turpentine. Her findings, 
continued research, and resultant publications through the 1930s put her on the map as the savior 
of the struggling turpentine industry.450 
If the research man stood alone, receiving scrutiny for his examinations and 
extrapolations as Gifford Pinchot noted, the research woman was even more isolated, as female 
scientists in the Forest Service figured in the handful during the early twentieth century. Men 
were preferred for work in the laboratory as in the field of forestry, but in special cases women 
filled positions that could not be filled otherwise. The United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) had hired women in scientific research as early as the 1890s, though not in professional 
positions. The Bureau of Animal Industry had hired women to complete routine microscopic 
examinations of meat. Among federal agencies and departments, USDA employed two-thirds of 
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the government’s women scientists, with nineteen in 1921 and sixty-one by 1938. With growing 
opportunities, albeit few, women slowly found their way into professional research positions. 
The Bureau of Plant Industry led the department in hiring women scientists, especially plant 
pathologists, while the Bureau of Chemistry employed a few female chemists. The Bureau of 
Home Economics, of course, hired a number of women in professional positions and maintained 
the highest paid and ranking woman scientist in the federal government, Louise Stanley. 
Stanley’s position was an anomaly, however, as there were no other positions as such for women 
to fill and advance in rank.451 
Within the Forest Service, women often had to prove their research as accurate and 
beneficial to the public because lumber or industry men did not believe them on first 
appearances. Women’s work as research scientists straddled the line of female appropriate 
positions (administrative or office work) and those entering more of the masculine domain of 
professional forestry positions with brief periods of field work on the forests. As women had 
been denied entry into forestry programs, those who did pursue science did so in fields that 
supervisors deemed appropriate for women like botany.452 Unlike rangers’ wives and clerical 
staff who undertook conservation work as a cause under the guise of gender appropriate 
positions, women research scientists in the Forest Service entered new territory, taking on what 
was seen as men’s work. They even pushed gendered boundaries with their successes—saving 
failing timber industries and witnessing the first female branch chief in the agency. Because of 
the tensions inherent in their occupying professional positions within the male dominated forests 
and laboratories, women in research used the microenvironment created by their microscopic 
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slides and individual specimens to temper the male anxiety surrounding their research positions. 
While the forests were too large and masculine of a platform for women to initially penetrate, 
women carved out their own powerful positions in forest research through the use of the 
microscope.    
 
The Forest Service Research Branch 
Research had been a mainstay in setting Forest Service policy and general conservation 
initiatives since the turn of the twentieth century. While the early director of the Bureau of 
Forestry, Bernhard Fernow, had emphasized the need for research, Gifford Pinchot retooled the 
concept as “investigations” in order to suggest a more active role for research in the practicality 
and economic benefits of forestry. Research was not just merely to be completed for the sake of 
science, concerned with theoretical aspects of forestry. A core tenet of the Progressive Era 
conservation movement was the efficient use of forests. Indeed, Gifford Pinchot’s own maxim, 
“the greatest good for the greatest number in the long run” was grounded in the scientific 
management of resources to reduce waste of second-grade timber, end rapid clear cutting and 
destructive logging by lumbermen, and address fire and disease damage. Research was to be the 
scientific response to “Woodman, Spare That Tree” and foster a professional, economical, and 
effective forest industry. The men who undertook such work spent a decade trying to figure out 
where to place it within the organization of the agency.453   
In 1898, Pinchot established a section of special investigations within the Division of 
Forestry. The section grew to fifty-five employees by 1902, expending one-third of the agency’s 
$185,000 budget under the direction of Raphael Zon. Zon believed that research efforts should 
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be decentralized and oversaw the creation of meager forest experiment stations that served the 
needs of the local forests. He specifically wanted research work to be separate from the daily 
administration of forests, fearing opinions and policy may pollute scientific investigations with 
desired outcomes. With the formal creation of the Branch of Research in 1915, Chief Henry 
Graves appointed Earle H. Clapp as the director to oversee the newly separated branch, striving 
to find credibility and autonomy from administrators who threated to cut funding should research 
findings challenge policy. In the past, forest officials who wanted quick answers had interrupted 
ongoing research to get the results they wanted or staffed research projects with inept employees, 
discrediting the research efforts.454 
The decentralization that Zon had advocated left research sections scattered all over—
range investigations remained under the grazing administration, dendrology maintained its own 
section under George B. Sudworth, while general research fell under Silviculture and not the 
newly appointed Clapp. By the 1920s, the Forest Service funded twelve research stations with 
field (experimental) stations or forests attached. After lobbying for several years, Clapp finally 
saw Congress pass the McSweeney-McNary Act of 1928, which legitimized the experiment 
stations, authorized forest research on a broad scale, and provided appropriations to ensure 
success. Research could now function as a legitimate forest activity without being subjected to 
administrative whims.455 
While funding for research during the 1930s and 1940s wavered, the number of research 
facilities greatly expanded, made possible by the labor of the Civilian Conservation Corps and 
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the Works Progress Administration of the New Deal. As of 1935, Research boasted forty-eight 
experimental forests and ranges. World War II provided a new lift in funding, as research was 
needed to determine the suitability of wood products for aircraft and packaging for supplies. 
With more facilities opened, senior research scientists stepped into administrative roles leaving 
research to less experienced scientists, echoing the earlier years of inadequate staffing. To 
address the issue, in the late 1950s Research Chief Vernon Harper changed the model of research 
to a project-based organization to facilitate deeper research and less administrative redundancy. 
Growing public concerns over environmental quality during the 1950s and 1960s led the 
Research Division to rebuild its program of cooperative agreements with universities as the 
agency needed more qualified research staff. University cooperation had been a vital resource 
used since 1908, providing facilities, laboratories, equipment, and trained researchers.456 
The passage of the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act of 1960 further expanded research 
to include outdoor recreation and wildlife management. The Forest Service backed the McIntire-
Stennis Act of 1962, which provided the impetus and finances to create new cooperative 
agreements with forestry schools at land grant colleges. The passage of additional environmental 
legislation into the 1970s not only increased research in the agency but further diversified the 
research branch and took scientific investigations in new directions, such as endangered species, 
acid rain, and even archaeology. But as in the early part of the century, research findings 
persistently informed Forest Service policies and management decisions, despite low budgets 
and the threat of administrative interference.457        
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Through the 1960s, research focused on five aspects: fire, silviculture and forest genetics, 
wood products, grazing or range, and tropical forestry. Fire research held the attention of 
research stations as there were few European models to follow because Europe’s forests did not 
encounter the threat that fire posed to the United States. While some research dealt with fire 
mechanics and controlling burns, a good majority of fire research focused on the social and 
behavioral human causes of fire, which had intensified during the Great Depression. In addition 
to scientists, sociologists worked on these studies and helped build on lessons from their research 
to design effective fire prevention programs, like those used by Margaret March-Mount and 
other female education specialists. Silviculture and forest genetics, namely at the Eddy Tree 
Breeding Station in California, contributed findings on long-term health and productivity of 
forests.458 While women were involved in all five areas of research to varying degrees, their 
contributions to wood products and range research markedly influenced the direction of forest 
industries and agency grazing policies.         
 
Research at the Forest Products Laboratory 
 Gifford Pinchot’s scientific management model for overall efficiency in forestry 
encompassed finding more productive methods of utilizing and developing wood products, 
resulting in less waste and more products from fewer trees. The idea to bring all the wood 
product scientists together into one laboratory belonged to McGarvey Cline, Chief of the Office 
of Wood Utilization. In 1907, Cline proposed executing a cooperative agreement with a research 
university to develop a centralized testing facility, with access to graduate student labor and 
equipment. After looking for a location and university for a year, Pinchot and Cline selected the 
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University of Wisconsin in Madison to be the site of the partnership and laboratory. The newly 
established Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) began operating on October 1, 1909 on the college 
grounds. The fresh 13,000 square foot laboratory opened on June 4, 1910 with Chief Graves in 
attendance, as Pinchot had recently been fired.459   
 Primary research objectives for the young and enthusiastic laboratory staff involved 
developing methods to reduce logging waste, improving production methods in sawmills, 
establishing curing and kiln drying techniques and technology to season wood, studying the 
mechanical and chemical processes in paper and pulp research, and improving wood 
preservatives and manufacturing processes. A fixture of research at the laboratory was simply 
gaining a better understanding of wood composition and structure. The lab staff tested hundreds 
of species of wood for their fiber strengths and overall malleability. During the two World Wars, 
the FPL sprang into action testing wood types for use as propellers, wings, and fuselages. 
Significantly, the lab designed sturdy shipping crates for war supplies that would travel to 
different climates. Each war dramatically increased the need for staff. The FPL workforce during 
World War I rose from fewer than one hundred to roughly four hundred and fifty, while World 
War II increased the staff to around seven hundred. The FPL greatly benefited from the 1928 
McSweeney-McNary Act, which made special provisions for the lab and financed a much larger 
facility on the University of Wisconsin campus that opened in 1932.460   
 Women were a dynamic part of the Forest Products Laboratory. While the majority of 
women served in secretarial positions, numerous women filled the directories of the FPL as 
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pathologists, chemists, anatomists, librarians, mathematicians, and computers throughout the 
tenure of the FPL, not just during wartime. They worked on prominent research issues and found 
some of the answers critical to propagating Pinchot’s scientific investigations for the benefit of 
efficient forest management.   
Like women in clerical positions (or even the vast majority of employees), not much is 
known about women in research except through retirement announcements, human-interest 
stories in journals or newsletters, and by reading their names in directories or research 
publications. Dr. Gerry is an anomaly within women’s records within the Forest Service, having 
written a short history of her time at the FPL in 1954 and given an oral history in 1961 answering 
questions about her career. Her records offer a glimpse into the daily life of a female research 
scientist and how she felt.  
Six years before her forays into the Southern piney woods, Eloise Gerry had started work 
with the Forest Products Laboratory in 1910, the same month the lab officially opened. 
Originally from Boston, Gerry earned degrees from Harvard University’s Radcliffe College for 
women, where she had specialized in the anatomy of wood and trees, and specifically their 
physiological responses. She had planned to work in chemistry education but when given a 
special project in her botany class on wood anatomy, she was hooked. Her professor, Edward 
Jeffery, had developed an exceptionally delicate technique for cutting hardwood tissues that 
revealed the distribution and appearance of wood cells. This technique accompanied with new 
technology of photomicrographs, which enlarged photographs taken through the microscope, 
fascinated Gerry. And because so few people were taking up this work, she immediately changed 
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her course to become a botanist and specialized in the cutting of wood samples and studying 
their anatomy.461 
This was a fortunate turn for Gerry, as the Forest Service had been researching botanical 
laboratories throughout the country where wood anatomy research was being conducted. Seeing 
that the Harvard studies were closely aligned with the work of the proposed Forest Products 
Laboratory, the Forest Service asked Professor Jeffrey to recommend someone for a position. 
When he endorsed Gerry, the Forest Service balked at the idea of a woman in a professional 
scientific lab as women were not allowed in the professional job series. The two-fisted work of 
the forester also applied to the research scientist who completed field work for his investigations. 
The masculine ideology of the Forest Service rejected the idea of women as a field-going 
forester or researcher. But since no man wanted the job and the work was so specialized, the 
Forest Service capitulated and offered Gerry the job at the FPL; she had the skills the laboratory 
needed.462  
At the age of 25, Gerry arrived at the new FPL facility on June 10, 1910 in Madison, 
Wisconsin as a five-foot, inexperienced, fresh out of college, lone female. Although feeling quite 
green, she was excited to be a part of the newly built Forest Products Laboratory under Director 
McGarvey Cline, who had brought together “forces from all parts of the country…with a new 
objective of a united study of all aspects of the subject of wood, based on a better knowledge of 
its properties and characteristics” she wrote. Gifford Pinchot expressed his enthusiasm to Gerry 
at the thought of such research when he visited shortly after the opening of the FPL. With a 
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friendly handshake, he exclaimed to her, “Ah! I always believed that there was much to be 
gained by research with the microscope.”463  
Gerry entered the Forest Service as an “expert without examination,” meaning she started 
in the professional series without having to sit a civil service examination for the position. She 
enjoyed the exalted status, which quickly dissipated in October that year when, to her annoyance, 
she was required to go down to the local Post Office and spend the whole day writing a Civil 
Service exam for the “Microscopist” position. She was not alone in her irritation. Though fully 
qualified, many forest officials and researchers were required to take the civil service 
examination—even Henry Graves, Pinchot’s first associate chief was forced to take the exam. 
Nonetheless, Gerry passed and was the first woman appointed to the professional staff of the 
laboratory, making a $1,000 per annum salary, similar to that of a female clerk in the 
Washington Office.464  
The technical group at the FPL was quite small so Gerry and her colleagues worked 
together closely, discussing their tests and progress each week. Gerry’s first project was the 
collection and study of various woods found in the United States. Using a microscope borrowed 
from the University of Wisconsin and a loaned microtome from Harvard’s Professor Jeffery, 
Gerry set out to cut sections and photograph each species. She compiled her work and that of her 
associate, Harry Tiemann, but their “Compendium” was never published as originally intended. 
While publication faltered, the real feat was growing the collection. The FPL had started out with 
only a few samples of discarded wood pieces from dismantled expositions or fairs. By the 1950s, 
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she had contributed to increasing the spartan collection to over 17,000 specimens, representing 
5,800 species and about 1,620 genera.465  
Gerry quickly learned that a microscopist was a jack-of-all-trades, as she not only 
identified, sliced, and preserved wood, she studied preservatives, pulp and paper, as well as made 
fiber or tracheid length measurements. Always peering through her microscope, she studied the 
relation between wood properties, tree growth conditions, and preservative treatments. She was 
such an expert on her work, she could identify almost any specimen of wood submitted to the 
FPL using an index of slides she had devised. She recalled that one exciting day, she and her 
group tested two hundred fiber length measurements of strong and weak wood of the same 
species. While the FPL had not yet refined its statistical analysis, the team identified a trend in 
the samples, which at first revealed that the strong wood had almost twice as long fibers as the 
weak wood. With further study, the relative difference in length disappeared and Gerry learned a 
valuable lesson of caution in her studies, a lesson she took with her in all her future research.466  
Saved from a monotonous three years of cutting, staining, mounting, and photographing 
wood specimens, Gerry began studying the movement of moisture through wood and made her 
first big discovery. She observed that the distribution of tyloses in the sapwood and heartwood of 
native species helped prevent the tree from decay. Tyloses are an outgrowth of vessels that plug 
up vascular tissue to prevent further damage to a tree. The effect can make sapwood into 
heartwood, creating a stronger tree and slowing the progress of rot. Her data was published in the 
first issue of the Department’s Journal of Agricultural Research, introducing and making the 
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term “tyloses” a household word within the field according to Gerry. For the most part, Gerry 
claimed, the word and its uses had practically been unheard of by chemists and foresters until she 
introduced it.467    
In 1915, Gerry and her associates turned their attention to naval stores in the southeastern 
United States. She wrote, “The southern forest of virgin pine were vanishing and it was believed 
that the industries associated with them were doomed. They had not yet discovered the potent 
value of the natural reproduction and managed pine plantations.” After her successful research 
trip to the Mississippi woods in 1916 and her finding that less scar (a result from chipping the 
bark of a tree) meant healthier trees and more turpentine, the FPL sent her to New Orleans to 
convince the industry of her findings. She wrote of the experience, “the novelty and temerity of a 
woman thinking she could give advice gained me entree into their inner offices. My letter of 
introduction was a photomicrograph, ‘Did you ever see the inside of your trees,’ I would say, 
‘these are the resin ducts.’ Old timers were intrigued into listening and later into cooperating.”468 
Despite her sex, industry men listened to her findings, concluding that saving their turpentine 
industry was more important than rejecting advice from a female research scientist. 
She continued her studies until 1917, when the United States entry to World War I 
interrupted the project. Because wood played a large part in the war, the laboratory’s early work 
on wood structures was invaluable to the National Defense Program, including informing better 
methods of selecting wood for uses in aircraft and preservatives for aircraft fabrication. In 1917, 
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Gerry contributed to a lecture series at Cornell University entitled “Wartime Uses of Our 
Forests.”469  
After the short hiatus, Gerry returned to her intensive study of Southern forests. While the 
virgin forests were practically gone, an abundant and vibrant growth of high potential young 
slash and longleaf pine had grown in their stead. The pioneering work she and her colleagues 
developed to understand this new growth led to the establishment of year-round naval stores 
stations of the Southern and the Southeastern Forest Experiment Stations. There they sought to 
find methods of reducing timber damage and costs of operation. It was at this time in 1921, that 
Gerry submitted her dissertation on oleoresin based on her time in the South and received her 
Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin.470  
With her new colleague, Dr. Austin Cary of the Washington Office, Gerry‘s field study 
focused on test plots of crops, or second growth trees, in several states. She and Cary traversed 
the forests on horseback or by bumping along in a Model-T, seeking explanations for turpentine 
yields and responses in trees. Turpentine was a fluid obtained by the distillation of resin 
harvested from cutting into living pine trees, used as a solvent for paints, varnishes, and other 
chemicals. While Cary looked at external aspects of the trees, Gerry narrowed her view to the 
microscope, studying what was going on inside of the trees. There was still anxiety about her 
being in the field, though her focus on the microenvironment alleviated some of the 
apprehension as she was not swinging an axe. She noticed that the longer cuts into the tree to 
extract turpentine made by the “tar heels,” the industrial men who invariably became quite sticky 
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from the process, were actually damaging the trees and reducing their resin production—a 
critical reason the turpentine industry had been failing. She found that less severe cuts to the tree 
bark—less deep and wide—proved to stimulate production of new resin ducts up to ten-fold in 
size around the wound site. She further identified that extending cutting up the tree also limited 
production. By using lighter methods of chipping or smaller cuts not so far up the tree, Gerry 
revealed with her microscope that tar heels could increase their production of turpentine while 
extending the life of the trees.471  
With findings in hand, the next step for Gerry was to convince the industry that her 
methods would turn around failing production. “Like the story of the goose and the golden 
eggs,” she remarked, “many of the operators in the South were killing or damaging their trees 
because they didn't understand the physiology and minute structure of pine trees.” So, Gerry’s 
field work turned to a different setting—the community. To Gerry, her research would be 
rendered useless if her findings and suggestions were not supported by the community. Gerry 
wrote,  
At the start it was like breaking a trail…We learned to know the men of the Naval 
Stores industry, the timber owners, factory owners, children in piney woods 
schools, and woods operators who gathered in small-town movie theaters to listen 
and look through a microscope. We also worked with men from the Bureaus of 
Chemistry, Entomology, and Plant Industry and local organizations like the Pine 
Institute of America, the Southern Forestry Congress, and the educational 
program of the American Forestry Association. Such experience teaches one that 
the Laboratory does not stand alone but is an integral part of a splendid team, an 
agency of the American people, all having a share in making democracy work.472 
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At first the men were skeptical, saying they would try out her plan on “50,000 or even 100,000 
trees and see what difference it makes in yield." Gerry triumphantly pronounced, “they were 
never sorry.” Winning over the industry with her discoveries by inviting them into her sphere of 
the microenvironment, Gerry’s research resulted in major changes in turpentining procedures, 
saving the industry from elimination.473 
 Sharing the larger conservation cause with her colleagues in the Washington Office, 
Edith Mosher and Priscilla Edgerton, Gerry believed that teaching children was crucial to the 
community conservation movement, as children would be next to inherit and carry on thoughtful 
forestry practices based on her and others’ research. During her time in the Southern piney 
woods, child after child had peered through her microscope to look at the world beyond and had 
been mesmerized with the entrancing tiny configurations inside their trees. In 1924, she wrote a 
four-part series of short stories for children featured in American Forests and Forest Life. Called 
the “Pine-Burr Stories,” each story followed a child’s adventure into the woods to inspect trees 
with father or play with cousins, decorate the Christmas tree made from the delights of the forest, 
and help plant seeds to grow new forests. She wrote, “Hidden beneath the hard brown scales of a 
pine ‘burr’ or cone lie the seeds. Each may unfold its little winged bundle of mystery into a tree. 
Like these hidden seeds, the lives of the boys and girls who live deep in the southern ‘piney 
woods’ also unfold with a varied and picturesque interest.” By connecting the stories of 
childhood and trees, Gerry made the importance of large forests and tiny seeds tangible to little 
hands.474 
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 After years of research on naval stores, Gerry distilled her research and that of Cary and 
others into a cooperative publication, the Naval Stores Handbook, published in 1935. Edited by 
Gerry, the “bible” as some called it, featured much of Dr. Cary’s work that he had scribbled in 
hundreds of little blue notebooks, which produced a rich source of material for Gerry to use in 
preparing the Handbook. Gerry also contributed her own chapters on wood structure, physiology, 
and foreign naval stores production. With the research and wood products industry community 
always in mind, she solicited the assistance and research of other government bureaus and even 
foreign turpentine workers to enrich the breadth of the Handbook. Not only proud of the work 
she had done on naval stores, but also the cooperative spirit of the research, she wrote, “Just as 
the Laboratory brought together workers in many fields, so the Naval Stores Handbook brought 
together workers in different fields in the Department of Agriculture on forest management, fire 
damage, disease control, distilling, grading, etc., so that information on all the different topics, 
which would otherwise require consulting many agencies, was all in one place.”475 
 During the 1930s and 40s, Gerry worked on a number of projects to identify defects in 
woods, best sources for boxing and crating materials for global shipment during the war, and 
later foreign woods. During the latter part of her career, Gerry became known as something of a 
filing cabinet on foreign woods. Although she laughed about it and even resisted specializing in 
the subject, she was an international expert on the properties of commercially used species of 
foreign woods.  Over the years, Gerry had naturally accumulated information on such wood, 
including habitats, nomenclatures, descriptions, and physical and mechanical properties. Gerry 
also extended her abilities into public speaking. She gave speeches to scientific societies, lectures 
at the University of Wisconsin, and radio broadcasts on topics like wood structure, tree growth, 
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forest products from living trees, and oleoresin from southern pines. She was the first woman 
from the lab to be heard on a national radio broadcast, the National Farm and Home Hour. She 
also appeared regularly on the University of Wisconsin’s radio station WHA, similar to Margaret 
March-Mount and other conservation education specialists who used radio to spread the word on 
conservation issues.476     
 With more than 120 scholarly and technical articles for FPL, Forest Service, and U.S. 
Department of Agriculture publications, as well as scientific and conservation journals, Dr. 
Gerry retired in 1954 with the respect and admiration of her colleagues. Upon Gerry’s death in 
1970, she bequeathed a large portion of her estate to a Sigma Delta Epsilon scholarship fund, an 
organization for graduate women in science. She hoped that such a gift would encourage more 
women to undertake scientific research.477 
While Gerry was the first woman appointed to the professional staff of the FPL, she soon 
had female colleagues. Employed along with Gerry beginning in 1917 was Dr. C. Audrey 
Richards, who worked at the Madison Branch of the Division of Forest Pathology, hosted at the 
Forest Products Laboratory. Her first job was assistant in forest pathology. As the extreme need 
for timber during the first World War had increased interest in expanding wood products 
pathology, in order to get more wood out and less waste, Richards and her associates studied 
pulp and pulpwood, conducting research at mills in Canada, New York, and Wisconsin. Their 
work culminated in valuable findings regarding the decay and mold on wood pulp.478  
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On one of her many trips to a Canadian paper mill to research pulp and its potential for 
decay, she was asked by the mill’s owner to investigate a mysterious brown spot which kept 
reoccurring on the company’s product. After a quick glance at the spot, Richards informed the 
company that they had a leak somewhere because the puzzling spot was in fact oil. The company 
claimed Dr. Richard’s assessment was impossible and sent her to the mill to find the truth of the 
enigma. During her intensive investigation of the timber and the spot with her microscope, the 
company found the perpetrating oil leak in their machinery. Richards dryly recounted the 
scenario as her “Canadian honker—a wild goose chase” that led everyone to prove her original 
conclusion correct.479 The scenario revealed, however, the lengths women had to go to prove 
their instincts and research.   
  In the late 1920s, Richards was placed in the role of acting branch director in Madison 
for a spell. Her superiors thought her management of the branch so successful that they named 
her the permanent director in 1928. As branch chief, she held the highest position of authority yet 
achieved by a woman in the Forest Service. She found her placement providential that year as it 
correlated with Congress’ passage of the McSweeney-McNary Forest Research Act, which 
allotted the Forest Service $3,625,000 to expand forest and range management research over a 
ten-year period. The bill came as tremendous news to the Division of Forestry Pathology, which 
sorely need funds to increase its pathological studies.480  
Upon taking the helm of the branch division, Richards and her team were immersed in 
efforts to find preventive controls for blue stain lumber, a microscopic fungus that caused a 
bluish or grayish discoloration in the sapwood of trees. Richards supervised the evaluations of 
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more than two-hundred chemicals considered for treatments, which led to the industry adoption 
of the mercurial dip treatment, preventing stains in lumber detailed in “Technical Note 225.” 
While the majority of her time became administrative work in her directorship, she made time to 
work with her staff on establishing a standardized method for evaluating wood preservatives by 
soil-block testing, a method for evaluating the decay resistance of various wood-based materials. 
Over 30,000 test specimens were examined in the course of her work. Users and producers of 
treated wood were eager to learn of the findings for effective preservatives, demonstrating the 
real public benefit of Richards’ work and that of her staff.481         
Richards attributed her love of trees, botany, and even forest products to her father, who 
was a carpenter. She described youthful walks through the woods with her father, where he told 
stories about trees and plants as well as the usefulness of wood as a material. She received her 
doctorate from the University of Wisconsin in 1922. Her love of pathology translated into 
numerous pioneering publications, dealing with the relation between durability and chemical 
composition of wood, the effect of decay on the chemical composition of wood, and the 
comparative resistance of wood-destroying fungi to various preservatives.482 
While Richards was esteemed as a pathologist and field expert, she was even more 
beloved as a manager. She frequently praised the efforts of her staff over her own and, in return, 
had their unswerving loyalty. Her friendly spirit of cooperation between the Division of 
Pathology and Forest Products Laboratory resolved several differences between the two entities, 
negating the need for a committee that had been set up to “iron out difficulties.” She worked to 
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further spruce up the Forest Products Laboratory by planting a garden along the driveway, 
insisting that only she care for the many flowers, ferns, and mosses. Known as a 
conversationalist and a devoted committee-woman, she upended the “hazy atmosphere” of 
meetings “used to cigar smoke and deep bass voices” with the clicking of her knitting needles.483   
 By the 1950s, Richards’ work and advice were sought by government agencies, 
industries, and private citizens regarding wood products of every description, “from propellers to 
pulpwood, boats to boxes, fence posts to furniture.” After thirty years of work, she was well 
regarded in the research community and had built up a reputation that she could easily 
“determine the effect of certain fungi on the wood decking of an aircraft carrier,” and teach 
anyone “how to protect military supplies from decay in the tropics, how to prevent stains, how to 
differentiate discolorations that may or may not lower the quality of lumber or affect its strength, 
why the floor of the library rotted away two years after it was built, why fence posts decay, or 
why wood pulp, veneer, or magazines get moldy.” And of course, spot oil stains.484  
While she broke many barriers as a woman, specifically as the first female branch chief 
in the Forest Service, she maintained the scientific approach to signing her name, using her 
initials in publications and directories, never spelling out her name. Her involvement in the 
International Altrusa Service Club of Madison, a women’s organization that sought to promote 
patriotism, efficiency, and service, demonstrated her commitment to traditional female 
conservation initiatives like the conservation cause espoused by rangers’ wives and agency 
clerical staff. Her knitting needles in the conference room provided a stark contrast to the usual 
masculine setting. At once, she was a pioneering woman supervising a male staff and still an 





adherent of approved female roles, which likely contributed to her success. By remaining in the 
gender appropriate fields of botany and pathology with the microenvironment as her domain, and 
not encroaching on the male sphere of forestry or the field, she found a professional space in 
which she could thrive as a female scientist.  
Female colleagues of Dr. Richards in the forest pathology division included Caroline T. 
Rumbold and Mae Spradling Chidester, who arrived in the 1930s, as well as Dr. Catherine 
Duncan and Dr. Margaret "Gretchen" Seikel, joining the staff in the 1940s and 1960s. Duncan’s 
research led to new understandings of how fungi decayed wood. She developed methods for 
simplifying and improving the reproducibility of the soil-block test. Her 1958 publication 
“Tentative Method of Testing Wood Preservatives by Laboratory Soil-Block Cultures” was 
adopted by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), an international standards 
organization that developed and published voluntary consensus technical standards for a wide 
range of materials, products, systems, and services. Down the hall from Duncan, Dr. Seikel was 
an internationally known organic chemist and one of the few women in the world during the 
1960s to study the structure of lignin, a complex organic polymer deposited in the cell walls of 
many plants. Important to the study of trees, lignin made wood and bark more rigid and less 
susceptible to rot.485  
Working with Dr. Gerry on foreign woods, Gertrude Griffin joined the FPL staff in the 
early 1920s and spent thirty years studying tropical woods and wood preservation. One of the 
few women to receive a degree in forestry from a British university, Diana Smith worked in the 
wood quality section of the FPL as a wood anatomist from 1947 to 1972. Smith had been denied 
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a forestry career in England and thought it would be easier to pursue a job as forester in the 
United States, though she faced her own American hurdles and was resigned to the 
microenvironment of the lab. In 1966, Smith received a USDA Special Merit Award for 
developing a device that would simplify and reduce the time to measure the cells in wood, saving 
the FPL an estimated $30,000 each year. Botanist Jeanette Kryn worked with Gerry, Griffin, and 
Smith on wood identification from 1955 to 1958, when her position was eliminated.486   
Estelle Louise (Jensen) Stackman worked briefly for the Forest Products Laboratory as a 
plant pathologist and xylotomist from 1912 to 1913. Xylotomy refers to a scientific practice of 
the preparation of small slivers of wood for examination under a microscope. After leaving the 
agency, she remained with the Department of Agriculture working as a researcher at the 
Minnesota Agricultural Experiment while also teaching mycology for the University of 
Minnesota until 1917. Her specific research interests included imperfect fungi that are pathogens 
of cereals. Jensen earned degrees from the University of Minnesota and Smith College prior to 
her work with the Forest Service. During the 1920s, she published several pieces including “A 
Helminthosporium Disease of Wheat and Rye” Bulletin 191 for the Extension Service and 
"Some fungi causing root and foot rots of cereals" in Studies in Plant Science, published by the 
University of Minnesota.487 
Charlotte Hiller left Cornell University to join the FPL staff in 1950, working in the 
timber growth and utilization division. Her research specialized in the color differentiation found 
within black walnut, methods to measure compression-wood (reaction wood formed on the lower 
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sides of branches and leaning trunks), as well as wood density surveys. A textiles major from the 
University of Wisconsin, Lou Dieruf directed the Lab’s pulp and paper test facilities. Grace 
Heimann worked in the test lab under Dieruf as a physical science aid. The analytical laboratory 
was also home to several women including Martha Daugherty who joined the Lab in 1959 and 
spent fifteen years specializing in microanalytical chemistry.488 
Many women worked at the FPL within the math and engineering divisions. During the 
earlier years of the Lab, women performed calculations on the engineering test floor. Doris 
Kolstad, Virginia Stehr, and Lillian Marks were among those who operated testing machines, 
determining the volume and size of test specimens and then converting raw test data into usable 
forms for engineers. Mathematician Eleanor Peterson worked at the Lab from 1925 to 1964 with 
her slide rules, tabulators, and calculators, while down the hall, Alice R. Divers worked as a 
statistician from 1928 to 1948. For forty years Hazel Steele had “the memory of an elephant,” 
working as an accounting machine operator and maintaining the Lab’s IBM data cards.489  
Like the rest of the agency, women played a vital role in the operations of the Forest 
Products Laboratory as secretaries and clerks, providing continuity and stability within the 
research division. Stella Wolfe spent twenty-six years as secretary in the Division of Wood Fiber 
Products Research. During the early years of the Lab, Mae Cusick and Ann Gallagher worked in 
purchasing, Dorothy Wulff in the packaging area, while Winifred Statz oversaw mail and files 
"with an iron hand." Numerous librarians assisted the research needs of the FPL, including 
Dorothy Webber, Stella Webb, Eleanor Lunde, Lillian Karch, and Florence Steffes. Karch also 
worked in the capacity as a mathematics aid.490  
                                                             





Photographs of women working at the FPL reveal more of the complexities of their work, 
highlighting the range of technical equipment they worked with like microscopes, microtomes, 
computers, and elaborate testing machinery. Other photographs convey many of the odd jobs 
they performed, testing models, wood preservatives, and the stamina of products. One 
photograph shows a woman placing a roof on a model fire lookout tower with her laced-gloved 
hand, her male associate helping with the other side. Another photograph shows a woman 
standing cheekily hand-on-hip on top of a wooden box to showcase its strength. Behind her a car 
is raised on top of four of the boxes, revealing the true experiment. The photographs further 
disclose what many of the paper records do not, the hiring of African American women by the 
1960s corresponding with the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Poised at computers and other machinery, 
these women entered the research world and took on many of the same jobs as their white female 
colleagues.491      
 The clerical and professional research women of the FPL maintained a close camaraderie. 
In 1920, they established the Forestettes, a social club for the “girls of the Forest Products 
Laboratory [to] organize for the purpose of cooperation.” They organized FPL parties, picnics, 
and outings, donated money and goods to charitable organizations and hospitals, sent birthday 
and condolence cards to members, celebrated marriages and engagements, as well as hosted 
going away parties. They sponsored a member book club, bridge club, bowling team, and bingo 
nights. Together they went on hikes and played sports. Various committees organized each 
function or activity, sent invitations, and kept financial records, annual booklets, and scrap 
books. “Good chicken, good caroling, attractive decorations, and gifts made a thoroughly 
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enjoyable evening for the 60 who attended the annual Forestettes Christmas party at the Kennedy 
Manor on December 14” wrote a Forestette. The group maintained a high degree of membership 
during its tenure, for example their records show seventy-two members in 1946. Dr. Eloise Gerry 
and Dr. Audrey Richards are listed among the names of the club members. The Forestettes 
disbanded in 2013 after ninety-two years of organization and heart-felt cooperation.492  
 
Plants and Palms: Range and Tropical Forestry Research 
Alongside the opening of the Forest Products Laboratory in 1910, the Forest Service 
established an office of grazing studies to study the effects of range stock on the national forests. 
As the number of animals grazing dramatically increased throughout the 1910s, the research 
office determined that rising numbers had resulted in overgrazing. Grazing had become a 
contentious issue with the public, as the government began reducing carrying capacity on public 
lands. District rangers were typically more concerned about the effects of reducing stock 
numbers on local ranchers, while range researchers, mostly out of the Intermountain Research 
Station in Utah, focused concern on the diminishing condition of the land. Eventually, research 
won out and policy on carrying capacity and stock fees was to be determined by research 
findings. The McSweeney-McNary Act, enabling the Forest Service to easily purchase land from 
willing sellers within predetermined national forest boundaries, bolstered further research 
activities on range land. Several female research scientists, like Doris Hayes, Frances L. 
Beckwith, Theo Campbell, and Miriam Bomhard participated and helped define the agency’s 
range policy.493       
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Dr. Doris Hayes’ main contribution to the agency was as Curator of the Forest Service 
Range Plant Herbarium. Hayes studied botany at the University of Nebraska and taught at the 
Lincoln Institution prior to her move to the Forest Service in 1926. A thirty-year expert in the 
classification of range vegetation, Hayes held the position of conservationist and assistant forest 
ecologist within the Division of Range Management Research. Nationally recognized among 
botanists, Hayes oversaw 60,000 range plants within the Washington DC herbarium. Committing 
to her memory most of the species by name, Hayes catalogued each new specimen she received 
from foresters throughout the country. Her work identified the frequency with which each plant 
occurred and noted its relatives from other parts of the country. She carefully mounted and filed 
thousands of plant specimens for scientific review and preservation. Through her detailed 
management of this unique collection of plants, Hayes brought to the attention of botanists and 
scientists several  undiscovered American plants. She contributed a number of species to the 
United States National Museum (later the National Museum of Natural History), the country’s 
foremost collection of natural specimens and cultural artifacts.494 
While numerous botanists and students visited her herbarium from all over the country to 
study range plants, the collection’s true relevance to the Forest Service was its effect on the 
agency’s grazing administration and policies. Throughout the agency’s short history, grazing had 
been a controversial issue. By 1918, Chief Forester Henry Graves believed grazing to be 
secondary to the primary uses of the national forests—timber and water—and that grazing be 
made compatible with the dominant uses. Ranchers had other ideas, wanting to graze the range 
their families had since the nineteenth-century. While foresters and scientists increasingly 
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questioned how much stock the range lands on national forest could adequately support, the 
outlook on grazing and range lands heated up. Stockmen and the Forest Service debated the 
deterioration of range lands. Meanwhile, a new consideration to consolidate all management of 
public range lands to a single agency (like the Forest Service) came under fire. Up to that time, 
range lands were administered by different land management agencies, including those in the 
Department of the Interior and the USDA Forest Service. As the issues surrounding grazing on 
public lands came to a boiling point in the 1930s, the future of range management reached the 
floors of Congress. While some range bills failed to clear the Senate, the 1933 proposal of the 
Taylor Grazing Act gained support. The bill sought to create a grazing bureau in the Department 
of the Interior to administer range lands using local control. Incensed at the proposal, Forest 
Service Chief Silcox believed Taylor’s plan would undercut his agency’s work to study and 
rehabilitate overgrazed range lands. Silcox thought the plan would siphon federal funds to the 
local level and diminish research on range lands, which would enable the continued destruction 
of the Western range, as well as create negative impacts on other public uses like recreation. 
Despite the opposition of the Forest Service, American Forestry Association, and the Society of 
American Foresters, the Taylor Grazing Act became law on June 28, 1934, authorizing the 
creation of eighty-million acres of grazing districts, later enlarged to 142 million acres, under the 
Department of the Interior, a blow to the Department of Agriculture.495     
Secretary of Agriculture Henry Wallace believed range to be an agricultural objective and 
therefore asked the Forest Service for a report on all aspects of range management in response to 
the bill. Foreseeing this need, Director Earle Clapp at the Division of Research had already 
commissioned such a report in 1932. Completed in 1936, the six-hundred-plus page report 
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entitled The Western Range documented the past and current conditions of range lands and their 
increasing deterioration due to grazing. Clapp praised The Western Range “for giving nature a 
chance,” and the report was presented by Secretary Wallace and Chief Silcox to Congress. The 
report advocated that management of all federal ranges be a Forest Service responsibility as it 
was the only well-equipped department [being under USDA] to administer federally owned 
range.496  
More though, it discussed a thorough narrative of range depletion over the course of 
United States history and integrated scientific and technical information on plants, climate, 
watershed, settlement, livestock, and land ownership into a social, economic, and political 
argument, justifying the great need to restore and adequately manage range lands. The report 
showed that western range had been depleted by fifty-two percent from its “virgin condition” due 
to grazing by domestic livestock. Once able to carry 22.5 million animal units (that is one cow, 
horse, or mule, or five sheep, goats, or swine), public range could then only support 10.8 million. 
Clapp introduced the report by stating: 
There is perhaps no darker chapter nor greater tragedy in the history of land 
occupancy and use in the United States than the story of the western range. First it 
was “the Great American Desert,” a vast and trackless waste, a barrier to the gold 
fields. Unexpectedly and almost overnight it became the potential source of great 
wealth from livestock grazing. And therein lies the key to the story…The major 
finding of this report—at once the most obvious and obscure—is range depletion 
so nearly universal under all conditions of climate, topography, and ownership 
that the exceptions serve only to prove the rule.497  
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Largely figuring in the findings of the report were those made by Doris Hayes. Through 
her research and meticulous cataloging of species at the herbarium, Hayes provided the Division 
of Research with information on various range land’s specific plants, growth cycles, soils, and 
needs, informing foresters how much livestock particular areas could support without damage or 
when a rotation of grazing was required to save a range. Using her immense knowledge source 
of the herbarium, she authored sections of Western Range. Three other women were vital to the 
production of the report including Miriam Bomhard, Frances L. Beckwith, and Theo Campbell. 
These women and Hayes additionally contributed to the 1933 Copeland Report, also known as A 
National Plan for American Forestry, a 1667 page report that described and evaluated all aspects 
of forestry from timber, water, range, recreation, wildlife, state aid, and fire protection—the first 
substantial appearance of the modern concept of multiple use. The report provided the blueprint 
for forestry that President Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal would eventually follow, using 
reforestation as a way to abate unemployment and solve the national forestry problem.498 Future 
Chief Forester Clapp hoped the Copeland Report and Western Range would effectively convince 
the public over time that forestry was a solution to certain social problems and a critical factor to 
the state of national welfare.499 While the men who compiled these reports were remembered for 
their involvement in the history books, Hayes, Bomhard, Beckwith, and Campbell reveal that 
women contributed in important ways to these influential national arguments as well.  
The McSweeney-McNary Act also provided for the establishment of a forest experiment 
station in the “tropical possession of the United States in the West Indies,” leading to the 1939 
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establishment of the Tropical Forest Experiment Station in Puerto Rico. The Forest Service 
developed the Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry in Hawaii in 1957. In 1963, the research 
program expanded to include international tropical forestry in the Pacific. In the early twentieth 
century, one of the leading research scientists on tropical palms was Dr. Miriam Bomhard.500 
Known as the “lady of the palms,” Bomhard was the foremost Forest Service expert on 
palm trees of the western hemisphere. Working as a botanist and range conservationist within the 
Division of Research from 1924 to 1952, Bomhard not only specialized in research of range 
plants, she was considered by her colleagues “a one-woman information bureau” on palms from 
around the world and the United States. She was particularly interested in the economic 
importance of palms and wrote about their significance within the economies of warmer regions 
of the world, yielding oils, waxes, and raw materials employed in the manufacturing of food, 
soap, cosmetics, glycerin, furniture, household utensils, floor coverings, water-proofing, tin cans, 
shoe polish, carbon paper, and even phonographic records.501  
In her Information Bulletin No 22 Palm Trees in the United States, she discussed the 
integral nature of palms to the native woody vegetation of the United States, especially in the 
Southeast. Palms were not well known, she wrote, outside of their native environment. Because 
of this, her research and publications sought to fill the gap of available literature on the exotic 
tree species and inform the public on the importance of the palms and oil-yielding species native 
to the Western Hemisphere in the world economy. Similar to the works of conservation 
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education staff Edith Mosher, Priscilla Edgerton, and Margaret March-Mount, Bomhard drew 
cultural connections to the scientific nature of the trees. She wrote,  
the whole world depends upon the palm family for an abundant supply of certain 
needed vegetable oils and waxes. During World War II, nations including our 
own made strenuous efforts to secure lesser known palm oils or other substitutes 
when sources of copra and coconut oil and African oilpalm kernel and palm oils 
were cut off. A number of other palm products or materials play a distinctive role 
in our civilized economy. 
 
More technical in nature than Mosher and Edgerton’s work, however, her bulletin discussed the 
general characteristics of palms, described various species and their uses, and used numerous 
visuals to supplement the text. In addition to the bulletin, she prepared the palm genre for 
Standardized Plant Names, known as the botanist’s Bible of nomenclature.502  
 In addition to palm studies, Dr. Bomhard co-authored the 1937 Forest Service publication 
Range Plant Handbook, an eight-hundred page encyclopedia on the identification of over eight-
hundred plants and species, as well as their importance in regards to grazing, watershed 
protective cover, and recreational uses. Made for the field, the publication was written for “busy 
field administrative men who are not specialists in botany,” for the purpose of providing 
accessible and accurate information to inform the appropriate management of each species. The 
Handbook emphasized the importance of understanding the scientific, economic, and social 
significance of range vegetation to management decisions regarding grazing capacity, periods 
and degrees of use, and the class of livestock suitable to range lands. Illustrations for the 
Handbook were prepared by several women as well, including Leta Hughey, Elinor L. 
Keplinger, Margaret Austin, Hermione Dreja, and Elsie L. Pomeroy (with her knowledge from 
the Hebarium, Dr. Hayes also contributed sections on grasses to the Range Plant Handbook). 
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Bomhard wrote numerous other articles and pamphlets for both scientific and popular audiences, 
like the 1936 article “Leaf Venation as a means of Distinguishing Cicuta From Angelica” in the 
Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences.503  
 Bomhard earned her doctorate in 1926 from the University of Pittsburgh, being the first 
woman at the institution to be granted the degree in botany and zoology. In addition to her 
position with the Forest Service, she worked as an instructor and assistant professor of botany 
and biology between 1926 and 1932 at Newcomb College and the women’s department of 
Tulane University, where she established the first courses in biology. She loved travelling the 
world to enhance her research. Bomhard was a member of numerous scientific organizations, 
and helped to found the Botanical Society of New Orleans, of which she served a presidential 
term. Bomhard also served as a delegate to the eighth American Scientific Congress and the fifth 
International Botanical Congress. For her immense work in and contribution to botany and 
forestry study, she was named a of Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, and in 1942, was inducted into the Society of American Foresters as an Associate 
Member.504 
In addition to scientific and laboratory research, women contributed to the research 
branch through their illustrations. Few in the Forest Service did not know Annie E. Hoyle’s 
illustrations. A renowned artist, Hoyle worked as a draftsman and artist of dendrology from 1907 
to 1930, retiring at the age of 80. She drew countless illustrations for bulletins and reports. Her 
best known work for the Forest Service was her dendrological drawings for bulletins, like the 
Forest Trees of the Pacific Slope and The Pine Trees of the Rocky Mountain Region by noted 
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scientist George B. Sudworth. She illustrated upwards of one-hundred-sixty drawings of range 
plants for the Division of Research and provided nearly all of the drawings for the ubiquitous 
pocket manual series “Forest Trees” made for various states. Her work was also recognized in 
the textbooks Range and Pasture Management and Native American Forage Plants, which 
featured her paintings as frontispieces to both texts as well as many of the illustrations. Her 
expertise in commercial and newspaper art and line-cut and color reproductions guided many 
Forest Service decisions regarding artwork. Her instruction in art began with intensive study at 
the Rouzee School of Fine Arts in Washington, D.C., the New York National Academy, and with 
private tutors. She spent two years in Paris at the Julien School, the Louvre, and Luxemburg, and 
while in London, Hoyle studied human anatomy and anatomical drawing at the Royal Academy 
and worked in the British National Gallery. For her particular work with the Forest Service, 
Hoyle studied botany under Joseph H. Painter of the U.S. National Museum and Ivar Tidestrom 
of the Bureau of Plant Industry. While working for the agency, Hoyle taught about oil portraits, 
still life, water colors, landscapes, and commercial art at her own art school in Washington DC 
for thirty years.505  
 
Research throughout the Agency 
 Other women held research positions in numerous Forest Service Divisions and 
throughout the Department of Agriculture. They worked in engineering, cooperative forestry, 
mineral leasing, hydrology, plant physiology, and entomology among others. For forty years, 
Francene Sizer worked as a draftsman in the Division of Engineering. From 1911 to 1951, Sizer 
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researched and prepared several national forest administrative maps, the National Forest Index 
Map, and numerous charts and illustrations for use in technical bulletins and various 
publications.506 From 1927 to 1952, Bertie Mae Pote worked in the Divisions of Engineering and 
Public Relations, and finally as a state law compiler for the Division of Cooperative Forest 
Protection. She was responsible for research on and the compilation of basic legislation relating 
to forestry in all the states and territories. Her research and meticulous reports were considered 
invaluable to the Forest Service and Department of Agriculture as well as to the states 
cooperating under the Clarke-McNary Act, which provided forestry assistance to farmers and 
state forests, and numerous other public and private forestry agencies.507  
Hired in 1930 as the first female forester in the Forest Service, Margaret Stoughton Abell 
worked as a research forester at the Appalachian Forest Experiment Station in Asheville, North 
Carolina, what is now called the Bent Creek Experimental Forest. Between 1930 and 1936, she 
worked on nearly every station project and contributed to various experiments and publications, 
including the 1933 report “Basal Fire Wounds on Some Southern Appalachian Hardwoods.” 
That year she also she published an article called “A Glimpse of the Appalachian Forest 
Experiment Station” in The Ames Forester, a publication of her alma mater Iowa State College. 
“A Glimpse” described a tour of the Station and the research conducted at Bent Creek. A skilled 
photographer, she took many of the photographs found in Bent Creek’s archives (see Chapter 
2).508  
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During the 1940s, Lucille V. Batts Lorimer served as an expert in mineral leasing in the 
Washington Office. Lucille Richards worked as a hydrologist with the Pacific Southwest 
Research Station then transferred to the Pacific Southwest Regional headquarters to serve in 
watershed management.509 In 1936, Jane Murdock was the first woman to earn a Master of 
Science in forestry from the University of California at Berkeley. Murdock later earned a 
doctorate in plant physiology and worked at the USDA's Western Regional Laboratory in 
Albany, California, where she collaborated on projects to save the genes of endangered plants.510 
From 1967 to 1997, Dr. Jaqueline Robertson worked as an entomologist for the Pacific 
Southwest Research Station. During her tenure, she started as a biological technician and rose to 
become a project leader for the Integrated Management of Western Forest Insects Project, which 
examined insect populations. While Robertson researched numerous aspects of entomology, she 
specialized in the research on the western spruce budworm, Douglas-fir tussock moth, light 
brown apple moth, and mountain pine beetle. In 1997, she received the C.W. Woodward Award 
from the Entomological Society of American’s Pacific Branch for her outstanding contributions 
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The Microenvironment 
 While groups like the Forestettes at the Forest Products Laboratory provided a sense of 
community for women, female research scientists within the Forest Service primarily found 
themselves intruding upon the male sphere of scientific forestry research. What kept women safe 
from male scrutiny, unlike women’s experiences borne in professional forestry, was their 
adherence to the microenvironment. Women who studied gender appropriate sciences, primarily 
botany, found acceptable work and were not viewed as a threat. Those women who earned 
forestry degrees, like Jane Murdock, ended up working with plants and not trees. Dr. Eloise 
Gerry noted in her 1961 oral history after her retirement that “it was principally a technical 
matter that got me the position in the Forest Service because, of course, I was not a forester. I 
was a botanist and a plant science worker…”512 Here she hints at the obvious: that she was not in 
the male field of forestry but also revealed her surprise that the agency was interested in hiring a 
botanist in the 1910s, let alone a female one. By proposing research findings established through 
the use of their microscopes or micro samples, however, women found a small, yet successful 
space within the male-dominated research branch to temper anxiety about women in the forests.      
Women recognized their isolation within the field and sought out other women 
researchers in hopes of establishing a scientific community. In the April 18, 1933 Service 
Bulletin, a letter to an unknown member of the Forest Service was reprinted. The letter had come 
all the way from New Zealand signed by Mary Sutherland, a “fellow woman forester.” She 
explained that she graduated from the University of Wales with a degree in forestry and worked 
for the British Forestry Commission before moving to the New Zealand State Forest Service in 
Wellington. She worked in silvicultural research with an emphasis in afforestation practices and 
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growth and field studies. Due to restricted budgets, she lamented that she was not able to go into 
the field very often. The purpose of her letter was to initiate a correspondence, or even society, 
among women in forestry research around the world due to their small numbers within the field. 
She wrote that she was already in connection with a Finnish woman and a few girls in England. 
Sutherland wrote, “there are no other women doing forestry work out here and one likes to be in 
touch with one’s own profession.” A note at the bottom of the Service Bulletin indicated that the 
letter had been referred to Dr. Eloise Gerry and Margaret S. Abell at the Appalachian Forest 
Experimental Station. While the outcome of any further correspondence is unknown, the letter 
revealed the small and isolated world of female researchers in forestry and the longing for 
connection the world over.513    
Although women sometimes felt isolated within the male-dominated research field, they 
often found acceptance and even high regard by their male peers, just as Mira Lloyd Dock had 
found with her male colleagues on the forestry council. Eloise Gerry commented that her male 
colleagues were cordial, courteous, and helpful during her tenure, as well as felt responsible for 
ensuring women were taken care of at the office, when travelling, and, when allowed, in the 
field. Gerry’s ability to complete field work in the Southern forests came at the great reluctance 
of her male supervisor, and when she was in the field, her work on the microscope was 
accompanied by a male chaperone. Yet, Gerry spoke of her fieldwork as a triumph, where she 
made life-long friendships with her male associates and their families. Under the direction of 
McGarvey Cline, the various divisions of the FPL—pulp and paper, chemical products, wood 
preservation—were expected to report activities and discuss issues at family meetings, including 
female researchers.514        
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While female researchers found acceptance, they straddled the gendered fault line of 
appropriate work and social norms—teetering on undertaking male-associated work but also 
rejecting women’s traditional approach to scientific observation. Women who had been part of 
the blooming nature study genre of the late-nineteenth century explicitly rejected the scientific 
model of inquiry of dissection and bringing specimens into the lab. Women like Olive Thorne, 
Mabel Osgood Wright, and Gene Stratton Porter viewed the traditional male approach to 
scientific study of pressing flowers and embalming birds as “poor showings of natural history.” 
These women preferred to study animals, birds, and plants by observing them undisturbed in 
their homes.515 In contrast, female research scientists in the Forest Service, used specimens to 
inform their studies, like Dr. Doris Hayes who pinned plants to boards or Dr. Gerry who sliced 
tree rings for microscope slides. Caught between male identified work and women’s traditional 
approaches to nature study, women in research labs stayed within view of their microscope, a 
tool that at once enabled them to perform scientific studies yet preserved them within the 
confines of the microenvironment. 
By staying in this microenvironment, women’s research was often well received by the 
Forest Service and forest industries when work supported policy and improving the use of 
natural resources as Gerry’s and Richards’ work revealed. Using her microscope, Gerry’s 
findings of “more turpentine, less scar, better pine” saved the struggling turpentine industry from 
going under. Meanwhile, Richards’ helped the timber industry find preservatives and treatments 
for lumber. Numerous others found wood uses and products during wartime, helping the country 
maintain its national defense. When women strayed from this model of supporting policy or 
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industry with their research, their credibility faced scrutiny and they were criticized for spreading 
misinformation or ignorance. In that sense, women like Gerry and Richards paved the way for 
more famous scientists, like Rachel Carson. Carson’s Silent Spring and the resulting fall-out over 
the use of pesticides on agricultural and public lands highlighted this female breech of stepping 
out of the bounds of the microenvironment.  
Originally a biologist for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, a conservation-focused 
agency in the Department of the Interior, Carson conducted private research that  analyzed the 
adverse impacts that DDT and other chemicals had on wildlife, habitats, and humans. She called 
into question the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s wholesale use of toxic chemical pesticides 
without testing them first in biotic settings. While she recommended finding alternate and safe 
pest control, her work was seen as an attack on government and scientific expertise. The Forest 
Service, who had been “conducting aerial spraying of DDT on more than one million acres of 
national forest lands to generate ever-higher timber yield,” set out to discredit Carson’s findings 
by arguing the need for use of such pesticides and educating the public on its “widespread 
program to insure safe and effective use of pesticides” through “intensified research, detailed 
screening, controlled field testing, careful planning of action programs, and critical evaluation of 
the results and consequences.”516 
While Rachel Carson is heralded today as a national hero who “profoundly influenced 
American environmental culture and politics,” she was during the 1960s and 1970s a pariah in 
the eyes of the Forest Service, other government agencies, and industries. When Harold K. Steen 
published his 1976 The U.S. Forest Service: A History, reviewing Forest Service officials were 
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incensed at his inclusion and praise for Carson. Steen yielded and removed most of the section, 
leaving two and a half pages to discuss Carson’s influence on the environmental movement.517    
Carson’s move out of the microenvironment to criticize government and industry use of 
pesticides was a bold leap for a female research scientist of the mid-century that earned her 
derision and censure at the time. Meanwhile, women researchers who stayed within the bounds 
of gender-approved work typically earned the esteem and acceptance of their male colleagues. 
Yet it was not simple. When Eloise Gerry first started out, she excitedly told Savannah Weekly 
Naval Stores Review and Journal of Trade that “emphatically, yes!” there was opportunity for 
women in the specialized work of wood research. Gerry always made it a point to sign her name 
as “Eloise” Gerry, never using her initials. Thinking back over her career, in 1954 Gerry was 
more subdued, recollecting to her colleagues that while she “could say a few words about the 
position of women in the Forest Service,” a subject of great interest to her, she refrained. She 
simply stated women’s opportunities had slowly improved over the years. She chided that “I, 
myself, would never have been here in the first place” had the male incumbent of her position 
not left. She went on to say, “They desired a man for the job; Mr. George B. Sudworth, himself, 
said so.” In 1961 she added that while opportunities for women had increased they were 
“definitely limited” as it was “much more difficult” for women to carve out a career in 
research.518 Despite the challenges, many women did find a way to navigate a research career 
like Dr. Gerry and from their microscopes, made invaluable contributions to forest research. 
Women also found it difficult to access careers in fire or field positions where the work was 
completed in the male domain of the forest. But like their female colleagues in research, women 
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found a way to serve as fire lookouts by establishing their own tradition of work within the 















Figure 22: Dr. Eloise Gerry in the Southern Pines. Gerry stands next to a tree demonstrating her method 
of “More Turpentine, Less Scar, Better Pine,” circa 1930. USDA Forest Service 
 
 
Figure 23: Dr. Eloise Gerry with her microscope. Gerry studies wood specimens at the Forest Products 





Figure 24: Woman identifying wood specimens. A woman looks at wood specimens through her 





Figure 25: Woman with distilling machine. A woman distills wood extractives at the Forest Products 
Laboratory, circa 1960. USDA Forest Service  
 
 
Figure 26: Women with IBM Computer. Photographs reveal that more women of color began working in 
research during the 1960s. These women at the Forest Products Laboratory are printing information from 
the IBM Computer, circa 1960. USDA Forest Service 
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Figure 27: Woman demonstrating experiment. A woman stands on wooden box to test its strength in front 
of the real experiment at the Forest Products Laboratory, circa 1960. USDA Forest Service 
  
 




The Applicant is No Gentleman: Lady Lookouts of the Forests 
 
There is one job now open to the fair sex where “looks” are everything. If she is 
not a “good looker” she need not apply. And it is all in the eyes. She simply must 
have eyes and know how to use them. Providing she can and will use her eyes, is 
not too timid to live in a tiny house, mostly of glass on a mountain top, with no 
one but herself for company a great deal of the time, the chances are she will be a 
competent lookout and able to sight and report forest fires that occur within her 
range of vision.  
Mollie Ingoldsby 
 
While skill and ability were typical attributes for obtaining a government position, being 
“a good looker” was a growing trait for Forest Service female employees during the 1910s and 
1920s, and again during the war years into the mid-century. Mollie Ingoldsby made light of her 
position as a female Forest Service lookout within the male-dominated field, describing in jest 
the fairer sex’s attractiveness and physical appeal as abilities useful for those field positions 
traditionally held by men. In an article she wrote for the agency Service Bulletin in 1921, she 
made fun of the stereotypical portrayal of women as merely attractive, and unashamedly 
appealed to Forest Service readers that if women had eyes that they were capable of using, then 
they were able to work in a field position as a lookout. While she made light of the situation, she 
also hit on serious themes of women as lookouts: having self-assurance and confidence, living on 
top of a mountain in a rough cabin, enduring isolation, and fulfilling a demanding and essential 
job of the agency.519     
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The employment of women as fire lookouts started almost as early as the Forest Service’s 
efforts to suppress fires. Newspapers claimed that women applied in the hundreds for lookout 
positions across the country during the 1910s and 1920s after stories were printed about the first 
female lookout, Hallie Daggett in 1913. In fact, so many women applied, one forest supervisor 
wrote in 1921 that it was “becoming embarrassing.”520 But the lure of a field position on a 
solitary mountain was insatiable to women seeking to be outdoors and not confined to a desk job 
or the home. They understood there were dangers in such a job and the isolation that came with 
it. But the idea of serving the country as a fire lookout was too alluring to scare many away.  
Despite the overall tenor of male forest officials’ apprehension of women as lookouts, 
women joined the ranks as forest guards in the dozens during the 1910s and 1920s. The number 
of lady lookouts swelled to the hundreds during World War II when male labor was scarce. As 
forestry had clearly been denoted as a man’s profession and the forest a male sphere, male forest 
officials feared that female applicants were incapable of the duties and rigor of a lookout. They 
were concerned that women working alone high up on the mountain tops would be prone to 
loneliness, fear, and danger, inhibiting women from the work and creating a dangerous situation. 
Nevertheless, some male foresters were willing to give women a chance when necessity or war 
demanded it.    
Perched on top of the mountains at their lookout stations, women proved their capabilities 
as adequate and steadfast lookouts. A few male foresters even marveled that women were more 
satisfactory at the job, being less prone to restlessness than young men who left the post for an 
afternoon of fishing. Women overcame the presumed loneliness and fear by staying busy and 
finding solace in their new surroundings. Their duty to country and civic responsibility provided 
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them with a cause to stay resolute at their post. To confront the strangeness of the forest that had 
been the domain of men, women overcame this anxiety by reshaping the lookout as their home. 
They not only made the lookout cab a cozy space to live out the season, they grew to feel a sense 
of ownership over the forests, willing to protect them at all costs. Women adapted equipment to 
suit their needs, height, and abilities. They fashioned uniforms to fit their bodies, feeling pride at 
wearing the Forest Service badge. While the conventional gender sphere of the home at once 
relieved women’s apprehension of intruding on the public sphere of the forest, it also gave 
women a sense of freedom and adventure experienced nowhere else. Women remained as 
lookouts through the mid-century, when lookout towers eventually ceased to be a large part of 
the Forest Service fire prevention network as new technologies arose.           
 
Forest Service Fire Policy 
Fire suppression became a primary focus of forest management and conservation in 1910 
when an enormous fire known as the “big blowup” consumed over two and a half million acres 
of forest in the Northern Rockies primarily in Idaho and Montana. The blaze claimed 86 lives, 
destroyed entire towns, and devastated miles of railroad. Witnessing so much destruction 
heightened the American public’s awareness of fire, resulting in a societal push for fire control. 
The horrid conflagrations solidified fire as inherently bad and in need of prevention, thus making 
fire suppression the Forest Service’s fundamental fire policy in its infancy as an agency.521 
 Prior to the establishment of the Forest Service, the General Land Office lacked the ability 
to detect fire threats, much less fight them with its understaffed forest reserve ranger cadre. 
When the forest reserves were transferred to the Forest Service in 1905, rangers developed pack 
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trails linking remote guard stations along which they “chased smokes” and battled blazes with 
hand tools. With no systematic organization in place for fire-detection, fire suppression efforts 
after the forest reserves transfer were a case-by case basis undertaken by an inadequate Forest 
Service labor force. After the “big blowup” of 1910, Forest Service officials implemented new 
fire management policies. Apart from firmer regulations placed on forest users, the most vital 
means of detecting fires became the agency’s new network of fire observation or lookout stations 
stretching across the West.  
 This “fixed-point detection” system used a series of individual locations, or lookout 
stations, on top of mountain peaks or high ground with surrounding views, all connected by 
ground-return telephones to the main ranger station. So remote were many of these lookout 
stations that the only way to access them was by pack train, a procession of horses and mules 
carrying people and freight. Not even automobiles could reach some of them by the mid-century. 
The lookout station or tower was typically manned by a vigilant male lookout who remained at 
the lookout for the entire season, never leaving his post to travel down to town for supplies or a 
respite. Rather, supplies, mail, and company traveled up to the lookout every few weeks. 
Lookouts worked tirelessly for four to seven months in the summer into autumn, what the Forest 
Service called a seasonal position. 
 Lookouts were responsible for “check looks,” scanning the landscape and horizons for 
thirty minutes at time during daylight at regular intervals, spending seven minutes on each 
quadrant in view looking for smoke. They sometimes performed check looks at night, especially 
after a storm. After a check look, the lookout called down to the ranger station on the telephone 
for his regular fire-check report. Lookouts were armed with the latest in fire prevention tools like 
the Osborne Fire Finder, an alidade-type sighting device used to pinpoint a fire’s location, and 
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photogrammetry, a method of deriving measurements of distances on landscapes from 
photographs.  
 In addition to looking out for smoke, lookouts were responsible for maintaining the station 
and telephone line, making repairs no matter what the weather. Lookouts climbed to the top of 
their stations to fix hanging wires or flapping roof shingles loosened by the wind. They 
shimmied up telephone poles to repair the lines or insulators, ensuring communication was 
always available. Inside the lookout cab, the lone lookout rationed his food, kept the cab tidy for 
guests who restocked his supplies, and hauled in water used for drinking, cooking, bathing, 
laundry, and house-cleaning. Many had to travel a fair distance to a spring to fetch water, others 
were lucky if there was nearby snowpack they could melt.  
 Wild animals presented another hazard for lookouts to contend with alone on the mountain 
top. Sometimes even strangers could pose a potential threat. A lookout always had to be alert and 
ready for any situation. But more, they had to stay put. Wandering off to fish or hunt was not 
allowed on the mountain. The job could often be physically and emotionally taxing, requiring 
immense self-sufficiency due to the solitary nature of the lookout position. The Forest Service 
warned this position was not for the faint of heart.      
 When a smoke trail was sighted during a regular check look or by happenstance, the 
lookout immediately telephoned the ranger to report the location of the smoke. It was often a 
competitive race between lookouts to be the first to report a fire. Crews or individuals were then 
deployed to the area to put out the fire. Important tools also appeared on the fire lines, such as 
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the backpack pump tank for water and the Pulaski, a combination axe and grub-hoe named for its 
inventor, Edward Pulaski, a Forest Service hero of the 1910 fires.522 
While women were not officially hired to fight fires as Forest Service employees during 
the early years, many women did grab a shovel and rushed to the fire line to help. Rangers’ 
wives often helped their husbands battle blazes in addition to organizing crews and running 
supplies. The wife of Assistant Forest Ranger Ralph Eveleth, Harriet Eveleth rode twenty miles 
on horseback through the Judith Basin and Little Belt territories of Montana to take “charge of 
100 men” fighting the terrible fire of 1910. On her route, she alerted neighbors to the 
conflagration and was later call the “Paul Revere of the Belts.” When she left her three small 
children at home, she did not know whether the fire would jump the ravine and burn her home.523 
A photograph of Mrs. Durham, wife of one of the rangers on the Mendocino National Forest 
(then the California National Forest), and her friend Ms. Kloppenburg in 1915 depict the women 
on horse-mount with their shovels, dressed in white shirtwaists, ties, divided skirts, and knee-
high boots. The women stand posed ready for firefighting.524  
In 1917, Mrs. O.P. Schoenberg, a ranger’s wife, and Lillian and Hildegarde Erickson, 
daughters of a ranger, assisted fire crews in suppressing serious fires which burned over 24,000 
acres on the Coronado National Forest in Arizona. They were commended by the Acting 
Forester for relieving a crew that had been urgently needed at another part of the fire. The 
women fought the fire through the night and carried food and water to the fire line once more 
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men arrived.525 Despite the personal cost, risk, or harm to themselves or children, rangers’ wives 
proved ready to help on fires throughout the country. Although women’s help was appreciated, 
the thought of hiring women to fight fires in any permanent or full-time capacity was not 
discussed amongst Forest Service officials at the time. With no chance of becoming a firefighter, 
in forestry at least, many women of the early twentieth century found the position of fire lookout 
an acceptable alternative.  
 
Lady Lookouts in the Early Years 
 The first woman to attempt the position was Hallie Daggett in 1913. Situated on the 6,444 
foot Klamath Peak of Siskiyou County, California, Daggett looked out of her small cabin 
perched atop the mountain and surveyed the vast forest in every direction, looking for smoke. At 
the Eddy Gulch Lookout, it was her responsibility to scan the tree line with her naked eye and a 
telescope to spot smoke during the day and the red glare of fire by night. As the only female 
lookout in the Forest Service at the time, Daggett keenly felt the pressure to excel in her work 
and not show weakness or fragility in her position. She knew that her appointment by the “liberal 
minded” courtesy of the district officials was an experiment. Women were not hired in field 
positions. Failure could potentially close future lookout positions to women. Some of her male 
colleagues predicted that she would telephone to say she was too frightened by the loneliness and 
danger. Her letter of application for the seasonal position had been quite a shock to the Forest 
Service.  
On May 12, 1913, W.B. Rider, Forest Supervisor of the Klamath National Forest 
received a letter from M.H. McCarthy, Assistant Fire Ranger, regarding applications for the 
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upcoming fire season lookout position for the Eddy Gulch Lookout Station. The previous 
lookout declined the invitation to return for the 1913 season having found a better paying job.526 
McCarthy noted in this letter that there were three applicants, the first two being neither ideal 
candidates. The first applicant was known to have less than desirable virtues and was “liable to 
‘run’ in warm weather.” Not a good trait considering the necessity of vigilance at the lookout 
station. The second applicant reportedly had run-ins with the law, possibly for poaching, and had 
failing eyesight. The third applicant, McCarthy wrote, “is also ‘no gentleman,” but had all the 
requirements for a “first-class Lookout.” Sending on such an unprecedented choice for the 
lookout position, McCarthy warned Rider that it may take his breath away and hoped his “heart 
is strong enough to stand the shock.” Yet he found the applicant so intriguing, he recommended 
that Miss Halle Daggett be hired for the position, describing her as a, 
… a wide-awake woman of 30 years, who knows and has traversed every trail on 
the Salmon River watershed, and is thoroughly familiar with every foot of the 
District. She is an ardent advocate of the Forest Service, and seeks the position in 
evident good faith, and gives her solemn assurance that she will stay with her post 
faithfully until she is recalled. She is absolutely devoid of the timidity which is 
ordinarily associated with her sex as she is not afraid of anything that walks, 
creeps, or flies. She is a perfect lady in every respect, and her qualifications for 
the position are vouched for by all who know of her aspirations.527 
 
His risky recommendation concluded that they try “the novel experiment of a woman Lookout.” 
Neither McCarthy nor Rider thought a lookout position would ever become popular among 
women and set what may become an “embarrassing” precedent, and so appointed Daggett on 
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May 26 to take up her post atop Klamath Peak on June 1 with a salary of $840 for the season. It 
was a tremendous salary for a woman considering the average clerical salary for women in 
California was $611 a year.528 
Despite the skepticism and experimental nature of her appointment, Daggett had 
confidence in her abilities and loved the work. Her pluck and high spirit kept her engaged day 
after day with her eyes on the hills of the Salmon River watershed. She had recently arrived to 
Eddy Gulch from San Francisco high society, ready for operas and theaters, as the daughter of 
former lieutenant governor of California and superintendent of the US Mint, John Daggett. But 
the love she had for nature as a child drew her back to the mountain under which she was born. 
Daggett grew up at the Klamath Mine within the shadow of her future outpost. She and her 
siblings spent most of their childhood days riding, trapping, fishing, hunting, and tramping over 
the hills of the Salmon River watershed, learning every rock and cranny of the gulch and 
mountainside. She was a proficient rifle shot. She witnessed the smoke-clouded summer days of 
a forest fire that wandered unchecked over the mountains and grew up with a fierce hatred of the 
devastating fires, developing a conservation cause of her own. She and her sister had frequently 
helped fire efforts by extinguishing spreading camp fires or carrying supplies to fire lines. When 
the lookout stations were constructed at various points throughout the forest, Daggett saw an 
opportunity to “join what had up till then been a man’s fight,” as well as a man’s domain, and 
exert her energy on the cause of fire prevention.529  
 With the cab a three-hour’s hard climb from anywhere, Daggett quickly fell in step with 
her role as the Eddy Gulch Lookout, continuing it for fifteen seasons and making a good salary 
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doing it (in addition to her family wealth). One of her childhood dreams had been to live in a log 
cabin. She remarked, “here was an ideal one, brand new the summer before, and indoors as cozy 
as could be wished; while outdoors, all outdoors, was a grander dooryard than any estate in the 
land could boast: and, oh, what a prospect of glorious freedom from four walls and time clock!” 
She loved the snow-capped ridges surrounding the Salmon River and believed her lookout 
position was an ideal location, an extension of her home. A shoulder of snowy Shasta Mountain 
to the east, the high jagged edge of Trinity County and Packers Peak to the south, Orleans 
Mountain and glimmers of the Pacific to the west, with a patchwork of ridges and gulches in 
between, making the “finest continuous view” in the west that for Daggett was a “never-ending 
pleasure to search its vast acres for new beauties at every changing hour, from sunrise to sunrise 
again.”530 
  Her daily routine consisted of a constant watch on all sides of the cabin for a trace of 
smoke, which for Daggett, became an instinct. She often awoke during the night to check the 
dark skies like all lookouts should. She was required to call into the district headquarters three 
times a day to report her daily sightings using a telephone, the only modern convenience her 
cabin possessed. Daggett likened her use of the telephone to that of a great spider in the center of 
the web, extending her “feelers” throughout the district to catch the flies (or fires) and deal with 
them in a “speedy fate as other unworthy pests.” Daggett was expected to always be within 
earshot of the telephone, not allowing her to wander far. Patrols throughout the forest were not 
part of her job, instead she had to remain ever vigilant according to the lookout motto: “They 
also serve who only stand and wait.” Prior to the invention of tools like the Osborne Fire Finder, 
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she surveyed and studied the huge map spread out on her cabin floor to be able to report on the 
precise locations of spotted smoke traces when they occurred.531    
 Supplies and mail were delivered once a week to Daggett by her sister Leslie, who 
traversed nine miles of the mountainside on horseback each way. Daggett fetched her water with 
a shovel and bucket, which she thought quite amusing, from snow banks that she put in a boiling 
kettle to melt. Wood for fires was found all around her unlike other lookout stations above the 
treeline. Daggett had a steady stream of visitors, from her sister to passing rangers and guards.532  
    The plentiful birds and animals of the peak also kept Daggett company, filling the air 
with songs and chatter. Like a regular fairy-tale, the animals became accustomed to her and the 
cabin, frequently visiting her. A pair of owls proved satisfactory as mouse-catchers while grouse 
and quail raised their young near the cabin door. Chipmunks stopped by for condensed milk, 
corn, and biscuits, deer fed in the evenings on grass and salt boxes Daggett set out, and two 
porcupines made themselves at home inside the cabin under the windowsill during the night. 
Daggett saw no reason to keep a cat or carry a gun initially believing the animals around her 
harmless. She did dust off the gun upon discovering panther tracks but never found the cat. 
During the 1915 season, she “buckled on the orthodox weapon” and was forced to use the gun, 
killing one bear, four wildcats, and three coyotes.533 The skins and furs of her proficient shots 
covered the walls of her cabin.534 
 Other dangers Daggett encountered were lightning storms. The heavy storms caused a 
great din and layers of fog through which it was difficult to spot smoke trails. When the thunder 
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would permit her, she called Ranger McCarthy to report all was well atop the peak. Never 
frightened, Daggett found the storms exhilarating as she loved to watch the electric display light 
up the sky. During her first season in 1913, a wild storm caused one of the telephone system’s 
lightning arresters outside of the cabin to burn out, leaving Daggett without communication to 
the ranger station for a day. A fellow from the ranger station rushed up the mountain the next day 
to find out the cause of her silence and helped her fix the telephone system. The men at the 
station initially joked that they would find Daggett hidden under a log for safety, but Daggett 
proved sturdy. Forest Service official Richard Hammatt credited Daggett with her nerve, saying 
she “works like a man and fears nothing.”535  
In her first season, she reported forty fires. Her prompt reporting kept the total burn area 
under five acres. McCarthy praised her efforts and declared the experiment a triumph stating that 
due to Daggett, “rangers and guards had such prompt warning that suppressive efforts were put 
forth before the fires could gain an appreciable headway. Had one less faithful been on the 
Lookout, it might easily have been five thousand.” Despite their initial misgivings, the Klamath 
forest officers were pleased with her work, calling the “first woman guardian of the National 
Forests…[a] big, glorious success.” 536 That did not mean, however, they or any other forest 
officials throughout the country were prepared to try out the novel experiment on another woman 
so soon. Forestry was still a man’s domain.  
As news of Daggett’s work as a lookout spread throughout the country, Daggett was first 
viewed as a curiosity. Reporters assured readers she was not from Amazonia, though they did 
make her out to be a heroic spectacle, calling her a modern-day Joan of Arc and chalking up her 
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skills as an expert horsewoman and rifle shot who was not afraid of loneliness. Yet, she was the 
picture of femininity reporters claimed, calling her accomplished, refined, and “very much a 
woman.”537 The juxtaposition of at once a rugged mountain woman and a demure lady revealed 
the anxiety of forest officials and the general public worried about a capable, lone woman on the 
top of the world, yet needed reassurance that she was not a man. For Daggett, however, Eddy 
Gulch and the surrounding view was her home, a place she wanted to protect from the 
devastation of fire. For the fifteen seasons she spent atop the Klamath National Forest, she made 
it her own—she knew the mountain as well as any man and proved a worthy lookout with her 
constancy. While Daggett felt secure at her lookout, much of the language written about her 
during the time revealed the tension people felt about a woman in a man’s forest. During the 
1910s, most Forest Service employees, reporters, and the public maintained a female lookout as 
an oddity or a one-off, with not much discussion about adding more women to the ranks of forest 
guard.  
However, the American entrance into World War I left numerous jobs across the Forest 
Service vacant as men went to war, opening the door for more women to join Daggett on the 
nation’s highest peaks. In 1918, Mollie Ingoldsby took up residence at the 7,245 foot Mount 
Hough Lookout on the Plumas National Forest in California for the fire season. A spritely 23 
years old, Ingoldsby was a journalist from Los Angeles who desired a change of scenery that was 
also worth-while work “doing her bit” in carrying out the conservation and wartime cause. She 
was proud that her ability to work released more men for active military service.538 More though, 
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she enjoyed the broad sweeping views of the Sierras from her glass-enclosed lookout.539 She 
described her perch on the Plumas saying, “The view from the summit… is well worth the climb. 
On a clear day, and nearly all the days in summer are clear, it is possible to see Mt. Shasta, which 
is about a hundred and twenty-five miles distant. About twenty lakes are in plain sight, and on 
every lake are eager fisherman, hoping for, and often catching, the elusive trout.”540 Like 
Daggett, Ingoldsby found her lookout and view as her home. She received her supplies from 
mining operators who packed in goods from Taylorsville on their way to their claims. During her 
first fire season, she identified and reported a smoke plume twenty-five miles away from her 
lookout on July 3. Her call brought out a force of men who cleared a fire trail more than six 
miles long around the burning timber.541 Forest Service official Richard Hammatt lauded 
Ingoldsby for her toughness and steadiness in her duty of climbing a twenty-foot pole twice a 
day to get a weather report, even in a fifty mile-an-hour gale wind.542 Ingoldsby proved that she 
was as stout and tough as Daggett, and not to mention, a good looker.  
 A year later in 1919, a Colorado forest supervisor decided to follow California’s lead and 
try out the state’s first female lookout. Helen Dowe, a highly regarded artist from Denver, was 
hired to spend her summers on the precarious 9,348 in elevation rock outcropping of Devil’s 
Head Lookout on the Pike National Forest. Dowe had applied for the position for two years, but 
the scarcity of men gone to war finally allowed her a space as a forest guard. A lover of the 
mountains, she had been determined to get out of her “dull and confining” work indoors and find 
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a position working in the magnificence of the Rockies, a trait many women echoed.543 To get to 
her charge, Dowe had to ascend the mountain and then climb the remaining one-hundred-fifty 
feet to the lookout by ladder. From her glass enclosed lookout, she spanned the surrounding 
7,000 acres of forest in every direction with a high-powered telescope.544  On a clear day, Howe 
held a full view of the grandeur of the Colorado Rockies and could spot the golden dome of the 
Colorado capital sixty-five miles north, Pikes Peak to the south, and the twinkling of thousands 
of lights along the Front Range at night.545  
From her cabin situated several hundred feet down the mountain from the lookout, Dowe 
made the climb to the summit before sunrise every day to start her observations in darkness. 
Dowe reported sixteen fires during the 1919 season and seven through July of 1920. Back at her 
cabin, she kept the small building in good repair, chopped firewood, carried water in bags up the 
hillside, and of course, cooked and laundered clothes for herself. Skilled with a hammer, she 
made furniture and cabinetry for the cabin. Supplies were brought up to her once in a while by 
pack mules. She was also responsible for upkeep of the lookout. In 1920, she painted the lookout 
cab exterior green and white. Given that the cab sat on a rock outcrop and teetered over an 
immense slope, the job required a steady nerve.546 Despite the precarious nature of the lookout 
location, Dowe made Devil’s Head her home for the season. While the rainy season in late 
summer provided her a small reprieve, campers seeking to make the most of the last few warm 
days kept Dowe at the lookout through October. During the winter months, she worked for the 
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Forest Service Regional Office in Denver by detailing and painting maps, some as large as a 
wall.547  
As word spread across the country of the female lookouts perched on their mountain tops, 
more women applied and joined the ranks as forest guards. Through the early 1920s, there were 
at least eighteen female lookouts in the West, including Harriet Steinward, Daisy Parker, and 
Shirleen Moseley in California, Jo Darlington on the St. Joe National Forest in Montana (now 
Idaho Panhandle National Forests), C.P. Cockrell on the Olympic National Forest in 
Washington, as well as Gertrude Merrill, Iva Grunewald, Gladys Murray, Bertha Covert, and 
several more throughout Washington and Oregon.548 Numerous ranger’s wives also served as 
lookouts if necessary. As more applications piled up from women, they were informed that to 
qualify, they must be a good mountain climber and not fear mountain lions, electrical storms or 
gales, and tall ladders, and be willing to live a life of solitude.549 
The topic of solitude and isolation on the mountain top came up frequently in newspaper 
articles and the women’s own stories. While the mythical two-fisted, courageous ranger 
epitomized by Elers Koch could endure the intense loneliness of the forest with his tenacious 
individualism, persistent gender assumptions based on Victorian values assumed that women 
required the closeness of social groups like the family. Thereby, life on a mountain in a remote 
forest would compel women to face “unnatural loneliness,” equating to fear.550 The anxiety 
surrounding women’s isolation was a concern to many forest officials and the public. Yet, female 
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lookouts surmounted loneliness and fear by staying busy with check looks and chores, finding 
ways to entertain themselves, and hosting visitors. More so, women negated feelings of isolation 
by coming to recognize their lookouts as home. Daggett recalled the first question everyone 
asked her was if she was lonesome on top of the world. After her sister dropped her off and left 
with the pack animals that first season in 1913, Daggett never had “a moment’s longing” to 
return to San Francisco. The animals and work kept her company.551 She often saw her sister, 
Leslie, who brought her supplies and even helped with some of her duties. On one occasion, 
Leslie and a friend, May Ahlgren, provided Daggett valuable assistance by riding horseback over 
the district to recruit an emergency firefighting crew when all men usually available were already 
combatting the flames.552 The only thing that truly filled Daggett with dismay was the thought of 
the conclusion of the fire season, when she would return down the mountain to “the imprisoning 
habitations of Civilization.”553 
Ingoldsby took a different approach to the isolation, disagreeing with all of the women 
who wrote her letters saying they would not mind the loneliness. Ingoldsby found the solitude as 
a drawback as she recognized her adherence to gendered assumptions and loved socializing with 
friends. While she did not find solace in being alone, she did find ways to keep herself company 
and most importantly, busy: 
If studiously inclined there is plenty of time for reading. Otherwise there would be 
many dull hours. But by using good judgment, the season may be very profitably 
spent if the lookout has any outside interest, such as drawing, writing, or any line 
of study…  
Each morning the airplane passes overhead. The observer is also watching 
for forest fires and reports by wireless. Occasionally he drops a daily paper, which 
means a great deal—after getting week-old news—to have a copy the day it is 
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published. So it is possible to be on ‘top of the world’ and still keep in touch. Of 
course the telephone is indispensable. During the day it is used for business only, 
but in the evening it is permissible to chat, providing of course, it does not 
interfere with official calls. Often music is enjoyed by wire. Last summer a young 
man who really could play the violin ’did his bit’ each evening for the benefit of 
all who wished to listen in. It surely was a treat to all of us. So, everything 
considered, a lookout need not be utterly lonely. And, providing a girl is able to 
handle firearms in case of emergency, she is just as safe on top of a mountain as 
she would be in town.554  
 
While she kept herself preoccupied with music, telephone chats, and the daily news apart from 
her duties as a lookout, Ingoldsby also had the regular company of her sister, who lived with her 
at the lookout for periods during the fire season.555  
Helen Dowe also had regular company at her cabin. Family friend and chaperone Nina 
St. John lived with Dowe during the summer.556 While it was not required of female lookouts by 
the Forest Service to have a chaperone or a living companion, it is likely some women chose to 
have companionship, whether for safety or just to relieve boredom. Some women came to the 
lookout position as a shared job with a female friend. They would divide the day’s work and take 
turns watching the lookout, sharing the salary. While they could share the accommodations, 
many women preferred to rough it alone. Newspapers spoke to the “spectacle” of unprotected 
women spending night after night in the lonely mountains without fear or trembling.557      
The lookout stations, originally built for men, provided various living accommodations. 
As part of the fixed-point fire detection system, the lookouts took advantage of the best high-
ground vantage available throughout the forests. In some areas, this meant the lookout station sat 
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atop a barren mountain well above the tree line. In this instance, the large square cab lookout sat 
low to the ground with living quarters either inside or in separate buildings surrounding the 
station. Lookout stations that had to rise above the tree line stood on one-hundred-foot tall, 
wooden, and later steel, towers with a small seven by seven foot or fourteen by fourteen-foot 
glass-enclosed square cab perched on top. Because of the small space atop these lofty towers, 
living quarters were constructed below. Lookout station configurations were easily modified 
based upon differences in terrain. Daggett’s lookout was a traditional ground cabin due to the 
open terrain of the mountain top. When her cabin was replaced in 1926 with a fourteen by 
fourteen glass cab, Daggett found the new amenities too modern and left her post the following 
year.558 Meanwhile, Dowe’s lookout cab teetered on a rock outcropping with her cabin below. 
Iva Gruenewald described her lookout on Tumwater Mountain near Leavenworth on the 
Wenatchee National Forest as anything but glamorous, "There was no cabin, or lookout tower 
but a tent down in a sheltered place among a few trees.  My 'office' was a very rocky higher 
peak, no shelter from wind, or sun, just a map, a phone and an alidade to locate fires in all four 
directions.”559  Gladys Murray, stationed on the Colville National Forest in Washington in 1918, 
was happy the forest supervisor approved her request for a new, warm log cabin at the Columbia 
Lookout to be used for the 1919 fire season.560 
Inside the lookout cab, women typically had a chair and small table, a cot, and perhaps a 
small shelf for books or playing cards. If living arrangements were combined with the lookout 
cab or cabin, a small stove provided a cooking area and warmth. The tools that normally 
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equipped the cab included the telephone, maps, photos, binoculars, rifle, and a measuring 
instrument. Throughout the 1910s, Forest Service forester William Osborne developed and 
improved an alidade he called the "fire finder." He first tested the device in 1911 at eight 
locations in Oregon and Washington. Over the next few years, he continued to improve the 
device. By 1917, the round instrument was twenty-four inches across and featured a map of the 
surrounding area with each of 360-degrees etched around the rim. As the lookout turned the 
wheel back and forth, she sighted the distant smoke through the rear sight slot at the distant 
topography. A pencil attached to a sliding gear-driven arm drew the panoramic features of the 
horizon and identified the location of the fire.561 Dowe found the Osborne fire finder to be 
“worth its weight in gold.”562 Murray also attested to the ease of use of the fire finder stating that 
it could be mastered in a moment. The tremendous instrument aided her in detecting fifty fires in 
July and August of 1919.563 Connected by thousands of miles of telephone wiring, the lookouts 
could communicate their sightings using the fire finder to the ranger station within seconds. 
Dowe quipped, “the telephone and the boys do the rest.”564 
Another piece of equipment that women had to adapt was their make-shift uniform, 
typically modified from the male Norfolk uniform. The early Norfolk uniform was popular in the 
newly available durable whipcord material or in unfinished wool worsted that featured a 
formfitting jacket with a broad, notched collar, short lapels, and large pockets worn over a 
button-down shirt and jodhpurs, all styled in the “forestry green” color. The uniform was often 
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finished with knee-high leather boots sometimes covered with chaps or spats. Provided with no 
standard outfit or clothing to don, female lookouts, much like research scientist Eloise Gerry and 
Director of Women’s Forestry Margaret March-Mount, made their own. Daggett believed that 
one’s costume should fit the occasion—she wore a heavy-duty linen shirt and jodhpurs (full-
length trousers that were close-fitting below the knee and ballooned at the thigh) when riding her 
horse. When spotting fires, she preferred an ankle- or calf-length dark skirt with a buttoned-
down, collared shirtwaist. With her hair in a bun, she fluctuated between no hat and her ranger-
styled brimmed hat.565 Dowe created her own version of a uniform with an embroidered linen 
artist’s smock, jodhpurs, and tall boots. Dowe also wore her hair in a bun to keep her vision 
clear.566 Photographs of early female lookouts show similar home-made, Norfolk uniforms, 
which remained popular through the 1930s.    
The stories of Daggett, Dowe, and others captured the imagination of other women. 
Fantastic headlines splashed across newspapers spoke of the girls’ heroic and adventurous vigils, 
replete with anxiety about women atop lonely peaks. During the winter months, Daggett spoke to 
numerous women’s clubs in California about her position as a lookout and conservation in 
general, a typical activity of Progressive Era women and the burgeoning Forest Service 
conservation education program. More stories about her lookout life were printed throughout the 
country.567 In August 1917, Robert A. Bracket of the Motion Pictures Producers of New York 
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contacted Daggett in hopes of making a film about her and the work she did as a lookout. After 
speaking with Forest Service officials, Daggett responded that she and the agency would be 
pleased to participate and furnish the company with any assistance necessary. The company was 
invited to come that September when the weather would best cooperate.568 It is unknown if the 
film was ever made, although the inquiry by a motion picture company revealed the bottomless 
interest the American public took in lady lookouts. A photograph of the beautiful, demur Dowe 
in stylish 1920s fashion accompanying a feature magazine story about her lookout position 
captivated even more women who applied for a lookout position.569  
Such accounts set off a craze among young American women seeking a similar position. 
During the summer of 1923, there was such a rush of eager women and girls to the employment 
office in Washington and Oregon that the Forest Service could have hired fifty times the number 
needed for lookouts one newspaper reported.570 The “romantic life” of the female lookout was 
fully realized in 1926 with the publication of The Understanding Heart, a novel by Peter B. 
Kyne that detailed the life of a female lookout on a California national forest. The story followed 
heroine Monica Dale, a strong, courageous, and resourceful lookout, nevertheless aided in an 
emergency by a male forest ranger. The book was sent to Daggett and Daisy Parker of Sardine 
Peak Lookout on the Tahoe National Forest, though it is unknown what they thought of the 
story.571 The stories of the “wild, isolated, odd, interesting, unusual, brave, courageous, noble, 
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primal, patriotic, western, romantic life” of female lookouts as described by authors like Kyne 
enhanced the romantic American imagination of lady lookouts.572  
Praise of women lookouts heightened more women’s resolve to join the ranks as fire 
guards. A few male Forest Service officials found the “novel experiment” a success and even 
claimed women were better suited to being lookouts than men. They asserted women had greater 
patience and nervous endurance than men, for example, women were not tempted to go fishing 
or hunting like a man would. Proponents of female lookouts stated that results showed that 
women were more vigilant in the position and focused less on themselves and more on the task 
at hand than male lookouts.573 Despite the high praise and however competent women were at 
their duties as lookouts, the general tenor throughout the agency and general public regarded 
women lookouts as liabilities and unwelcome. Most male officials expressed their disapproval of 
women holding field positions as forestry was considered a rough-and-tumble man’s profession.  
A feature piece in the Michigan Dearborn Independent chided women for their romantic 
aspirations of being a lookout. Author Harvey Patton claimed women merely desired a three-
month vacation for $90 a month during the best part of the year. He went on to say that a girl 
lookout from Colorado—presumably Helen Dowe—used publicity in newspapers and film to 
romanticize her job at a picturesque lookout station. Not knowing the situation of the Devil’s 
Head Lookout and the one-hundred-fifty foot ladder that she had to climb, he downplayed her 
position saying that she “doesn’t have to climb a lofty tower to reach her post.” Patton alleged 
that women who applied for the job of lookout, including one in Constantinople, had no business 
doing so as the lookout was a man’s position, not an enviable, dreamy position. He wrote that 
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such fair maidens knew nothing about the countryside which they applied to oversee and, 
instead, the government needed strong men with keen eyesight who knew the country. While he 
conceded that a few women who knew the country occasionally helped, “women cannot fit the 
bill” as a lookout.574 
Patton’s argument that women were not cut out to do the job was one that many male 
Forest Service officials agreed with, as they felt the position was too dangerous for women. They 
were concerned that a slight female would have difficulty alone in the forest, having to reattach a 
telephone wire high up on a pole or face a wild animal. They were also apprehensive about 
hiring one of the many girls who wrote in from out of state, concerned that they did not know the 
local area. Assistant Forester Ray Headley worried that a woman lookout might be lost or suffer 
some catastrophe that would put the agency in an “unfavorable light” for employing women to 
do dangerous work. He also expressed concern about the close proximity of female lookouts 
with male forest users (hunters, fishers, ranchers, or boy scouts), resulting in inappropriate 
incidents.575  
Many Forest Service men believed women had romanticized the lookout position as 
Patton suggested, to which they objected. Forest Service bulletins remarked on women’s florid 
applications and ridiculed the “school marms” that sent applications by the dozens in “neat, 
Spenserian” handwriting.576 A Southwestern Region February newsletter prepared the area for 
the onslaught of female applicants for the approaching fire season. The author mocked the first 
letter of employment which had arrived from Georgia from a woman looking for the “romantic 
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and thrilling position of lookout-woman. She has a beautiful name, writes a fine hand, and offers 
more details of her qualifications. Sadly but firmly, however, her request for a job has been 
passed up with appropriate words of regret.”577 Forest Service supervisors sent out official 
documentation to their district staff warning against employing women lookouts.  
In 1921, Assistant Forester Ray Headley wrote in a letter to the Utah District Foresters 
stating, “The degree of publicity we are getting over the occasional use of a woman for fire 
lookout is becoming embarrassing. The recent articles in Sunday newspapers and in one of the 
large magazines have brought down upon us a flood of letters from young girl graduates and 
others who want a job as a lookout somewhere ‘in the great west.’”578 When Assistant Fire 
Ranger M.H. McCarthy wrote his supervisor about Daggett in 1913, he had no notion that hiring 
her would set a precedent likely to cause future embarrassment “since” he wrote “we can hardly 
expect these positions to ever become very popular with the Fair Sex.”579 While Daggett started 
out as a curiosity, the popularity of the position that grew over the decade drew embarrassment 
in the ranger stations as men regarded the lookout position as beyond the capabilities of women. 
While it had been moderately acceptable for women to serves as lookouts during the 
World War, it was expected that women would return home to their household duties. A 1920 
newspaper article read, “Woman lookouts will not be employed by the Forest Service this fire 
season, with the close of war and the return of men from abroad, the necessity for women in this 
rather hazardous employment is removed.”580 As Daggett, Dowe, Ingoldsby and others 
demonstrate, women remained in the position well into the late 1920s with the backing of male 
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supporters, however, the prevailing attitude of male Forest Service officials discouraged the 
hiring of female lookouts.  
By 1926, the Forest Service had established an informal policy to replace women 
lookouts with men, as soon as the women resigned. Forest Service officials stated that due to the 
isolation of the stations and the character of the work, the employment of female lookouts was 
not viable. The agency claimed that the other duties that a lookout was required to maintain—
keeping the telephone-line in constant repair, clearing trails, repairing station buildings or 
making required improvements, and extinguishing fires in their vicinity—were not being 
fulfilled by female lookouts. Rather, much of that work was being taken care of by male forest-
rangers. After the Forest Service announced the ban on hiring of more female lookouts, an article 
appearing in American Forests magazine stated, “Men may be glad to know that here at least is 
one kind of work in which the number of women is decreasing.” 581  This quip revealed another 
aspect of male anxiety regarding women as lookouts—the issue of women taking jobs from men. 
The “novel experiment” of a female lookout had continued successfully into the 1920s, but the 
growing list of requirements for a lookout that differed from the original position description of 
vigilant guard, and that of Mollie Ingoldsby’s “good looker,” gradually forced women out of the 
lookout position by the end of the decade. While some male foresters were fine with female 
lookouts and believed them to be skilled in the position, the prevailing attitude was that, like in 
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Lady Lookouts Reemerge for the War  
 There are no records of paid women lookouts during the 1930s. Rather, employment on 
the forests during the 1930s was mainly furnished by the boys of the Civilian Conservation 
Corps (CCC). President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal program of the 1930s sought to 
correct the nation’s severe economic, social, and environmental problems of the Depression by 
creating numerous programs to put people to work and build up the country’s infrastructure and 
resources. One such program included the Civilian Conservation Corps, which by July 1933 had 
enrolled over 300,000 young men. Divided across the country into districts and further into 
companies housed at individual camps, the CCC brought together two of the nation’s assets—
natural resources and idle young men—in order to reclaim both. Heeding FDR’s principle that 
work-relief projects ‘should be useful,’ the Forest Service employed CCC crews to fight fire and 
blight (blister-rust), and replant trees, as well as create and maintain infrastructure such as ranger 
and guard stations, recreation areas, and transportation routes.582 The Forest Service took 
advantage of such a labor force and used the CCC to bolster its fixed-point fire-detection system, 
doubling coverage of the backcountry with new lookout stations and men as lookouts. It was also 
during this period, in 1935, that the Forest Service instituted the “10 A.M. Policy” that stipulated 
a fire should be contained and controlled by 10 A.M. the day after the fire had been reported. If 
the fire crews had failed, the fire was to be out by 10 A.M. the next day and so on. The policy 
required forests to call up a massive number of firefighters to control fires within the initial 
attack and overnight.583 The large labor force of the CCC provided the necessary manpower to 
accommodate the 10 A.M. Policy. But the decline of work relief programs and cancellation of 
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the CCC in 1942 with the onset of World War II and the draft quickly drained the Forest 
Service’s labor pool.   
 Unsurprisingly, women returned to the forests in 1941 when men were called up for war. 
Forest Service policy permitted that women could be employed during war conditions where 
qualified men could not be hired, given those women were qualified “as local dependent 
citizens,” able to prove they knew the landscape of the area.584 As timber had been declared a 
critical wartime material, Forest Service officials ambivalently set aside their anxiety about 
female lookouts and hired them by the hundreds across the country to protect the nation’s 
resources. In 1942, the War Production Board estimated that the supply of US domestic military 
and industrial grade lumber required for the next year would be some four billion feet short. 
Therefore, every foot that could be saved from forest fires, which on average burned over thirty-
one-million acres of timber, would be one more foot used for building army camps, naval ships, 
or cargo planes.585 Others recognized that postwar demands of natural resources would increase 
as the Forest Service paid more attention to the multiple uses of the forests such as restoration, 
recreation, and improvement of wildlife habitat.586 While male Forest Service officials, like 
Regional Forester C.N. Woods, were careful to reiterate that women could not serve as a 
complete substitute for men, they recognized that women had been satisfactory in these jobs 
previously and intended to make greater use of them during the war.587  
Women not only returned to the ranks as forest guards, they were also expected to fill in 
as cooks, radio operators, dispatchers, telephone operators, campground patrol, and truck drivers 
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for fire crews, and even participate in firefighting and smoke chasing when male crews lacked 
enough support. A principal qualification for a woman to work as a forest guard was that she 
must be familiar with the territory in which she was hired to work. Women were enticed by the 
opportunity to guard the vital war materials and the natural wealth of their own communities and 
applied to work throughout every region of the agency.588 The first paid female lookouts in New 
Hampshire were hired in 1943 and called the WOOFS of the White Mountains, the “Women 
Observers of Forest Service.”589 Women returned to the mountains of Washington and Oregon in 
droves, as the Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region hired two-hundred-forty-six women in 
1943.590 That same year, Montana forests saw over one-hundred women as lookout and fires 
dispatchers, with sixteen on the Lolo National Forest and eleven on the Flathead National 
Forest.591 By 1944, the Forest Service had over six-hundred women as lookouts throughout the 
nation.592 
With so many women joining the ranks as forest guards who were new to forestry 
practices, the Forest Service designed classes and training sessions, or Guard School, to prepare 
women for the work of lookout and dispatcher. Such classes were the first in the agency’s history 
that provided training specifically for women. Three-day training events for new lookouts 
separated men and women due to what the Forest Service considered women’s specialized needs 
for training. Classes went over the basics of radio sets, range finders, pumps and other essential 
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fire equipment, as well as the daily operation and expectations of the duties at the lookout 
station.593 
Allowing women up on the mountain tops during the 1940s brought up old anxieties that 
had been prevalent in 1910s and 1920s, specifically related to women’s loneliness, fear, and 
unfamiliarity with the forest. In 1945, the Walla Walla Union Bulletin of Washington State 
claimed, “These courageous women and girls have stepped into a man’s job under lonesome 
circumstances.”594 But like Daggett and others before, women denied the loneliness and fear of 
the mountain top. A lookout on the Flattop Mountain in southern Washington, Ella Clark wrote 
of her 1943 experience, “I was entirely alone, but I was never lonely… I was never afraid.”595 
Speaking of their time on Norse Peak on the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest in 1943, 
Dora Hunt and Maxine Hipkoe concurred, “contrary to the experiences of our friends and 
families, we did not spend a lonely summer on an isolated Lookout.” Like Daggett, Ingoldsby, 
and Dowe, female lookouts of the 1940s stayed busy with monthly visitors, daily chores, and 
regular check looks followed by telephone calls to the ranger station. As Catherine Eastwood 
remarked, a woman had no time to be lonely, bored, or fearful because “there were so many 
things to do.” Without modern conveniences or familial help, female lookouts experienced 
pioneer-like conditions by hauling water, hand-washing clothes, and cooking over a fire or 
primitive stove, always staying busy. 
Instead of loneliness and fear, women who left behind records of their experiences found 
joy and peace in the surrounding beauty of the forests, taking interest in the rapidly changing 
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skies and views as far as the eye can see. Laura Hartley declared, “Nothing in life compares to 
the Beauty of a crystal clear Moonlight night when one is up on the catwalk of a lookout 
tower.”596 In her book-length account of her summer on Tatoosh published in 1946, Martha 
Hardy relished in the beauties around her lookout, like the setting sun over the mountains, 
musing  
The setting of tonight’s performance was blue and gold, canopied by a shining 
arch, a serene and gracious loftiness. Rainer was a gray-blue silhouette; Helens, 
Adams, and the Goat Rocks, soft blue bulks on dark blue beds of lesser 
mountains. A glory of gold had spread over all the western sky, and in the east 
was a tender reflection of it. Everywhere, in rounded summit, cleft rock and 
folded creek bed, were clarity of outline, calm distinctness of contour.597       
 
Hardy also took pleasure in the avalanche lilies of the spring surrounding the lookout and a 
ground squirrel that she named Impie, who she made friends with and fed crumbs to everyday. 
Hardy’s text is written with a vulnerability that is not articulated in other female lookout 
accounts, revealing the anxieties that women did endure on the mountain tops.  
When Hardy arrived at Tatoosh, the “lady mountain” named for the Indian word for 
breast, in the shadow of the “loving father” Mt. Rainer, she felt uncertain of herself and 
inadequate as a “schoolma’am” compared to the seasoned “cowboys” who normally patrolled the 
lookouts. Her internal tension wrestled with conventional gender roles and spheres as she took 
on men’s work in a man’s space: “the male province of the hilltops.” She envied the familiarity 
of the mountain that her male colleagues claimed as experienced insiders, feeling alienated from 
the forest that Forest Service old-timers, like the “professor” Elmer Hornquist, had spent the first 
half of the twentieth-century claiming as their territory. Even as an educated woman, Hardy 
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struggled with her ignorance in comparison to Elmer’s vernacular wisdom that he had gained 
from his time on the Packwood Ranger District of the Columbia National Forest. Facing a storm, 
she wrote, “Tonight I had hoped to prove that I was worthy to wear that silver shield with its 
brave emblem.” During an episode where she had to repair the telephone line, she found herself 
wishing she “had been born male.”598  
But through the trials she faced on the mountain, Hardy finally recognized Tatoosh as 
home, calling the forests “her timber tract” and feeling “a sense of homecoming” after seeing her 
lookout cab after a day away. Even Willie, one of the agency cowboys, acknowledged her 
transformation of the lookout into her home stating, “Funny, how quick a woman can make a 
place feel like a home…it’s comfr’ble as kin be.” The greatest conversion occurred, however, 
when after keeping her calm during a fire, she transformed from inadequate “schoolma’am” to 
learned “cowboy” in the eyes of her male colleagues as well as herself. She proved to herself that 
she was worthy of the badge.599  
Finding home on the mountain tops was a characteristic of female lookouts, who 
subverted their own anxieties of being a foreigner in the forest by making the lookout stations 
home. Male foresters had intentionally removed women from the forests early on as the field of 
forestry professionalized. Unless a woman was a ranger’s wife or entering the forest under a 
different guise than a woman seeking employment, she was not welcome. As women sought 
field work within the male dominated forests as lookouts, they overcame their unfamiliarity with 
the landscape by turning the lookout station into a comfortable dwelling while enlarging the 
meaning of home to include the forest. Helen Dowe made furniture for her cabin and painted the 
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lookout cab, cultivating a sense of pride in her seasonal home. Hallie Daggett spoke of the forest 
as her “dooryard.” Jeanne Beaty wrote in her 1953 account that she had: 
come to look upon the whole forest as my living room, my bedroom and my 
kitchen. I wasn’t eager to confine my life to a house, where windows were no 
longer gracious entrances for the outdoors but boundaries which limited me to a 
small picture of space, which kept the wind and the rain and the trees and the sky 
a room’s length away.600     
 
Focusing on the flowers, wildlife, and vistas surrounding their lookouts, women found a growing 
sense of concern and investment in their new home. Like Hardy writing about “her timber tract,” 
Daggett revealed her sense of proprietorship over the landscape, swearing to punish anyone 
careless enough to set fire to her front yard.  
 While the feeling of home transmuted the unfamiliarity of the forest, it also brought about 
a sense of the daily, ephemeral chores of the homemaker. Washing, mending, cooking, and 
gardening around the lookout were continuously fragmented with check looks, like the 
traditional homemaker’s daily activities interrupted by her child or to check the progress of 
dinner.601 The constancy of the homemaker likely gave women an advantage when it came to 
being more suited than men to maintain the lookout, being less restless than young men yearning 
to hunt and fish, a theme from the 1920s that resurfaced during the period.602  
But where the home was confining, the lookout station was liberating for women. Using 
the lookout cab as an anchor within “the public sphere of the forest,” women felt adventurous, 
empowered, and free. Jeanne Beaty was initially anxious about bathing at night in her “glass box 
of a lookout,” but eventually shed her self-consciousness and “walked outside on the catwalk 
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‘clothed in nothing but the velvet of the wind.’”603 Likewise, Agnes Edgington wrote of her time 
as a Washington lookout in 1941, that “being on top of a mountain with the world at your feet 
does something to you that you just never forget.”604 The sense of home made the lookout at 
once a place of security in unfamiliar territory bit also a space of freedom and adventure.   
The majority of women worked as lookouts or helped on crews during wartime, although 
there were some opportunities for women firefighters with so many men gone to the front, 
another sense of adventure that women sought. The first known all-women fire crew served on 
the Angeles National Forest in 1941, organized on a tanker truck located on the Newhall District 
under Ranger Ray McCormick and Fire Control Assistant Howard Evans. A year later, the 
women were put through official training.605 Zoe Willis was one of the women to attend the 
Angeles National Forest annual three-day forest service school at Oak Grove Park in Pasadena. 
Willis was the first female engine foreman (captain) on the Newhall Suppression Crew No. 1. 
She worked with two other women, Mary Jane Brunton and Dawn Rourke, at the Mint Canyon 
Station. As the driver for the three-hundred-gallon tanker "Green Hornet," Willis adeptly 
maneuvered the heavy pumper around hairpin turns and grades of fire roads “as good as any 
masculine driver," a newspaper claimed.606 
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Another all-women’s crew was hired by the California Department of Forestry and 
consisted of a foreman, a truck driver, an assistant driver, firefighters, and a cook.607 A 1943 
photograph references the Women’s Forest Service Reserves and depicts them building a 
practice fire line around a small slash fire in their petticoats and skirts.608 It is likely that the 
Women’s Forest Service Reserves was a female reservist group used to fight fires while the men 
were away, like other reservist groups that women on the home front formed during World War 
II.  
Between 1942 and 1943, the Aircraft Warning Service (AWS) hired women to search the 
skies from Forest Service lookout stations. Women in the AWS were required to report any 
airplane that flew over or near the lookout they were assigned to, though no enemy plane ever 
came. While some women were directly hired by the AWS, others working for the Forest 
Service doubled up with AWS duties. Once a coastal radar system became effective, the AWS 
disbanded and women returned their gaze solely to the tree line.609      
 Despite the necessity of women during the war to maintain the lookouts and protect one 
of the nation’s most critical resources, the prevailing attitude held by male Forest Service 
officials was that women would return to the home after their contributions concluded with the 
end of war. This sentiment was felt nationally throughout the American workforce as men 
returned home from Europe and the Pacific expecting jobs and women to take back up their 
mantle as homemakers. A Missouri newspaper remarked in 1948, “Officials agree that the 
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service of women in the towers during the past seven years has been a bright and colorful chapter 
in the history of forestry in stormy times, rather than a permanent innovation in the nation’s 
forest fire protection system.”610 Despite how women felt about being lookouts, male foresters 
still looked upon female lookouts and field-going staff with anxiety as they feared women taking 
jobs away from men, women being unable to perform difficult and demanding physical work, 
and women encountering the dangers of the forests and forest work.  
 In closing employment to women as fire lookouts, Forest Service officials hoped that it 
would not end women’s service within the cause of conservation. Rather, the agency expected 
women to take their gained knowledge from the lookouts and share it with their children and the 
public, which many did through the conservation education program. After seeing the destruction 
of fire and learning the importance of fire prevention, one official remarked, women 
realize[d] how important our forest lands are. Their interest will not die…and they 
will go on spreading the conservation gospel. As mothers they will rear their 
children as true conservationists; as teachers, they will educate their pupils. Many 
who already have left the towers have written about the need of conservation with 
zeal and understanding in magazines and elsewhere. Others have talked before 
women’s clubs, garden clubs, and other organizations. To the extent that it built 
up a corps of women conservationists, informed and zealous, the recent war did 
our nation a splendid service through the enforced employment of lady 
lookouts.”611  
 
While women picked up the conservation cause efforts in club meetings and Penny Pines forests, 
by 1948, the number of women lookouts throughout the country dropped to approximately fifty, 
according to one newspaper.612 
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 Changes in the Mid-Century and a Continuing Legacy  
While many women participated in the conservation cause through education efforts, 
women’s club programming, and working for the Forest Service and other environmental 
organizations or agencies in many capacities, many women chose to remain on the forests as 
lookouts, dispatchers, and field employees throughout the midcentury. Although their numbers 
dwindled rapidly after men returned stateside from World War II, the number of women as 
lookouts gradually rebounded after 1948 into the 1960s, though never to its full height during the 
war years. A few Forest Service officials had once again found female lookouts work to be so 
proficient that many insisted on keeping them on their forests. As the Cold War loomed with the 
USSR, several Forest Service rangers thought to maintain women as lookouts and further refine 
their skills as lookout veterans should hostilities turn hot. Gifford Pinchot National Forest 
Supervisor Laurence Barrett lauded women’s efforts as lookouts and credited them with 
preserving the nation’s forests, stating, “Unfortunately, lightning, logging locomotives, and 
careless campers never declare a moratorium because of war. Without women to substitute on 
the lookout towers, the nation might have lost billions of dollars’ worth of timber while our men 
were away on the fighting fronts in World War II.”613 Of the twenty-five lookouts on the forest, 
six women worked for Supervisor Barrett on the Gifford Pinchot National Forest and remained 
for several seasons. Of the two-hundred-thirty-three lookouts within the Northern Region, twenty 
were filled by women. All four of the lookouts on the Shasta-Trinity National Forest in northern 
California were women.614  
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Besides women’s skillfulness as lookouts, another reason women found opportunities as 
lookouts was because of the pay. Making $200 a month, or $225 as an experienced lookout, for 
only three to four months was too modest a salary for men with families. Rather, the jobs were 
typically filled by men and women students looking to fill their summers with outdoor forestry 
work.615 In addition to college students, female lookouts were comprised of school teachers, 
college professors, physicians, housewives, and even grandmothers. Several husbands and wives 
worked as duos within lookout stations as well.616  
While women had served as lookouts for over fifty years, Forest Service officials, the 
American public, and women spoke about many of the same curiosities of a female lookout as 
they had in 1913. A 1950 newspaper read, “Although women are supposed to have great 
difficulty living alone and liking it, a wide variety of girls confess that they enjoy the solitary 
alpine vigil.”617 Many stories referenced the isolation and dangers women faced, but they but 
nevertheless persisted on their mountain top perches. They kept themselves busy during the long, 
lonely hours of the day by reading, chopping wood, cooking, and drawing maps, like Garna M. 
Furse who worked at the Strawberry Butte lookout on the Helena National Forest. During her 
summer days, she completed a detailed map of all the surrounding country, marking all the 
peaks, streams, and valleys within sight of her station.618  
Another familiar notion emerged once again during the mid-century, which regarded 
women as better lookouts than men as many Forest Service officials had mused in the 1920s and 
1940s. Several forest supervisors and district rangers believed women were better suited to the 
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task of lookout and helping on a fire crew as women proved to be more patient, able to withstand 
the solitude, and focus more on their work. Women were also seen as more careful than men at 
the exacting work of packing and repacking fire tool units, putting up emergency rations, and 
repairing tents and parachutes.619 District Ranger John Watt on the Shasta-Trinity National 
Forest stated, “Women have proved better qualified for the lonely duty than men. They are better 
able to maintain the alert and careful watch, and to withstand the monotony of 13 solitary hours 
daily searching for telltale traces of smoke. They’re accurate, to the point, and don’t miss a 
thing.”620 
Men also acknowledged that women were better at cooking on the lonely mountain top. 
Numerous rangers were quick to point out that women were far more ingenious than men in 
making mundane “chow” seem exotic and tasty. While women shrugged it off, like Carol 
Pearson, who quipped, “nothing fancy, mind you,” women were able to make good use of their 
wood stove and canned goods. With no refrigeration in the lookouts, fresh meat was typically not 
available. Supplies and food arrived to the lookouts once a month by pack horse or if really 
remote, by parachute from increased aircraft use on the forests. As women were still regarded as 
better homemakers and more skilled in cooking, male lookouts called up their female coworkers 
when personal telephone use was allowed in the evenings to ask “what does it mean to cream 
shortening” “What’s wrong when your hotcakes don’t cook through in the middle?” “How do 
you tell the difference between cake flour and pancake flour when you’ve lost the labels?” “Why 
is pea soup lumpy after I add the canned milk?” Despite their supposed cooking genius, women 
also spoke about the lack of decent food, lamenting that their favorite recipes did not turn out 
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very well at 8,000 feet in elevation or that a diet of canned goods and powdered eggs became 
quite dreary after a few months.621  
Although the food could be wearisome, it was the adventure that kept women coming 
back to the lookout season after season. Elsie Stoller on the Steamboat Mountain lookout 
remarked, “Your time is your own. No one bosses you. You wear what you want. You eat when 
you’re hungry, not when a floorwalker gives you time off.”622 Elizabeth Samson, one of the 
WOOFS on the White Mountain National Forest, had served as the executive secretary of the 
Girl Scouts in Brookline, Massachusetts for seventeen years before serving as a lookout. She was 
proud to finally live the way she had always told her girl scouts to do: “get outdoors and live 
close to nature.”623  
As if proven worthy by the 1950s and 1960s, female lookouts were not afraid to say they 
were uncomfortable with something or reveal self-doubt, unlike Hallie Daggett’s “novel 
experiment,” which kept her tightlipped from complaining or failing in her duties. If a woman 
found her ascent up a sixty foot steel tower too dizzying, she requested and was granted a 
transfer to a lookout station with a ground cabin. Some women complained of the distance they 
had to carry their water. To fetch her water, Elsie Stoller had to carry all of her drinking water in 
gallon cans from a bubbling spring more than a mile down the rugged mountainside. Yet, 
dizzying heights or hauling water did not deter the female lookouts who longed to be on the 
mountain tops. Stoller grinned that the long hikes to water kept her trim. At the end of the 1966 
fire season, a female student from Idaho State University working on the Nez Perce National 
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Forest told the ranger that she would not come back, having found the one-hundred-foot steel 
tower and six by six-foot cab too rugged. But upon reflecting on her experiences that summer, 
she applied for the Jack Mountain lookout for the 1967 season eager to return.624  
 During the 1960s and 1970s, it was not men who replaced women in the lookouts, rather, 
it was the airplane. Forest Service and state officials were interested in aviation within forestry as 
early as 1909 when Minnesota State Forester William Cox observed a Wright Brothers 
demonstration. After World War I, the Forest Service partnered with the War Department to 
conduct some of the first aerial fire patrols in Oregon and California, however funding during the 
1920s did not materialize and fire detection remained dependent on lookouts within the fixed-
point fire detection system. The agency tried again after World War II to institute aerial fire 
control using military surplus aircraft and contracting commercial aircraft. New developments in 
aviation techniques, like close air support, led the Forest Service to implement aircraft in support 
of lookouts. As firefighting became more technical and equipment-centered along with the ease 
of aviation, many lookouts became obsolete. For example, smokejumping—a tactic developed in 
1939 in which firefighters jumped from airplanes to remote locations to put fires out—made use 
of aviation and evolving techniques and became an important aspect of fire control.  
The manpower to staff the lookouts also proved difficult as the staffing zenith available 
during Roosevelt’s New Deal was not attainable following the war. Maintaining the fixed-point 
fire detection system, its communication systems, staffing, and general upkeep eventually 
became too costly, as forest managers recognized the efficiencies of one pilot in a single airplane 
who could watch over an entire forest.625 One such pilot was Evelyn Rackleff, an instructor for 
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Salem Aviation in Oregon, who was chartered by the Forest Service to fly fire patrols in 1966.626 
Mary Barr worked as a contracted pilot for the agency for several years as well, until she was 
officially hired in 1974, working as a lead pilot for the California North Zone Air Unit, a first for 
the agency. She eventually became the National Aviation Safety Officer stationed in Washington 
D.C.627  
 As firefighting was seen as one of the most demanding and dangerous jobs within the 
Forest Service, women were only slowly allowed to enter the ranks. After the men returned from 
World War II, the female crews on the Angeles National Forest and elsewhere were eventually 
disbanded. It was not until the 1971 fire season that a female fire crew saw action again. The 
Lolo National Forest supported an all women fire crew while the Tahoe National Forest claimed 
the only all women fire dispatching team. Ron Thompson, a ranger on the Blacksburg District of 
the George Washington and Thomas Jefferson National Forests offered training to women.628 In 
1972, a California crew included seven women while a twenty-two-woman fire crew worked in 
Region 1. They were not given special considerations and often worked where the fires were the 
hottest.629 Shortly thereafter, Kimberly Brandel became the first female hotshot, highly trained 
firefighters who work on the hottest part of a fire, in 1976. She was followed closely by the first 
female smokejumper, Deanne Shulman, who began her job in 1981. Women continue to work as 
fire lookouts at the few towers that are still operational. Going into her thirty-fourth season as a 
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lookout on the Cibola National Forest in New Mexico, Dixie Boyle remarked, “Women have 
earned their place in the history of forest fire lookouts… Those early women paved the way for 
the rest of us.”630 Although it was the 1970s when women were finally recognized as permanent, 
full-time firefighters for the agency, women have had an enduring role in fire detection and 
suppression within the Forest Service. 
 Weathering storms, downed telephone lines, wild animals, isolation, loneliness, and the 
unknown, female lookouts in the early twentieth-century overcame the strangeness and risk of 
the forests by enlarging their meaning of home to include nature—from their dooryard to the 
great expanse of forest that lie in front of them. Women saw their lookout position as a civic duty 
to protect the nation’s forests and by extension, their homes and American life—their fulfillment 
of the conservation cause. They believed, like Susan Fenimore Cooper, Margaret March-Mount, 
and others, that defending nature’s resources was a moral obligation of cultural and civic 
importance, not merely a scientific exercise of regulation. Women like Hallie Daggett, Helen 
Dowe, and others took Cooper’s call to “something higher” literally and went to new heights of 
active forest management. Carving out a place for themselves in the male-dominated sphere of 
forest and fire, female lookouts forged a path of their own in the early twentieth-century, making 





                                                             





Figure 29: Hallie Morse Daggett. As the first woman fire lookout, Daggett served for fifteen years at the 
Eddy Gulch Lookout on the Klamath National Forest. USDA Forest Service 
 
 
Figure 30: Hallie Daggett in front of her cabin. Daggett proudly stands with her pack horse and dog at her 
beloved cabin at Eddy Gulch Lookout on the Klamath National Forest, circa 1915. USDA Forest Service 
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Figure 31: Woman at Twin Sisters Lookout, Colorado National Forest, 1917. USDA Forest Service photo 
courtesy of the Forest History Society, Durham, NC 
 
 
Figure 32: Women’s Forest Service Reserves. Women in the Forest Service Reserves building a practice 
fire line around a small slash fire in Oregon, 1943. USDA Forest Service 
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Figure 33: Making a call from the lookout tower. Loraine Ashley, alternate lookout, at the Knoxville 
Tower in Mississippi on the air raid warning service detail, telephoning from the cabin of the lookout 
tower, 1942. USDA Forest Service 
 
 
Figure 34: Using the fire finder. Hollis Stritch using the fire finder at the West Fork Butts Lookout, Lolo 
National Forest, 1943. USDA Forest Service 
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Figure 35: Living in a lookout tower. Josie Holley brews a pot of coffee on the old-fashioned wood-
burning stove in the 14x14 living quarters atop Dugger Tower Lookout, Talladega National Forest, 1954. 
USDA Forest Service 
 
 
Figure 36: Stepping out for a check look. Adelle Newlon in front of the lookout cabin doing a “check 




Figure 37: Staying busy at the lookout. Suzanne Goodman relaxes with a book at the Highland Lookout, 
















Throughout most of the twentieth-century, women were constantly told the forests were 
men's domain, reinforced by the denial of jobs and exclusion of women’s paid field labor from 
the national forests. But women rejected this idea and shaped the land through their feminine 
forestry. Through their work as advocates, foresters, rangers’ wives, clerks, education specialists, 
scientific researchers, and lookouts, they brought to and developed within the Forest Service a 
distinct female tradition that helped build the infrastructure of national forest management, 
supported the successful operation of the agency, and connected people to their public lands. 
This feminine forestry was underlined by a moral and civic responsibility for the land, the 
conservation cause. Women's version of “the greatest good,” the conservation cause focused on 
the ethical and cultural aspects of environmental management by appreciating and protecting 
nature, and building relationships between humans and the forests, grew from an effort to 
enhance American life—the cornerstone of their forest management. 
Susan Fenimore Cooper’s call to awaken an interest in nature that may lead to 
“something higher” in 1850 did, in fact, inspire thousands of women to recognize the importance 
and value of nature, a mantle that women took hold of and expanded into the twentieth century. 
Writer Lorraine Anderson argues that beginning with Cooper, female nature writers cultivated a 
feminine voice that included “receptivity, caring, humility, sympathy, gentleness, appreciation 
for beauty, relationality, and reverence for life to their work.”631 In 1918, nature writer Mary 
Austin credited women’s capacity for intuitive judgement as their platform from which to speak, 
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stating women should bring to nature writing, “Not their ability to see the world in the way men 
see it, but the importance and validity of their seeing it some other way.”632  
Within the Forest Service, women incorporated this ethos into their daily work and 
extended it to school children, women’s clubs, and the general public. In her 1917 Forest Study 
in the Primary Grades, Edith Mosher emphasized that learning forest conservation issues as a 
young student made children better citizens and people. She argued that, with a love for nature 
and an understanding of the interconnectedness of forests and humans, children would grow into 
adults and citizens more apt to solve the pressing issues facing forests and natural resources.633 
Through prose and poetry, she convinced readers to care for and protect forests as a personal 
responsibility, likened to the responsibility of taking care of their homes: “What do we burn 
when we burn our trees? We burn the home for you and me.”634  
In the 1940s, Margaret March-Mount extended this ethic and human connection to the 
land by appealing to women’s groups and the general public. She charged them with changing 
the minds of wasteful forest users and to prevent forest fires, plant trees, and care for the forests 
as they cared for their homes. In the midst of war and uncertainty, she reminded Americans that 
while bombs explode, trees grow, and from that assurance Americans could find resolve to 
preserve and protect their forests, homes, and way of life.     
Rangers’ wives took pride in fulfilling the physical work of forest management and 
dispatching for fires. Hallie Daggett, Helen Dowe, and other lookouts perched high atop the 
mountains reveled in protecting their forests from harm. Research scientist Eloise Gerry 
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painstakingly connected communities to healthful forestry practices and wrote children’s stories 
with the aim of explaining to young people the value of nature and their relationship with the 
land. Rachel Carson, who was well grounded in science, also brought to scientific resource 
management a sense of wonder and sentimental appreciation, encouraging parents to share 
nature with children, stating “I sincerely believe that for the child, and for the parent seeking to 
guide him, it is not half so important to know as to feel. If facts are the seeds that later produce 
knowledge and wisdom, then the emotions and the impressions of the senses are the fertile soil in 
which the seeds must grow.”635 For women in conservation, the chief aims were educating 
Americans about resource issues, taking responsibility for nature, and connecting people with the 
land.   
Two giants of conservation, Gifford Pinchot and Aldo Leopold, are credited with forming 
the Forest Service’s mission of “the greatest good” and later the agency’s land ethic. Pinchot’s 
leadership in bringing about an American forestry program, agency, and ideal formed the basis 
of scientific management and government regulation of forestry resources for the benefit of the 
public and future generations. Aldo Leopold, a Forest Service forester considered by many to be 
the father of wildlife ecology and the nation’s wilderness system, wrote about the “land ethic” 
that the Forest Service credits as the influence for its motto “Caring for the Land and Serving 
People.” Leopold’s experiences with nature and wildlife, as well as his observations of a 
diminishing landscape in the early twentieth century, cultivated his “belief that people have a 
moral responsibility to care for nature.” In Leopold’s view, this land ethic affirmed that “the 
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relationships between people and land are intertwined” and that care for people could not be 
separated from care for the land.636  
Long before the publishing of the “Land Ethic” essay in his beautifully written 1949 A 
Sand County Almanac, women within the conservation movement and Forest Service had 
championed that Americans had a moral obligation to care for the land and recognize their deep-
seated relationship and interconnectedness with nature. In fact, it was both Pinchot’s and 
Leopold’s mothers who had inspired and influenced them in their careers and approach to the 
land. Mary Pinchot was a great force in Gifford’s life and, with her husband James, had 
encouraged Gifford to pursue forestry. In 1890, she wrote to Gifford saying that he must “help 
make a public opinion which will force the Government to do what ought to be done” in order to 
successfully promote forestry within the country, advice he followed the rest of his life.637 Clara 
Starker Leopold, Aldo’s mother, likewise encouraged his “skills in observing nature, his writing, 
and his sense of the aesthetic. Her early cultivation and influence led him to lifetime vocations as 
a forester, restoration ecologist, philosopher, educator, writer, and outdoor enthusiast.”638 
Certainly instrumental to the formation of the American environmental mindset and resource 
management, Pinchot and Leopold were not, however, sole inventors of such an ethic but were 
steeped in a long succession of women’s conservation ideology.  
By the 1990s, the Forest Service employed at least 127 women line officers including 
rangers, deputy chiefs of program areas, a regional forester and several deputy regional foresters, 
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eight forest and deputy supervisors, numerous research project leaders, and assistant directors.639 
Just as the latter part of the twentieth century brought with it a changing set of values, shifting 
the Forest Service’s focus from single resource management (timber) to ecosystem management 
that served a greater constituency, professional women entered the Forest Service with different 
values than the traditional utilitarian conservation view. A 1990 survey found that “‘women in 
the Forest Service exhibit[ed] greater general environmental concern than men’ and in particular 
were more in favor of reducing timber-harvest levels on national forests and designating 
additional wilderness areas.”640 Similar studies revealed that women displayed “significantly more 
concern than men about local or community-based environmental problems.”641  
Community and relationships were key themes for women during the 1990s as they 
developed national forest plans, required for each forest and grasslands unit every ten years 
under the National Forest Management Act. Gloria Brown, the first black female forest 
supervisor, remembered relationship building as being the key to writing the forest plan for the 
Willamette National Forest in Oregon. Considering various interests, like those concerned about 
the Northern Spotted Owl, Brown sought the support of the forest and community as part of the 
public planning process and published the forest plan with the allowable sale quantity of timber 
cut by nearly half. She recalled about her role as a public affairs officer and later a forest 
supervisor that “Every position: not only was it a relationship, but it was a learning 
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opportunity…If you think you’re doing something by yourself, I’ll be the first one to tell you: no, 
you didn’t. You didn’t get there by yourself.”642 
By the end of the twentieth century, women had solidly fused their Progressive Era 
legacy of a conservation cause with current scientific and technical management to create a 
modern environmental concern and shared land ethic, bringing a diversity of skillsets to meet a 
changing agency and the general public they serve. Today, women continue to reflect on that 
ethos. Leslie Weldon, Senior Executive for Work Environment and Performance, offered, “I am 
not alone among women in the Forest Service in sharing a conservation ethic…This commitment 
has a shared central ethos: that we must work with the people we serve to fulfill our conservation 
mission.”643 Grizelle González, acting assistant director of the International Institute of Tropical 
Forestry, added that “Delivering our conservation mission is about openness and willingness to 
work with across [sic] multiple disciplines and a diverse community of partners.”644 Michiko 
Martin, regional forester for the Southwest Region, shared, “Delivering our conservation mission 
is about inspiring that next generation of environmental stewards who will ‘lend a hand and care 
for the land.”645 From nascent environmental concerns in the nineteenth century, to the hard work 
of feminine foresters throughout the twentieth century and into the twenty-first, the voices, 
influence, and contributions of women continue to be a critical part of the agency. Women’s 
conservation cause helped shape and continues to guide the principles, ethics, and management 
of the Forest Service. 
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